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EBA BusinEss AmBAssAdor

Europe Business Assembly in conjunction 
with ‘EBA Global’ Loyalty Programme is 
proud to announce the establishment of 
the EBA Business Ambassador Institution 
which will bridge business and cultural 
communications.

EBA Business Ambassador Institution 
combines international diplomacy, efficient 
partnership, investment and innovation 
solutions, education and science, culture, 
and art. It will facilitate the development 
of international projects in the national 
arena and territory branding and promotion 
globally.

EBA Business Ambassadors are key business 
players in the given territory, a hallmark 
of the business elite, the personality with 
a flawless solid professional reputation, 
socially oriented business activities, and a 
broad international business lineage. EBA 
Business Ambassador Institution activities 
are aimed at the development of key business 
programmes and initiatives in the region, 
along with EBA education and social project 
operation and fulfilment. 

EBA Business Ambassadors and their activities 
are geared towards enhancing the region’s 
investment and partnership potential.

EBA Business Ambassador Institution
is your reliable coordinating partner for business initiatives 
and joint partnerships in the region
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EBA BusinEss AmBAssAdor 
to mAlAysiA

Dato’ Sri Dr. Jessy Lai, Founder & Group CEO of Monspace Multinational Corporation, is inaugurated as EBA Business 
Ambassador to Malaysia. 

The person who puts unbelievable goals and always reaches them…

The leader who continues challenging the impossible, strengthening relationships, growing market share, supporting 
the less fortunate and deepen regional economic integration with their customers and business partners to propel 
Monspace forward to be a global, multinational brand recognized all over the world.

Headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, MONSPACE is a corporation known for its rapid yet stable growth. Since 
our founding in 2014, the company has expanded internationally, tapping into industries such as E-commerce, health, 
hospitality&tourism, F&B, real estate, beauty, and more.

At the core of the MONSPACE brand is a commitment for smart innovation and a strong sense of social responsibility. 
Through the development of technology and human resources, we cultivate a resilient business culture in the region, 
attracting investments and changing lives for the better.

Working with carefully selected partners, MONSPACE will continue to explore new industries and markets, staying true 
to its mission to serve citizens across the globe.

www.monspacea.com  -  E-mail: hanizaharudin@gmail.com  - Tel. +60175002069

Monspace Multinational corporation

Dato’ sri Dr. Jessy lai, Founder & Group CEO 
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EBA BusinEss AmBAssAdor 
to BosniA And hErzEgovinA

Academician, Prof. Dr. Ibrahim Jusufranić is a founder, rector and full-time professor of the International University 
Travnik in Travnik, Bosnia and Herzegovina. Graduated in 1963 from the Faculty of Economics in Sarajevo, achieved his 
MA title at the Faculty of Economics of the University of Belgrade in 1973, where he received his PhD degree in 1983.
In his rich professional career, he served as Director of the University Clinical Center of Sarajevo (1980-1989), after 
which he became Director of the Cantonal Public Utility Company "GRAS" Sarajevo, which he successfully ran for 16 
years (1989 - 2005). He was also a full-time professor at the Faculty of Traffic and Communication of the University 
of Sarajevo. In the year 2005 he moved to the post of director of "Unioninvest construction of buildings" Ltd. Sarajevo, 
where it remains until 2008. In the meantime, in 2006, Prof. Dr. Jusufranić founded the International University Travnik 
in Travnik where he is still a rector.
He has published 90 scientific papers in the field he is dealing with, as well as a series of professional studies, papers and 
articles. He has participated in 56 scientific and professional conferences in the country and abroad, including those of 
the world scale and significance such as UITP 56 World Congress, Rome, Italy, 2005; 7th UITP's Light Rail Conference 
"A Light Rail-Accessible and Flexible Solution for Towns" Dresden, 2004; 3rd UITP Conference "Travel Information", 
Gothenburg, 2003; 6th International Light Rail Conference "Developing Successful Light Rail", Nant (France); UITP 
Light Rail Conference - Light Rail and Liveable Cities 2000 Melbourne, Australia and many others. In his up to now 
academic and university engagement he has written 23 books as author and co-author of which the most significant 
are: Traffic Systems - Theory, Transport, Technology, Trends, 2017; Economic Ideas - between the local and global, 
entrepreneurial and predestinated, individual and mass, monistic and pluralistic, institutional and alternative, 2016; 
Urban Passenger Transport Systems, 2014; Managerial Economics, 2012; Project Management – managing projects 
and processes with assessment of the efficiency of investment inlaying, 2010; Business Logistics, 2009; The Basics of 
Road Traffic - organization, technology, economics, logistics, management, 2007; Innovation in Urban Public Transport, 
2001, Passenger City Transport, 1998 and many others. For his longstanding and fruitful work and works he has been 
awarded with the most prestigious awards and recognitions such as: The biggest award of the State "27 July Award of 
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" for 1991 for outstanding achievements in the work of GRAS and also for a 
creative contribution to the overall prosperity of the country; Platinum of the Croatian Scientific Society for Traffic "for 
Special Merits for the improvement of the traffic and  development of CSCFT", 2002; "Plaque of the City of Sarajevo"; 
"Acknowledgment for Excellence in development of GRAS" and more plaques for outstanding contributions to the 
defense of BiH. He is the prizeman of the 6th April Award of the City of Sarajevo. In 2003, Company GRAS Sarajevo 
was declared as the most successful company of PUC in the world by the Magazine "Aktualidat" from Madrid, headed 
by Prof. Dr. Ibrahim Jusufranić. There are other significant awards such as "Charter F.E.S.T. 2012 "for extraordinary 
contribution to the cultural and touristic development of the town of Travnik", Solin - Split, 2012; "Best University" 
Award for Best Balkan University in Vienna, 2012, then Mention of Honor for the Highest guest (Universidad Nacional 
del Este - Paraguay), 2015; Prize "Charter of the Hero with the Golden Medal of Nikola Tesla" 2016; the "Science of 
the Year 2016", USA 2017 and many others. He is professionally and personally dedicated to reaching the highest 
professional standards in the higher education system.

E-mail: rektor@iu-travnik.com  - Tel. +387 (0)30 509 675, +387 (0)33 711 011

international university travnik

Prof. Dr. Ibrahim Jusufranić, Founder, Rector and Full-time Professor 
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EBA BusinEss AmBAssAdor 
to KyrgyzstAn

Mr. Ruslanbek Khamdamov has initiated the whole range of projects and programmes in his region developing the 
construction area.

1988-1993 Mr. Khamdamov held the position of Director General of 'Sprinter' Company that specialized in construction 
and fitting-out of complicated steel constructions.

1993-2001 Mr. Khamdamov was the Director General of 'Euro Build Service' Company that produced technological 
equipment and constructed industrial complexes and buildings.

2001-2011 Mr. Khamdamov engaged the position of Director General of German-Kyrgyz joint venture company 'Tech 
Stroy Service' that specialized in construction equipment manufacturing. 

Since 2011 Mr. Ruslanbek Khamdamov is the Director General of 'OPPS BUILD' Company.

OPPS Build: a construction company with innovative systems for the construction of a unique patented technology, 
using lightweight panels for seismic reinforcement. Minimum construction time are achieved by us, through the use 
of special equipment and technological lines for manufacturing panels of ‘O.P.P.S. ‘, and the using of special mounting 
hardware. The main operation in traditional construction used at the construction site, such as bricklaying, external 
and internal plastering , installation of window frames , door installation - are excluded , as all of the above operations 
are carried out on a special assembly stand. The estimate cost construction of buildings or dwelling houses of ‘OPPS’ 
panels, on average 40% cheaper, compared to traditional construction methods.

Efficiency is achieved by:

Applications - production line, with consisting of 60% of the manufacturing operations.

- Saving building materials (With the exception of losses and cost of overruns materials on the object).

- Raising the minimum human resources (Workers), the reduction of working man hours and salary.

Application of the special mounting hardware and technology significantly reduces all construction time.

Mr. Ruslanbek Khamdamov is the official representative of the Lake Issyk-Kul Development Zone to EBA.

Under the direction of Mr.Ruslanbek Khamdamov a lot of innovations have been realized.

E-mail: opps.build@yahoo.com  - Tel. +996550225708

opps BuilDing coMpany 

Mr. ruslanbek khamdamov, Director General
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BUSINESS CARDS

EBA BusinEss AmBAssAdor 
to lAos

‘EBA GLOBAL’ is proud to introduce Prof. Dr. Od Phongsavanh, Founder and CEO of Phongsavanh Group, as EBA 
Business Ambassador to Lao PDR.

The Phongsavanh Group, a 100% privately owned corporation, a regional leader in integrated businesses, is currently 
a well-established company with assured stability that has been playing a significant role in Lao PDR’s socio-economic 
growth and cross-border business expansion in the ASEAN economic community.

Phongsavanh Group was established in 1977 by Prof. Dr. Od Phongsavanh, a progressive entrepreneur who started 
his business with the export of processed forest products and import of consumer goods in Savannakhet Province. 
The company later expanded into a plethora of businesses as telecommunications, construction, trading, banking and 
financial services, mineral mining, oil and petroleum products, car cleaning and maintenance, convenience stores, fleet 
or cash cards, aviation, franchises, logistics, and insurance. At present the group has more than 20 subsidiaries with 
over 2,000 staff in Lao PDR. Since 1995 the Phongsavanh Group has been a foremost provider of integrated services 
that meet the needs of Lao people in all aspects of their lives. The Group carefully and cordially serves clients as if they 
are family members and persistently strive to enhance their quality of life.

Since its inception, the Phongsavanh Group has been growing step-wise. 
• 1977 - Prof. Dr. Od Phongsavanh started Timber business, The Phongsavanh Wood Industry Co.,Ltd
• 1995 - Est. Phongsavanh Telecom Co., Ltd
• 1997 - Est. Phongsavanh Construction(PAC) Co.,Ltd
• 2001 - Expanded Khouanchay Trading Import-Export Co.,Ltd 
• 2007 - Set up the first privately owned bank, Phongsavanh Bank
               Est.Vientiane Mineral Mining Co., Ltd

• 2008 - Est. Petroleum Trading Lao Public Company Limited (PTL)
• 2009 - Started Lao Central Airlines business
• 2011 - Est. Sitthi Inter Trading Import-Export Co., Ltd
               Started franchise business Black Canyon Coffee and Moly Care 

• 2012 - Est. Lao Daily Mart Import-Export Co., Ltd
• 2013 - Est. Well Tech Lao Co.Ltd. and Sitthi Logistics Lao Co.,Ltd
• 2015 - Est. Sitthi Logistics (Thailand) Co., Ltd 
               Established APA Insurance Co.,Ltd

Currently Phongsavanh Group expands its business cooperation and investment in Kunming, the capital of Yunman 
province, China, as part of preparations for regional and international integration.

phongsavanh group of coMpanies

prof. Dr. od phongsavanh, Founder and CEO
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 Special Session of the ‘Best Medical Practice’ Project in Israel
11-13 February 2018. Dead Sea Area, Israel  

From	 February	 11	 to	 February	 13,	 2018,	 a	 visiting	 expert	 session	 of	 European	Medical	Association	 and	 Europe	
Business Assembly was held in the conference hall of the Royal Hotel Dead Sea 5* (Ein Bokek, Dead Sea, Israel). The 
session	was	held	within	the	framework	of	‘Best	Medical	Practice’	project	aimed	at	supporting	leading	regional	medical	
specialists	from	different	countries	and	developing	international	cooperation	in	the	field	of	medicine	and	medical	tourism.	
The	session	was	moderated	by	the	President	of	European	Medical	Association,	Dr.	Vincenzo	Costigliola	(Belgium).
The	session	was	hosted	by	Avangard	Medical	Center,	a	center	of	treatment	and	rehabilitation	in	Israel	specializing	in	
orthopedics, cosmetology, urology, dermatology and neurology. The achievements and know-how used in the center 

were presented by Leonid Grinblat, Director General of Avangard 
Medical	and	SPA	Center,	 Irina	Lourie,	Director	of	External	Relations	
of	 the	Avangard	Medical	 and	SPA	Center,	Zurab	Gegechkori,	Head	
Physician	 of	Avangard	Medical	 and	 SPA	 Center,	 Svetlana	 Zarhina,	
Marketing	Director	of	Avangard	Medical	and	SPA	Center.	During	the	
session, presentations of leading medical centers, physicians and 
rehabilitation specialists of private practice, representing Israel, India, 
Russia and Ukraine, were also made, as well as master classes on 
healthy lifestyle from health experts.The program included speeches 
of Ukrainian leading specialists of traditional medicine. Despite the 
considerable success recognized internationally, traditional medicine 
in this country is under severe state pressure and is on the verge 

of a ban. Following the speeches, the audience adopted a resolution in support of Ukrainian traditional medicine. 
All	participants	of	 the	conference	personally	visited	the	Avangard	Medical	Center	and	tested	cosmetic	and	medical	
procedures	themselves.	Many	participants	signed	agreements	on	cooperation	with	Israeli	colleagues.

The ceremony of honoring leading physicians, awarded for their 
professional activities with prestigious European differences, was the 
culmination of the event. Among them were Dr. Alka Sarpal, Founder 
and Director of DR ALKA’SSKINCARE & HEALTHCARE, Natalia 
Zemna	(Zubitska),	President	of	the	Public	Organization	‘Green	Planet’,	
Leonid	 Grinblat,	 Director	 General	 of	 Avangard	 Medical	 and	 SPA	
Center,	 Ganna	 Zhukova,	 President	 of	 the	 International	 Association	
of Experts on Health Practices.The conference was held in a warm 
and friendly atmosphere, its participants were able to visit the main 
sights of Jerusalem – historical places of three world religions, get 
acquainted with healing possibilities of the Dead Sea, and appreciate 
the local cuisine and the hospitality of the hosts.

EBA events 2018
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London Summit of Leaders
17 April, Institute of Directors, London, UK  

The International ‘Achievements Forum 2018. London Summit of Leaders’ was hosted by the Summit of Leaders on the 
17th of April, with the support of the Academic Union, Oxford and the Global Club of Leaders, together with the ‘EBA 
Global’ Loyalty Programme. Traditionally held in the Institute of Directors in London, the famous business elite meeting 
point in the UK, the event gathered together the most leading regional business, professional and academic elite 
representatives from 33 countries. ‘EBA Global’ community members had a unique opportunity to present themselves 
to	the	target	audience	of	corporate	leaders,	investors,	academia	and	like-minded	professionals.	Participants	benefited	
from meeting top executives, business gurus and investment experts from across the globe at plenary and breakout 
working sessions and sharing ideas and experiences in a series of panel discussions, presentations and case studies.
Grounded	in,	and	attracting	high	profile	delegates	from	the	real	world	of	business,	the	function	is	a	key	driver	in	the	
development of practical commercial exchanges. The international professionals shared and learned from each other 
for business improvement and positive social transformation.
The dynamic summit programme included 2 contemporary 
expert platforms and master classes from key British and 
world experts – members of the Oxford Speakers Bureau and 
Academic Union, guest professors, case studies of successful 
companies and educational institutions, 3 platforms for informal 
communication with summit participants from more than 33 
countries in Elite Club Breakfast format, Networking Business 
lunch	 and	 final	 cocktail,	 interactive	 exhibition	 and	 investment	
platform representing promising regional institutions and 
companies.
The	 Forum	 started	 with	 the	 Official	 Opening	 and	 welcome	
addresses from Prof. John Netting, Director General, Europe 
Business	Assembly	as	well	as	the	Official	Forum	Partners	and	VIP	guests:	Dhabi	Contracting	LLC	from	UAE,	EPEXYL	
S.A. from Greece and PT Bank Central Asia Tbk from Indonesia. The Expert Platform ‘New opportunities and strategies 
for developing economies’ was moderated by Prof. John W.A. Netting, internationally acclaimed expert with a high level 
of	professional	experience,	having	worked	closely	with	Rolls	Royce,	IBM	and	ICL;	Joint	Managing	Partner,	International	
Strategic	Management	(ISM);	CEO	of	the	Europe	Business	Assembly,	Oxford,	UK.
The	Presentation	Platform	‘Achievements	–	2018’	was	moderated	by	Dr.	Rui	Verde,	Head	of	the	Law	and	Economics	
Department,	AU	Oxford;	PhD	Law,	London	BPP	University,	UK;	an	efficient	 legal	adviser,	chief	consultant	(political,	
economic and legal risks concerning investments and activities in 
South	America,	Southwest	Europe,	and	Africa);	visiting	lecturer	
of International Finance. Key-note presentations highlighted 
all aspects of quality as the key driver of the social change, 
a global business trend and an effective tool of reputation 
management. Lead regional companies provided case studies 
and presentations of the national and global brands.
Within the framework of the summit, authoritative international 
organizations, the Global Club of Leaders, and the Academic 
Union held special sessions and accepted new members. 
Acclaimed experts and professors introduced the advanced 
learning courses for business processes & quality improvement 
and expert sessions by Oxford Business Expert Centre. 
Within	this	year	Forum	agenda	Memorandum	between	EBA	and	Honorary	EBA	Business	Ambassador	to	Bosnia	&	
Herzegovina,	Academician	Prof.	Dr.	Ibrahim	Jusufranić,	Rector	of	International	University	Travnik	was	signed	in	the	
solemn atmosphere of the International Achievements Forum 2018.
The Forum activities continued with the Welcome Cocktail with John Netting and Christina Briggs for all honorary 
participants and laureates. The Solemn reception on behalf of the Summit Organizing Committee and Award Ceremony 
‘Achievements – 2018’ brought the climax to the whole event by presenting prestigious international awards to corporate 
leaders	for	outstanding	achievements	in	the	field	of	business	social	responsibility,	international	relations,	economics,	
politics, science and social activities.
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The Official Partners of London Summit of Leaders

   nikolaos anastasiou    
   president
   epeXyl s.a.                            

   5 Spetson Str, Athens, 14565, Greece
   phone: +30 210 231 49 62
   e-mail: info@epexyl.com 
   www.epexyl.com 

EPEXYL was founded in 1981 by Mr. Vasilio Anastasiou in Athens. The company is managed by his two sons Dimitris and Nikolaos. 
The two sons ran the company from 2004 and in 2011 the company passed to their hands with equal 50% each. EPEXYL specialized 
in the manufacture of custom made architectural woodworks, interior furniture, joinery and wall paneling for commercial, public 
and private projects. Our commitment to high quality end products, after sale service, improvement of manufacturing processes 
and innovation has made EPEXYL well known in the architectural and construction sector in international market. Our portfolio 
of projects illustrates our company’s skill of achieving, within the agreed time schedule, the aesthetic and functional requirements 
set by our clients. We have acted as subcontractors for most of the construction companies in Greece creating results beyond our 
client’s expectations. The company’s premises include two factories in the area of Athens, one 5500mІ, for international projects 
and one 750mІ for local market and with specialized and experienced working force that depending on the needs of the project 
can reach up to 100 employees in the production line and 40 more acting as installers on site.
epeXyl offers the following areas of expertise to its clients:

• Shop drawings in Revit, Auto Cad format and Solidworks 3D modeling
• Assist and advise in the design and delivery of large scale projects..
• We regularly work closely with Architects and quality Surveyors streamline the approach to projects.
• We offer technical assistance in the areas of design, material and increased product life.
• A project management team with capabilities to monitor standards, deliveries and qualities
• Large and medium sized contracts with on time delivery.

list of manufacturing capabilities and services of epeXyl:
• Auditoriums, Theatres and Rehearsal rooms
• Wall paneling
• Fire doors and Acoustic doors and windows
• Acoustic paneling
• Upholstered acoustic panels
• Conference rooms
• Special constructions
• Museums
• Public and Private Hospitals
• Custom made build in furniture and fit outs
• Office’s fit outs
• Hotel's interior fit outs
• Private Residences.

Quality policy: ‘Quality is the foundation of our service.’ Our workshop facilities and state-of-the-art machinery are 
supplemented by an ISO 9001:2008 management control system. It is the policy of EPEXYL to ensure at all times that the products 
and services supplied by our company shall be of the highest standard and comply with international standards as well as the 
specification and requirements of the customer.
environMental policy. ‘Environmental protection and sustainable development are our duty to future generations.’ EPEXYL 
has strong beliefs in protecting the environment. EPEXYL’s philosophy is to deliver high quality results to our clients in a cost 
effective and timely manner while at the same time caring for the environment. Demonstrating that commitment our procedures 
are complying with the Environmental control system ISO 14001:2004. It is the policy of EPEXYL to ensure that at all times the 
products supplied by our company shall be environmentally friendly and healthy certified products. For this reason at EPEXYL 
we use low- VOCs emission materials. In general we use ecological adhesives, sealants, paints, coatings, wooden and natural fiber 
NAUF products. The powder coatings that we use contain low VOCs (volatile organic compounds) way within the LEED limits and 
no solvents.
Selected Clients list: BOUYGUES INTERNATIONAL, BOUYGUES IL DE FRANCE / CONSTRUCTION PRIVE, BOUYGUES UK, 
VINCI GRAND PROJECTS, VINCI CONSTRUCTION PETIT, SKANSKA UK, SKANSKA USA, SAMSUNG C&T INDIA LTD, MACKLOWE 
PROPERTIES USA, RELATED DEVELOPMENTS USA, RELIANCE CONSTRUCTIONS, RYAN LLC USA, SALINI IMPREGILO SpA, S&T 
INTERIORS, ACCOR HOTEL GROUP, AKTOR S.A., TERNA S.A., J&P S.A.
Selected Architects list: Renzo Piano, Foster + Partners, Rafael Vinoly, Valode & Pistre, TVS Architects, Leach Rhodes Walker, Kohn 
Pedersen Fox Associates, Kang Modern, Dominique Perrault, Cut architectures, Studio Akkerhuis.
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   saMy eDWarD aDaM khalil    
   ceo 
   DhaBi contracting llc                            

   Dhabi Tower 2nd Floor, Suite No. 201&202. PO Box No. 34801, Abu Dhabi, UAE
   phone: +971 262 74733
   e-mail: dcon@eim.ae
   www.dhabicontracting.com 

Dhabi Contracting Est was established in 1983 under 'Special Category' in the U.A.E. It is one of the best-developed and modernized contracting 
companies in the United Arab Emirates. It was established by forming a highly motivated team of engineers and support staff with long track 
records in the UAE. It has built its reputation by introducing innovative state of art technologies in concept, development, design, planning, 
scheduling and execution of projects. Dhabi Contracting Est undertakes diversified turnkey construction projects with in-house capabilities 
for specialized jobs in the field of Civil Engineering works and Electro-Mechanical Engineering. The sphere of its activities include industrial, 
commercial, institutional, high-rise residential & luxurious villa complexes and sewerage projects. Dhabi Contracting Est and its staff have a vast 
experience in executing large and medium sized projects on a turnkey basis. Dhabi Contracting Est. carries out general construction concept, 
design, planning, implementation and execution of diversified projects on a turnkey basis for electrical and mechanical installation, operation 
and maintenance of commercial and industrial buildings and plants including but not limited to power generation, water and sewage treatment, 
chilled water systems and extra low voltage systems. Dhabi Contracting Est. owns a large inventory and range of construction machinery and 
equipment for carrying out all types of Civil Engineering and Electro-Mechanical Engineering operations. Dhabi Contracting Est has built its 
strength from their philosophy of ‘Single source solution through effective team approach’, and undertaken projects, however large or small, under 
its renowned guarantee of ‘Quality and in-time completion’. Dhabi Contracting Est prides itself in its reputation as a business built around people 
offering excellence and an assured quality product which is second to none with a commitment for the highest technical and managerial abilities 
and prioritized safety incorporating up to date technology in modern and traditional construction. This growth can be attributed to the ability 
to undertake, successfully execute and complete a variety of projects under the management and supervision of experienced administrators, 
project managers and engineers and employees, supported by adequate transport facilities, machinery and equipment.
Quality policy. Dhabi Contracting Est. is committed to meeting all the requirements of its clients and regulatory bodies at all times and at 
minimal cost. All employees are responsible for the quality of work carried out on civil, electromechanical services and performance. They 
have the authority to ensure that quality requirements are met in full, improve our construction quality, maintain the company’s competitive 
advantage, satisfy its clients and comply with the requirements as defined in international standard Quality Management System ISO 9001:2008, 
ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007.
in summary, the quality policy is: Know all our clients requirements and expectations. Meet those requirements and expectations at all times 
Do everything right first time. Do it better next time.
health, safety, environmental policy. Dhabi Contracting Est. is committed to a policy of safe working conditions and practices, for all persons 
employed upon the project sites and therefore necessary precautions are taken to prevent adverse effects on its employees, its equipment and the 
physical environment in which its activities are carried out. This commitment to safety is communicated to all employees and its subcontractors 
by prominent display on the project sites. It is the responsibility of all employees to understand their role in fulfilling this policy and follow the 
safety instructions and guidelines for the overall safety and welfare of all.

   JahJa setiaatMaDJa    
   president Director
   pt Bank central asia tBk                            

   Menara BCA, Grand Indonesia Jalan M.H. Thamrin No. 1 Jakarta 10310, Indonesia
   phone: +62 21 23588000, fax: +62 21 23588300
   e-mail: humas@bca.co.id 
   www.bca.co.id 

BCA is one of the leading private banks in Indonesia focusing on transaction banking business, credit loan facilities, and financial solutions 
for the corporate, commercial and SME, as well as individual customers.
Through the extensive range of well-targeted, high quality products and services the Bank provides, BCA’s financial solutions have proven 
they encourage the business growth of all the Bank’s customers, whether small, medium-sized, or large-scale businesses. For BCA, earning 
customers’ trust through offering them the best solutions to meet their financial needs is an honor and a source of pride.
BCA is one of the leading commercial banks in Indonesia with a core focus on transaction banking business and providing loan facilities 
and solutions to the corporate, commercial & SME and consumer segments. At the end of December 2017, BCA had the privilege of serving 
more than 17 million customer accounts, processing millions of transactions every day through 1,235 branches, 17,658 ATMs and more 
than 470 thousands of EDC machines as well as transactions made over the 24-hour internet and mobile banking systems.
BCA is one the largest lenders in Indonesia with a well-diversified portfolio to corporate, commercial & SME and individual segment. 
Healthy loan quality is maintained through prudent credit policies and disciplined risk management practices.
BCA also continues to build synergy with its subsidiaries in developing a comprehensive range of financial products and services in the 
fields of vehicle financing, sharia banking, general and life insurance, remittance, securities and venture capital, ultimately strengthening 
relations between BCA and its customers.
vision: To be the bank of choice and a major pillar of the Indonesian economy.
Mission: To build centers of excellence in payment settlements and financial solutions for businesses and individuals; to understand 
diverse customer needs and provide the right financial services to optimize customer satisfaction; to enhance BCA’s corporate franchise 
and stakeholders value.
Maintaining trust and providing the best banking solutions for the customers’ financial needs are BCA’s honor and pride. Therefore, BCA is 
committed to continuously expanding its business to sustain the customers’ banking needs and contribute to the community, being ‘Always 
by Your Side.’
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Conference ‘Medicine and Medical Tourism.  
The Republic of Kazakhstan Is In Focus Of Attention’ 

13-16 June, The Center for Oriental Medicine ‘Zhas-Ai’ Duman Hotel Complex, 4*, Astana, Kazakhstan  

From	June	13	to	June	16,	2018	the	International	Conference	‘Complementary	Medicine	and	Medical	Tourism:	In	focus	
Kazakhstan’ was held in the capital of Kazakhstan, Astana. The conference was devoted to the alliance of academic 
and	complementary	medicine	and	medical	tourism.	The	‘Zhas-Ai’	innovative	medical	center	is	the	host	of	the	event.	It	
specializes	in	oriental	medicine	and	reflexology	(http://www.jasai.kz).	Among	conference	organizers	are	the	leadership	
of	the	European	Medical	Association,	the	International	Association	of	Healthcare	Practitioners	and	other	professional	
associations. Leaders of the best regional medical centers and leading experts took part in the conference. They 
properly	presented	 their	countries	–	Great	Britain,	Belgium,	Czech	Republic,	Lithuania,	Russia,	Ukraine,	Tajikistan,	
Bangladesh, Kazakhstan, and gave fascinating presentations and master classes.

On	the	part	of	 the	hosts,	 representatives	of	 the	Ministry	of	Health	of	
the Republic of Kazakhstan, leading Kazakh scientists and physicians 
took	part	 in	 the	conference.	The	conference	was	chaired	by	Mr.	Adil	
Akhmetov, Secretary of the Committee on Foreign Relations, Defense 
and Safety of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
The	guests	enjoyed	rich	business	and	cultural	programs,	negotiations,	
informal communication, and networking. The ceremony of awarding 
of leading health professionals of their countries, who had the biggest 
shares of regional market of medical services, was the high tide of 
the event. They received honorable distinctions from European 
Medical	 Association	 and	 international	 Socrates	 Committee.	 The	
ceremony	 was	 conducted	 by	 the	 President	 of	 European	 Medical	

Association	Dr.	Vincenzo	Costigliola,	Director	General	of	 the	 ‘Zhas-Ai’	medical	 center	Professor	Zhasan	Zekeyuly,	
and	the	President	of	International	Association	of	Healthcare	Practitioners	Professor	Ganna	Zhukova.	The	founder	and	
head of author’s training and health center, vice-president of the International Association of Healthcare Practitioners 

Professor Alexander Ushakov and hospitable host of the event – 
Professor	 and	 Academician	 Zhasan	 Zekeyuly	 were	 awarded	 in	
nomination	 ‘Ambassador	of	Mercy’	 for	personal	achievements	 in	 the	
field	 of	 intercultural	 communication,	 international	 cooperation,	 and	
unification	 of	 like-minded	 people.	 Professor	Alla	 Kulikova,	 President	
of International PSI Academy (Czech Republic), Professor Sergei 
Shestopalov, President of Astroacademy of St. Petersburg (Russia), 
Dr.	 Natalia	 Mikhailova,	 Chief	 Specialist	 of	 School	 of	 Health	 and	
Longevity of Professor Ushakov were awarded in nomination ‘Rose 
of	 Paracelsus’,	 which	 is	 awarded	 together	with	 personal	 certificates	
‘Best	 Medical	 Practice’,	 confirming	 the	 international	 recognition	 of	

professional competence. Professor Salavat Tapbergenov, Head of the Department of Biochemistry of Semipalatinsk 
State	 Medical	 University	 (Kazakhstan),	 Nataliia	 Zemna,	 President	 of	 the	 All-Ukrainian	 Nature	 Protection	 Society	
‘Green	Planet’	(Ukraine),	Dr.	Bibigul	Nurtazaeva,	Deputy	Chief	Doctor	of	‘Zhas-Ai’	medical	center,	Professor	Muazzam	
Ansorov,	rector	of	Pedagogical	University	of	Panjakent	(Tajikistan)	received	other	honorable	distinctions.
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Global Club of Leaders Special Session
02 July, Círculo Ecuestre, Barcelona`s Elite Private Club, Barcelona, Spain  

In the middle of the holiday season, the world-famous Catalan capital 
Barcelona became a colorful destination for the past Global Club of 
Leaders	Special	Session.	The	official	session	partners	included:
•	 Azizi	Bank,	Afganistan
•	 Motheo	TVET	College,	South	Africa
Despite of not large-scale format, Special Session as usual gathered 
like-minded business leaders, professors and doctors from all around 
the world. In the bohemian atmosphere of event’s venue – Barcelona’s 
Elite Private Club Círculo Ecuestre, Prof. John W.A. Netting, Summit of 
Leaders Nomination Committee Chairman, and Global Club of Leaders 
President – Christina Briggs moderated together the Business Leaders 
Day.
During the ‘Global Club of Leaders’ Special Session ‘EBA Global’ 
VIP	Loyalty	Programme	members	 and	honourable	 participants	 from	
the	Middle	East,	Africa	and	Asia	were	speaking	about	the	importance	
of selfbranding for contemporary businessman and sharing their 
achievements on the national entrepreneurial arenas. Academics 
and Professors took up the educational issues, meanwhile Doctors 
discussed	the	topics	of	actual	healthcare	interests.	No	subject	was	left	
behind!
Within	 this	 year	 Session	 agenda	 Memorandum	 between	 EBA	 and	
Honorary	 EBA	 Business	 Ambassador	 to	 Kyrgyz	 Republic,	 Mr.	
Ruslanbek Khamdamov was signed in the solemn atmosphere of the 
‘Global Club of Leaders’ Special Session 2018.
After the Presentation Panel during which each participant had 
an opportunity to present their speeches and presentations, new 
members were accepted to the Academic Union (AU) and Global Club 
of Leaders community.
The following lunch turned out to be a good time spending for 
conversations and fruitful networking. 
After quite a ‘brainstorming session’ all laureates were invited to the best Barcelona’s Flamenco show – Spanish 
performance of the pure style and classical interpretation that was presented in the Palacio del Flamenco. National 
dinner and really spectacular dances didn’t leave anybody indifferent.
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The Official Partners of Global Club of Leaders Special Session

   Mohammad salem omaid    
   president and ceo 
   azizi Bank, Banking & financial services                              

   Zanbaq Square, Opp. Embassy of Turkey, Kabul, Afghanistan 
   Zip Code: 1003
   phone: +93 797 9999 12 
   e-mail: cmo@azizibank.af 
   www.azizibank.af 

Mr. Mohammad salem omaid has been associated with the bank since 2006 and has been the part of the bank’s 12 years of illustrious 
growth. He has a Doctorate in Financial Management from a leading Indian University and is also a Post Graduate & an MBA with specialization 
in Banking, Risk Management & Finance. Mr. Omaid served the bank in various categories and carries immense experience in the diverse 
areas of strategic polices, financial regulations, forex management and banking operations. He has been also associated with maintaining 
International business relations with key corporates, banks & stake holders. As a professional entrepreneur, he is progressively establishing a 
high quality ‘state-of-the-art’private Afghanistan Bank with a vision of ‘Building the Best Quality Afghanistan Bank with World Class Services’ 
by 2020. Mr. Omaid have been recognized by the Government of Afghanistan & International Agencies on different occasions worldwide for 
his persistent efforts in developing the banking structure in the country. 
Few of his accolades are listed below:

• Awarded by the Govt. of Afghanistan for playing an effective role in the development of the Afghan Banking Sector.
• Awarded by the Ministry of Defense for the establishment of a proper & transparent salary payment system for the Afghan soldiers in 

the county.
• Promising Young Banker Award by the Asian Banker, Singapore
• Queen Victorian Badge by the Europe Business Assembly, United Kingdom
• Best Private Banking CEO, Afghanistan by the South Asian Partnership Summit – A SAARC initiative.

Mr. Omaid also holds the following portfolios & membership
• Chairman - Afghanistan Banking Association (ABA)
• Member – Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce, United Kingdom
• Member – World Confederation of Business, United States
• Member – International Chamber of Commerce
• Guest Faculty at the various Universities of Afghanistan.

azizi Bank, Banking & financial services   
Azizi Bank, Afghanistan’s largest commercial Bank with a pan Afghanistan presence across 30 provinces headquartered in Zanbaq Square, 
Kabul, is the outcome of the professional & entrepreneurial commitment of its founder Mr. Mirwais Azizi and its top management team, 
to establish a high quality, customer centric, service driven, private Afghan Bank catering to the future businesses of the Islamic Republic 
of Afghanistan. Azizi Bank has adopted international best practices, the highest standards of service quality and operational excellence, 
and offers comprehensive banking and financial solutions to all its valued customers. Today, Azizi Bank has a widespread branch network 
of 85 branches and more than 100 ATMs and a total of more than 140 branches along with its 100% subsidiary bank, the Islamic Bank 
of Afghanistan, country’s first full-fledged Islamic Bank.Azizi Bank has been recognized amongst the Top and Fastest Growing Banks by 
prestigious international media houses and Global Advisory Firms, and has received several international honors for across the globe. The 
bank caters to various business segments which includes Retail & Corporate Banking, Treasury, Payment & Settlement, Remittance services 
through Western Union and sustainable practices through Responsible banking vide its CSR initiatives. Azizi Bank is steadily evolving as 
the Professionals’ Bank of Afghanistan with the long term mission of ‘Building the Finest Quality Bank of the World in Afghanistan’ by 
2020. Azizi Bank’s management is a young & a highly qualified team aiming at transforming the banking scenario in the country into a 
truly professional and pleasurable experience to its customers. The Bank has a strong Corporate Governance structure comprising of the 
Management Board, Board of Supervisors and an Independent Audit, Risk & Compliance Committees which gives strength and confidence 
to all stakeholders including the public at large. There is a strong regulatory framework and compliance culture in the Bank, leading to a 
good corporate governance practice and a true professional environment. Azizi Bank has invested comprehensively into technology on its 
endeavor for superior customer service. It has procured the world’s top banking software - Flex Cube to migrate from its existing software. 
These initiatives are taken so that the bank becomes customer friendly & tech savvy. It is estimated that although 37% of the population 
lives below the poverty lines, a large segment is mobile savvy with compatible internet facility, especially amongst the young generation. 
With the introduction of M - Paisa and Mobile Wallets, it is expected that a large share of the money transaction in the country would be 
routed through the Bank. Azizi Bank has started agent based banking services aiming towards financial inclusion. It is for the first time 
that a bank in Afghanistan is reaching out to the unbanked strata of society by sending its agents to their door steps. The agents will carry 
devices that will support full-fledged banking services including account opening and biometric authentication of customers. The Bank 
have launched Payment Gateway solution that will make online shopping possible for the customers using their cards or internet banking. 
Azizi Bank has taken a strong lead in the Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives by providing aids and financial assistance to local 
educational institutions which included schools, colleges, universities and NGOs. The bank has also engaged itself with relevant ministries 
in supporting women empowerment, cultural enhancement and the various environmental sustainable initiatives of the country. The bank 
has sustained a very healthy Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) of around 23% by year end 2017, which is an indicative factor of the inherent 
strength of the organization. It follows a secure and effective policy for growth with maximum returns and cost effectiveness and minimize 
the risks. It is a highly capitalized bank and offers to the depositors a sound & an effective banking option. The paid up capital of the bank 
with the Central Bank of Afghanistan is the highest amongst all the banks and which speaks of the bank’s solid foundation and a strong 
corporate governance policy. Within its endeavors to sustain the brand image and provide world class customer service, Azizi Bank have 
received several international awards and recognitions from across the globe in 2016 & 2017. This has not only assisted the bank to get 
global attention but also supported to build upon the brand image of the Azizi Group. The bank currently maintains its correspondent 
banking relationships with banks in India, China, Turkey, Spain, Italy, UAE, Egypt & Russia in INR, USD, EURO, GBP, RMB, AEB, EGP & RUB. 
Under its Vision 2020 initiatives, Azizi Bank will explore opening its first overseas representative offices in various neighboring countries, 
being the first from the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. Azizi Bank’s business philosophy is based on five core values: operational 
excellence, customer focus, product leadership, people and sustainability. 
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   Dato’ tshali iithete    
   Managing Director  
   ongWeDiva MeDipark                             

   Republic of Namibia, Ongwediva 
   phone: +26465232911
   e-mail: lithetet@ongwediva-medipark.com
   www.ongwedivamedipark.com 

Born at Elim, Omusati region some forty years ago. Attended early schooling at Otshuungu and Oniipa. Before joining the illustrious Oshigambo 
High School in the mid-eighties. This was the most difficult period of heightened political activities in the country and northern Namibia was 
the centre of intense military activities or as popularly known as the ‘War Zone’. It was therefore not easy growing up under such tension. It 
was also during this period a young lithete witnessed and became socio-political conscious about the circumstances in his community and the 
limitation imposed by Colonialism and the draconian Apartheid system. Hence, the passion to become an organ of change for his community 
and country at large was lit in him during his childhood. In 1988, the young Tshali later joined his parents who were studying in the United 
States under a Fulbright Scholarship. He completed high school with distinction at Bishop McNamara High School in Forrestville, Maryland, 
USA in 1990. It was the same year Namibia gained independence, Tshali was determined to embark on a career to become a Medical Doctor 
in order to return back to his home country and take up challenges of developing a Namibian healthcare system. He was admitted to Denison 
University in Granville, Ohio in the summer of 1990. Obtained a Bachelor’s degree in Biological Sciences. At Denison University, lithete was 
elected by his peers to various student leadership positions including President of the Denison’s International Students’ Association (DISA), 
Vice President of the Black Students Union (BSU). He also undertook various research projects and contributed to publications: 1) ‘Kidney 
Fat as an Indication of the Nutritional Status’ published abstract in the OHIO JOURNAL OF SCIENCE (1992) supervised by Prof Bonnie 
Lamvermeyer; 2) ‘Epidemiological Review: Modes of Transmission and the rate of occurrences of major infectious diseases in the Republic 
of Namibia’; 3) ‘Indigenous vs Western Medicine: The significance of culture in Medicine, a comparative study of medical practices and the 
health care systems in southern Africa’ (1993) supervised by Prof Mary Clark (University of San Francisco, USA). In 1996 lithete returned to 
southern Africa and enrolled at the University of Natal, School of Medicine where he obtained an MBChB Degree in 2001. Upon completion of 
his medical degree, he returned to Namibia and worked as a Medical Practitioner at the Windhoek Hospital Complex (Katutura & Windhoek 
Central Hospitals) in the Department of Internal Medicine. Given the above background, it empowered lithete with the necessary skills to 
contribute towards nation-building and help to alleviate the injustices of the past especially in the health sector. The glaring realities were 
that of lack of skills and services in health especially outside of Namibia’s capital city Windhoek. This prompted lithete to look at possibilities 
of establishing a Private Hospital in northern Namibia where >60% of Namibia’s population reside yet only rudimentary health services 
existed. After a thorough feasibility study done, Ongwediva Medipark was established in 2007 at the town of Ongwediva in the Oshana 
region. As a founding promoter and current Managing Director, lithete steered Ongwediva Medipark into a flagship Hospital within just 10 
years of its existence. Ongwediva Medipark is accredited by both the Health Professionals’ Council of Namibia (HPCNA) and the University 
of Namibia as an Academic Hospital making it the only hospital in Namibia to be accredited by HPCNA and the first private hospital to have 
such recognition by both Institutions. In 2016 Ongwediva Medipark set up the first Organ Transplant Unit in Namibia and performed the 
first Kidney transplant on the 30th March 2016 - setting Namibia’s medical history. Ongwediva Medipark boasts 30 resident specialists in 
various disciplines - Neurosurgery, Orthopaedic surgery, General & Transplant surgery, Internal Medicine, Paediatrics, Emergency Medicine, 
Rheumatology, Radiology, Ophthalmology, Ear, Nose & Throat, Urology, Obstetric & Gynaecology just to mention but a few. Medipark is set to 
become the first Namibian Hospital Group. Dr Tshali lithete is also the Personal Physician to Dr Sam Nujoma, the Founding President of the 
Republic of Namibia.
Dr Tshali lithete has received various awards in recognition of his achievements among them:

1) Africa Economy Builders Awards’ Young Medical Entrepreneur of the Year Award (2017) in Abidjan, Ivory Coast;
2) Most Distinguished Order of Namibia (2014) by H.E. Hifikepunye Pohamba, President of the Republic of Namibia;
3) Distinguished Leadership Award (1994, Denison University, Ohio USA);
4) Robert Alrutz Summer Research Fellowship (1993, Denison University, Ohio USA);
5) National Science Foundation Young Scholar (1990, State of Maryland, USA).

Dr lithete is indeed a true pan-africanist with wider interests beyond the health sector including Fishing, Mining and Agriculture.
ongwediva Medipark is a private academic hospital opened in 2007 in the town of Ongwediva, northern Namibia with an aim to complement 
the existing facilities in the region. It grew within such a short period to a Center of Excellence in Healthcare for Namibia. It currently has the 
highest concentration of Specialized skills (Specialists) in Namibia; Ongwediva Medipark entered into an agreement with the University of 
Namibia School of Medicine to serve as a Training Institute for its medical, nursing and pharmacy students. Medipark has been accredited as a 
Teaching Hospital by the Health Professions Council of Namibia (HPCNA). In 2016, Ongwediva Medipark became the 1st hospital in Namibia 
to conduct transplant surgery with doing the first live-related kidney transplant surgery. It has now successfully done 10 such transplants 
and remains the only hospital in Namibia to do transplant surgeries and one of the very few on the continent (Africa). Ongwediva Medipark 
also has a unique public-private partnership with the government of the Republic of Namibia through Oshakati Intermediate Hospital which 
facilitates interaction of specialists between these institutions.
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   Marianna Dipilwane Monyadiwa phutsisi    
   principal 
   Motheo tvet college                            

   9306 c/o St George and Aliwal str, 
   Bloemfontein, South Africa
   phone: +27828534444
   e-mail: olinn@motheotvet.co.za
   www.motheotvet.co.za 
Motheo TVET College is one of the four public TVET Colleges in the Free State, serving the Motheo and Xhariep Districts.  The College comprised 
of three campuses, a Central office and three satellites. Central office and Bloemfontein campus are situated in the Bloemfontein Central Business 
District, Mangaung Metro within the Motheo district.  Bloemfontein campus focus mainly in the training of Business Studies NC(V)- and Report 
191 programmes. Training of disabled students (deaf, blind and physically impaired) are catered for at this campus. 
Hillside View campus servs Bloemanda Township which is 8 km from the Central office.   The campus is more inclined towards engineering 
programmes, NC(V) and Report 191.  Thaba’Nchu campus is in the semi rural area of Thaba’Nchu, which is approximately 70 km from 
Bloemfontein CBD.   This campus has a programme mix of both Engineering and Business studies. In order to address the current local economic 
challenges such as unemployment, poverty and to address the need for upliftment, the College has established three satellites in strategically 
targeted areas. One in Botshabelo which is within Motheo district and two other satellites in Zastron and Koffiefontein in the Xhariep district. The 
college also offers a broad number of Learnerships, accredited skills programmes and a number of community directed programmes. The College 
serves international students from the neighbouring state of Lesotho. The leasing of the Free State Development Corporation (FDC) buildings in 
Thaba’Nchu for a Skills Academy in Building and Civil Construction areas as well as the building of a new Artisan Academy along OR Tambo street 
leading to N6 to Eastern Cape Province as well as the SEDA funded ‘Design and Line Manufacturing Incubator’ project in St Georges Street in 
Bloemfontein, showcase the intention to service the community for rendering maintenance services in terms of plumbing-, electrical service and 
enhancing the building and construction sector. The college has fostered partnerships with a spectrum of local business, industry, government 
institutions, municipalities and partners who assist with skills development where accreditation is not yet in place.  International partnerships 
include Coleg Gwent (UK), Northlink TVET College (Cape Town), West-Lothian College (Scotland), Warwickshire College Group in Leamington 
Spa (UK). Memoranda of Agreement are entered between University of Free State and Central University of Technology, Mangaung Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry. Bank Seta is the Lead SETA in the College. Motheo TVET College operates closely with SETAs e.g SERVICES, AGRI SETA 
and MERSETA. CHIETA, CETA LGSETA, W&RSETA amongst others.  Linking to the Vision of Motheo TVET College ‘The Gateway to Employability’, 
and the Mission  to ‘Be a visionary and innovative provider of excellence, responsive to the needs of the community’  the programme qualification 
offerings mix of Motheo TVET College is therefore addressing the economic needs of its service area and the intention is to be of more service to 
the industry, have closer links and producing the so much needed qualified artisans and a skilled workforce.  

   coMputer coMpany coMpleX llc    
   yaroslav Maksymovych, Founder and CEO                          

   Kopernika 12, Lviv , Ukraine
   phone: +38 (032) 253 9300/ +38 (044) 222 9300/ 
   +38 (050) 453 9300
   e-mail: info@2event.com/ pr@2event.com
   www.2event.com 

2Event is a website and free mobile app for event organizers and visitors.
Key features combined in one app, such as: List of upcoming events and tickets; Visitors networking; Travel companions and roommates.
our mission. We created the app to help visitors start communication with each other.
The main idea of any event is to gather people: at the disco or at the dentists congress or at IT-conference. Visitors are able to get in touch using 
the app at any phase of the event: before it starts during the event and after it.

• Please, check up on the list of attendees before the event to find travel companions to the train, plane, car and roommates to book hotel 
together (these important features are for those who are coming from other city, there are normally 20-50% of such attendees).

• Assign meetings to each other during event and became acquainted using 2Event’s chat for the projector.
• Look for travel companions in the app after the event to team up and travel by taxi or to share car. 2Event.com gives you not only fast and 

affordable option to get from one city or country to another, but also a chance to meet with colleagues and associates.
history. The company was founded in 2013 in Lviv by investor and entrepreneur yaroslav Maksymovych.
‘The idea of the app that gives you ability to organize meetings and find travel companions came up when I was invited to jury in HappyFarm. 
Let me remind you, they are located in the village Shchastlyve, near Boryspol. So, I took a train from Lviv and then had to travel by taxi to 
Shchastlyve, once I entered the room - I saw my colleague sitting at a table. He is also from Lviv, alsо arrived that morning by train, and than 
by a taxi. At that very moment I understood we could travel together as we have a lot of things to talk about. By the way, I met another three 
startups there, they also came with different night trains from Lviv and met only there. So that way I realised that travel companions should 
be clustered around the events. Or on the contrary – every event already brings together people who want to meet associates. All you need to 
do is to give people a tool that will put them together. 2Event app became such tool’.
Using 2Event.com you will be able to:

• Buy tickets for events and transport
• Discover who’s attending to the event
• Make an appointments with visitors of the event
• Find travel companions for the train, plane, car or roommates before booking the hotel
• Call taxi for a group of people
• Post on the twitterwall.
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Business Triumph Festival 2018
5-6 October, Cannes, France  

On 5-6 of October the World Capital of Festivals – Cannes, France, 
successfully hosted ‘Business Triumph’ Festival – the best combination 
of Business and Luxury pastime! Intercontinental Carlton Cannes hotel 
as a ‘pearl of French Riviera’ brought together business and academic 
elite for fruitful discussions and intensive business networking.
During the Special daytime session ‘Inspiring Success Stories’ (5th 
of October) we had high-class business leaders from around 30 
countries as presenters.
Prof. John W.A. Netting, Director General, Europe Business Assembly, 
UK, with Global Club of Leaders President Christina Briggs moderated 

together this Leadership Day in their best tradition, and in the second section held two effective master-classes on 
business etiquette and personal image, which became truly useful input to our participants’ experience.
Extraordinary	contribution	 to	 this	year’s	Festival	made	our	Special	Guests	–	 the	 true	masters	of	 their	 job	 from	 ‘out	
of	business’	spheres	–	Sport	and	Fashion:	French	former	competitive	figure	skater,	‘Queen	of	backflip’	–	Ms.	Surya	
Bonaly, and representative of Africa’s High Fashion, famous London-based Fashion Designer and Style Consultant – 
Mr.	Adebayo	Jones.
Later, in the evening, on behalf of the PR and Image Partner of the Festival – Rare English Gift Book ‘Awards in 

World	 Masterpieces’,	 we	 hold	 the	 exclusive	 Festival	 photo	 session	
by	 the	 famous	Cannes	photographer	Mr.	Christian	Roy.	This	unique	
edition will include a particular chapter with photographed materials of 
Festival’s laureates – ‘Business Triumph Festival chronicles. Stories 
of Success.’
European Awards Night became a real climax of Cannes event due to 
spectacular	Gala	Dinner	with	live	jazz	music	and	haute	cuisine	by	Chef	
Laurent	Bunel;	express	defile	representing	the	fashion	collections	from	
Special	Guests	–	African	Designer	Adebayo	Jones;	and	of	course	–	
the high-end Awards Ceremony! Prestigious International prizes were 
presented to our honourable laureates for their achievements in the 
different spheres of business activities.
The 6th of October was marked by two entertaining and interactive 
ventures. The laureates started their morning from the Partner Race 
‘The	Triumphal	Mile’	when	all	comers	have	enjoyed	the	beauty	of	Côte	
d’Azur while running down the Boulevard de la Croisette. And then – 
sea walk on a yacht with the perfect weather, best mood and totally 
informal pastime.
These days seemed like a moment, and we can proudly announce 
that the ‘Business Triumph’ Festival – 2018 has passed at a high level! 
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The Official Partners of Business Triumph Festival 2018

   Monspace Multinational corp, e-commerce      
   Dato’ sri Jessy lai, group ceo 
   No 2A-3, The Earth, Jalan Jalil 1, Bumi Bukit Jalil, 
   Lebuhraya Puchong, Sg Besi, 57000 Kuala Lumpur
   phone: 03-80823416
   e-mail: jessylai@monspacea.com
   www.monspacea.com

 

Headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, MONSPACE is a corporation known for its rapid yet stable growth. Since 
our founding in 2014, the company has expanded internationally, tapping into industries such as e-commerce, 
telecommunications, health, tourism, real estate, F&B, beauty, and more. 

At the core of our brand is a commitment for smart innovation and a strong sense of social responsibility. Through 
the development of technology and human resources, we cultivate a resilient business culture in the region, attracting 
investments and changing lives for the better. 

Working with carefully selected partners, MONSPACE will continue to explore new industries and markets, staying true 
to its mission to serve citizens across the globe.
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   kazhimkan Massimov     
   Director general  
   Wellness center of MassiMov llp                              

   91, Abay Avenue, Almaty, 050022, Republic of Kazakhstan
   phone: +7 727 387 13 11 
   fax: +7 727 399 98 61
   e-mail: info.wcm@mail.ru 
   www.healthcm.kz

Wellness Center of Massimov was created in 2003. From the moment of establishment the main activity directed оn 
introduction and use of east medicine methods and improvement of а physical and spiritual health of Kazakhstani 
citizens has being conducted. Center’s activity is directed to а combination of traditional and alternative medicine 
methods. In 2011 new direction of activity was opened - medical equipment distribution and pharmaceutical 
activity, also Center began to develop medical tourism direction. In 2011, LLP ‘Wellness Center of Massimov’ 
together with South Korea introduced new technologies for early diagnostic of cervical cancer in Kazakhstan and 
worked on this project fruitfully for 2 years. On 27 December 2012, the Center opened the factory of production of 
rapid tests and chemical reagents in the joint technology between companies  LLP ‘Wellness Center of Massimov’, 
Kazakhstan and Bio Focus Co., Ltd., South Korea. In 2013, WCM for the implementation of the state program on 
screening to identify the cervical cancer gratuitously transferred diagnostic equipment of Liquid Based Cytology 
to all 16 areas of the Republic of Kazakhstan. In spring of 2013, WCM presented to the Ministry of Healthcare 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan screening method for the determination of tuberculosis by rapid-tests diagnosis 
and liquid-based cytology. In 2014, based on the LLP ‘Massimov Wellness Center’ was established Centralized 
Cytological Laboratory (CCL), which coordinates the activities of Cytologists for the Republic of Kazakhstan as 
well as being educational preparatory and consultation center with attraction of experts and scientists from 
South Korea, USA, Japan, Turkey and other countries of near and far abroad.

   Dhaneeshwar Beekhun     
   Director 
   D.Beekhun anD sons ltD                              

   30202, School Lane, Cottage Mapou, Mauritius
   phone: +230 266 1000 / +230 5 252 7766 / 
   +230 5 251 5921 / +230 5 257 5920
   e-mail: d.beekhun@intnet.mu 
   www.beekhun.com 

Settled in Cottage in the North of Mauritius since 1980.  D.Beekhun and Sons Ltd has ever since believed in what 
today has made its fame – Crafts.

It has now acquired national and international recognition for its dedication to creativity and craftsmanship for 
its artisanal blinds and shades.

Our Company now has set up new product lines with the same philosophy that made its blinds and shades famous.

It has for this instance, look upon crafts that originates from India and has associated this craft to local material 
as well as more modern and sophisticated design.

Its daring approach of craft has enabled D.Beekhun and Sons Ltd to have as client like five stars hotels.  And has 
also exported its master pieces to countries of the region:

Reunion Island, Seychelles, Carribean Island & South Africa, as well as countries with further shores in Europe.
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Oxford Summit of Leaders 2018 
18-19 December, Oxford, UK 

The annual Summit of Leaders was held at Oxford University on December 18-19, 2018. It gathered 120 delegates 
from 40 countries representing all inhabited continents of the Earth. Among Summit delegates were leaders of science, 
industry and business, rectors of leading regional universities, members of the World Academic Community, government 
officials,	representatives	of	media	and	general	public.
The main events of the Summit were held in Oxford City Hall – one of 
the most prestigious and famous buildings of old England.
The forum was traditionally opened by John Netting, Director General 
of the Europe Business Assembly (UK).
Then the plenary session was continued by Christina Briggs, President 
of the Global Club of Leaders, CEO of ‘New World Insight’ Ltd, UK, 
USA. Her speech was devoted to the role of leaders in the modern 
world and effective steps to form leadership communities in the modern 
world.	Sergei	A.	Gutnikov,	MD,	DPhil,	Expert	in	academia	and	grants,	
Oxford Progress, scientist, researcher and lecturer became the second 
key speaker. His speech was devoted to new trends and possibilities in the concept of the University of Future.  
The plenary session was followed by a business panel of the Summit ‘Favorable businesses in investment attractive 
territories’. The session was moderated by Christina Briggs. During the session, potential investors, businessmen 
and managers presented programs for economic development of territories and individual companies, shared know-
how	in	their	field	of	activity	and	spoke	about	the	achievements	of	the	
companies they run.
The next section of the event was devoted to education. Its main 
topic was the following: ‘Lifelong learning. The pursuit of knowledge 
for competitiveness and employability’. The speakers of this panel 
represented leading universities of Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. They shared their vision of such pressing issues as inclusive 
education, cooperation between science and business, development of 
IT technologies in the world of education.
In the afternoon another academic session began under the moderation 
of Professor John Netting. Leading scientists and education managers presented their concepts in such an important 
area as ‘Lifelong learning. The pursuit of knowledge for competitiveness and employability’. The academic session was 
followed by Oxford Academic Debates – an unprecedented discussion panel for education leaders. The participants 
were able to express their opinions, share solutions to different problems and ideas, answering the most important 
question of modern academic community – ‘How do you see the University of Future?’ All participants of the debates 
were	presented	with	certificates	of	acknowledgement.
After a short break, the International Socrates Ceremony began. The 
ceremony is the culmination of traditional Oxford Summit of Leaders 
and has been an important public event of Old Europe since 2000. 
This is a real elite celebration with its traditions, closely related to the 
history and the present day of ancient Oxford. The ceremony began 
with a spectacular and vibrant parade – ‘Grand Rector’s parade’. 
Leading managers of modern education walked along the Oxford City 
Hall with the applause of those present. This parade is a tribute of event 
organizers to their guests, including the best scientists of modern world.
Then the Socrates ceremony began, during which our outstanding contemporaries, as well as teams of the best companies 
and	institutions,	received	prestigious	international	awards	for	achievements	in	professional	and	scientific	activity	in	the	
outgoing year.The event ended with a banquet accompanied by world-famous Father Willis organ and guest musicians.  
As usual at summits of leaders, the guests of the forum noted the high level of organization, representativeness of the 
event, intensity of the Summit programme and importance for solving global problems of modern civilization. For many 
of	 them,	 the	Summit	was	a	start	 for	new	 international	projects	and	new	 initiatives,	helped	 to	find	 like-minded	people	 
in different countries of the world. We thank all the participants and partners of the Summit for the fruitful cooperation, we 
wish	them	health,	prosperity	and	happy	New	Year	holidays!	See	you	in	the	New	Year	2019!
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   Monspace Multinational corp, e-commerce      
   
   Dato’ sri Jessy lai, group ceo 
   no 2a-3, the earth, Jalan Jalil 1, Bumi Bukit Jalil, 
   lebuhraya puchong, sg Besi, 57000 kuala lumpur
   phone: 03-80823416
   e-mail: jessylai@monspacea.com
   www.monspacea.com
 

Headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, MONSPACE is a corporation known for its rapid yet stable growth. Since 
our founding in 2014, the company has expanded internationally, tapping into industries such as E-commerce, health, 
hospitality&tourism, F&B, real estate, beauty, and more.

At the core of the monspace brand is a commitment for smart innovation and a strong sense of social responsibility. 
Through the development of technology and human resources, we cultivate a resilient business culture in the region, 
attracting investments and changing lives for the better.

Working with carefully selected partners, MONSPACE will continue to explore new industries and markets, staying true 
to its mission to serve citizens across the globe.

The Official Partners of Oxford Summit of Leaders 2018
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   DunDee precious Metals chelopech eaD                            
   
   iliya garkov, vice president
   chelopech, 2087, Bulgaria
   phone: +359(0)887592729
   e-mail: iliya.garkov@dundeeprecious.com 
   www.dundeeprecious.com 

Dundee Precious Metals Inc. is an international gold mining company engaged in the acquisition, exploration, 
development, mining and processing of precious metals. In Bulgaria its subsidiaries - Dundee Precious Metals 
Chelopech EAD and Dundee Precious Metals Krumovgrad EAD are committed to creating value to stakeholders in 
a safe and socially responsible manner.

Being among the biggest investors in Bulgaria, Dundee Precious Metals projects – the Chelopech underground 
mine and the Ada tepe open pit in Krumovgrad, being the first green mine opened in the last 40 years, are based 
on the best available techniques and are compliant with the requirements under the EU and national laws. 
Innovation-driven and open to dialogue with stakeholders, the company presents the modern face of mining.
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   khalil abdulkarim n al fraih    
   Director general 
   al JaZeerah engineers & consultants                           

   Building No. 92, Ismail Al Mehd Street 4146, Jarir District Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
   phone: +966 11 4720170, fax: +966 11 4794255
   e-mail: ruh@ajec-consulting.com 
   www.ajec-consulting.com 
education: 
1. M. Sc. : Energy Management & Policy, University of Pennsylvania - Philadelphia - USA (School of Art & Science) 1975/76 
2. M. Sc. : System Engineering , University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia – USA, (Moor School) 1974/75 
3. B. Sc. : Electrical Engineering, King Saudi University, (Previously known as Riyadh University)1969/70 
4. DBA : University of Hull - UK - Faculty Of Social Scineces 15th July 1999 
courses attended: 
The following courses were attended: 
1. Management of the Human Resources organized by the Gulf Institute of Management in Sharjah on 15/11/1992 
2. Value Analysis – Value Engineering organized by Value Analysis Incorporated USA on 19/10/1991. 
3. Project Evaluation with the King Fahad University of Petroleum and Minerals on 23/2/1983 
4. Problem Solving, Designing and Planning organized by the Institute of Training and Organizational Development – University of 
Pittsburgh on 13/9/1982 
5. Negotiation skill and dealing with Consultant and Contractors on 17/9/1978 to 30/9/1978 in Grunad / Spain. 
6. Project Construction Management
seminars attended: 
The following Seminars organized by Institute of Public Administration were attended: 
1. Time Management 
2. Management under pressure of the work 
3. Strategically Planning 
4. Three Seminars with Institute of Public Adminstration. 
professional experience. 
06-11-1970. Enrolled in the Saudi Corps of Engineers, Ministry of Defense & Aviation as an Electrical Engineer. I have been assigned 
as Acting Director for the Engineering Department in the absence of the Permanent Director, for several times. Certificate of the 
Ministry of Defence & Aviation 
21-01-1974. I got scholarship sponsored by the Ministry of Defense & Aviation for a Master Degree in Engineering to the University 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia – USA 
Due to my personal keen interest I was enrolled for two major degrees. 
• Systems Engineering and Energy 
• Energy Management and Policy 
I have successfully completed the above mentioned two Master’s Degrees. On 1/11/1997. I had left the Ministry of Defence & Aviation 
and transfer to the Electricity Corporation. 
February 1977. Started my duties as Head of the Project Section in Engineering Department, Corps of Engineers. After the formation 
of New Ministry for Industry and Electricity my services were transferred to the new Ministry on my request (13-10-1977), where I 
served as an Executive Member of Electricity Corporation (which is headed by it own Governor). 
22-10-1979. I was assigned as Director General for the entire Projects Department covering all Electrical Power Systems in Saudi 
Arabia financed by the Government
30-08-1980. I was assigned as the Director General of the Operation and Maintenance Department and was responsible for Operation 
and Maintenance of all Central and Rural Power Utilities controlling a staff of more then four thousand (4000) personnel. 
17-08-1985. I was assigned as a Delegate Member of the Board of the Saudi Consolidated Electric Company in the Southern Region 
to re-form the organizational structure of the Company for a period of three years. Due to my Planning the cost of the KW/H was 
reduced effectively. 
14-08-1988. After completion of the above task I returned to Electricity Corporation and resumed my duties as Director General of 
Design Department where I worked for more than one and a half-year. Then I was deputed to Planning Department to embark the 
twenty-five (25) years Plan for Kingdom wide demand of power up till year 2020. Due to some problem (20-04-1991) occurred 
in Operational Power Utilities in the Northern part of the Kingdom, I was requested to go back and take charge of Operation and 
Maintenance department as Director  General and was remain there up till 1998. 
From 1998 to Present. At present I am running a highly reputable Engineering Consultancy Firm (AL-JAZIRAH ENGINEERS & 
CONSULTANTS) as Director General (Proprietor). 
other activities. During this period I was appointed as Member of the Board of Director for Jizan Electric Company for 4 years and 
Chairman of Arja Electric Company for 4 years. Also I was the Member of Board of Saudi Consolidated Electric Company (SCECO 
South) for 17 years and then I was also appointed as the Chairman of Rafha Electric Company in the Suburb. I have participated in 
many negotiations meeting with Contractors and was responsible as Head of many Taking over committees for numerous projects. 
I have signed various Constructive and Operation & Maintenance Contracts with value ranging 1 to 50 million Saudi Riyals. During 
my service period as Director General of Operation & Maintenance department I solely issued tens of hundreds of Purchase Orders 
for spare parts ranging between 20,000 to 15 million Saudi Riyals. I was also a member of the Saudi Chinese committee for 5 years, 
this committee was headed by H.E. the Minister of Finance & National Economy Mr. Mohammed Aba Al-Khail. On 11.10.1994 I was 
assigned as a member of a very important committee designed by H. E. Dr. Hashem Bin Abdullah Yamani, the Minister of Industry and 
Electricity. The main task of this committee (consisted of 7 Professors from all the Saudi Universities) was to evaluate Saudi Arabian 
Power Utility Sector towards Privatization. This task has been completed and a comprehensive report was submitted to the Minister. 
The privatization process of Power Sector of Saudi Arabia is already started in the light of aforesaid report. 
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   Marianna Dipilwane Monyadiwa phutsisi    
   principal 
   Motheo tvet college                            

   9306 c/o St George and Aliwal str, 
   Bloemfontein, South Africa
   phone: +27828534444
   e-mail: olinn@motheotvet.co.za
   www.motheotvet.co.za 
Motheo TVET College is one of the four public TVET Colleges in the Free State, serving the Motheo and Xhariep Districts.  The 
College comprised of three campuses, a Central office and three satellites. Central office and Bloemfontein campus are situated in 
the Bloemfontein Central Business District, Mangaung Metro within the Motheo district.  Bloemfontein campus focuses mainly in the 
training of Business Studies NC(V)- and Report 191 programmes. Training of disabled students (deaf, blind and physically impaired) 
are catered for at this campus. Hillside View campus serving Bloemanda Township which is 8 km from the Central office.   The 
campus is more inclined towards engineering programmes, NC(V) and Report 191. Thaba’Nchu campus is in the semi rural area 
of Thaba’Nchu, which is approximately 70 km from Bloemfontein CBD.   This campus has a programme mix of both Engineering 
and Business studies. In order to address the current local economic challenges such as unemployment, poverty and to address the 
need for upliftment, the College has established three satellites in strategically targeted areas. One in Botshabelo which is within 
Motheo district and two other satellites in Zastron and Koffiefontein in the Xhariep district. The college also offers a broad number 
of Learnerships, accredited skills programmes and a number of community directed programmes. The College serves international 
students from the neighbouring state of Lesotho. The leasing of the Free State Development Corporation (FDC) buildings in 
Thaba’Nchu for a Skills Academy in Building and Civil Construction areas as well as the building of a new Artisan Academy along OR 
Tambo street leading to N6 to Eastern Cape Province as well as the SEDA funded ‘Design and Line Manufacturing Incubator’ project 
in St Georges Street in Bloemfontein, showcase the intention to service the community for rendering maintenance services in terms 
of plumbing-, electrical service and enhancing the building and construction sector. The college has fostered partnerships with a 
spectrum of local business, industry, government institutions, municipalities and partners who assist with skills development where 
accreditation is not yet in place.  International partnerships include Coleg Gwent (UK), Northlink TVET College (Cape Town), West-
Lothian College (Scotland), Warwickshire College Group in Leamington Spa (UK). Memoranda of Agreement are entered between 
University of Free State and Central University of Technology, Mangaung Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Bank Seta is the Lead 
SETA in the College. Motheo TVET College operates closely with SETAs e.g SERVICES, AGRI SETA and MERSETA. CHIETA, CETA 
LGSETA, W&RSETA amongst others. Linking to the Vision of Motheo TVET College ‘The Gateway to Employability’, and the Mission  
to ‘Be a visionary and innovative provider of excellence, responsive to the needs of the community’  the programme qualification 
offerings mix of Motheo TVET College is therefore addressing the economic needs of its service area and the intention is to be of more 
service to the industry, have closer links and producing the so much needed qualified artisans and a skilled workforce.  

   Manika khanna     
   founder, ceo & chairperson 
   gauDiuM ivf anD WoMen health pvt. ltD                           

   A - 41, Chander Nagar, Janakpuri, 
   New Delhi - 110058
   phone: +91-11-48 85 85 85  +91 98111 66645
   e-mail: info@gaudiumivfcentre.com
   gaudiumivfcentre.com 

Founded by the globally acclaimed Infertility Specialist and Laparoscopic Surgeon Dr. Manika, Gaudium IVF & Gynae Solutions Centre 
is a leading provider of the highest quality of infertility treatment in India.
In 2009, she founded and set up Gaudium IVF with meager capital from her own savings but with a vision and superlative fortitude 
to serve the childless couples to fulfill their dreams and today Gaudium is known name in Infertility treatments and India’s first and 
only Radiation-free IVF centre.
Gaudium Infertility Centre was set up with a mission to provide state-of-the-art infertility treatments to childless couples of India and 
around the world. Gaudium IVF has treated many patients who had lost their hopes in life. The institution serves the mankind in the 
right spirit and true service. Gaudium IVF was the first clinic in India who has performed record number of milestone cases in a short 
span of time including a case which had 15 failed IVF cycles (the highest ever reported) from different parts of the world and then 
successfully delivered a healthy baby by the efforts of Dr. Manika Khanna.  Patients around the world from more than 30 countries 
have been benefited with the expertise of Dr. Manika Who is hailed as India’s most experienced infertility and IVF specialist with 
more than 8000 successful IVF treatments to her credit. She has won several awards and accolades owing to her exceptional skill in 
the field. Gaudium now has centre’s across India and also international nodal centers in 4 countries. Gaudium is the 1st Indian chain 
to have international centre’s making the country proud globally.
Spearheaded PPF (Poor Patient Fund) at Gaudium IVF, a unique and innovative way for well- to do families to donate for the treatment 
of underprivileged patients. She has treated more than 600 patients till date from this fund.
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On 15 January 2019 recently launched Oxford Conference Room 
became the place for extremely particular and exclusive meeting. 
Maltese President Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca accompanied 
by Malta’s High Commissioner to the United Kingdom Joseph 
Cole visited Conference Room and were cordially welcomed by 
the Europe Business Assembly’s leadership. 
Her Excellency Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca	 is	 a	 Maltese	
political	 leader	 and	 the	 9th	 President	 of	 Malta,	 since	 her	
appointment	in	April	2014.	While	her	Presidency	a	lot	of	projects	
have	been	 implemented	directed	at	enhancing	 the	efficiency	of	
the	reforms	to	improve	the	Maltese	population’s	standard	of	living	
and investment attraction.
During	 the	 Official	 meeting,	H.E. Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca 
and EBA’s Director of International Relations Mr Ivan Savvov 
discussed the opportunities for mutual cooperation on the highest 
level	 that	would	 facilitate	 the	 development	 of	 various	 projects	 in	
business, education and medicine between two countries in general, 
and	development	of	partnership	relations	with	EBA	specifically.	

At the end of the meeting, both sides exchanged special gifts and 
Maltese	President	made	a	warm	entry	in	the	Book	of	Honorable	
Guests of EBA Academic Lounge:

‘I augur you success in all your future endeavours to continue 
to enhance Maltese-British relations by bringing our two 
people together through business and civil society actures.’
Coleiro Preca
President of Malta 
15/1/2019

So	 the	Maltese	Cultural	Centre	was	successfully	established	 in	
the heart of Oxford and all EBA Team is committed to moving 
actively in similar directions.

Official visit of Maltese 
President to EBA

Official visit of Maltese President to EBA Oxford Conference Room. 
Maltese Cultural Centre establishing.
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Speakers’ 
Presentations 
(‘Oxford Debates‘)

My	initial	proposition	is	that,	in	its	current	form,	higher	education	
through	 the	 ‘university	 structure’	 is	 no	 longer	 fit	 for	 purpose.	
The author H.G. Wells commented, ‘We are living in 1937, and 
our	 universities,	 I	 suggest,	 are	not	 half-way	out	 of	 the	 fifteenth	
century. We have made hardly any changes in our conception 
of university organisation, education, graduation, for a century – 
in fact, for several centuries.’ Eighty years on from H.G. Wells 
comment,	the	situation	remains	largely	the	same;	in	fact,	in	recent	
years	we	have	probably,	whilst	retaining	a	largely	fifteenth	century	
administrative structure within our universities, exacerbated the 
increasingly	 uncomfortable	 life	 within	 universities	 by	 subjecting	
them to unmitigated new stresses. I will come to some of those 
stresses later in the lecture. 
Although it is early in the lecture to become involved in semantics, 
I	 think	 it	 important	 to	define	my	understanding	of	some	specific	
terminology;	such	interpretations	to	be	based	on	UK	usage:
Higher Education: all forms of formal tertiary education beyond 
high school, i.e. generally that formal education received beyond 
the age of 18 years.
University:  within the UK the word ‘university’ is one protected 
by the UK government and can only be granted through Royal 
Charter or an Act of Parliament
Degree:	is	a	certificate	issued	by	a	university	on	completion	of	an	
approved course of study. An undergraduate degree, for instance, 
will normally represent a three year programme of study.
A few moments ago, I suggested that higher education was not 
fit	 for	 purpose	 and	 that,	 of	 course,	 raises	 the	 question	what	 is	
the	purpose	of	higher	education	and	who	should	benefit	from	it,	
and in what form?  In the UK we can discern much of the original 
purpose of higher education from the Robbins Report of 1963 
that contained the guiding principle that university places ‘should 
be	 available	 to	 all	 who	 were	 qualified	 for	 them	 by	 ability	 and	
attainment.’ The report also contained four, so called, essential 
objectives	to	any	properly	balanced	system:

Perceptions of Higher Education: Quality, Equality, Equitability within 
a Globalised World

John W. A. Netting  
Near East University, November 2017

- Instruction in skills
- The promotion of the general powers of the mind so as to 

produce not mere specialists but rather cultivated men and 
women

- To maintain research in balance with teaching
- To transmit a common culture and common standards of 

citizenship
A	sound,	even	fairly	simple	set	of	principles	and	objectives	that,	
perhaps, served as sound guidance during the second-half of 
the twentieth century. The immediate effect of Robbins was to 
widen	the	definition	of	the	word	‘university’	to	include	for	Colleges	
of Advanced Technology – previously centres of excellence for 
‘applied knowledge’ throughout the sciences, both physical and 
human. It also granted those institutions with degree conferment 
powers. The implementation of Robbins brought fresh thinking 
to higher education whilst keeping it the domain of intellectually 
gifted individuals. 
By 1996, however, a tired conservative government under 
constant critique for supporting elitism commissioned a new 
report	under	the	chairmanship	of	Sir	Ron	Dearing,	the	then	Vice-
Chancellor of Nottingham University, to recommend a pathway 
and strategy for higher education for the next 20 years. I would 
like to spend some time in looking at the details of Dearing’s 
report, delivered in the summer of 1997 as, in my opinion, it has a 
lot to answer for respective to the perceived sorry state that, not 
only the UK’s higher education sector is in, but also those other 
countries that have followed the UK lead in this sector.
It is worth noting that, although the report was commissioned 
by a conservative government it was implemented by a socialist 
one	under	the	leadership	of	Tony	Blair.	The	report	had	five	main	
sections as follows:
- Funding for Higher Education
- Expansion within the term ‘Higher Education’
- Teaching practices
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- Standards
- The Future
Let’s now look at each of these one-by-one:
Funding for Higher Education – the Inquiry recommended to 
Government that it shift the balance of funding away from block 
grants, from the Government, towards a system of funding which 
follows the student, with a target of distributing at least 60% of 
total public funding to institution according to student choice by 
2003. The Inquiry favoured a combination of student tuition fees 
(on a loan basis) as the best way to seek contributions from higher 
income families and graduates once they are in work.
Expansion – the Inquiry recommended that the Government 
should allow for the expansion of higher education by lifting the 
cap on full-time sub-degree and full-time undergraduate places. 
Furthermore, in order to address the underrepresentation of 
certain groups, the Inquiry recommended giving priority in the 
allocation of funds to those institutions who are committed to 
widening participation, particularly those institutions who enrol 
students from disadvantaged areas.
Teaching practices – The Inquiry recommended the setting up 
of a professional Institute for Learning and Teaching in Higher 
Education and that all new full-time academic staff with teaching 
responsibilities be required to achieve at least associate 
membership of the Institute for Learning and Teaching in Higher 
Education.
Standards – the Inquiry recommends that institutions develop a 
programme	specification	for	each	course	they	offer	to	outline	the	
intended	outcomes	of	the	course.	The	Quality	Assurance	Agency	
to be responsible for quality assurance and public information, 
standards	 verification,	 maintenance	 of	 the	 qualifications	
framework, and arrangements for institutions to adopt code of 
practice by 2001/02.
The Future – The Inquiry proposes allowing institutions to opt out of 
the Research Assessment Exercise in order to seek a lower level 
of non-competitive funding to support research and scholarship 
which underpins teaching. The report also recommended that 
higher education governing bodies should review their own 
effectiveness	and	performance	at	least	every	five	years.
So much, at this point in time, for the UK but, one may ask, 
what of the globalised world of education that the UK system 
has to both amalgamate with and compete with? First-off, let’s 
deal with the word ‘globalisation’ that has different meanings to 
different	peoples.	The	definition	that	I	favour	for	this	paper	is	one	
constructed by the Swiss economist Hans Gersbach in 2002 
defining	globalisation	at	the	industry	level	as	being	the	impact	of	
a productivity leader from one country on a productivity follower 
in another country. In my opinion, we need to bear in mind this 
environmental	 influence	 and	 the	 international	 flow	 of	 students	
that results from it when assessing the position of any individual 
institution within the global education marketplace,
Having now opened the international ‘can of worms’, it would be 
unseemly to move on without reference to the Bologna Accord. In 
June 1999, 29 European countries (now numbering 47 countries) 
signed a document called the Bologna Declaration, agreeing to 
reform higher education to achieve the following aims:
•	Create	 a	 system	 of	 comparable	 and	 understandable	 degrees	

throughout the European Union
•	Establish	a	clear	and	standard	division	between	undergraduate	

and graduate studies
•	Promote	 student	 mobility	 among	 different	 fields	 of	 study,	

institutions, and nations
•	Develop	 a	 quality	 assurance	 process	 and	 governing	 body	 to	
ensure	standard	qualification	and	quality	throughout	participating	
countries

•	Define	a	European	focus	for	higher	education.
Following the brief overview of some of the key legislative 
frameworks within which the education industry conducts its 
business, let’s now move to gaining an understanding of how well 
those frameworks work in practice and the degree to which they 
support quality practices.
The earliest report that I have referred to, so far, is the Robbins 
Report of 1963. A report designed to wake-up a tired and staid 
higher	education	sector	through	a	significant	widening	of	its	brief	
and underpinned by four lofty ideals. To what extent have those 
ideals been met? The ideal of skills instruction, a departure in 
itself from traditional university values, would seem to have been 
well met, largely driven by rapid technology advances to the 
extent that even archaeology and history of art academics draw 
heavily on contemporary technologies.
However, in terms of some of the other ideals Robbins appears 
very dated or even totally unrealised. For example, the recently 
appointed	head	of	London	School	of	Economics,	Dame	Minouche	
Shafik,	 sees	 as	 one	 of	 her	 main	 priorities	 a	 need	 to	 instil	 in	
undergraduates ‘an appreciation for rigour and a commitment to 
engage with public debate as experts and as citizens’. She further 
stresses the need for universities to ‘engage with views that are 
different, even if they are uncomfortable’. Similar sentiments 
are	echoed	from	the	other	side	of	 the	Atlantic;	Jay	Schalin	 in	a	
2016 publication titled ‘Academic Freedom in the Age of Political 
Correctness’ suggests that academic freedom is an enigmatic 
concept in the modern American university. He suggests that 
contentious new issues include the limiting of free speech through 
campus speech codes, the right of religious students to form 
campus organisations that exclude according to belief, and the 
right	of	students	to	be	not	indoctrinated	in	class.	Many	instances	
of a similar nature have been observed in a number of leading UK 
universities with the number of incidents rising exponentially. It 
is clear that the move toward increasing liberalism in societies is 
also spawning fundamental illiberalisms, particularly among those 
privileged	members	 of	 society	who	 are	 or	 have	 benefited	 from	
higher education.
With regard to ‘maintaining research in balance with teaching’, we 
seem to have lost sight of the fact that academics are relatively 
normal	 human	 beings	with	 an	 absorbing	 interest	 in	 specifically	
focused areas of interest, so why are they so abused today by 
students and university management alike? A recent report in the 
Times	 Higher	 Education	 journal	 dated	 August	 2017,	 suggests	
that	 the	majority	 of	 people	working	at	 universities	 find	 their	 job	
stressful, and academics are more prone to developing common 
mental health disorders than those working in other professions. 
A	lack	of	job	security,	limited	support	from	management	and	the	
weight of work-related demands on their time were among the 
factors listed as affecting the health of those who work in higher 
education. A simple analogy here may be, if you want to train 
high performing horses to win big event races, then you don’t 
have	them	working	in	the	fields	all	day	pulling	heavy	equipment.	
A quick statistical guide to the seriousness of the problem here 
is that about 37% of academics have common mental disorders, 
whilst more than 40% of postgraduate students report emotional 
or stress-related problems.
Although I have made these observations within the context of the 
Robbins Report, much of them have been a creeping illness that 
recommendations contained in Dearing (1997) appear to have to 
exacerbate and we shall come to that next. But before we go there, 
by means of light relief, let’s look at some comparable issues from 
over the Atlantic. In this instance, I am particularly inspired by 
Noam Chomsky’s 2014 work, ‘Death of American Universities’, 
in which he argues that the adoption of business techniques into 
universities has had many profound and adverse effects and 
even hints that there may be elements of government sponsored 
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social engineering associated with such initiatives. These come in 
the form of introducing high levels of insecurity into the academic 
workplace and creating unstable environments in which people 
are increasingly employed on temporary contracts rather than full 
tenure, making them grateful for whatever employment can be 
gained – and at whatever compensation level. As Alan Greenspan 
testifying before the USA Congress said in 1997, ‘if workers are 
more insecure, that’s very ‘healthy’ for the society, because if 
workers are insecure they won’t ask for wages, they won’t go on 
strike,	they	won’t	call	for	benefits;	they’ll	serve	the	masters	gladly	
and passively. And that’s optimal for corporations’ economic health’. 
So, dystopian images from across the Atlantic, let’s now see how 
they chime in a post-Dearing world.
Before	 launching	 too	 deeply	 into	 the	 ramifications	 of	 Dearing,	 I	
need to return to the issue of semantics outlined above and try to 
differentiate between ‘vocational’ and ‘higher education’. An OECD 
report, published in 2015 suggests that attempts to measure what 
students learn at different universities around the world are being 
thwarted by the ‘established oligopoly’ of institutions seeking to 
‘prevent new information about education coming to light’. This 
would particularly seem to be the case within UK higher education 
where the ‘established oligopoly’ of accredited universities has 
assumed responsibility for vocational education in addition to the 
more previously regarded academic programmes. It is also worth, 
at this point, introducing the so-called Russell Group of universities 
in the UK. This is a perceived ‘elite club’ of universities founded 
in 1994 in an attempt to force a differentiation between long-
established,	 traditional	 institutions	 and	 the	 rapid	 influx	 of	 newly	
chartered institutions – this differentiation will be important later in 
my analysis. 
 Let me now try to shed light on this through an examination of the 
implementation	of	 the	Dearing	Report,	 the	first	element	of	which	
concerns funding for higher education. Through this mechanism, 
the onus for funding higher education is largely shifted from the 
government to the student with a legislated for annual fee for all 
courses at undergraduate level set at £9,000. This, in theoretical 
economics terms, makes for an interesting scenario in that it creates 
a	 perfectly	 level	 playing-field	 in	 terms	 of	 student	 expenditure.	
Viewed	from	this	perspective,	students	should	be	able	to	make	a	
decision	on	where	they	want	to	study	based	on	some	fairly	specific	
criteria such as, relevance of the course to their individual need, 
quality of teaching on that course, employability of students on 
completion of the programme, etc. The implied inequality here, 
however, is that universities within the Russell Group would cream-
off all the best students based on their ‘A’ level results, leaving the 
remaining	100	institutions	to	fight	over	the	rest.	This	reinforces	the	
natural assumption that quality of input dictates the quality of output 
and that careful student selection by the university is guaranteed to 
perpetuate a ‘high quality’ reputation. From a student perspective, 
this should also act as some guarantee of a sound pay-back on the 
investment of up to a total of £50,000 by way of obtaining higher 
than average employability and wage earning potential. A study 
undertaken by the Economist (12 October, 2017) would seem to 
refute this line of thinking. In a study of value added by a population 
of 125 universities, the median ranking of Russell Group members 
was 59th, with the highest at 6th place and the lowest at 114th.
Further impacts of the shift in funding emphasis and the lifting 
on student number restrictions has seen a lemming-like rush by 
universities	 to	 attract	 as	many	 students	 as	 possible.	Confidence	
for this type of strategy was built pre-2010, when student fees 
were introduced by burgeoning numbers of overseas students, 
particularly from Asiatic countries, wishing to study at UK 
universities. New facilities were built, new courses introduced, 
resources reinforced, marketing programmes launched to harvest 
this new bumper-crop of students. University courses were being 
sold	like	pizza	with	whatever	flavour	the	market	could	be	persuaded	

to swallow. Sadly, the introduction of fees, (alongside, it must be 
said,	stricter	student	visa	requirements),	soon	had	a	major	impact	
on	the	inflow	of	overseas	students,	 leaving	most	universities	with	
overcapacity. There is abundant evidence to suggest that budget 
‘black-holes’ are being compensated for in a number of ways, 
amongst which we can identify, reduction in fulltime teaching staff 
numbers, the requirement on academic staff to simultaneously 
engage in teaching, research, publication and administration duties.
Running parallel to cost cutting we also see evidence of the 
increased need to draw-in student fee revenues to the extent that 
entry requirements are being relaxed year-on-year. Furthermore, 
once the institution has secured the student, there is great pressure 
to retain the student throughout the three-year programme. There’s 
an ‘everyone must pass’ attitude, which is compounded by the 
‘sick note’ epidemic. The student who is currently suing Oxford 
University because it allegedly ‘didn’t take her anxiety seriously 
enough’	 isn’t	 an	 unusual	 figure.	A	 recent	 study,	 reported	 in	 The	
Daily Telegraph newspaper of 8th September 2017, suggested 
that almost 25% of undergraduate essays submitted has a cover 
sheet pleading extenuating circumstances, be it Asperger’s autism, 
anxiety, depression, ADHD, OCD, dyslexia, dyspraxia. Reliance on 
such issues may see students complete their degree programmes 
and assure the university of its fee revenue, but it is not the type 
of behaviour that can be carried forward into a competitive world.
The next issue concerns expansion within the term ‘Higher 
Education’ and here I come back to my earlier differentiation 
between vocational programmes and the more academic courses 
of study, and my suggestion that oligopolistic pressures from elitist, 
Russell Group-type institutions have attempted to detrimentally 
influence	 the	 scope	 and	 style	 of	 higher	 education.	 One	 model	
of	 education	does	not	 fit	with	 all	 learning	 requirements.	 I	 accept	
that	 some	professions	 have	 significantly	 changed	 in	 nature	 over	
the recent past, take, for example, Nursing. Progress in medical 
technologies has necessitated nurses gaining a new set of skills 
relative to those they might have needed 25 or more years ago, 
beyond the ability to understand new technologies, there is now 
a far higher need for analytical and critical thinking skills aligned 
with enhanced communication and advocacy abilities. These are 
certainly enhanced abilities that demand a high level of vocational 
training, but should not be achieved through the same learning-mill 
as,	say	archaeology	or	 theoretical	mathematics,	nor	subjected	to	
the same budgetary restrictions as Chinese literature or business 
studies. 
We are suffering from a modern malaise of ‘big is beautiful’ within 
which	general	objectives	can	only	be	achieved	through	senseless	
standardisation. During the 1980s and 1990s we witnessed 
attempts at driving growth through acquisition and merger, driven 
by the hubris of ‘if we can successfully manage one business, 
then we can manage any business’.  As early as 1982, Peters 
and Waterman in their bestselling management text ‘In search of 
Excellence’ advised organisations ‘to stick to the knitting’, i.e. to 
concentrate on doing better that which they already do well. The 
expansion of a standard set of rules to embrace a range of different 
cultural environments simply does not work. The Bologna Accord 
suffers	from	just	such	a	malaise	of	this	nature.
If we are to meaningfully carry forward expansion within the 
broad meaning of higher education we need to attend more to the 
particular than the universal, heeding the valuable work undertaken 
by Fons Trompenaars in the latter part of the 20th Century, 
demonstrating the need for people from different environments both 
organisationally and nationally to be treated differently. Perhaps 
here I am advocating a move back to a 21st Century form of the 
old craft guilds and professional institutes that have so well served 
the	 development	 of	 engineering,	 construction,	 finance,	 legal	 and	
medical professions throughout the past 100 years. 
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Teaching practices was the next concern of Dearing and, soon 
after	 publication	 of	 the	 report,	 the	 majority	 of	 higher	 education	
establishments focused on the need for those new to teaching to 
undergo some teacher training. This initiative slowly led to the 2012 
‘Teaching Excellence Framework’ being introduced, coinciding with 
introduction of the £9,000 fee. Currently, to raise fees in line with 
inflation,	 institutions	need	to	make	a	TEF	submission.	Institutions	
that opted into the TEF this year were examined on three sets of 
metrics: students’ views of teaching, assessment and academic 
support	 from	the	National	Student	Survey;	student	dropout	rates;	
and the rates of employment. It is notable that none of these metrics 
directly measure the quality of teaching – rather, the metrics focus 
on examining the assumed effects of teaching. To cut a long, 
sad story short, this is the best that can be offered as evidence 
of attempts to improve teaching quality 20 years after Dearing. 
Perhaps, in this respect, we are addressing the wrong issue and 
the quality of teaching has little to do with the quality of output. In the 
new world of widening participation, maybe quality of student input 
into higher education and more appropriate guidance as to choice 
of	subject	area	and	mode	of	learning	may	be	more	appropriate?
Let’s now move on to the question of standards, earlier I said that, 
‘the Inquiry recommends that institutions develop a programme 
specification	 for	 each	 course	 they	 offer	 to	 outline	 the	 intended	
outcomes	 of	 the	 course.	 The	 Quality	 Assurance	 Agency	 to	 be	
responsible for quality assurance and public information, standards 
verification,	 maintenance	 of	 the	 qualifications	 framework,	 and	
arrangements for institutions to adopt code of practice by 2001/02’ 
How sensible that all sounds, but, in my opinion, the intent is at 
odds	with	the	implementation.	You	can	submit	any	old	course	for	
validation	 under	 current	 QAA	methodology	 –	 a	 giant	 box-ticking	
exercise – and arrive at perfect approval. 
I could, for instance, gain excellent rating for a degree programme 
in Sophistry (there are enough student submissions on a daily basis 
made in this vein to make it a very popular choice).
What we don’t have is sound methodology for approving the 
course	 in	 the	 first	 place	 (other	 than,	 maybe,	 perceived	 market	
acceptance for it). There is no strict requirement for specifying the 
need for any given programme, minimum entry requirements, two-
way obligations between the teaching institution and the student, 
defined	minimum	output	 standards.	As	 a	 result,	 poorly	 qualified,	
unsuitable, unmotivated students are put through courses of study 
that they have little or no aptitude for.
As	for	the	future,	what	future	other	than	more	of	the	same?	More	
of the same, within the globalised world that I outlined earlier, can 
only result in newer, more focused economies with clearer ideas 
of what they want from a higher education system, winning the 
‘productivity-race’ not only in terms of delivering within educations 
systems but also in terms of feeding into their respective economies 
the outputs from such systems.
I’m not even going to comment on the Bologna Accord. North 
Cyprus, although qualifying in all respects for membership, is 
currently still excluded – lucky North Cyprus!
At the beginning of this paper I declared that I was, by discipline, a 
behavioural	scientist,	and	I	would	now	like	to	frame	the	final	section	
of this paper by invoking some fairly basic behavioural theories and 
using them to help me draw some conclusions against what I have 
said so far.
As backdrop to this analysis I am going to use a news item from the 
BBC dated September, 2017 claiming that within the UK there are 
48.3%	of	working	age	people	with	a	degree-level	qualification,	up	
from 26% in 2000. As a statistic, I can neither prove nor disprove 
this	 figure,	 but	 I	 can	 ask	 ‘so	what’?	We	 have	 nearly	 double	 the	
number of graduates within our economy but as the below graph 
indicates, it is not having a comparable effect on productivity

The question then can be, Why?
The Director of Education for the OECD comments that, ‘on the one 
hand	you	can	say	that	qualification	levels	have	risen	enormously,	
lots	 more	 people	 are	 getting	 tertiary	 qualifications,	 university	
degrees,	 but	 not	 all	 of	 that	 is	 visible	 in	 better	 skills.	Quality	 and	
degrees do not always align.’ Here, I think, we have evidence of 
political target setting having a negative impact on the interests of 
universities, students and related stakeholders. There has been a 
blatant devaluing of what university education should be about – 
the ‘pile it high, sell it cheap’ mentality has set in.
You	may	say	to	yourselves,	what	a	luddite	stand	to	take,	move-on	
from what used to be and come to terms with the modern day. I, on 
the other hand, would say to you, look at the graduate unemployment 
figures,	look	at	the	starting	salaries	being	commanded,	look	at	the	
number of graduates continuing onto master programmes because 
their undergraduate degree did not secure them employment and, 
finally,	 look	 at	 the	 number	 of	 those	 students	 who	 still	 fail	 to	 get	
worthwhile	employment	that	generates	significant	enough	income	
to represent a sensible return on the considerable investment made 
in	 their	education.	Think	of	 the	significant	 impact	 that	all	 this	has	
on motivation, a topic that we are going to look at next within the 
context	of	what	we	have	covered	so	far.	But	first,	it’s	time	to	dip	into	
allegory.
The Irish play dramatist and author George Bernard Shaw in his 
play	of	1903,	titled	‘Man	and	Superman’,	suggested	that	there	were	
two	types	of	person;	 the	first	he	referred	to	as	 ‘reasonable	man’,	
who adapts himself (or herself) to the changing world around them, 
the second he referred to as ‘unreasonable man’ who changes the 
world around him and adapts it to his own purpose, therefore, Shaw 
concludes, all progress depends on the unreasonable man. In my 
opinion there is incredible depth of insight in this statement. To give a 
very pertinent example, I have long pondered over the real purpose 
of management within any organisation and have now concluded 
that Shaw hands me the answer. The purpose of management is to 
clear the path for the development of ‘unreasonable’ people within 
their organisations because these people create the future, they 
are the adders of value upon which the organisation depends for 
its future.
The legislations that I have referred to are basically designed as 
interventions introduced by liberal-minded bodies to introduce 
and	 legislate	 for	 a	 more	 level	 playing	 field	 within	 our	 societies	
and, as such, must be applauded. However, the danger of them 
is that they rely on us all being reasonable persons in order for 
them to be implemented in a smooth manner. The problem here is 
that reasonable people largely fall into the categories of followers 
rather than leaders and, within what academics may identify as 
the	five	distinct	categories	of	follower,	only	the,	so	called	‘effective	
follower’ truly adds value. The effective follower has a nature that 
is proactive, independent and able to think critically, they are also 
lifelong learners who assume responsibility, are committed and 
seek feedback to continuously improve their performance. I like 
to think of effective followers as apprentice unreasonable people. 
You	may	ask	what	the	other	four	types	of	follower	comprise,	well,	
these	are	entirely	reasonable	people	and	are	classified	as	one	of	
the following: alienated follower, sheep/passive follower, conformist 
follower, or, survivor.
Moving	 on	 into	 the	 issue	 of	 motivation	 I	 am	 going	 to	 employ	
a theory coming down to us from 1964, devised by Frederick 
Herzberg and referred to as ‘Herzberg’s Two Factor theory’.  This 
is very basic, early thinking in the area of motivation studies and 
I like it because of its simplicity and its foundation in common 
sense rather than any pretence to be based on empirical study. 
The theory suggests that factors referred to as ‘hygiene factors’ 
influence	 the	 level	 of	 dissatisfaction	 that	 we	 experience	 in	 our	
lives – these would include: working conditions, pay and security, 
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company policies, supervisors, interpersonal relationships, among 
other basic needs. On the other hand, the theory includes for, so 
called,	motivators	that	influence	our	levels	of	satisfaction	and	make	
life	 more	 tolerable;	 motivators	 include	 things	 like:	 achievement,	
recognition, responsibility, the nature of work itself, and personal 
growth.	Any	enlightened	organisation	will	first	attend	to	the	basics	
of organisational and personal life by ensuring that the hygiene 
factors	 ensure	 a	 state	 of	 ‘fit	 for	 purpose’	 before	 concentrating	
on	 the	 motivators	 to	 ensure	 efficient	 and	 effective	 achievement	
of	objectives.	 It’s	not	 rocket	 science	but	 it	 does	provide	a	useful	
framework.
First of all, let’s look at some of the motivators and detractors within 
Higher Education from an academic staff perspective. I am going 
to start with identifying what, in my opinion, motivates academics. 
They live in the realm of achievement and recognition each of 
which draws upon both the immediate and long term perspectives 
to provide sustainable motivation. The immediate motivation, I 
suggest, comes from student interface and what I refer to as the 
alchemy of education, namely, turning base materials into gold. 
This is a tremendous motivator and stands the test of time in that 
I	 find	 that	 students,	 who	 I	 may	 have	 positively	 influenced	more	
than	20	years	ago,	still	keep	in	touch.	The	positive	influence	would	
have come in the form of imparting knowledge or experience that 
added value to their lives. The long-term perspective motivator for 
an academic is to be recognised, through achievements, as being 
an	expert	authority	 in	 their	field,	someone	who	others	 look	 to	 for	
guidance and inspiration. This also sustainably adds real value, 
not only for the individual but also for the institution that individual 
works within and represents. It is the responsibility of management 
to ensure that these value-adding activities be allowed to 
flourish.	 There	 is	 no	magic	 formula	 here,	 one	 size	 will	 never	 fit	
all, management is not about administering it is about the careful 
nurturing and development of talent and mentoring its direction to 
achieve the optimum payback for all, in whatever form that payback 
may represent to those concerned. Here is the simple formula for 
creating an organisation that is capable of producing outputs of the 
highest quality whilst demonstrating high levels of productivity.
In this instance, management must therefore guard against a long 
list of detractors from motivation that we have surfaced during 
today’s lecture, these to include:
•	Attempted	homogenisation	of	education	across	multiple	cultures	

– both professional and national
•	Lowering	of	academic	freedom
•	Multitasking	work	environment	within	which	all	outputs	suffer
•	QAA	approach	of	‘box	ticking’	as	standards	assurance
•	Teaching	 Excellence	 Framework	 (TEF)	 ranking	 system	 and	 its	

reliance on student assessments
•	Dangers	associated	with	part-time	staffing
•	Threat	of	populist	politicians	who	peddle	prejudice,	paranoia	and	

false promises
•	Rise	in	social	media	within	which	people	with	deep	knowledge	of	

issues are overshadowed in public debate in favour of those with 
a large following

•	Growing	unwillingness	of	many	to	enter	into	any	form	of	debate	–	
particularly one that may have political correctness connotations

•	Stress	levels
•	Drop	in	student	education	level	entry	requirements
•	Growth	of	commercial	‘essay	mills’
•	The	 rise	 in	workplace	 institutional	 bullying	 caused	by	 confused	

management initiatives.
Moving	on	now	to	the	student	side	of	the	equation,	let’s	go	through	a	
similar exercise, during which I will be borrowing from the thoughts 
of another behaviourist, a contemporary of Herzberg, by the name 
of	Victor	Vroom	who	believed	that	a	key	element	of	motivation	rests	
in the anticipation of expected rewards coming from the satisfactory 
completion of a task. In the case of students, I believe the expected 
rewards to be associated with securing an advantage over peers, 

who have not followed a course of higher education, in securing 
suitable employment and a head-start advantage on the career 
ladder. Other motivation may include achieving parental approval 
through completion of a suitable programme of higher education 
studies.
All, of course is not straight forward in this respect. Widening 
participation may have enabled easier access to higher education 
facilities but it has brought with it a number of attendant problems, 
some of which are as follows:
•	Devaluation	of	earning	power	–	statistical	evidence	indicates	that	

the rapid expansion of higher education is affecting the earning 
power of graduates. According to a Bank of England study, wage 
premium for graduates has been reduced from 45% in 1995 
to	 34%	 in	 2015.	 Furthermore,	 the	 Office	 of	 National	 Statistics	
suggests that 25% of all graduates earn lower than non-graduate 
employees who have completed an apprenticeship and that 40% 
of graduates are more likely to work in part-time employment 
than non-graduates with an apprenticeship. Now, I recognise 
that, as mentioned earlier in the lecture, there is some confusion 
in terminology here as many, if not most apprentices will have 
completed a programme of higher education as part of their 
apprenticeship, but not necessarily in a university.

•	Tuition	fees	–	the	introduction	of	student	fees,	as	recommended	
in	the	Dearing	Report,	saddles	students	with	significant	debts	of	
£50,000 or more at the start of their careers and makes it even 
more	difficult	for	them	to	afford	their	own	housing	throughout	their	
lives.	Many	students	try	to	offset	the	impact	of	this	huge	debt-load	
by engaging in part-time working throughout the study period, the 
impact of this can only be a lower level of academic performance.

•	The	student	is	now	king	–	in	an	adaptation	of	the	old	marketing	
slogan ‘the customer is king’, so, as fee paying customers, 
we	 must	 accept	 that	 ‘he	 who	 pays	 the	 fiddler	 calls	 the	 tune’.	
The problem here is, as with so many issues in our complex 
contemporary world, you don’t know what you don’t know – and 
that’s a real problem in determining what should be studied and 
how to study it.

•	The	nature	of	widening	participation	–	results	 in	cohorts	of	very	
mixed ability students being ‘processed’ together. This is likely 
to demotivate weaker students whilst holding back those more 
able ones, it is a lose-lose scenario, particularly with universities 
currently	reducing	entry	qualifications	in	an	attempt	to	fill	places.

•	Any	 degree	 is	 better	 than	 no	 degree	mentality	 –	 this	 is	 a	 kind	
of Gadarene Swine Fallacy as elucidated in R.D. Laing’s (1967), 
‘Politics of Experience’, within which the accepted paradigm 
suggests that everyone should have a degree (at least for the sake 
of perceived equality). This line of arguing, as Laing suggests, is 
at best a ‘Logical Fallacy’. I would suggest that it is those students 
that have been encouraged, in one way or another, to engage in 
an inappropriate programme of study that represent the bulk of 
un-employed	or	under	employed	graduates	in	the	job	market.

•	Demotivated	 academic	 staff	 –	 the	 reasons	 for	 this	 we	 have	
already addressed above.

There are undoubtedly many more issues that could be addressed 
here, the list is, probably, endless. 
However, what we can conclude that only a few practices and 
procedures which are currently in use in the higher education 
sector form the basis for a sustainable, quality driven educational 
system.   This is a great shame because, in the end, it is only quality 
of service and market recognition achieved that will differentiate 
one supplier from the other. Again, as the Times Higher Education 
study on graduate employability and salary expectations suggests, 
in this new world where the student in the paying customer, past 
reputation does not guarantee future success.  In light of this, I 
conclude	that	currently	the	majority	of	higher	education	offered	in	
the	burgeoning	education	marketplace	is	not	fit	for	purpose.
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‘Campus of the future – strategic choices for universities’

Alexandra den Heijer
Professor, Delft University of Technology (TU Delft)

At the beginning of the 21st century many thought that bricks 
would be replaced by clicks on campus. However, the universities’ 
estate managers had a different story to tell. Indeed, there were 
more clicks to facilitate, but not to replace the bricks. The virtual 
campus would emerge, but the traditional campus would stay. 
And they were right: today, students stand in line to get a silent 
library study place and unions plead for the rediscovery of a 9-to-
5 working day to protect knowledge workers from burn-outs and 
unhealthy work-life balances.
This is good news for universities that cherished their heritage 
– like Oxford, Amsterdam and Delft, among many European 
universities – but there are challenges to improve utilization 
rates	 of	 expensive	 spaces	 (offices,	 lecture	 halls,	 laboratories)	
that are also often vacant. Strategic choices need to be made 
to preserve the traditional values, to accommodate the network 
organizations that universities have become and to support the 
mobile community that needs a home base to return to.

The future state of the campus will be a combination of:
•	‘Solid’,	resembling	the	traditional	campus,	representing	the	fixed	

structures and (need for) territory on campus
•	‘Liquid’,	 facilitating	 the	 network	 campus,	 representing	 the	
multiple	connections	on	campus	and	more	(resource-efficient)	
shared spaces

•	‘Gas’,	 representing	 the	 openness	 of	 the	 campus	 and	 the	
flexibility	and	possibility	to	work	and	study	anywhere.

International competition, inclusiveness, social engagement, re-
embracing heritage and the use of big data about utilization of 
space (for smart campus tools) are the main trends. Urgencies 
are	the	growing	scarcity	of	financial	and	energy	resources	as	well	
as the responsibility that universities take for the well-being of 
their students and staff. Additionally, there are three balances to 
consider for the future campus: between community and solitude, 
between	online	and	offline,	between	buzz	and	silence.
More	information:	www.managingtheuniversitycampus.nl

From teacher-centered to a student-centered teaching model:  
shall we be successful?

Kyriacos Athanasiou
Professor, The Natl. and Kapodestrian University of Athens.  
President of the National Scholarship Foundation.  kathanasiou@iky.gr  

It seems that we are now entering a new era, where following the 
introduction in the middle school system of methods of teaching 
that shift the focus of instruction from the teacher to the student, 
the time has come that they are to make their entrance into the 
Higher Education systems, as well. To make this possible, there 
has been a strong tendency in recent years, for a pronounced 
shift towards the use of inquiry in science class, but combined to 
the integration of the whole tradition of constructivism, aiming to 
Conceptual Change.
Although, traditional ways of teaching helped to move humanity 
forward and built civilizations, student-centered teaching seems 
to be a necessity for the new meta-constructivist era, since 
today’s young men and women live in a new reality, of New 
Techs, multimedia, social media, globalization, and so on. It is 
suggested, therefore, that contemporary students deserve active 
learning procedures that, most of all, will make them eligible on 
how to sieve and evaluate the information. 
We have all experienced recently a situation where the notion 
that Portuguese, Italians or Irish, Greeks and Spaniards we are 

all PIGS. And we are all experiencing the idea that everything in 
the world has to be ruled by monetarism: a situation that tends 
to replace very much the idea of a United Europe that was built 
upon humanitarian values. We have to wonder about how the 
ideology of racism and fascism at such large extents overtook in 
so short time throughout the old continent. All together, I believe 
that what we call Education has to become Literate, Paedia again. 
Let us have the illusion that student-centered teaching strategies 
will help people to learn how to sieve knowledge again. And take 
back the ability to throw away mental garbage.
Finally, I will try to highlight some of the issues or topics that 
are relevant to these teaching interventions. Higher education 
professors	apart	from	being	specialists	in	their	field,	from	now	on	
they need to acquire some other skills: i.e. they must become 
well familiar with all the pedagogical strategies under discussion. 
And, secondly, I will try to support the idea that no matter their 
specialty	and	field	of	 teaching,	 they	are	 to	be	well	 educated	 in	
Epistemology, History and Philosophy of Science, as well.
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Does the HE University have a future without an effective strategy of 
online learning, blended learning, m- and e-learning implementation?

Shijie Yu 
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Does the HE University have a future without an effective 
strategy of online learning, blended learning, m- and e-learning 
implementation?
Not really.
1. Education develops with social progress. Since the dawn of 
man, there has been education. The level of productivity has had 
a decisive impact on the development of education. At the same 
time,	politics	and	culture	are	also	important	influence	factors.	At	
the end of primitive society, the level of productivity increased, 
social classes formed, and culture and writing developed. Thus 
it was that schools began to appear. With developments in 
productivity and the political cultural environment, our education 
has gone from oral tradition to the age of scribes, and from the 
printing era to the digital age. Schools have been changing, as 
well as the teaching content. Today, digital learning has begun 
and online learning will become an inseparable component of 
university education.  
2. Students have changed. They are netizens, both born and 
raised in a completely new world. The internet is a part of their 
lives – indeed, this digital lifestyle has been a part of them since 
they were small. They acquire information through the internet 

and participate in society online. As students change, educators 
need to match these developments. 
3. The world is getting smaller. Based on social development, we 
can acquire information and goods more easily from all over the 
world than ever before. Travelling around the world is very simple 
for people today. The same thing has happened for educational 
resources. The dissemination and sharing of educational 
resources is becoming more common and easier. All this laid the 
groundwork for online and blended learning.
4. We need blended learning. Will online education replace 
campuses? Not at all. We still need campus activities to promote 
interpersonal learning and the interplay of values and thought. 
Culture and tradition thrive and are passed on when people meet 
face to face. Furthermore, we still need students to carry out 
scientific	experiments	 in	campus	 laboratories	and	other	places.	
These	 needs	 have	 yet	 to	 be	 resolved	 by	 AR,	 VR	 and	 other	
technologies.
Therefore, in the future, the HE University needs an effective 
strategy of online learning, blended learning, m- and e-learning 
implementation.

Why is developing empathy important for preparing students 
for higher education and successful careers?

Linda Patient
Oeiras International School, Lisbon, Portugal

In	Harper	Lee´s	novel,	To	Kill	a	Mockingbird,	Atticus	Finch	 tells	
his	daughter	Scout:	 ‘You	never	really	understand	a	person	until	
you consider things from his point of view…until you climb into his 
skin and walk around in it.’ Atticus is teaching how to be empathic, 
how to see and feel from an alternate perspective. University 
stakeholders of the future will need to place a high value and 
prioritize empathy which underpins effective communication, 
the soft skill necessary to successfully navigate our increasingly 
technological world which will be diverse and interconnected.
Why empathy? Why will it be indispensable to have an awareness 
of the feelings and emotions of others, and experience them for 
ourselves through the power of imagination? Because empathy 
will be our secret weapon as we navigate our role within the 
rise	of	what	many	consider	one	of	our	greatest	threats:	Artificial	
Intelligence. The technology doesn’t need to be our enemy but a 
tool we use in a shared future. Do we really want our elderly to be 
comforted by a robot? 
Mastering	this	deeply	human	trait	is	not	only	about	securing	a	job	
or staying competitive, it is how we will respond to a population 
exceeding 10 billion. Understanding how to be a good listener, 
a	 team	 player	 and	 leader	 who	 can	 deal	 with	 conflict	 requires	
communicating deftly with the diversity of humanity. Empathy 
underpins effective collaboration by building bridges and 
making working spaces conducive for creativity and productivity. 

Interactions will require us to embrace multiple perspectives, 
have a deeper multicultural knowledge and a curiosity of our 
unique pasts.
And	 finally,	 the	 happiest	 people	 are	 the	 ones	who	 live	 longest	
and tend to share strong social connections. Community building 
rather than focusing on the individual. Having the tools to climb in 
and walk around in another´s skin, we will nurture the relationships 
we value and be more deeply connected. We will feel less lonely 
and the rates of depression will decrease.
Indeed, a lack of empathy can be blamed on genetics, but the 
good news is that it can and should be taught through an inclusive 
and multidisciplinary model of education which fosters the skills of 
metacognition, effective listening, role playing, perspective taking, 
storytelling through art and literature and critical empathic thinking 
and feeling.
Sounds easy but teaching empathy, offering realistic experiences 
and	reflecting	meaningfully	takes	time.	Time	taken	from	the	hard	
skills, the technical skills which the robots will be mastering. 
Universities will take the lead so primary and secondary 
institutions and employers will shift their priorities and like Atticus 
believe that being empathic will make us better at understanding 
humanity. At the end of the day, isn´t becoming a better human 
being what education is all about? If it isn´t, it should be.
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‘Creation of branches of world universities’

Lt Col G.R. Jahangir
Principal,	Chetona	Model	Academy	(CMA)

Good	Morning,	
The esteemed chairman, honourable members and the 
distinguished guests of the conference of the EBA loyalty 
programme. First of all accept our impassionate love and warmth. 
I do express our heartfelt thanks and appreciation, to the EBA 
authority on behalf of me and my team members for inviting us 
in this august gathering of the global elites. Here all the learned, 
experienced and accomplished personalities are representing 
their respective institutions and advocating their creative and 
innovating ideas for fruitful teaching and learning. We will speak, 
we will interact, we will exchange our ideas and views getting 
ourselves more enriched to enhance quality education. This will 
certainly	open	a	big	door	for	all	of	us	to	reflect	upon	for	the	better	
quality	education	of	students	our	the	succeeding	generation.	My	
institution,	Chetona	Model	Academy	(CMA)	is	an	English	version	
school and college from play group to intermediate level that 
started	its	journey	in	2005	with	the	purpose	of	spreading	standard	
global	education	from	play	group	to	intermediate	levels.	CMA	has	
been	keeping	the	flag	flying	with	its	visionary	aims	and	objectives.	
The	aims	and	objective	of	CMA	are:
1. To ensure high quality teaching and learning culture and 

environment by utmost caring and supportive mode from early –  
I to XII levels.

2. To imbue the students with the best character traits, leadership 
profile	and	humanitarian	values.

3. To inculcate among the students love and passion for learning 
and	refined	sense	and	sensibilities	and	the	highest	core	value	
and norms of human life.

4. To instill the sense of sound body, mind and spirit to face the 
challenges of life with courage and heroism.

5.	 To	 make	 the	 students	 well-prepared	 and	 confident	 to	 seek	
higher education in the most prominent national and international 
colleges/ universities with the best competitive spirit.

6. To groom and embellish the students to get integrated with the 
competitive world leadership and global workforce with the best 
of their credits.

The	 CMA	 can	 take	 pride	 of	 having	 an	 excellent	 set	 of	 well-
educated, well-trained teachers each with masters in different 
subjects.	CMA	teachers	are	specially	trained	by	the	institution	on	
English language, English phonology, educational psychology, 
public speaking and pedagogy besides their pedagogic training 
of	B.Ed	and	M.Ed.	CMA	is	an	English	version	institution	following	
a blending of national and international curricula with a view 
to serving as a prominent feeder institution for the famous 
universities of the world. We have the standard academic 
and co-curricular planning being prepared before starting the 
academic session which we implement religiously to receive 
the coveted result. It is one of the best institutions in the capital 
city of the country. Its results in the board examinations are 
outstanding.	CMA	 is	making	giant	 strides	 towards	 its	mottos	of	
“Excellent knowledge, wisdom and character” development of its 
students.	In	conjunction	with	a	balanced	and	standard	academic	
curriculum,	 CMA	 attaches	much	 importance	 to	 appropriate	 co-
curricular activities of the students for developing their character 
qualities	and	leadership	traits.	CMA	believes	that	education	is	not	

just	about	cramming	information	into	students	mind,	but	inspiring	
students	 towards	 complete	 flourishing	 and	 development	 of	 the	
mental, physical and moral faculties. For ensuring these we keep 
the students engaged and vibrated in different cultural activities, 
games and sports. We have pragmatic approaches with various 
sorts of programmes to mould the good character traits of the 
students. For the purpose we have developed a sound school 
culture congenial to students’ positive personality development. 
CMA	ensures	modern	 teaching	 to	 its	 students	 through	 the	 use	
of	 multimedia	 presentation,	 charts,	 projections	 from	 different	
electronic and print media along with various local teaching aids. 
The	teachers	of	CMA	follow	various	creative	methodologies,	such	
as presentation, lesson, demonstration, discussion, interactive 
etc to effectuate their teaching in the best possible ways and 
means.
Respected EBA members present, we respect humanity, we have 
people, we empathize men and women irrespective of caste, 
race, colour, religion and nationalities. We consider ourselves 
as citizens of the same global village with all the fundamental 
values and norms, hopes and aspirations, rights and privileges 
as well as with the same fundamental feelings of happiness and 
sorrows, love and hate, cravings and desires, hopes and despire, 
achievements and frustrations. Therefore, the triad, “liberty, 
equality and fraternity”, the doctrine of human honour and dignity, 
have to be upheld at every corner of the world at any cost. As, all 
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights and 
they are endowed with reason, intellect and conscience, so, they 
should act towards one another in a spirit of empathy, love and 
brotherhood. Accordingly, all the blessings of the Almighty-natural 
and invented, science and technology, trade and commerce, 
knowledge and wisdom etc must be shared by the people of the 
world. I think the quality education, extensive research facilities, 
rich laboratories and other standard resources and curriculum 
should be extended to different parts of the world. This facility 
will enhance human resource development worldwide, improve 
human living standard, facilitate exploration of the world resources 
and make the world more resourceful and a better place for 
human living. We strongly believe that the creation of Branches of 
the world universities will augment the process substantially. The 
Massachusetts	 Institute	of	Technology	 (MIT)	has	 the	preamble,	
“The	MIT	community	 is	driven	by	a	shared	purpose:	 to	make	a	
better world through education, research and innovation. We are 
fun and quirky, elite but not elitist, inventive and artistic, obsessed 
with numbers, and welcoming to talented people regardless of 
where they come from.” It is “Founded to accelerate the nation’s 
industrial	 revolution,	MIT	 is	 profoundly	American	with	 ingenuity	
and drive, our graduates have invented fundamental technologies, 
launched	new	industries,	and	created	jobs	for	millions	of	America.	
At	the	same	time	without	the	slightest	sense	of	contradiction	MIT	
is profoundly global. Our community gains tremendous strength 
as a magnet for talent from around the world. Through teaching 
research	and	 innovation,	MIT’s	exceptional	 community	pursues	
its mission of service to the nation and the world”. It has boldly 
expressed its holy mission of spreading education worldwide 
reflecting	 the	 spirit	 of,	 “Creation	 of	 branches	 of	 the	 world	
universities.” All the world famous universities should have this 
objectives.	The	process	started	much	earlier.	There	are	around	
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and the mother earth.
g. Exploration of world resources will be increased.
h.	Minimize	human	problems	and	sufferings.
i. Ensuring global development and the world will be a better place 
for	 human	 living.	 In	 conclusion,	 I	 would	 like	 to	 reiterate	 our	 firm	
conviction of spreading quality education with the best of our means 
and	 capabilities.	 Our	 target	 is	 not	 only	 to	 make	 CMA	 students	
academically rich but they will be physically strong, intellectually 
sharp, emotionally balanced and professionally skilled and build 
up	a	 life	befitting	 to	human	honour	and	dignity.	CMA,	Bangladesh	
is committed to promoting and expanding modern education of the 
world standard. We intend to go forward with our lofty aims and 
objectives	 of	 producing	 luminous	 leading	 lights	 to	 illuminate	 the	
society	in	the	days	to	come.	The	patrons	of	CMA	are	resolved	not	to	
sit on their laurels, rather they will implement their sublime visionary 
planning with the highest efforts and dynamism. We are dynamically 
committed to it and we are deeply devoted to it. I would expect the 
logic of creation of branches of the world universities will take a new 
impetus from this conference. I would like to re-echo my sincere 
thanks and tribute for inviting us in this august conference providing 
us the opportunity of interacting and sharing your valued ideas and 
views. It is a wonderful experience for me and my team members. (At 
the fag end I would seize the opportunity of inviting the EBA authority 
and	all	of	you	present	here	to	visit	my	country,	Bangladesh.	You	will	
definitely	 enjoy	 the	 lush	 green	 scenic	 beauty	 of	 Bangladesh.	 Her	
beauty	consists	 in	bounty,	variety,	flora	and	 fauna.	She	enjoys,	as	
a queen of natural beauty, the pleasures of sunny weather, variety 
of colours and displays an unending ocean of greenery. Bangladesh 
is a country with moderate temperature. It is mostly a plain fertile 
cultivating	 land	 with	 some	 hilly	 regions,	 a	 magnificent	 mangrove	
Sundorban, longest sea beach of the world (Cox’s Bazar), tea 
gardens’ etc. It is a land of eternal verdure, forest, criss cross rivers, 
hills and hillocks, along with the vast green plain lands that attract the 
nature lover tourists most. Bangladesh is a land of beauties of six 
seasonal cycles. The six seasons of the land come with distinctive 
colours and hues. They play and display and depart welcoming the 
next one in regular succession. It is our sincere and cordial request 
to pay kind visit to our country and watch the unique scenic charms, 
beauties and richness of the nature.) 
Thanks, and thanks a lot.

200 campuses across the world and more being added every year 
of the world distinguished universities. It is contributing a lot in the 
development of human race.
The idea of branching of the world universities is compatible with the 
international law in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. The Article says, “Everyone has the right of education. 
Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental 
stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available and 
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of 
merit. Education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, 
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racials or religious 
groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the 
maintenance of peace. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind 
of education that shall be given to their children”. The authorities of 
the world universities’ should be respectful to the mentioned article 
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’, and they respective 
governments have to take more ventures in branching of the world 
famous universities and implement the 4 As framework as the right 
to education. The prime duty bearers have to respect, protect and 
fulfill	the	right	to	education	by	making	education	available,	accessible,	
acceptable and adaptable. I think, in this age of global village concept, 
all the governments of the developed countries to take more practical 
steps towards spreading of quality higher education, and branching 
of	the	world	universities	is	definitely	a	substantial	step	towards	this	
venture.	There	are	some	more	benefits	of	the	creation	of	branches	of	
the world universities.
a.	 It	will	 increase	 the	number	of	qualified	persons	 in	 the	world	by	

dissemination of knowledge and skills which will augment the 
possibilities of more inventions and discoveries.

b.	Human	right	for	enjoying	the	opportunities	of	flourishing	potential	
merits	will	be	fulfilled.

c. Poverty alleviation programme of the world will be augmented.
d. Human glory of dignity will be enhanced.
e. It will reduce knowledge gap and improve the living standard of 

less-privileged people.
f. Light of knowledge will improve the safety and security of people 

ESAB – a private organization offering quality undergraduate  
and graduate on-line education

Dr Jaime Roy Doxsey
Chief	Executive	Officer,	ESCOLA	SUPERIOR	ABERTA	DO	BRASIL 
55-27-99973-1181,	doxseyjaime@gmail.com	

Good morning,
I am pleased to be here with you all at this Summit.
I am Jaime Roy Doxsey, sociologist with a masters and doctorial 
degrees	 in	 Inter	American	 Studies,	 from	 the	 University	 of	 Miami,	
USA. I represent ESAB – a private organization offering quality 
undergraduate and graduate on-line education for nearly 20 years. 
We	are	located	in	Vila	Velha,	Espírito	Santo,	Brazil	–	to	the	north	of	
Rio de Janeiro. I have lived and worked in North, Central and South 
America,	 formerly	 an	 exchange	 student	 to	Greece;	 a	U.S.	 Peace	
Corps	Volunteer	to	Costa	Rica.
I am a retired professor from the Federal University of Espírito 
Santo where I taught research methodology and ethics in graduate 
programs. I helped found the Distance Education Program at the 
UFES as director of research and evaluation. Trained and worked 
with Dr Carl Rogers in humanistic and cross-cultural learning. I 
now work with ESAB and administer a 40 acre Atlantic Rainforest 
Reserve.	I	also	play	basketball	with	the	Brazilian	Veterans	Selection	
team – 75 year old category.
Some observations on Brazil

Brazil is famous for its cities, beaches, tropical forests and beautiful 
women. Carnival parades, samba and football are its trademarks. 
Our	soccer	players	help	fill	stadiums	here	in	England	and	throughout	
Europe.	More	recently	corruption,	urban	and	gender	violence,	drug	
trafficking,	 jailed	officials	and	politicians,	destruction	of	 forests	and	
the	Amazon	 jungle	have	dominated	 international	media.	A	serious	
economic	 recession	 and	 growing	 national	 debt	 difficult	 efforts	 to	
finance	basic	services	and	public	policies	so	urgently	needed	to	face	
inequalities in education, health and basic sanitation.
In Brazil, the concentration of wealth (the richest 1% of the population 
responded for 28% of all income in 2015) and income disparities 
contribute to deplete a once fast-growing middle class. High rates of 
unemployment and illiteracy pose serious restrictions for regaining 
economic growth. In 2017, an alarming 11% of all youth between 15 
and 17 years of age is neither employed or in school (up to 31% 
among those within the 18-24 age bracket). Children and adolescents 
are simply not in school, and many who are, drop out. And there are 
not enough public schools and poor teaching salaries persist at all 
levels of education.
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Nevertheless, education is regarded as essential for entering and 
advancing in the work force. Those with a college diploma earn 
almost three times more than someone with a high school degree. 
Rapid expansions of the private sector in undergraduate and on-line 
education are responses to demands of the marketplace. On-line 
prices are cheaper than attending private school classes.
ESAB®  – FACULDADE SUPERIOR ABERTA DO BRASIL
For years ESAB has directed its tuition rates and course organization 
towards	 the	 demand	 for	 greater	 qualification	 of	 professionals	with	
university degrees and more recently towards individuals seeking 
undergraduate degrees through on-line education.
And how do we do this?
SUMMARY	OF	ESAB’S	HISTORY
Founded:	July	30,	1998	–	(20	years);
Location:	State	of	Espírito	Santo	–Southeast	region	of	Brazil;
Specializes	in:	graduate	and	undergraduate	internet	courses;
Total	number	of	courses	on	all	levels	–	360	courses;
Number of students: 12,000 active students with another 18,000 
government-approved	vacancies;
Number of partnerships / institutional contracts: 512 partnerships 
(polos);
ESAB is one of the few faculties in Brazil that achieved the highest 
rating	of	MEC	–	Brazilian	Ministry	of	Education	and	Culture	(with	a	
highest point average on every dimension). 
 
PARTNERS	AND	INSTITUTIONS	RELATED	TO	ESAB	IN	BRAZIL
Brazil is a country of continental proportions with an area of more 
than 8,5 million square meters. It has a population of 210 million 
inhabitants distributed in 26 states and a federal district.
To meet this demand ESAB has 512 partnerships and institutions 
contracted throughout the states. With our technology, it is possible 
to meet the demands from students within in any part of Brazil. ESAB 
has	its	own	lMS	learning	platform	registered	in	the	national	institute	
for intellectual property.

COMPARISON	 OF	 THREE	 DIFFERENTIATED	 PLATFORM	
MODELS
1	 –	 MOODLE	 –	 Australian	 Model	 (Open	 Source	 Software)	 2	
Integrated environments:
  

2	–	BLACKBOARD	–	North	American	Model	(Licensed	Software)	
                            3 Integrated  environments: 
   

3	 –	 SGEI®	 –	 Brazilian	 Model	 –	 (ESAB®-Produced	 and	 Owned	
Software) 
								5	Integrated	LMS	and	ERP	environments	in	the	same	data	bank:	
   
  

SGE-I®	 	 	 INTEGRATED	 ADMINISTRATIVE	 EDUCATIONAL	
SYSTEM
The SGEI® platform, an Integrated Administrative Educational 
System, contains 3 (three) Organizational Navigators with an interface 
composed of 520 environments and sub-environments, programmed 
in	 JAVA	 and	 maintained	 in	 Cloud	 Computing.	 To	 arrive	 at	 this	
technological level, the ESAB IT team uses international guidelines 
SCORM	e	AICC,	observing	the	requirements	recommended	in	the	
“World	Reference	for	Quality	in	E-learning.”	
TECHNOLOGY	3.0	IN	THE	CLOUD	COMPUTING
The SGEI® Platform was planned within the concepts of WEB 3.0 

in Cloud Computing, maintaining its friendly navigators, staggered 
and interconnected, permitting that administrators, professors and 
students interact in any part of the world. 
 
INTEGRATION FOR EACH DIFFERENT USER
The SGEI® Platform permits that all departments and sectors manage 
their processes and share information necessary for attending all the 
needs	of	the	academic	community,	guaranteeing	efficiency	in	each	
administrative process. 
Access to all administrative and academic sectors is possible for all 
users. Tutors, advisors and directors may interact quickly to solve and 
prevent problems.

MANAGEMENT	AND	CONTROL	OF	STUDENT	INFORMATION
The control and management of student information, course 
evaluations, feedback for tutors and supervisors is readily available. 
ESAB keeps track of dropouts, delinquent payments, student 
characteristics by course, geographical region and income levels – all 
of	which	contributes	efficient	reports	and	promotes	decision-making	
at all levels.
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‘Meta-history of embodied human souls’

Alla Kulikova
DM.,	President	of	International	PSY-ACADEMY,	Czech	Republic	and	Slovakia,
Doctor of med. science, www.galacticheal.com   

Today, the main task of the people survival is to determine energy 
resources of the man, their situation and quality, the life power 
reserve, according to the age and other factors, which ensure the 
normal creative life. This task lies on our shoulders, too: we are 
responsible for the mankind health. The medicine passes through its 
stages of development: from the ancient human knowledge of the 
nature and the world to the modern medicine, aspiring to maximize 
the Civilization development.
I will start with the main thing: the latest science achievements 
determined the main function of the physical body:
Firstly,	concerning	the	weight,	we	belong	to	large	objects	among	the	
billions	of	forms	of	living	beings	on	the	planet;
Secondly, a person is determined by the task to leave the development 
phase of the animal to the Divine plan through the expansion of the 
consciousness, respectively, opening new progressive qualities.
Third, the evolutionary path of a personality development leads to the 
discovery of the four levels of the mental plane.
We	know,	that	the	Mankind	in	confrontation	with	galactic	civilizations	
is potentially a common-sense race. The thinking kind of our planet 
is based mainly on the logical system – this is a technocracy way. 
Millions	of	civilizations	of	the	universe	organize	lives	in	the	harmony	
of Intuition and Logic.
In space, there are many energy sources (quasars, pulsars ...) - the 
system of transforming stars gives different radiations (alpha, beta, 
gamma, etc.). The universe is chaotic and is in motion, but this also 
has its own rules. The main thing is the overall harmful impact of the 
hard rays to the humanity.
Our organic life is possible thanks to the ozone layer, which due to 
the technical development of the planet comes destroyed more and 
more, mercilessly. Currently, the planet is exposed to radiation by a 
further X- wave, recently discovered by scientists in the world. This 
wave of long-term incidence leads to the degradation and weakening 
of the world population (children, the sick and elderly people). We 
were born in the water. The ocean can really absorb most of cosmic 
radiation, where the beings are protected. On the land, we are in 
danger. Our body is not perfect, but the mass includes a large number 
of atoms, and the brain - the billions of neurons. All the nervous 
system operates to transfer the energy to the blood and tissues.  
The human brain works at 5%, according to given conditions of the 
galactic experiment.
On	the	figure	1,	there	is	a	schematic	diagram	of	bioenergetics	canals.	
The energy transfer takes place from the external to the internal plan 
on	seven	areas	of	 the	aura.	Moreover,	 there	 is	a	gradual	filling	of	
each layer. 
We	know	the	mechanism	of	matters	flow	between	the	parallel	levels	
of cell divisions. / N. Levashev, 1994 /.
All systems of space work in a similar way: from the cell, the human 
aura, planetary auras to galactic auras.
I draw your attention to three main layers: the physical, emotional, 
mental (levels 1,2,3,4). In the presence of the irritants people (we can 
say people thinking in different way nearby) the use of thought forms 
in the respective layers functions, and therefore the shape of the aura 
and its energy balance destroys.
Beings – they are thought forms that retain or affect our astral body, 
they are implemented and subsequently block the physical body. 
Thanks to irradiation signals from the affected area we can diagnose 
pain zones, the future areas of disease. The lesion source or the 
primary zone is hidden from direct observation, and no device can 
determine it. Thus, the focus remains unknown, it is dangerous for 
man	 and	 for	 the	 diagnose	 expert	 who	 strives	 to	 find	 the	 affected	
area. In fact, everyone is under attacks by their stimuli (colleagues, 
relatives, neighbors, enemies). These thought forms quantitatively 
and qualitatively, contact and contactless, affect the body on a 
daily basis, in imperceptible way, they are leading to a negative 

accumulative effect, this effect manifests through a pain. A sensible 
person	avoids	conflicts,	as	in	the	opinion	of	J.	Krishnamurti,	the	anger	
contributes to the man degradation. We must learn to manage our 
emotions, which contributes to the preservation of the astral plane. 
Of course, the negative effects lead to unconscious diseases, 
shortening	 life,	and	often	a	difficult	diagnosis,	 therefore	there	 is	no	
real help, loss of time and frustration in professionals who cordially 
and with full responsibility try to help everybody who asks. It is 
necessary to train medical staff and the public who wish to study 
nursing. The main reason is ignorance and disregard for the laws of 
nature	and	the	cosmos,	a	destruction	of	the	psy	-field,	a	mismatched	
vibration leads to diseases. The being plan is very diverse and active. 
We all exist simultaneously. A man sees given an opportunity to be 
at the highest level of development, but the environment forces us to 
fight	for	our	survival.
When climatic conditions on the planet are changing, new forms 
(plants, insects, animals) appear, more resistant to life, often toxic, 
and the population of our civilization becomes helpless, weak in-time 
and actually unable to protect itself.
The nature in labor replaces that by many new forms, an improvement 
of	models	continues,	 the	space	is	fulfilled	for	short	 time,	and	living	
entities are used. Thousands of new species are born, individual and 
unique,	to	be	reviewed,	studied,	followed.	Man,	too,	is	always	fighting	
for his existence (especially the last 50 thousand years). The Lord´s 
prayer ‘Our Father ...’ opens all the rules of debt in all its forms (human 
relations, i.e. economic, personal, energy, etc.), everything rotates in 
the Wheel of Time, repeating again our personal awareness and the 
ability	to	live	without		anger,	without	conflicts,	without	problems	while	
working on negative qualities of character, thus prolonging our lives.
The	 refinement	 of	 manners,	 refined	 thinking	 and	 the	 eternal	
diplomacy strengthen the roots of ancient cultures and civilizations, 
which climbed up to the Light on Jacob’s ladder. Higher Worlds like 
Paradise,	Edem,	Monsalvat	and	others	are	described	by	clairvoyant	
people of our planet.
We are the happiest generation living in this evolutionary period. 
Million	years	to	accumulate	the	information	how	to	improve	human	
being:	all	 the	flights	of	our	planetary	ships,	a	new	level	of	science,	
living in a developed civilization, the realization of human fantasies, 
wars with fatality result, the death of the ancient civilizations, etc. We 
continue	to	fight	actively	for	survival,	learning	the	secrets	of	life.	This	
applies to medicine also.
The intuition is the leading element of human development. Technique 
only	helps:	shows	the	direction	-	finding	method	and	access	to	the	
imperfect body and its systems. 
Masters	 created	 man	 in	 different	 times.	 Genetic	 engineering	
experiments on Earth have caused great damage to human life. A 
more powerful system of self-healing and self-recovery are hidden to 
us. The memory retains instructions of behavior in different situations, 
even the extreme ones. The development and strengthening of ideas 
depends on the level-depth of knowledge. Socrates: ‘Knowledge = 
light, ignorance = darkness. By healthy thoughts, we can eliminate 
an infection nucleus.
Knowledge is necessary for the improvement of a person at four 
levels:
Medicine
Hermetical knowledge
Mysticism
Magic
All this is in the name of goodness and human assistance. The 
awareness of the relationship of everything created on the planet ads 
up to balance the results of our own physical life, which moves in the 
immortality of the soul.
The Slavs lived on the territory of more than half of the Earth and 
possessed	great	knowledge.	In	Slavic	Vedic	literature	states:	A	body	
has to live 120 years and continues in four rounds:
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1) 144 years
2) 288 years
3) 432 years 
4)	a	man	defines	himself
It is important to understand that the physical body is a source of 
power to let the soul pass to a new level. Due to the physical body 
during the life, the information energy is collected for the renovation of 
the soul, deepening knowledge, personal experience, which aims at 
a higher level. Seekers go to the Light, called in ancient manuscripts 
in	different	ways:	Prana,	Mana,	Taman,	Aude,	etc.	This	energy,	which	
strengthens the spirit, awakens souls and takes them out in the thin 
and Higher Worlds. 
Japanese scientists using the technical possibilities of the Internet, 
expanding the intuitive qualities have opened the opportunity to 
spiritualize the machine.
Some comments on the entry of the soul at birth:
The	beings	to	be	born	come	by	an	energetic	flow	from	different	levels.	
The entrance to the mother’s birth canal depends on several factors. 
The evolution of the being depends on the strength and amplitude of 
the power surge at the time of sexual relations. For this reason, the 
development of the fetus gives a primitive or highly developed being.
The main factors causing evolutionary growth:
1.	Parents	genetics;
2.	Level	of	their	spiritual	development;
3.	Geographic	location	of	the	place	of	conception;
4.	Placement	of	stars	and	planets	at	the	time	of	conception;
5.	Emotional	state	of	the	parents;
6. Existence in the parents body of poisons / alcohol, drugs, 
medication;
7. Environment ecology.

The two strands of DNA are the family memory and the memory of 
embodied individual soul. The evolution of a future man manifests in 
the growth of a child. This gives to a being a short-term possibility to 
get a new modern experience to climb to the next level (vibrations) or 
to drop. Therefore, the value of the birth of a child is in developing and 
maintaining a healthy body throughout life, which guarantees the birth 
of a new soul level while maintaining the power source (the physical 
body) on the Earth.
Magical	knowledge	of	a	person	is	at	a	subconscious	level.	The	will	
and knowledge lead a human being to a self-renewal, but it depends 
on the number of reincarnations of the being. On the planet, there is a 
very wide range of human souls from the ancient to the young forms.
The principle of life on earth is pyramidal – this is the basis of all 
existing	organizations.	Director	-	Teacher	-	Master	can	only	exist	in	
accordance with the presence of ancient knowledge and experience, 
he must demonstrate it by his subaltern to learn them. For example, 
85	 percent	 of	 doctors	 in	 the	 world	 come	 to	 study	 medicine	 first,	
because they do not have ancient knowledge. The emotional 
system disclosed, young professionals fear the persecution and 
cannot develop. The work conditions and society make them learn, 
improving their skills in courses, seminars, conferences, acquiring 
individual experience and knowledge. In the case of the super-ego, 
the doctor makes lot of mistakes, charging like this the karma of his 
future	life.	All	this	leads	us	to	the	joint	efforts	to	seek	the	truth	for	a	
reasonably and happy life of all inhabitants on the planet Earth.
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We are proud to announce that in 2017 Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) granted special consultative status to our 
organization, Europe Business Assembly Limited (EBA).
The Economic and Social Council is at the heart of the United 
Nations system to advance the three dimensions of sustainable 
development – economic, social and environmental. It is the 
central platform for fostering debate and innovative thinking, 
forging consensus on ways forward, and coordinating efforts to 
achieve internationally agreed goals. It is also responsible for the 
follow-up	to	major	UN	conferences	and	summits.
The UN Charter established ECOSOC in 1945 as one of the six 
main organs of the United Nations.
On the 30th of October EBA delegation in special consultancy 
status	 attended	 bi-annual	 meeting	 with	 Mr	 Michael	 Møller,	
Director	General	of	the	United	Nations	Office	at	Geneva.	During	
the meeting Director General informed the participants about UN 
developments and priorities.
Amongst most important issues were Disarmament, impact of 
digital technology on work of mediators in preventing violent 
conflicts,	Geneva	Peace	week	2018	with	an	overarching	theme	of	

EBA is with  
the United Nations
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Building	Peace	in	Turbulent	World	and	projects	such	as	Newsletter	
on Impact Stories offering solutions into massive impact that the 
International Geneva has in everybody’s lives and Iceberg series, 
which is a collection of 9 books about added value of the work of 
international organisations. 
The	latter	projects	are	aimed	at	informing	the	public	in	a	balanced	
and honest manner. This approach is supported by Europe 
Business Assembly and during the question time Ivan Savvov 
congratulated	Mr	Møller	on	his	 initiatives	as	well	as	pointed	out	
the new damaging phenomenon such as ‘fake news’ and stressed 
the importance of delivering news in a factual and balanced 
way.	Mr	Møller	 agreed	 that	 news	 have	 to	 be	 constructive,	 that	
not	portray	only	catastrophes	and	negativity,	but	find	ways	and	
solutions for the problems and therefore empower people to act 
positively.	Mr	Møller	said	 that	 fake	news	have	to	be	specifically	
addressed and more work is to be done. Last year after brutal 
attack by the Times newspaper on its members Europe Business 
Assembly	has	initiated	a	project	for	fighting	the	‘fake’	news	and	
welcomes businessmen, academics and general public to make 
suggestions, share experience and take active part.
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Nobel Prizes 2018

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2018
The	Nobel	Prize	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	2018	was	awarded	jointly	to	James	P.	Allison	and	Tasuku	Honjo	‘for	their	
discovery of cancer therapy by inhibition of negative immune regulation’.

The Nobel Prize in Physics 2018
The	Nobel	Prize	 in	Physics	2018	was	awarded	‘for	groundbreaking	 inventions	 in	the	field	of	 laser	physics’	with	
one	half	to	Arthur	Ashkin	‘for	the	optical	tweezers	and	their	application	to	biological	systems’,	the	other	half	jointly	
to	Gérard	Mourou	and	Donna	Strickland	‘for	their	method	of	generating	high-intensity,	ultra-short	optical	pulses.’

James P. Allison
MD Anderson Cancer Center

Arthur Ashkin
Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, USA

Tasuku Honjo
Kyoto University

Gérard Mourou
École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, 
France. University of Michigan,  

Ann Arbor, USA

Donna T. Strickland
University of Waterloo, Canada
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The Nobel Peace Prize 2018
The	Nobel	Peace	Prize	2018	was	awarded	jointly	to	Denis	Mukwege	and	Nadia	Murad	‘for	their	efforts	to	end	the	
use	of	sexual	violence	as	a	weapon	of	war	and	armed	conflict.’

The Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences 2018
The	Sveriges	Riksbank	Prize	in	Economic	Sciences	in	Memory	of	Alfred	Nobel	2018	was	divided	equally	between	
William	D.	Nordhaus	‘for	 integrating	climate	change	into	 long-run	macroeconomic	analysis’	and	Paul	M.	Romer	 
‘for integrating technological innovations into long-run macroeconomic analysis.’

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2018
The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2018 was divided, one half awarded to Frances H. Arnold ‘for the directed evolution 
of	enzymes’,	the	other	half	jointly	to	George	P.	Smith	and	Sir	Gregory	P.	Winter	‘for	the	phage	display	of	peptides	
and antibodies.’

Denis Mukwege
Democratic Republic of Congo

William D. Nordhaus
Yale University, New Haven, USA

Sir Gregory P. Winter
MRC Laboratory of Molecular 

Biology, Cambridge, UK     

Nadia Murad
Kojo, Iraq

Paul M. Romer
NYU Stern School of Business, New 

York, USA

George P. Smith   
University of Missouri,  

Columbia, USA      

Frances H. Arnold
California Institute of Technology, 

Pasadena, USA
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Scientific articles

The invention belongs to the aircraft used in air service.
It is known that nowadays there are no aircrafts (A) with use of 
atmospheric electricity.
The following devices using atmospheric electricity are known: 
invention No. 2332816, 2000128, 2369991, 2482640, 2030132, 
25712237, 266323.
A new technical solution, unknown earlier, is presented: 
– A device – an aircraft with use of atmospheric electricity differing 
from earlier models in the following qualities:
1. Atmospheric electricity is used for the movement of aircraft.
2.	LT	1	doesn’t	need	filling	and	refueling	with	fuels	and	lubricants.
3. LT 1 is insubmergible in good repair.
4. LT 1 carries out a stationary take-off and landing on land and at 
sea	(the	water	basin);
5. LT 1 is capable to perform a U-turn in the atmosphere.
6. LT 1 is capable to hang in the atmosphere for long time.
7.	LT	1	is	capable	to	perform	long	silent	flights,	including	around-
the-world	flights	(around	the	globe).
This aircraft differs from aircrafts, known earlier, in the following 
way: it is a device consisting of sphere 18 made of strong elastic 
temperature-resistant material with plated sputtering from 
outside,	filled	with	air,	having	inside	air	heater	19	operating	from	a	
battery, outside there is air compressor 31 and air vent for sphere 
32. The sphere is densely linked to fuselage 2, having the form 
of the cone, truncated from above, with the basis in the form 
of disk 20 from metal. In the fuselage there is a half-spherical 

The aircraft with use of LT1 atmospheric electricity.

Boris Bleskin 
Chief	researcher	of	Federal	State	Budgetary	Institution	VNIIIMT	of	Roszdravnadzor,	MD
Ekaterina Churakova 
Expert	of	Federal	State	Budgetary	Institution	VNIIIMT	of	Roszdravnadzor	Ivanov	Konstantin.
Research	associate	of	Federal	State	Budgetary	Institution	VNIIIMT	of	Roszdravnadzor

metal deepening. Wing 21 of metal is executed in the form of disk 
which	turns	on	four	flaps	22	located	parallel	to	the	basis	under	the	
fuselage in the plane and it is attached to it by four metal supports 
23. Control vane 24 located vertically on the center between the 
basis	of	fuselage	and	wing,	four	actuating	rods	for	flaps	25,	under	
the lower surface of a wing there are four rocket electric motors 26 
located crosswise with nozzles, going outwards from the center, 
and four basic legs 27. In the fuselage there is cabin 7 isolated 
from it by a covering from the material having thermal protection 
against	influence	of	the	increased	temperature	of	the	sphere	and	
atmosphere 31 with low temperature. In a cabin there is a control 
panel (CP) 30 A (pic.2, pic.3).
Power plant 28 (pic.1) which consists of the reception block in the 
form of the fuselage and with needle 10 falling from it, covered 
with dielectric, the end of which is connected to the upper disk of 
the condenser which is located in the chamber from dielectric 17, 
needle 9 goes from basis 8, the needle is covered with dielectric 
and	with	 lower	 disk	 of	 the	 condenser,	 fixed	 to	 the	 top.	The	 air	
network is attached to the upper needle. On the top branch of 
it there is spark-gap switch 11, the second electrode of which 
is connected to inductor 12 which is connected to lower needle 
9,	second	 inductor	15	 is	connected	 to	 rectifier	16	connected	 to	
high-capacity condenser 13 connected to accumulator 14 and 
29 (originally charged from the power supply network, then from 
atmospheric electricity). The condenser is located in the chamber 
from dielectric and has spark-gap switch 3. There is double switch 
5 for the protection of accumulator from excess recharge on the 
upper	and	lower	needle;	the	charge	indicator	of	accumulator	4	is	
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connected to him (accumulator). Remote control unit 1, connected 
to the double switch and charge indicator of the accumulator, for 
example, the voltmeter, is meant for remote control of the station. 
Protection of power plant, located in A, from external actions, and 
the safety of operations are carried out by isolated metal casing 
covered with dielectric 6, and lower needle 9, isolated by dielectric 
from the basis of fuselage 20, passes through the lower surface of 
the fuselage to the atmosphere.
Power plant 28, which is located in the fuselage for protection 
from external actions, is completely isolated by the metal casing 
covered with dielectric 6.
Aircraft (A) works as follows:
For take-off of A from land and surface conditions with heating 
of air in the sphere by electric heater, located in it, originally 
accumulator 29 is charged from the power supply network, in the 
subsequent	–	 in	flight	 this	accumulator,	as	well	as	accumulator	
14, will be charged from the atmospheric electricity used by the 
power plant (the set of accumulators can be used). Heating of air 
in the sphere reduces air density due to breaking of molecules of 
water by high temperature. This process, creation of difference of 
density of air in a sphere in respect of atmosphere air, provides a 
smooth operated take-off and drifting up of A. The controlled drop 
of air temperature in the sphere creates smooth drifting down and 
landing and also the controlled hovering of A.
During	 flight	 of	 A	 in	 the	 atmosphere	 at	 the	 expense	 of	 a	
triboelectrization of the fuselage accumulation of atmospheric 
electricity is created. This process results in the difference of 
potentials between disks of the condenser which are located on 
the upper and lower needles. At breaching of the spark interval 
caused	by	growth	of	tension	in	the	condenser	under	the	influence	
of atmospheric electricity, alternating current in inductor 15 
appears, electricity, connected with current in inductor 12, comes 
via	 rectifier	 16	 to	 high-capacity	 condenser	 13,	 and	 from	 it	 –	 to	
accumulator 14 and 29.
The	 surface	 of	 the	 warmed	 sphere	 intensifies	 ionization	 of	 air	
around A, creating a zone of electric breakdown of air, enhancing 
efficiency	of	 catching	and	accumulation	of	 electric	 energy	 from	
the atmosphere to accumulator 14 and 29 (accumulators). 
Accumulation of electric energy from the atmosphere is carried 
out	by	A	in	the	continuous	mode	(in	flight).
Ez	 is	 the	 vertical	 component	 of	 Earth,	 which	makes	 200	 V/m.	
Depending on height of rise of A in the atmosphere from the 
Earth’s surface, tension in the condenser and state of charge of 
accumulators 14 and 29 increase.
The controlled horizontal movement of A is carried out due to 
switch-on	 of	 four	 jet	 electric	motors	 26,	 located	 crosswise,	 the	
nozzles of which are directed sideways from the wing center and 
which can operate with nozzles down. The movement of A without 
horizontal turn to any side (and also up) is carried out with control 
of	sequence	of	turning	on	of	jet	electric	motors	from	control	panel	
(CP) 30.
The Control Panel (CP), located in cabin 7 in the fuselage, 
remotely controls and monitors temperature and density of air in 
the	sphere,	 the	 location	of	control	vane,	flaps,	 the	sequence	of	
switch-on	and	switch-off	of	 jet	electric	motors	and	their	 location	
(horizontal or vertical), control of work of power plant, including 
the remote control unit 1, which regulates the height and speed 
of	flight.

The disc-shaped wing, located parallel to the fuselage basis, 
creates the increased stability of movement of aircraft in airspace, 
ability to plan.
Vertically	located	control	vane	is	capable	of	performing	a	double	
U-turn	 and	 the	 flaps	 (lifted	 and	 lowered	 in	 respect	 of	 main	
horizontal position of the whole wing), operated from the CP of 
the	A,	allow	maneuvering	during	flight.
Flexibility of A, its streamlined design and spatial structure, 
adapted for planning in air streams, availability of constantly 
renewable	source	of	the	electric	power	from	the	atmosphere,	filled	
with electric charges, create the basis for a long-term controlled 
(from	CP	in	a	fuselage	cabin),	nonstop	flight	in	the	atmosphere.	
The aircraft with use of atmospheric electricity LT1 is patented. 
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Nowadays increase of power hunger on Earth is observed. It is 
expected that in 2050 the population of Earth will be up to 9.5 
billion, the need for electric power will double, and sources of 
hydrocarbons will cease to satisfy it.
The modern power was created and is developing without 
understanding of the fact that our Earth is a living being, allocated 
with reason, a growing being (for the last 3 billion years the mass 
of Earth increased by 56%) sensitively reacting to what occurs on 
its surface and the space surrounding it now (as the living being 
our	 planet	was	 considered	 by	V.I.	 Vernadsky,	A.L.	Chizhevsky,	
V.N.	Yagodinsky).	Power	sources,	which	are	now	in	use,	have	a	
destructive	influence	upon	Earth.	The	Earth	became	the	slave	to	
ruthless exploitation of people and shows “Spartacus’s effect” – 
maintains the increasing resistance to people in the ways inherent 
in it: natural, technogenic, social, and epidemic disasters.
At combustion of gasoline in the atmosphere 15 liters of oxygen 
burn down. Hydroelectric power stations, widespread in the world, 
in fact squeeze waterways of Earth (in the Russian Federation for 
2013 – 189 hydroelectric power stations). The work of stations 
cripples ecology of their pools territory. In the Russian Federation 
(for 2013) consumption of primary energy resources has made 
699 million tons of oil, natural gas made 53.2% of it, oil – 21.9%, 
coal –13,4%, hydraulic power – 5,9%, nuclear energy – 5,6%. 
Increase in prices for oil, increase of consumption of electricity, 
accidents on nuclear power plants and breaks of communication 
lines	during	delivery	of	electric	power	intensified	development	of	
alternative sources of electric power.
According to the forecast of Frang Hafer Institute (Germany), by 
2050 50% of the consumed electric power in the world will be 
produced from solar energy. However for Russia, the EU and 
many other territories of the globe this direction, which is well tried 
and tested at the development of astronautics, is appropriate in 
the minimum degree. So, for example, the average number of 
clear, cloudless days in the Russian Federation doesn’t exceed 
15%,	in	particular,	in	the	Voronezh	Region	during	2010	there	were	
only 37 clear days, 165 cloudy days and 166 grey days.
Great hopes are laid on satisfaction of energy needs concerning 
development of construction of nuclear power plants. Nowadays 

Objective need of development of use of atmospheric electricity.
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192 NPPs, having 438 power units in a working order and 72 
power units under construction, operate on Earth.
The nuclear energetics, with all its effectiveness, is highly 
hazardous (accidents on Chernobyl NPP in 1986, Fukushima 
in 2011 and others, less known). Reliability of the NPP, planned 
by	 the	 developer,	 is	 insufficiently	 combined	 with	 their	 frequent	
arrangement and seismically unstable territories of Earth (at 
the beginning of the 20th century about 40 earthquakes with 
magnitude of 7 points and above were registered during a 10-
year period on Earth). In the last 10 years of the 21st century 
there were approximately 4000 earthquakes.
Electric energy of the atmosphere is a perspective source of 
electric power.
It is known that 99% of the Universe, seen by us, is in a plasma 
state. Plasma is a working body of all lightnings.
The	 Earth’s	 surface	 has	 a	 stationary	 electric	 field	 with	 tension	
E, equal to 130 volts per meter. The greatest contribution to 
electrization of the atmosphere is made by clouds and rainfall. 
In process of enlargement of particles of clouds, increase of their 
thickness and strengthening of rainfall, electrization is formed 
from them (in stratus and cumulostratus clouds the density of 
volume charges exceeds the density in a clear atmosphere 
approximately by 10 times). When E near the ground exceeds 
500-1000	V/m,	electric	discharge	from	sharp	objects	takes	place.	
When	strengthening	the	field	of	the	charge	it	becomes	visible	(St.	
Elmo’s	fire).
In midlatitudes of Russia approximately 500 lightnings appear 
within an hour during a strong thunderstorm. Pulse power of 
one lightning can reach 1 TW. In midlatitudes of the European 
part of Russia and Western Siberia the prevailing number of 
thunderstorms is connected with cyclones and their frontal 
systems. Thunderstorms develop generally on cold fronts where 
their repeatability is 70% and only 30% is connected with passage 
of warm fronts. According to Roshydromet, the average annual 
number of days with thunderstorms in Russia makes: in the north 
of EPR – 15, in the northwest of EPR – 19, in the Central district 
–	26,	in	Middle	Volga	–	27,	in	the	North	Caucasus	–	30,	in	South	
Ural – 26, in the south of Western Siberia – 27, in Krasnoyarsk 
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Krai	–	18,	in	Transbaikalia	–	24,	in	the	Far	East	–	21,	in	Yakutia	
– 9.
The invention of concentrator of electric charges from the 
atmosphere (invention No. 20000128 of 11/29/1990 and No. 
2030132 of 04/21/1992) was the fundamental solution of the 
problem of use of atmospheric electricity. The device consists of 
condenser	camera	1	which	is	limited	to	case	2	on	configurations	
executed in the form of a rotation body with a conic top part. The 
case is manufactured of dielectric (concrete, limestone). At the top 
of the case there is a lower metal terrela 3 – a triboelement having 
a long metal “nose” 4, on which triboelements 5, connected to 
each other and having cameras and cavities in communication, 
are	rigidly	fixed	in	a	sequential	order	(by	means	of	metal	“nose”).	
On	the	upper	triboelement	a	cross	antenna	6	is	fixed.	Needle	10	
vertically falls from the lower triboelement. On the basis of camera 
7 the lower disk-shaped metal electrode 8, having grounding 9, is 
located. (pic. 1)
The device works as follows. Tarrels-triboelements, located 
vertically and connected with the cross antenna, allow creating 
the maximum surface for implementation of triboelectrization by 
various atmospheric factors with minimum of volume. This results 
in the difference of potentials between the upper loaded needle 
electrode and the lower electrode. In the period of snowstorms, 
rains and thunderstorms this process (accumulation of electric 
discharges)	considerably	intensifies	due	to	use	of	the	developed	
surface of tarrels-triboelements.
Increase of tension between electrodes also depends on height 
of rise of the upper electrode (with the antenna and tarrels-
triboelements)	 as	 the	 vertical	 component	 of	 electric	 field	of	 the	
Earth	makes	up	to	200	V/m	from	the	Earth’s	surface,	increasing	
during bumps (a rain, a snowstorm, a thunderstorm, a sandstorm). 
The needle allows concentrating maximum possible tension of 
the	field	for	breakdown	of	a	discharger.
The case of dielectric isn’t limited to a role of the elevator of the 
antenna and tarrels-triboelements, it protects against external 
electrical interferences, increases safety of operation.
In development of this fundamental technical growing and further 
development of use of atmospheric electricity we have created 
new technical solutions, unknown earlier: invention of the Russian 
Federation No. 2332816, 236991, 2482640, 2571237, Eurasian 
patents: No. 029621, 028417 where the concentrator of electric 
discharges from the atmosphere is used.
 The receipt of electric power from the atmosphere will be 
environment-friendly in terms of use on the land, the sea and in 
the atmosphere.
Installations are designed for full-time operation in autonomous 
conditions.
Creation of the functioning devices and distribution of them 
will allow satisfying power hunger substantially and probably 
becoming the main environment-friendly source of the consumed 
energy in the world. Development of technology will allow carrying 
out an upcoming population shift from large cities to provinces, to 
remote environment-friendly areas. 
The proposed technical solutions are capable of working at all 
latitudes of Earth: on shore, at sea and in the atmosphere.

Conclusion
In the remained time limit (about 50 years) the development of 
technology of receipt of electric power from the atmosphere will 
allow a social and power transition from this civilization into a 
“new” one – an era of mind.
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Since 1921 the method of replacement insulin therapy, offered 
by F. Banting, a Nobel Prize laureate, and Ch. Best, remains 
the main remedy for diabetes of type 1. Since the beginning of 
eighties of the XX century the search of new ways of treatment 
has been conducted:
1.	Creation	of	an	artificial	endocrine	pancreas	
2. Transplantation of a donor pancreas
3. Transplantation of cultures of the insulin-producing beta cells 
allocated in the special way from a pancreas of the donor.
Problem of treatment of diabetes of type I by endocrinologists 
wasn’t set and will not be set.
In general these ways of treatment of diabetes of type I, as well as 
the replacement insulin therapy, can be referred, in our opinion, 
to hormonal “prosthetics” by insulin. Transplantations of beta cells 
and	a	pancreas	is	the	most	difficult	task	which	hasn’t	been	solved	
yet because of a common problem of incompatibility of tissues, 
and	the	artificial	pancreas	is	still	under	development.
Meanwhile	diabetes	becomes	one	of	the	growing	threats	to	health	
of people. The number of patients with diabetes in the world is 
already about 382 million, and each 12-15 years this number 
doubles. 15% of all patients are patients with diabetes of type I.
The actual direction is creation of rehabilitation therapy allowing 
restoring or improving insulin-producing function of beta cells of 
islets of Langerhans in order to refuse from replacement insulin 
therapy or at least to reduce insulin doses, which are introduced 
into an organism. The solution of such task is possible only on the 
way of profound comprehension of etiology and pathogenesis of 
diabetes of type I.
Up to 1982 these questions were covered in literature 
insufficiently.	It	was	considered	that	the	cause	of	illness	consists	
in genetic functional weakness of cells of islets of Langerhans of 
pancreas and in the increased load on the pancreas, for example, 
manifestation of a nervous strain, intoxication and excessive food.
We have paid attention to the fact that these representations 
contradicted	known	scientific	 facts,	namely	 they	didn’t	 consider	
frequent connection of developing of a disease with any virulent 
disease. Spontaneous short-term remissions of a disease arising 
sometimes at the beginning of the course of diabetes of type 
I, couldn’t be explained as well. It is a so-called “honeymoon” 
causing recovery illusion in patients.
In 1978-1981 it has been revealed by us that among 80 patients, 
who	 caught	 severe	 acute	 diabetes	 type	 I	 for	 the	 first	 time,	 72	
had an acute respiratory viral disease before diabetes. This 
observation has led us to a conclusion that local viruses-caused 
hidden damage of islets of Langerhans is the main reason for 
emergence of insulin neediness at diabetes of type I. This 
damage	has	primary	and	chronic	 inflammatory	character	and	is	
called “insulitis”. We have offered a two-stage way of restoration 
of insulin-producing function of beta cells for treatment of diabetes 
of	type	I	at	short	terms	of	disease:	first	stage:	full	compensation	of	
diabetes	by	diet	No.	9	and	insulin;	second	stage:	prescription	of	
anti-inflammatory	immunosupressive	therapy.
Patent No. 2000782. A priority from 20/5/1982, registered on 
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15/10/1993. “Way of treatment of patients with diabetes of type 
I of the initial stage”.
Invention formula. The way of treatment of patients with diabetes 
of	 type	 I	 including	 injections	 of	 insulin	 and	 a	 diet,	 differing	 in	
the fact that for the purpose of reduction of terms of treatment 
by	 restoration	 of	 insulin-producing	 function,	 anti-inflammatory	
drugs are prescribed additionally against the background of full 
compensation.
Copyright	certificate	No.	1152595.	A	priority	from	25/8/1982.	“Way	
of treatment of patients with diabetes of type I”.
Invention formula. The way of treatment of patients with diabetes 
of the initial stage by introduction of insulin and a diet differing in 
the fact that for the purpose of reduction of terms of treatment 
and prevention of development of insulin resistance, a sodium 
salicylate	electrophoresis	on	 the	area	of	projection	of	pancreas	
with	 a	 current	 of	 8-15	мА	 and	 lasting	 15-20	min	 is	 carried	 out	
additionally against the background of full compensation. 
During development of this way of treatment of diabetes of type I 
of	the	initial	stage	(for	acceleration	of	efficiency	of	treatment)	we,	
with a priority from 28/6/1984, have proposed a new technical 
solution: “Way of restoration of insulin-producing function of a 
pancreas	 of	 young	 patients,	 who	 caught	 diabetes	 for	 the	 first	
time”, the application No. 3756387/13(084723).
Formula of invention application: the way of restoration of insulin-
producing function of a pancreas of young patients, who caught 
diabetes	 for	 the	first	 time,	 including	a	completely	compensating	
insulin dose, diet No. 9, and differing in the fact that for the 
purpose of restoration of insulin-producing function of a pancreas, 
phonophoresis of hydrocortone is applied to the area of pancreas.
The positive solution of examination on the application wasn’t 
received, motivation of refusal: hydrocortisone is the antagonist 
of insulin, i.e. the expert panel didn’t understand the mechanism 
of	 medical	 anti-inflammatory	 impact	 on	 inflammation	 in	 islets	
of Langerhans following from special aspects of etiology and 
pathogenesis	 of	 a	 disease.	Only	 in	 1987	 a	 scientific	message,	
which partially affected the essence of our application for 
an	 invention,	 was	 published	 –	 Secchi	 A.,	 “Medical	 abstract	
magazine”, section 20 No. 10, 1987, art. No. 1271 which has 
applied prednisolone after compensation of diabetes by insulin 
– it helped to achieve the remission of disease with insulin 
cancellation, keeping compensation of diabetes.
Application of two-stage treatment of diabetes of type I at 
different terms among 25 patients (12 of them had a disease 
duration up to 1 year and 13 – up to 2-5 years from a disease 
manifestation), has shown that the maximum effect of treatment 
allowing changing the heavy course of a disease to a light one, 
reaching compensation only by diet No. 9 and refusing from the 
replacement insulin therapy, is observed when the disease lasts 
up to 1 year.
In the subsequent full cancellation of the replacement therapy 
keeping compensation of diabetes type I during treatment is not 
possible only by means of diet No. 9: when the disease lasts from 
1	to	2	years,	the	dose	of	insulin	can	be	reduced	to	2/3;	when	the	
disease lasts from 2 to 3 years – no more than 1/3 from the initial 
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dose that is the evidence of gradually developing irreversible 
changes in insulin-producing function of B-cells. When the 
disease lasts more than 3 years, the effect of treatment is noted 
only in 2 patients (duration of observation is 1-2 month). In case of 
one patient, who has been having diabetes of type I for 8 years – 
medical specialists managed to reduce the compensating insulin 
dose from 80 to 12 units a day, preserving compensation.
Our research has shown that existence of a recurrence of a 
disease after successful two-stage treatment of diabetes of type 
I of the initial stage isn’t the basis for refusal from application of a 
repeated course of the two-stage treatment including diet No. 9, 
full compensation by insulin against the background of which anti-
inflammatory	therapy	is	applied:	it	is	possible	to	achieve	repeated	
remission	of	disease	only	by	diet	No.	9	without	insulin	injection.
In the process of abovementioned research we have found the 
regularity,	which	was	unknown	earlier:	anti-inflammatory	therapy	
was	capable	of	elimination	of	 inflammation	 in	B-cells	only	after	
achievement	of	full	compensation	by	insulin	injections	–	it	led	to	
restoration of insulin-producing function of B-cells.
Diabetes of type I in the initial stage is kind of a “model” combining 
the	 inflammation	 focus	 (in	 islets	 of	 Langerhans)	 and	 insulin	
insufficiency,	 with	 which	 an	 opportunity	 to	 find	 out	 regularity,	
unknown	 earlier,	 was	 identified:	 anti-inflammatory	 drugs	 in	
the conditions of insulin neediness aren’t effective, and in the 
conditions	 of	 insulin	 sufficiency	 (full	 compensation)	 they	 have	
a	 positive	 anti-inflammatory	 effect	 (eliminate	 inflammations	 in	
islets of Langerhans, which is evidenced by restoration of insulin-
producing	 function	 of	 B-cells).	 This	 regularity,	 identified	 by	 us	
for	 the	 first	 time,	 is	 of	 great	 importance	 in	 the	 field	 of	 therapy	
of internal diseases of especially collagenoses, it has found 
reflection	in	the	following	invention:	patent	No.	2104000	“Way	of	
treatment	of	inflammatory	processes”,	priority	from	30/6/1994.
The optimum period to start the second stage of treatment is 1-2 
months after full compensation by a diet and insulin of diabetes 
of type I. The children’s B-cells die especially quickly in case of 
establishment of diabetes of type I.
The virus-challenged autoimmune nature of a disease demands 
a long immunosuppressive therapy (the principle is similar to 
preventive therapy of rheumatism).
A two-stage treatment of patients having diabetes of type I 
with	 use	 of	 nonsteroid	 anti-inflammatory	 drugs,	 offered	 by	 us,	
is applied in 16 medical institutions (in 14 regional and clinical 
hospitals, 1 medical unit, 1 CDH) to 221 patients. Age of sick 
differs from 5 to 40 years, disease duration is up to 5 years. The 
positive effect is noted in 181 patients (82%), lack of effect – in 40 
patients (18%). Working with 20 patients, the doctors managed to 
cancel the replacement insulin therapy and transfer to treatment 
with only diet No. 9, with preservation of compensation. In case of 
other 12 patients – to cancel insulin and transfer to treatment by 
a	diet	with	Adebit	or	Maninil.	In	96	patients	the	doctors	managed	
to lower the compensating dose by 60-90% from the initial one. In 
53 patients – to lower a dose by 30%.
Data	 from	 a	 number	 of	 scientific	 publications	 of	 Russian	 and	
foreign	authors,	published	after	our	priority,	 confirm	essence	of	
our research.
Received experimental data with a priority of 20/05/1982 can be 
interpreted as follows:
1. Establishes: a new regularity – at the heart of etiology and 
pathogenesis of diabetes of type I lies a primary and chronic 
virus-challenged	 inflammation	 of	 islets	 of	 Langerhans,	 which	
neutralizes insulin-producing function of B-cells.
2. Shows: B-cells don’t die with developing of a disease at once, 
i.e. the damage of B-cells, breaking production of insulin at disease 
terms up to 1 year (sometimes longer) from manifestation, is of 

reversible nature.
3. Proves expediency of application of immune-oppressive and 
anti-inflammatory	 therapy	 at	 initial	 stages	 of	 disease	 under	 an	
indispensable	 condition	 –	 full	 compensation	 by	 injections	 of	
insulin and diet No. 9.
4. Reasons expediency of application immune-oppressive and 
anti-inflammatory	 therapy	 to	 patients	 with	 diabetes	 of	 type	 I	
when having recurrence of the disease and also for prevention of 
emergence of recurrence.
5.	Gives	reasons	to	use	immune-oppressive	and	anti-inflammatory	
therapy at treatment of diabetes of type I at the stage before 
clinical manifestation.
6. Allows a new approach to consideration of etiology of 
pathogenesis, prevention and treatment of this disease.
7.	 Shows	 characteristics,	 unknown	 earlier	 –	 efficiency	 of	 anti-
inflammatory	and	immune-oppressive	drugs	in	the	conditions	of	
insulin security and lack of effect at insulin neediness (in particular 
for neutralization of “insulitis” in islets of Langerhans).
In addition after restoration of function of B-cells a short course 
of	 laevomycetin	having	an	antiviral	effect	 is	prescribed.	Viruses	
(poison) have qualities of biological toxin.
Viral	 diseases	 are	 private	manifestation	 of	 life	 of	 uniform	 virus	
system.
A virus system has an inherent algorithm of impact on a 
person (and an animal): viruses encroach on B-cells of islets 
of Langerhans, interrupt the production of insulin and insulin 
reception, and mediated carbohydrate, proteins, fat and mineral 
metabolism,	 rheology	 of	 blood,	 lymph,	 spinal	 fluid,	 bile	 and	
immunity,	 availability	 of	 oxygen	 for	 tissues	 and,	 first	 of	 all,	 the	
brain, the quality of thinking decreases at the same time. Thus, 
the virus system at a minimum of its efforts reaches a maximum of 
entropy effect on an organism. In the subsequent viruses develop 
in	 other	 bodies	 and	 tissues.	 Viruses	 are	 adapted	 to	 oxygen	
starvation.
Viruses	 exist	 only	 intracellularly	 –	 in	 cells	 “tanks”	 –	 conveyors	
(plasmodium), which help them move and breed in an organism.
Viruses,	 breaking	 immunity,	 contribute	 to	 the	 development	 of	
other types of infections.
The	virus	 system	carries	out	 a	 specific	goal-setting	 to	 interrupt	
human life, to breed in a corpse and to close the immortal circle of 
biological rotation in the nature with the help of water.
The revealed regularities, inherent in diabetes and virus system, 
have allowed scientists to create a new medicine, which is able 
to destroy viruses for the purpose of treatment and prevention of 
diabetes of type I. The offered means consists of Siofor + Delagil 
+ acetylsalicylic acid (Patents for invention No. 2391971).
Children very often have diabetes of type I.
When talking about children with short terms of diabetes of type 
I (about one ½), the application of this medicine at the second 
stage of treatment, taking into account age doses, causes an 
expressed clinical rehabilitation of general well-being, functions 
of pancreas, insulin security. Rehabilitation process is followed 
by	paradoxical	 temperature	 increase	up	 to	38-39	ºС,	which	 the	
patient doesn’t feel, hyperglycemia and saccharorrhea which isn’t 
reacting	to	insulin	injections,	availability	of	green	bile	in	stool.
This clinical picture is explained by disintegration at the expense 
of the restored insulin security and immunity, infectious biomass, 
containing virus and a lot of glucose which isn’t digested and is 
rejected	by	cells	of	body	tissues	–	it	is	brought	out	of	an	organism.
Conclusion
A new regularity of emergence and development of diabetes of 
type	 I	 is	 identified.	 It	 consists	 in	 the	 fact	 that	at	an	 initial	 stage	
there	 is	 a	 primary	 and	 chronic	 virus-challenged	 inflammation	
of islets of Langerhans of a hidden and often reversible nature, 
which delayed up to 1 year – concerning manifestations of insulin 
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insufficiency,	 leading	 to	 degenerate	 changes	 in	 B-cells	 with	
irreversible loss of their function.
The virus-containing biomass causing diabetes of type I contains 
glucose	 which	 isn’t	 digested	 and	 is	 rejected	 by	 cells	 of	 body	
tissues – it is brought out of an organism.
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Physiological aging of the person allows the person to live 115 
and sometimes more years.
Since 1982 in the USSR, and then in Russia we have been 
carrying	out	scientific	work	on	definition	of	an	aetiopathogenesis	
of unphysiologic aging of the person, creation of means and 
ways of its prevention and treatment and also related diseases: 
atherosclerosis,	 cancer	 of	 various	 localization,	 inflammatory	
processes, violation of higher nervous activity (schizophrenia, 
Alzheimer’s disease), sight, premature death.
The most important problem of aging of a human body is 
emergence and progressing of violations of lipid exchange, 
namely	 increase	 of	 cholesterol,	 V-cholesterol,	 triglycerides	
concentration in blood and decrease of level of d-cholesterol.
As a result of these violations, deterioration of rheology of blood, 
lymph,	 spinal	 fluid	 and	 bile	 develops.	 Violation	 of	 fabric	 blood	
supply, hypoxia of fabrics, formation of blood clots, violation of 
rhythm and conductivity of heart can lead up to death of brain 
blood circulation and higher nervous activity, intelligence and 
immunity.

Opening of a role of a “slow” viral infection and violations of insulin system in an 
aetiopathogenesis of unphysiologic aging of a person and related atherosclerosis, 
cancer of various localization, schizophrenia, inflammatory processes; prevention 
and treatment of aging with use of biguanides (metformin).
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As a result of violations of lipid exchange a chronic disease – 
atherosclerosis – develops and progresses. It is expressed by 
atherosclerotic damages of arteries with cholesterol plaques on 
their	 inner	shell,	 luminal	occlusion,	blood	rheology;	 in	 the	result	
of hemoconcentration promotes appearance of such diseases 
as myocardial infraction, apoplectic attacks, blood-clotting, 
premature	death;	violation	of	higher	nervous	activity	of	a	brain.
The	 efficiency	 of	 prevention	 and	 treatment	 of	 atherosclerosis,	
cancer of various localization (cancer cells are adapted to 
hypoxia) a myocardial infarction, an apoplectic attack, blood-
clotting, violations of higher nervous activity, schizophrenia, 
Alzheimer’s	disease,	sight,	inflammatory	processes,	which	aren’t	
responding to successful treatment at traditional therapy, depends 
on the solution of a problem of rehabilitation of lipid exchange 
with normalization of indicators of cholesterol, d-cholesterol, 
V-cholesterol	and	triglycerides.
Approach	 to	 the	 solution	 of	 an	 objective	 was	 served	 by	 our	
opening in 1982 of an aetiopathogenesis of diabetes of type I: 
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days, are also prescribed.
3)	The	institute	of	gerontology	of	the	USSR	Academy	of	Medical	
Sciences	has	made	an	invention,	copyright	certificate	SU1724245,	
priority from 4/7/1986 “A way of treatment of atherosclerosis” 
O.V.	 Korkushko,	 L.N.	 Bokatskaya,	 D.N.	 Kotko,	 S.N.	 Novikova.	
Invention formula: “Way of treatment of atherosclerosis” including 
Essentiale, differing in the fact that for the purpose of reduction 
of clinical presentations of a disease, when speaking about old 
people, due to normalization of a ratio of atherogenic and anti-
atherogenic lipoproteids with Essentiale, adebite is taken”, which 
in fact repeats our priority patent inventions.
4) Patent for invention No. 2008001, priority 6/4/1992 “Way of 
prevention and treatment of cancer of various localization” B.I. 
Bleskin. Invention formula “A way of prevention and cancer therapy 
of various localization by use of medicines, which differs in the 
fact that for the purpose of restoration of immunity to cancer cells, 
biguanides are used as medicine, in combination with medicines 
for a thyroid gland, choleretics and vitamin C in therapeutic doses 
against the background of diet No. 9 (Diformin retard was used, 
2000 mg a day, Thyreocomb, 1 pill a day, Cholenzym, vitamin C)”.
5) The patent for invention No. 2026080, priority from 12/30/1992 
B.I.	 Bleskin	 “Means	 for	 treatment	 of	 conjunctivitis”.	 Invention	
formula	“Use	of	insulin	as	means	for	treatment	of	conjunctivitis”.	
Instillations	of	insulin	on	a	surface	of	eye	conjunctivitis,	enhancing	
immunity and exchange processes, cause fast treatment of 
conjunctivitis.
6) The patent for invention No. 2391986, priority from 9/9/2008 
B.I.	Bleskin.	“Means	for	treatment	of	bronchial	asthma”.	Invention	
formula	 “Means	 for	 treatment	 of	 bronchial	 asthma	 consists	 of	
siofor 1000 mg, delagil 250 mg, acetylsalicylic acid 0.5 g, 2 times 
a day”.
7) Patent for invention No. 2391972, priority 9/9/2008 B.I. Bleskin. 
“Means	for	treatment	of	sarcoma”.	Invention	formula:	“Means	for	
treatment of sarcoma consists of siofor 1000 mg, delagil 250 mg, 
acetylsalicylic acid 0.5 g”.
1.	For	the	development	of	inventions	scientific	articles	have	been	
made.	 “The	medical	 abstract	 journal”	 1990,	No.	 7,	 Section	 14,	
“Psychiatry”	 article	 No.	 8	 15	 “Meaning	 and	 special	 aspects	 of	
violation of insulin security in pathogenesis of schizophrenia” B.I. 
Bleskin.
The pathogenesis of schizophrenia consists of the following 
stages: inherited predisposition – a viral infection – “insulitis”, 
which “switch off” less than 70% of B-cells of islets of Langerhans – 
chronic insulin neediness with violation of sensitivity of peripheral 
receptors	 to	 insulin	 –	 immunodeficiency	–	 violation	of	 structure	
and function of a brain. During treatment of schizophrenia it is 
desirable to include immuno-oppressive therapy along with 
insulin and biguanides.
2. B. Bleskin “Socrates Almanac”, Oxford 2017-8/1 p. 33-35 
“Discovery of texture of aetiopathogenesis of a diabetes mellitus 
of the 1 type. The prospects of the rehabilitating and preventing 
therapy”.
3. Boris Bleskin, Ivanov K.E. “Socrates Almanac”, 
Oxford 2017, p. 241-244 “Cancer of various localization – an 
infectious viral insulin-dependent disease. Etiological remedy and 
prophylaxis”.
4. B. Bleskin “Socrates Almanac”, Oxford 2017-8/1 p. 30-32 “Role 

of virus and insulinic system during treatment of schizophrenia, 
aetiopathogenesis, autism and Alzheimers disease. Prospect 
of rehabilitative therapy”.

5. Boris Bleskin “Socrates Almanac”, Oxford 2016 p. 204-205 
“Role of viruses and insulin system in modern pathology. 
Antiviral and anticarcinogenic medicines».

The viruses having the Russian original name “poison” were 
discovered in 1982 by Russian professor D.I. Ivanovsky.
Viruses	(poison)	have	qualities	of	biological	toxin.
Viral	diseases	are	private	manifestation	of	life	of	uniform	entropy	
virus system.
Viral	diseases	proceed	in	an	acute	form	and	in	the	latent	form,	a	
so-called “slow viral infection”.
Viruses	exist	only	intracellularly	–	in	a	cell,	“the	reproduction	tank	–	
the conveyor of viruses like plasmodium (Proved by exuvnatibus).

it has been proved that the disease is caused by the slow viral 
infection in B-cells of islets of Langerhans causing in them 
painless	autoimmune	inflammatory	process	which	is	switching	off	
production of insulin. It has been found out that this autoimmune 
inflammatory	process	caused	by	viruses,	during	1	year	from	an	
onset, leads to irreversible degenerative changes in B-cells and 
the replacing insulin therapy becomes lifelong attribute (When 
the children are concerned, death of B-cells happens in shorter 
terms).
Before the invention of insulin in 1921 by a Nobel laureate F. 
Banting and Ch. Best, patients with diabetes of type I perished 
within several days.
Note: when carrying out the second stage of the rehabilitating 
therapy we have found the new regularity, unknown earlier, anti-
inflammatory	drugs	aren’t	effective	at	deficiency	of	insulin	security	
and are effective at insulin security.
Patent for an invention No. 2104000, priority 2/10/1998 B.I. 
Bleskin	“Way	of	treatment	of	inflammatory	processes”.	Invention	
formula:	A	way	of	treatment	of	inflammatory	processes	including	
reception of non-steroid drugs or glucocorticoids, is notable for the 
fact that biguanides are additionally prescribed (adebit, glibutid)”.
This	scientific	work	has	been	issued	in	the	form	of	the	patent	for	an	
invention No. 2000782, a priority from 5/20/1982, B.I. Bleskin, the 
copyright	certificate	on	an	invention	No.	1152595A,	a	priority	from	
8/25/1982 B.I. Bleskin. The patent for an invention No. 2391971, 
a priority from 9/9/2008, with an invention formula: Remedy for 
treatment of pancreatic diabetes (PD) of type I, consisting of 
siofor + chloroquine + acetylsalicylic acid.
Our studying of an aetiopathogenesis and rehabilitation treatment 
of pancreatic diabetes of type I has led us to the conclusion:
1) PD type I in onset (before insulin treatment) is a kind of 
model, which is started by a slow viral infection of the process of 
accelerated aging and death.
2) At the heart of unphysiologic aging of a person and the related 
diseases lies a “slow” viral infection affecting insulin reception 
of fabrics and the B-cell of islets of Langerhans, which causes 
hidden insulin neediness with normal blood tests and urine on 
sugar, but with violation of lipidic exchange (hypercholesterolemia, 
increase	in	B-cholesterol,	rheology	of	blood,	 lymph,	spinal	fluid,	
bile, oxygen supply, immunity, thrombus formation).
3) By optimizing insulin security, when speaking about patients 
with unphysiologic aging (who don’t have diabetes), it is possible to 
carry aetiopathogenesis prevention and treatment of disease and 
related atherosclerosis, cancer of various localization, sarcoma, 
inflammatory	processes	of,	which	does	not	respond	to	traditional	
therapy, violation of higher nervous activity (schizophrenia, 
Alzheimer’s disease), to prevent myocardial infarcts, apoplectic 
attacks, blood-clotting, sudden death, to improve sight, memory, 
quality	of	thinking,	to	rejuvenate	the	person.
Antidiabetic drugs of biguanides group (metformin) were chosen, 
as they can be used for a long time without causing hypoglycemia 
in doses, permitted by the pharmacy committee.
Use of biguanides for the new purpose has given the high 
rehabilitating clinical effect combined with positive steady 
dynamics of laboratory and tool researches. The clinical positive 
effect	 developed	 since	 first	 days	 and	 showed	 reliability	 of	
rehabilitation therapy.
The negative facts of this medical process are noted.
Scientific	clinical	observations,	which	have	been	carried	out,	were	
published and registered by the following inventions:
1)	 The	 certificate	 of	 authorship	 for	 invention	 SU1715356A1,	 a	
priority	29/10/1984	V.N.	Zakharov,	B.I.	Bleskin,	L.L.	Homyakova	
“Anti-atherosclerotic drug”. Invention formula: “Application of a 
diformin retard as anti-atherosclerotic medicine”.
2) Patent for invention SU1724245. Priority 12/02/1986 B.I. 
Bleskin “Way of treatment of atherosclerosis”. Invention formula: 
“The way of treatment of atherosclerosis by introduction of 
medicines to the organism, which is notable for the fact, that, for 
the purpose of reduction of treatment duration by normalization 
of	 indicators	 of	 cholesterol,	 d-cholesterol,	 V-cholesterol	 in	
blood plasma, diformin retard is entered into an organism as a 
medicine, in a dose of 1000 mg a day, gall bladder cleanses with 
30% magnesium sulfate solution the a dose of 100 ml 1 time in 7 
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The virus entropy system has goal-setting and an algorithm of 
impact on a human body (and an animal): viruses interfere 
in B-cells of islets of Langerhans which are least safe  in an 
organism, because the pro-insulin produced by them is activated 
only in the blood corridor, break productions of insulin and insulin 
reception and damage carbohydrate, proteinaceous, lipidic, 
mineral exchange, genome, rheology of blood, lymph, spinal 
fluid,	bile,	oxygen	supply	of	tissues	and,	first	of	all,	brain,	heart,	
the immunity, quality and adequacy of thinking decreases. Such 
strategy of virus system allows reaching maximum damaging 
effect on an organism at minimum entropy strengthening.
The	virus	 system	carries	out	 specific	goal-setting	–	 to	 interrupt	
human life and, taking into account adaptation ability to oxygen 
starvation, to breed in a corpse and close the immortal circle of 
biological rotation in the nature with water.
Viruses,	breaking	immunity,	contribute	to	the	development	of	other	
diseases (for example, tuberculosis) (The patent for invention No. 
2396959, priority of 09/09/2008).
The hidden insulin neediness caused by viruses is widespread 
in aetiopathogenesis of modern diseases (which are quite often 
classified	as	noninfectious	in	World	Health	Organization),	leading	
to premature death of the person.
Diagosed common factors, inherent in virus system, allowed 
creating a new drug, which is able to destroy viruses, cancer 
cells in various localization and sarcomas in any localization. 
The medicine consists of siofor + delagil + acetylsalicylic acid. 
The effect of this medicine is implemented by destruction of cells 
– viruses like “reproduction tanks – conveyors” (for example, 

plasmodiums) restoration of insulin security, rheology of blood, 
oxygen supply of tissues, immunity (The patent for invention No. 
2391972, priority of 09/09/2018).
Our	 inventions	 and	 scientific	 articles	 made	 since	 1982	 have	
shown the following regularities:
1. Unphysiologic aging and related diseases are caused by 

a “slow” viral infection, which breaks insulin reception and 
production of insulin by B-cells of islets of Langerhans.

2. Damage of B-cells of islets of Langerhans proceeds without 
pain, is not detected in blood and urine sugar test, because 
reduction of function of B-cells is less than 70%, as distinct 
from diabetes when more than 70%-80% of B-cells are affected 
by viruses and clinical presentation of pancreatic diabetes 
develops, with high results of blood sugar, and the antidiabetic 
therapy detaining unphysiologic aging and the related diseases 
is appointed.

3. Use of antidiabetic drugs of biguanides group for the new 
purpose is highly effective in modes of prevention and treatment 
of unphysiologic aging and diseases.

Conclusion
A new regularity, unknown earlier, is opened: a “slow” viral 
infection causing hidden insulin neediness lies at the heart 
of aetiopathogenesis of unphysiologic aging of a person, 
atherosclerosis, cancer of various localization, schizophrenia 
(Alzheimer	disease)	and	inflammatory	processes.
A preventive and rehabilitating treatment with use of biguanides 
(metformin) for the new purpose is created.
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The invention belongs to electrical equipment, namely to the 
devices electric motors which are carrying out work using 
atmospheric electricity.
The electric motors using the electric power from the power supply 
network are known. A lack of these devices is the impossibility 
of work independently – out of contact with the power supply 
network (including need of use of the electric motor at break of 
the power supply network and in the places isolated from her).
Devices for use of atmospheric electricity are known (Russian 
– the inventions No. 2332816, 2000128, 2369991, 2482640, 
2030132,	2571237;	2663237).	
The purpose of our technical solution is creation of the device 
new, unknown earlier – the electric motor differing from known 
earlier in ability to work independently out of connection with 
electric providing from the power supply network and ability to 
work in the constant mode.
The proposed technical solution differs from known earlier in the 
fact that represents the complex consisting of the electric motor, 
the device accumulating electricity from the atmosphere and the 
converter of tension.
The device consists of the electric motor 7, differing from known 

The electric motor with use of atmospheric electricity

Boris Bleskin 
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earlier in existence of the converter of tension 25 (for example, 
12 on 220 volts), the device for use of the atmospheric electricity 
consisting of the reception block executed in the form of located 
down the crosswise antenna element 6 connected with metal (for 
example, steel) the capsule 24 containing radioactive isotope (for 
example,	uranium	or	cobalt),	triboelement	3,	4,	5;	from	the	lower	
spherical triboelement the needle 10 covered with dielectric which 
end is connected to the top disk of the condenser which is put 
into	the	camera	from	dielectric	17	falls;	from	the	basis	of	the	8th	
camera there is a grounded needle 9 covered with dielectric at 
which	top	the	lower	disk	of	the	condenser	is	fixed.	Triboelements	
are made of metal and are connected among themselves to the 
help of metal “nose” 4 vertically, consistently. The air network, 
on which top branch the spark rated sportsman is placed, is 
attached to the top needle the 11, second electrode of which is 
connected to the coil of inductance 12 which is connected to the 
lower	grounded	needle	9;	 the	second	coil	of	self-inductance	15	
is	 connected	 to	 the	 rectifier	 16	 connected	 to	 the	 high-capacity	
condenser 13 connected to the accumulator 14. The condenser 
is put into the camera from dielectric and has the spark rated 
sportsman 18.
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of a triboelectrization various atmospheric factors. The potential 
difference between disks of the condenser, being on the top and 
lower needles results. In the period of blizzards, a rain, storms, 
thunderstorms	 this	 process	 amplifies.	 Increase	 of	 tension	 also	
depends on height of raising of the top electrode with the antenna 
and	triboelement	as	Ez	–	the	vertical	component	of	electric	field	
of Earth, makes to 200 In oil from the Earth’s surface, increasing 
during indignation. The metal capsule containing radioactive 
isotope ionizes air, creating a zone of electric breakdown of air, 
increases	 efficiency	 of	 catching	 and	 collecting	 electric	 energy	
from the atmosphere. 
When appear of the spark interval caused by growth of tension 
on	 the	condenser	under	 the	 influence	of	atmospheric	electricity	
there is alternating current in the self-induction coil, the electricity 
connected	with	current	 in	 the	coil	 comes	via	 the	 rectifier	 to	 the	
high-capacity condenser, from him to the accumulator, and from 
the accumulator via tension converter in the electric motor.
The proposed technical solution – the electric motor using 
atmospheric electricity is capable to work independently in the 
constant mode out of contact with the power supply network. The 
device is patented.

The role of the elevator of the reception block is carried out by 
the metal support 2 above connected to a metal ring the 19th 
covered	dielectric	which	fixes	the	lower	triboelement	3,	below	the	
metal basis 8. The reception block in the form of located down the 
crosswise antenna element 6 connected with metal (for example, 
steel) the capsule 24 containing radioactive isotope (for example, 
uranium or cobalt), triboelement 3, 4, 5, for strengthening of 
accumulation of atmospheric electricity has a covering the 
material having high conductivity (for example, gold of high test). 
For protection of the accumulator against an excess recharge, 
on the top and lower needle the double switch 21 is entered, the 
indicator of state of charge of the accumulator 22 is connected to 
him (with the accumulator). For remote control of the device the 
block of remote control 23 connected to the double switch and 
the indicator of state of charge of the accumulator is entered (for 
example, the voltmeter). Protection of the device against external 
influences,	safety	of	operation	carries	out	a	metal	casing	with	a	
corrosion-resistant coating 20.
The device works as follows. Triboelements are located vertically 
and connected from an antenna crosswise form, allow creating 
at the minimum volume the maximum surface for implementation 

Picture 1
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Abstract. Use of the digital technologies is new and very 
productive approach for balance of supply and demand. It is 
very	 important	 and	 significant	 for	 increase	 of	 competitiveness	
of	products.	Various	 types	of	digital	models	were	developed	as	
a	 result	 of	 scientific	 research,	 they	 found	 reflection	 in	 article.	
Digital models for the description of the list of the sequences of 
steps and oper-ations of various stages and process in general 
allow installing system of interrelations between operations and 
steps and reaching necessary logic, increasing of effectiveness 
of	 any	 process.	 Object-relational	 models	 for	 establishment	 of	
communications between data of various blocks of databases 
and functional models of the choice of strategy of data balance 
form	analytical	base	for	justification	of	the	choice	of	the	direction	
of	transformation	of	data.	Models	of	a	combination	of	a	plurality	
of various data of the offer of products in the form of matrixes of 
multi-purpose optimization have double effect, because they allow 
not only developing various options of data combination, taking 
into account opportunities of change of location of products over 
the markets and temporary phases, but also estimating aggregate 
useful effect from products. These models together with models of 
comparison of various options and the choice of optimal solutions 
allow generating compatible strategic and current programs of 
the offer of products as a plurality of the output data balanced 
with each other and with data of demand. It is providing the best 
synergetic result. The developed methodology of creation of 
system of the interconnected digital models for transformation of 
data and generation of the output data of the situational-strategic 
program of the offer of products is a cornerstone of formation of 
new digital economy – of data economy.
Keywords: digital model, system, demand, offer, product, 
balance, process.  
Processes of modeling of data in economy are of special 
importance and prospects for creation of digital economy. 
Therefore, relevance of the conducted research for use of 
digital models for balance of supply and demand is obvious. The 
description of economic processes by means of digital models is 
the	original	scientific	development	having	scientific	novelty.	These	
my	researches	were	recognized	as	the	new	scientific	direction.			
Economic	 processes	 can	 be	 classified	 into	 groups	 over	 target	
appointment. Among them there are processes of effective 
ensuring of production by resources and their rational use, 
processes of creation of development programs of competitive 
products,	 processes	 of	management	 by	 technological	 projects,	
scientific	 organization	 of	 labor,	 employment	 and	 stimulation	 of	
workers,	 also	 processes	 of	 financial	 control	 and	 the	 account,	
processes	of	management	by	activity	of	firm	and	other	processes.		
Each of these economic processes has special purpose, tasks, 
the implementation mechanism and sequence of stages, steps, 
operations, and it can be described by digital model. 
The methodology of creation of different types of digital models 
for realization of various purposes connected with formation of 
economy of data was recommended, as a result of a research 
[1–3], and it was illustrated on the example of generating of 
strategic and current programs of creation of competitive products.
The	first	type	of	models	–	descriptive	digital	models,	they	in	the	

description of the sequence of stages, steps and operations of 
economic process. Process of creation situational-strategic 
program of the offer of products includes processes of collecting 
and data storage, the analysis of data, forecasting of data 
of demand, planning of data of the offer and consists from six 
stages.	The	first	stage	–	process	of	creation	of	the	interconnected	
blocks	of	databases;	the	second	stage	–	process	of	formation	of	
object-relational	models;	the	third	stage	–	process	of	the	analysis	
and	forecast	of	dynamic	key	data	of	demand;	the	fourth	stage	–	
process	of	definition	of	strategy	of	transformation	of	data;	the	fifth	
stage – process of data planning on long-term outlook according 
the predicted data of demand for generating of the output data 
of	strategic	programs	of	 the	offer	of	products;	 the	sixth	stage	–	
process of transformation of data, assessment of variants of the 
decision and the choice of an optimal  a  data plurality of current 
program of the offer of products. Each of these stages includes 
special	 steps	and	operations.	The	digital	 code	was	defined	not	
only for each stage, but also for steps and operations entering it. 
This approach allows creating the special list of the sequences 
of digital codes of each stage, as a result, it can be described 
by digital model. Digital models of each stage are components 
of the general digital model of uniform process of creation of the 
situational-strategic program of the offer of products in interrelation 
with temporary and spatial parameters. However, each stage 
except the certain list of the sequences integrated into the general 
digital	system	has	to	solve	a	specific	task,	namely	carry	out	target	
appointment. Each stage has different functional purpose, but 
anyway connected with transformation of data. Therefore, special 
models are recommended for effective realization of the functional 
target appointment of each separate stage too. 
Thus,	 the	 second	 type	 of	 models,	 which	 can	 be	 defined	 as	
functional	digital	models,	 is	developed	 [3].	The	object-relational	
models, which are formed at the second stage, can belong to 
them. They establish interrelations both between data inside of 
database, and between data of different databases. The digital 
code	was	defined	for	every	line	and	each	column	in	the	database.	
It	 allows	passing	 from	analog-digital	object-relational	models	 to	
digital	 object-relational	models,	 in	 which	 interrelations	 between	
data	will	 be	 reflected	as	 interrelations	between	digital	 codes.	 It	
will	open	boundless	opportunities	for	unification,	standardization,	
classification	of	data	and	processing	of	any	volume	of	information	
in a compact form, and also for establishment in a compact form 
of interrela-tions between data of any type, what considerably will 
accelerate processing of information.   
Models	of	elaboration	of	strategies	of	transformation	of	data	can	
be other example of functional models. All possible conditions 
and	situations	on	the	markets	are	classified	over	groups,	and	the	
digital	 code	 is	 defined	 for	 each	of	 possible	 situations.	Possible	
restrictions over resources and internal reserves are subdivided 
into options, which are designated by digital codes too. Individual 
digital	 codes	 are	 defined	 for	 possible	 strategies.	 As	 a	 result,	
various most probable combinations of digital codes of strategies, 
conditions	 and	 restrictions	 have	 to	 be	 made	 for	 definition	 of	
the direction of transformation of data under various conditions 
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and the market restrictions. The choice of strategy over means 
of digital model will allow standardizing and accelerating this 
process, making it available to machine processing of information. 
These types of functional models belong to a class of analytical 
models. However, models, which promote generating of versions 
of the decision, are necessary too.  
Matrixes	 of	 multi-purpose	 optimization	 are	 offered	 for	 these	
goals. These matrixes belong to types of models for planning 
and development of options of transformation of data. Embodying 
the mechanism of multi-purpose optimization, matrixes allow 
achievement of higher technical result over comparison with 
all known analogs. Output data of the offer of each product are 
optimized comprehensively, to provide the best compatibility of 
volume, price, and qualitative parameters of offering product as 
between themselves, so and with the corresponding parameters 
of demand, when determining the best option of spatial positioning 
of products over markets into different temporary phases during 
both	 the	 long-term	period	and	current	period.	Matrixes	of	 long-
term planning of data have a priority, as they determine the 
strategic range of data of the offer of products on the basis of 
expected data of demand and are base for the subsequent 
transformation of data of current program, considering change of 
the	current	demand.	Matrixes	possess	the	mechanism	of	double	
action, because allow not only generating various combinations of 
data of the program of the offer of a product, but also estimating 
aggregate useful effect from a product at various options of its 
offer.	 The	 aggregate	 useful	 effect	 is	 defined	 as	 sum	 of	 useful	
effect	of	the	producer	and	consumer.	Modeling	of	data	in	a	matrix	
allows embodying technologies of synchronization and balancing 
of data in all cages of a matrix among themselves. It increases the 
accuracy, reliability, effectiveness of output data of situationally-
strategic program.   
Matrix	models	are	inseparably	linked	with	models	of	comparison	
of	 options	 and	 final	 choice	 of	 the	 optimal	 solution.	 It	 is	
recommendatory type of models, which are a basis for forming 
up algorithms and the computer programs. Digital character of 
these models allows generating in a compact form a plurality of 
variants of decisions over data transformation and comparing 
them for choice of the optimal solution. The constructed 
recommendatory models allow comparing various options of 
a	 configuration	 of	 a	matrix	 among	 themselves	 and	 choose	 the	
best variants, which can provide the synergetic result, balance 
between data of the strategic and current program, as well as will 
allow counterbalancing a plurality of data of the offer of products 
among themselves and with data of demand of various markets 
during the current period. 
Thus, the article is devoted to new technologies of transformation 
of data and lights the mechanism of functioning of various 
types of the digital models interconnected with each other in 
united	 system.	All	 described	 digital	models	 are	 reflected	 in	 the	
application for the invention considered by the European patent 
organization. The new technology of data balancing is set of 
various digital models in unity with digital databases and other 
digital elements and tools of system. Thus, economy of data is 
application not of separate elements of digital technologies, but 
in essence it is system of interconnected digital models and 
tools used for the description of the most different economic 
processes, their steps and operations and also for development 
of combinations of decisions, their comparison and the choice of 
an	optimal	variant.	The	conducted	scientific	research	opens	big	
prospects for creation of new perspective economy of the future 
on the basis of digital technologies. 
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Enjoy	 an	 unforgettable	 experience	 in	 ‘The	 Old	 House’	 of	
Hacienda Ucazanaztacua, located by the Patzcuaro Lake. Due 
to our decoration and architecture, our hacienda is one of the 
most	 traditional	places	 in	Michoacan.	Our	suites	have	a	unique	
ambiance and comfort that will make you feel like a king or queen. 
Our furniture that makes the place so beautiful is handmade with 
natural	fibers	that	come	from	the	lake.
We do weddings, romantic dinners, wedding proposals, 
honeymoons, anniversaries and any sort of celebration that 
comes	 to	 mind.	 We	 have	 an	 infinity	 pool	 with	 a	 magical	 view	
to the lake and we offer spa service in the suite with a regional 
Purhepechan style.  
The design of this Hacienda was inspired by the owner’s 
admiration	of	existing	buildings	of	the	region	of	the	XVI	century;	
as	well	as	the	materials	of	the	region	like	soil,	water,	natural	fibers	
from the lake, new wood and old wood (which dates from three 
centuries ago) were used to build the hotel. The owner was able 
to recover around 10 cabins and one of them is the one used 
as	 ‘Troje	 del	 Lago’	 for	 guests	 to	 stay	 and	 have	 a	 wonderful	
experience;	the	one	on	top	for	events	‘Garden	Troje’	that	holds	up	
to	150	guests;	the	kitchen	storage	and	the	bar	with	a	unique	look.	
In	 our	 hotel	 we	 have	 9	 Royal	 Suites,	 Infinite	 pool,	 Relaxing	 &	
curative massages, Walking tours in royal roads, 3-hour boat 
rides and guided tours with the best artisans. We offer a green 
environment with fresh air and with an incomparable view to 
nature.	We	have	authentic	Mexican	food	as	well	as	international.	
The area offers archeological sites with great importance in the 
Mexican	 culture,	 as	 well	 as	 many	 churches	 and	 convents	 of	
the	 XVI	 century.	We	 have	 a	 heated	 infinite	 pool	 with	 a	 unique	
view	to	the	Patzcuaro	Lake.		Your	comfort	is	our	top	priority.	The	
light bulbs that illuminate our property are led, with low energy 
consumption and we heat our pool with solar energy. The trash 
that is organic we compost it to nourish our gardens. The paint we 
used	to	paint	the	hotel	was	made	with	soil,	water	and	nopal	juice.	
90% of the materials used in the construction of the Hacienda are 
natural. 
Our service is very personalized to the extent that the owner 
together with his purepecha staff gives service to his guests. 
Something interesting about our male staff is that they are also 
the ones that collaborated in the construction of the hotel itself, 
and their sisters and wives are the cooks in our restaurant. 
Our	 staff	 was	 and	 has	 been	 trained	 by	 Mexican	 government	
institutions that are dedicated to tourism and also by the owner of 
the Hacienda. At Ucazanaztacua we only work with eight people 
that work full time. 
We have several target markets like: couples that want to get 
married	 (we	 have	 a	 great	 setting	 for	 proposals);	 national	 and	
international	couples;	couples	and	families	celebrating	x	years	of	
marriage, weddings, honeymoons, birthdays and people looking 
for a place to relax.
In	2017	a	soup	opera	having	an	outstanding	rating	was	filmed.	It	
was	produced	by	Televisa,	the	major	Mass	Media	Network	in	the	
country	and	Latin	America	named	‘En	Tierras	Salvajes’.	This	soap	
opera was broadcast in more than 70 countries around the world. 
Another of our competitive advantages is that we have plenty 
of unique spaces in our Hacienda to propose to your love-one, 
romantic dinners, anniversary celebration, honeymoons, or 
simply	an	enjoyable	romantic	day/dinner	or	stay.	

Hacienda Ucazanaztacua

Rafael Pereznares García 
Director General 
Address: Carretera Sanabria-Tzintzuntzan km 10.5 Ucazanaztacua municipio de Tzintzuntzan 
Michoacan	58440,	Mexico
Phone: +52 443325 2898
Email: contacto@haciendaucazanaztacua.com
Website: www.haciendaucazanaztacua.com

We have an amazing 1-hour helicopter ride throughout the 
Patzcuaro Riviera, archeological sites, Patzcuaro town and 
Zirahuen	Lake.		
We have won plenty of prizes worldwide. We won the price of 
‘Latin	 American	 Quality	 Awards	 2017’	 by	 the	 Latin	 American	
Quality	Institute	in	Panama.	We	are	the	winners	of	the	National	
Quality	 Award	 ‘Premio	 de	 Calidad’	 awarded	 by	 the	 Mexican	
President	 of	Mexico	 in	 June	2017.	We	are	also	 the	winners	of	
the	‘2017	Tianguis	Turistico	of	Mexico’	(National	Tourist	Market).	
We also won the Award of Excellence 2017 by Detecta Hotel. We 
won	the	price	of	‘100	Unforgettable	of	Mexico’	on	2017.	And	we	
are	members	of	Tesoros	of	México,	Hotel	Awards,	Haciendas	of	
Mexico	and	Charme	&	Caractere	Hotels.		

Business Cards
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Introduction: The mission of Chetona 
Model	 Academy	 (CMA)	 is	 to	 enable	
all its learners access to quality global 
education leading to wisdom and character 
development in an inspiring and caring 

internationally	 recognized	 school	 culture	 and	 environment.	 CMA	 holds	
the philosophy of education as ‘Character is the only possible road on 
which human life stands or falls.’ It also believes the philosophy of Francis 
Wayland Parker, ‘The end and aim of all education is the development of 
character’.	CMA	carries	out	constant	research	on	what	a	student	focused	
education system should look like and how best it should be inculcated 
for	 the	students’	overall	 improvement.	So,	CMA	plans	and	executes	 this	
through the progressive education of knowledge leading to wisdom and 
ultimately building the good character traits of its students, Education 
should include the complete development of an individual. It’s aims and 
objectives	 are	 very	 clear,	 pragmatic	 and	 constructive	 to	 building	 quality	
human life. Knowledge: Knowledge is the information, understanding 
and skills that we gain through education or experience. Knowledge is a 
familiarity, awareness or understanding of someone or something, such 
as facts, information, descriptions, or skills, which is acquired through 
experience or education by perceiving, discovering, or learning. Knowledge 
acquisition involves complex cognitive process: perception, communication 
and reasoning. We want to present a good and inspired life to our students 
as we believe the philosophy of Bertrand Russel, ‘The good life is one 
inspired by love and guided by knowledge’. If human life is to be great and 
free it must be through knowledge. Through all acquisition of knowledge is 
brought enlargement of the self. It explains the meaning and purpose of 
life. It gives skills, art and technique to live with dignity. Knowledge is an 
inherent	thirst	of	heart	and	mind.	It	satisfies	human	soul,	mind	and	heart	
and	gaining	knowledge	is	the	first	step	to	wisdom.	Therefore,	CMA	seeks	
for knowledge through quality teaching of excellent standard following a 
nationally and internationally acknowledged curriculum.
Wisdom: This is a basic concept that knowledge comes from learning 
and wisdom comes from living. Knowledge can be communicated but 
not wisdom. Knowledge is really about facts and ideas that we acquire 
through study, research, investigation or experience. Wisdom is the ability 
to	 discern	 and	 judge	 which	 aspects	 of	 that	 knowledge	 are	 true,	 right,	
lasting,	and	applicable	 to	our	 life.	But	we,	 the	 teachers	of	 the	CMA,	 try	
to	ignite	the	spirit	of	the	students	to	find	it,	live	on	it,	do	wonders	through	
it. We try to help our students to acquire positive views and values of life 
which in turn help students to earn wisdom and sagacity. Positive feedback 
can infuse wisdom among the students. If a person is well-informed, he 
is	 supposed	 to	 be	 discerning	 and	 judicious	 in	 outlook	 and	 action.	CMA	
inspires its students through the best possible art and technique to imbue 
them	with	 required	wisdom	and	 refined	sense.	A	school	culture	of	care,	
learning	 and	 inspiration	 has	 been	 established	 in	 the	 CMA	 to	 facilitate	
the students to grow with practical intelligence and wisdom. A variety of 
functions, celebration of national and international days and observing of 
different occasions are made to enhance intelligence and wisdom of the 
students	of	CMA.	Through	these	activities	they	learn	the	abilities	to	plan	
and create an idea, solve a problem, be logical in their creativity, can make 
favourable results in adverse situations also. They come to understand 
complex	issues	and	solving	difficulties	going	into	the	depth	of	the	situation.	
Different platforms are created to make them learn from the mistakes of 
others and observe others. The students are made to thinks the art of 
right and wrong, wishes and necessities, bad and good that make them 
improve their intelligence and wisdom. They are put to the situations of 
deciding between right and wrong as well as choosing better in two best 
situations and choosing appropriate in two worse situations that measure 
and augment their real wisdom. A school culture of quality learning leading 
to the acquisition of positive knowledge that brings about intelligence 
which	ultimately	promote	wisdom	of	the	students	is	fostered	in	the	CMA.	
Character: Knowledge may give one power but character gives respect. 
Character is the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual. If 
someone is of good character, they are reliable and honest and if they are 
of bad character, they are unreliable and dishonest. The character of a 
person consists of all the qualities they have that make them distinct from 
other people. Generally people use character to say what kind of person 
someone is. It may also mean the group of qualities that make a person or 
thing different from others. But we want to mean good character qualities, 
virtues and decency of life by character.

CMA DOCTRINES OF EDUCATION

Lt Col Md. G. R. Jahangir, AEC (retd)
Principal,	Chetona	Model	Academy	(CMA),	Bangladesh.

Good character may mean as follow:
1. Good character attracts the trust and respect of other people.
2.	Good	character	allows	you	to	influence.
3. Good character changes your perspective about failure.
4.	Good	character	sustain	you	through	difficult	times	or	opposition.
5.	Good	character	improves	our	self-esteems,	self-respect	and	confidence.
6. Goo character creates a foundation for happy and healthy relationships.
7. Goo character helps you stay committed to your values and goals.
A	modern	definition	of	character	is	the	idea	that	the	sum	of	all	the	attributes,	
such as integrity courage, fortitude, honesty, and loyalty in a person. It can 
simply be stated that character is the sum of all your experiences and 
thoughts.	CMA’s	one	of	the	main	concerns	is	character	development	of	its	
students and staff. We can follow some common guidelines to strengthen 
multiple aspects of character development. Working on improving our 
best qualities will allow us to fully develop our best self. A few methods of 
building strong character are discussed below:
1.	Focusing	on	Our	Best	Qualities:	It	may	include	the	following.
a. Be more honest.
b. Build your self-awareness, know yourself at deeper level.
c. Gain more self-control.
d. Practise integrity.
e. Take responsibility for your mistakes and make things right.
f. Be honest when you’ve messed up, and do what you can to make 
amends for your actions. Everyone makes mistakes but how you handle 
them shows your character.
g. Take calculated risks. A calculated risk is when you’v weighed the risks 
and	the	benefits	taking	calculated	risk	will	 increase	your	confidence	and	
find	new	ways	to	pursue	success.
h. Practise patience.
i. Ask someone you trust for feedback.
2. Practising Empathy and Gratitude.
a. Put yourself in someone’s else’s shoes.
b.	Challenge	prejudices	in	yourself	and	others.
c. Start a gratitude practice.
d. Express your gratitude towards others.
3. Taking on Leadership Roles.
a. Speak up if you are shy.
b.	Let	others	speak	first	if	your	are	typically	vocal.
c. Be open to learning things.
d.	Make	and	pursue	attainable	goals.
e. Ask for help when you need it.
f. Highlight the strengths of others.
g. Farce challenges head on.
Conclusion:	CMA	has	the	visionary	steps	to	grow	up	its	students	imbued	
with	the	best	qualities	of	heart	and	soul.	CMA	wants	the	holistic	education	
of	 the	 students	 based	 on	 the	 premise	 that	 each	 person	 finds	 identity,	
meaning and purpose in life through institutional learning, connections 
to the community, natural world and to humanitarian values. We need to 
impart that education for the development of individuals to accommodate, 
physical development, mental growth, emotional development, social 
development	 as	 well	 as	 spiritual	 development.	 CMA	 considers	 that	 all	
children deserve to be healthy, safe, engaged, supported and challenged 
in the process of teaching and learning. The institution aims its students 
to learn about and practise a healthy lifestyle in an school environment 
that is physically and emotionally safe. The students should be actively 
engaged in learning and dreaming of higher skills and values of life and 
enjoy	 the	 opportunity	 to	 personalized	 learning	 supported	 by	 qualified,	
caring	teachers	and	adults.	Moreover,	CMA	intends	that	all	students	are	
challenged academically and prepared for success in school and further 
study and be worthy for employment and participation in global environment 
with honour and dignity.
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   aXencia holDing                            
   
   Mohamed Jihed haMDani, Chairman
   Unit 3d North Point House, North Point Business Park, 
   New Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland
   e-mail: contact@axholding.ie 
   www.axholding.ie/en 

   Our TEAM is acknowledged for its great capacity of solving the toughest challenges and resolving the 
complex problems. We consider this specificity as a four of art because we place the highest emphasis on expertise, Process design 
and rigour as well as inspiration and creativity. To achieve this, we incorporate the update technology to solve the hardest problems 
within crucial and often complex surroundings. The issues raised by our customers require however clear and simple solutions. 
Our way of analysing situations by using a new perception constitutes a real challenge at the care of AXENCIA HOLDING business.
Our way of operating lies on two principales analytic rigor and empirical validation. To achieve our goals, we place the highest 
emphasis on the maximum level of reliability a logical reasoning and a strong bond with the real facts. Our missions begin with 
making rigorous inquiries on the exposed issue and often end with a contribution to the strategy that largely goes past an ordinary 
recommendation. Who consults AXENCIA HOLDING? Enterprises, investment funds, large and medium-sized organisations of all 
sorts (private, public, parastatal, associative…………….) endowed by a strategic autonomy and aspiring to shape their future and 
to improve their performance as well. When inadequacy of internal resources do not enable them to face the challenges imposed 
by the environment, we interfere on the principal strategic issues, to identify the growth drivers to reverse a negative tendency to 
acquire or sell assets, develop resources in order to apply a strategy.
We are in the customers’ service by incorporating a multiplicity and complementarities of expertise. We achieve this through 
innovation and technology, organization, management of the human resources… to enrich and extend our strategic approach in 
order to accompany ahead our clients.  Our teams merit relies on their capacity of combining the latest academic contributions and 
a long and solid experience, while respecting our clients’ cultural background. Our goal is to innovate while remaining pragmatic 
complexity inspires us but simplicity leads us to enhance durably the performance of an organization, our technical intervention 
must necessarily rely on its internal strength, then federate its members by inculcating them the sense of action.

   Doha Bank                            
   
   raghavan seetharaman, CEO
   Head Office, DB Tower - Level 20, Corniche St. - West Bay, Doha, 3818, Qatar
   phone: +974-55531390
   e-mail: seetharaman@dohabank.com.qa 
   www.dohabank.com.qa 

   Doha Bank is one of the largest local conventional banks in Qatar and has been consistently registering a 
strong growth during the last decade with participative leadership philosophy. Inaugurated in 1979, Doha Bank provides domestic 
and international banking services for individuals, commercial, corporate and institutional clients through four business groups 
– Wholesale Banking, Retail Banking, International Banking and Treasury & Investments. Doha Bank has established six overseas 
branches in Kuwait, UAE (Dubai & Abu Dhabi) and India (Mumbai, Kochi & Chennai) as well as representative offices in Japan, 
China, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Africa, South Korea, Australia, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Canada, Germany, Bangladesh, Sri 
Lanka and Sharjah (UAE). 
Doha Bank, provides comprehensive range of financial services by deploying consumer-centric technology and innovative delivery 
channels. The Bank has also established a fully-owned Insurance company – Doha Bank Assurance Company LLC. This was the 
first insurance company floated by a commercial bank in the GCC region, in line with Doha Bank’s vision to converge as a one-stop 
shop financial services provider. Doha Bank has received numerous regional and international honors covering various facets of 
its business; from banking and innovation to quality, commitment and corporate social responsibility.  Doha Bank was recently 
adjudged as the ‘Best Regional Commercial Bank’ by The Banker Middle East Industry Awards and ‘Best Local Bank in Qatar’ by 
EMEA Finance, to name a few. 
In recognition of being one of the most active advocates of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) through initiatives such as ‘ECO-
School Programme’, ‘Al Dana Green Run’, beach cleaning, tree planting, Doha Bank has won the ‘Environmental Award’ from The 
Arab Organization for Social Responsibility. The bank has also received the ‘Golden Peacock – Global Award for Sustainability’ from 
the Institute of Directors for its sustainable performance. Doha Bank is rated A by Fitch, A2 by Moody’s and A- by Standard & Poor’s 
for its long-term local and foreign currency. For more information, please visit www.dohabank.com 
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   cooperativa alianZa Del valle ltDa                            
   
   santiago ríos pozo, President
   Quito, Valle De Los Chillos, Ecuador 
   phone: 0995005543
   e-mail: jlzambrano_3@hotmail.com, 
   jzambrano@alianzadelvalle.fin.ec  
   www.alianzadelvalle.fin.ec  

Alianza del Valle, is a savings and credit institution, formed by the contribution of all its account holders, who are also partners and 
owners of the institution, was created with the goal of joining forces to create awesome realities. Alianza del Valle was created 48 
years ago with the objective that the vulnerable  segment in the City of Quito, Ecuador can access financial aid and therefore make 
their projects a reality since banking institutions did not offer this type of contribution for people with lack of economic resources.
At the moment we have more than 120,000 stories to tell, from partners who believed in themselves and in our institution, this has 
led Alianza del Valle to be nominated as one of the best and largest institutions  in Ecuador, and receive awards for their excellent 
financial (Ekos) and labor (Great Place to Work) practices. 
Thanks to the support and trust of our partners, we have become more than a financial institution, we are a friendly institution, 
and precisely due to this reason we are motivated  to continue working day by day to be better, because we believe in our partners 
and they believe in us.

   Denge gayriMenkul DegerleMe ve DanisManlik a.s                            
   
   Baki Budakoglu, Chairman
   Tugay Yolu Cad. Ofisim İstanbul B Blok No:20 
   Ofis No: 33-34-35-37 Maltepe, İstanbul, Turkey, 34846
   phone: +902163699669
   fax: +902163699771
   e-mail: info@dengedegerleme.com  
   www.dengedegerleme.com  

DEN GE Gayrimenkul Degerleme ve Danismanlik AS. has been established in 2005. In 2007 the company has been authorised to 
prepare property valuation reports by SPK. In 2010 it is also given authority by BOOK. There are three main departments: Machinery 
facility valuation & real estate valuation for financial establishments, special projects & consultancy and urban transformation 
valuation. The central office is in Istanbul but also it has sub-offices in Ankara, Antalya, Gaziantep, Trabzon, Samsun, izmir, Antalya, 
Adana and Bursa in Turkey. Also it has liaison office in Beylikdiizu/istanbul. The company has three main business lines: Real 
estate and machinery valuation, special projects and urban transformation valuation. Beside them, it has numerous side working 
areas like:

• Determination of heritage valuation
• Value assessment of real properties in credit-aimed transactions 
• Lease value assessment 
• Lawsuits related with real properties 
• Value assessment of unsolicited use or non-use 
• Servitude value assessment 
• Company mergers, acquisitions 
• Value assessment of Tangible Fixed Assets 
• Financial feasibility analyses 
• Highest and best use analyses of properties 
• Proprietary right distribution proposals 
• Assessment of Flat for Land ratios 
• Assessment of plot share distributions 
• Insurance transactions 
• Sale-Leaseback transactions 
• Value assessments for fair payment in expropriation 

Purchase-sale, lease assessments and re-assessments of real properties within the portfolios of Real Property Investment 
Partnerships (Gayrimenkul Yatmm Ortakhg1 - GYO), at the stage of mortgaging the real properties, at project start and in 
determining conformity with the legal procedures. Real property purchases-sales exceeding 5% of the subscribed capitals of all 
publicly traded companies and the capitalization of these real properties by such companies in other companies as capital in kind.
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   Dr.hassan`s hospital & Diagnostic centre                             
   
   shabihul hassan, Chairman & Chief Medical Director 
   No 5 iller Crescent, Off Katsina Ala, Maitama, Abuja, Nigeria
   phone: + 234 0816 1616 702, 0909 9999 125, 126, 127, 128, 0810 3685 559
   e-mail: drhassanshospital@gmail.com 
   www.drhassanshospital.com  

   Internal Medicine & Cardiology; General & Laparoscopic Surgeries; Orthopedic & Trauma care; 
Obstetrics & Gynecology; Pediatrics & Pediatric Surgery; Dental Clinic & Dental Surgeries; Optometry & Ophthalmology; Radiology 
& Molecular Diagnostics; Tele-Medicine Facility; Physiotherapy.
sub-specialties: Surgical Gastroenterology; Plastics and Reconstructive Surgeries; Bariatric and Metabolic Surgeries; Pulmonary 
Critical care; Sleep Medicine; Neurology; Dermatology.
Well equipped ICUs, Operation Theaters, Traume Centre.
laboratory services; Our Laboratory Services are among the best in the country; Approved by National and International Medical 
Organizations; Furnished with State of art equipment and Very experienced members of staff.
specialized clinics:; Well Baby Clinic; Immunization Clinic; Ante-natal Clinic; Proctology; ENT Clinic; Eye Clinic; Dental Clinic; Pain 
Clinic; Diabetes Clinic.
health check-ups: Full Health Check-up; Executive Health Check-up; Comprehensive Health Check-up; Well Women Check; 
Cardiac (Heart) Check; Cancer Screening Profile (Males & Females); Fertility Screening Profile (Males & Females); Advanced 
Infection Screening; Thyroid Profile
facilities available 24X7: Out-Patient Consultations; Accident & Emergency Services; Laboratory Services; Intensive Care Units; 
Pharmacy; Blood Bank; Ambulance Services.

   energoproJekt ghana ltD                            
   
   Dragica todorovic-letica, Managing Director
   No.98 SPINTEX ROAD Accra Ghana
   phone: +233 244 310 831 
   e-mail: epghana@yahoo.com 
   www.energoprojektghana.com 
   ENERGOPROJEKT GHANA LIMITED registered in Ghana In 1991 as a joint partnership between Ghanaian 
majority shareholders and  ENERGOPROJEKT Visokogradjna A.D. of Belgrade,  a highly respected Serbian private company (www.
energovg.rs) which has subsidiaries worldwide. Energprojekt Ghana Limited known for high quality works, professionalism and 
finishing has undertaken several projects in Ghana. The under-listed projects are the most recent:

• Ecobank Head Office at Ridge, Accra, Ghana 
• Ghana Airport Cargo Centre, KIA Cargo Village Accra, Ghana (Design and Build)
• Communications Towers for National Communication Authority at Airport City, Accra, Ghana
• The Bank of Ghana Cash Processing Centre, Spintex Road, Accra, Ghana
• Emerald House Office Building, Roman Ridge, Accra, Ghana
• The Ridge Royal Hotel, Cape Coast, Ghana

The nature of business performed by ENERGPROJEKT GHANA LIMITED includes:
• General building & construction  of all projects. 
• Turn-Key Projects
• Building design and construction
• Building construction, finishing, hydro-technical and other similar work as well as    reconstruction, refurbishing, upgrading 

and extension of structures.
• Feasibility studies and programs
•  Survey and soil investigation
•  Interior design and fit-out
• Erection and dismantling, services, maintenance and rehabilitation of industrial and other plants
• Project Management in building construction
• Construction supervision
• Construction consulting services
• Maintenance and rehabilitation of completed structures
• Training of Client’s personnel, transfer of know-how, expertise 

ENERGOPROJEKT GHANA LIMITED has access to all back-up resources of Energoprojekt Group, manufacturers and financial 
institutions, all of which we bring together to form an unbeatable combination of skills and experience.
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   escort security services                            
   
   Johnson tord, President
   Plot No. 56 Airport West, Dzorwulu. Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 (0) 302787936 
   fax: +233 (0) 302797981 
   e-mail: info@escortsecurity.com.gh 
   www.escortsecurity.com.gh 

Escort Security Services Ltd (ESSL) offers a wider range of security and safety services across Ghana, with operations in Takoradi, 
Kumasi, Ho, Tamale, Wassa Akropong, Sunyani and the headquarters at Airport West Area in Accra. The company, a subsidiary 
of Escort Group of Companies was established in October, 2014. ESSL has the expertise and capacity to implement effective 
security solutions in partnership with individuals, communities, businesses, public service and other stakeholders to provide 
integrated solutions to security challenges and also provide answers to complete security threats. The company products are 
very comprehensive, with a logical flow through the security value chain. ESSL understanding of clients’ needs is imperative for a 
security and safety solution. Though, the company still focuses more on preventive approaches and places emphasis on controlling 
and protecting human inhabited institutions such as corporate and domestic facilities. 
Mission statement. Escort as a Security service provider have a mission to provide flawless, critical, and excellent service to our 
clients. We achieve this by the quality of men we provide to our clients, the kind of logistics we put at their disposal and also the 
training we offer. We also achieve this by keeping an open door policy, and a hearing ear, with our valued clients. 
vision statement. Our vision is to be vanguard of safety in serving humanity and to be either the best or with the best indigenous 
security service providers in Ghana. We have set very high standards for ourselves and seek to attain to the levels of internationally 
acclaimed service providers. We continually appraise ourselves to find out where we fall short, and were our weaknesses exist and 
seek to eliminate them while highlighting our strengths constantly. 

   ghana national gas coMpany liMiteD                            
   
   Ben asante, CEO
   10 Drake Avenue, Airport Residential Area. 
   P.O Box CT 3686, Cantonment - Accra, Ghana
   phone: 233(0) 302 744 200
   fax: 233 (0) 302 744229
   e-mail: media@ghanagas.com.gh  
   www.ghanagas.com.gh 
Ghana Gas is a mid-stream gas business company so incorporated in July 2011 with the responsibility to build, own and operate 
infrastructure required for the gathering, processing, transporting and marketing of natural gas resources in the country. The 
company will accelerate the nation’s effort of rapid industrialization by providing cost competitive natural gas and gas based 
products for domestic markets including the development of petrochemical industries, fertilizer and power generation, as well as 
export markets. The company’s core mandate is to process, transport, market and sell natural gas and Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs) 
produced in Ghana. The company will be operated on a business model which will primarily obtain revenue through processing, 
transportation, the sale of Natural Gas and NGLs. 
Mission: To be a trusted and reliable gas services company
vision: To contribute to Ghana’s Gas economic development by providing and operating the infrastructure required for gathering, 
processing and delivering natural gas resources, in a safe, cost effective, responsible and reliable manner to customers
corporate values. As a company, we are progressively developing people centred and an environmentally responsible brand, 
whilst committed to providing exceptional client service and to living our core values:

• Loyalty - Loyal to Ghana’s economic aspirations and the Company; and
• Environment - Causing no harm to people and the environment;
• Accountability - We are accountable for all our actions.
• Professionalism - Achieving challenging goals by being proactive and innovative;
• Respect - Respect for people and fairness in our interactions;
• Integrity - Honesty and Accountability in every aspect of our business;
• Excellence - Deploying the best technology and management methods for achieving our objectives;
• Team work - Cohesiveness and united in purpose.
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   hills oil Marketing coMpany liMiteD                             
   
   ivy Manly spain, CEO
   Plot181, Mama Adjele Road, East Airport, Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 244831579
   fax: 0302810273
   e-mail: ivy@hillsoilmarketing.com.gh 
   www.hillsoilmarketing.com.gh 

Hills Oil Marketing Company Ltd was borne out of a sheer determination of its founder and Chief Executive, Mrs Ivy Manly-Spain 
to ensure that a gap she identified in the LPG sector about four (4) years ago in Ghana becomes a thing of the past. She did not 
understand why ‘No gas’ signs were so common at the dealer stations. She therefore set a target to invest heavily in the industry 
to help ensure that LPG is available in every part of the Country and that ‘No gas’ at dealers stations is reduced significantly or 
completely eliminated. Her vision of contributing her quota in the Oil and Gas Sector has been very successfully. It is no wonder 
Hills Oil Marketing has been adjudged the LPG Marketing Company of the year for two consecutive years 2015 -2016 at the Ghana 
Oil and Gas Awards. Incorporated in March 2013, Hills Oil Marketing phenomenal growth within these past 3 years has been 
supported by a fleet of 30 brand new MAN diesel trucks with LPG bulk trailers, which ensures that LPG is transported regularly and 
safely. These trucks are professionally maintained in line with manufacturer’s specification and international standard, because 
health and safety is our principal core value. The vision of becoming a first class Oil Marketing Company in Ghana and in the 
West Africa sub-region is still on course and we will continue to provide customized solutions to the challenges of our customers 
and also provide technical assistance to meet the requirement of the Market.  At Hills, our hallmark is to ensure that our dealers 
always have LPG to sell, therefore availability, regularity and consistency drives our business.  As recipient of BEST ENTERPRISE 
AWARD, we will continue to put at the disposal of the OIL and Gas market our expertise in liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and our 
excellencies in petroleum products procurement and distribution.
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   oWls’ nest international school                            
   
   amina Barbara plummer, Education Director and Founder
   4 Shippi Close, East Cantonments, Accra, Ghana
   P.O. Box CT5565, Cantonments, Accra
   phone: +233 245113227
   e-mail: theowlsnest@live.co.uk
   www.theowlsnest.co.uk

The Owl’s Nest International School in East Cantonments, Accra was established in 2007, providing British education in 
Ghana and delivering modern elements of learning for Nursery and Primary age children. Since its inception, the school 
has grown to become one of the top 20 elite schools in Ghana (source https://omgvoice.com/lifestyle/elite-schools-ghana}, 
creating an environment with a combination of traditional and contemporary ideas about educating children in the 21st 
century. Using a range of Child-Centred processes to create a specific teaching pedagogy, the school promotes children’s 
wellbeing, helping to instil confidence and self-esteem. The Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) and Primary (Key Stage 
1) programmes encourage students to access opportunities to achieve and develop a range of skills. The school has a 
culturally diverse team of trained and qualified teaching staff and well-equipped classrooms. The Owl’s Nest School is truly 
an international school, with children of different nationalities, cultural backgrounds and numerous religions. They speak 
a variety of languages and the language of instruction is English, although French is also taught.  The school population 
includes children from various diplomatic missions, multi-national companies, children from the local population and other 
African countries. Currently, there are more than 28 nationalities represented in our school population and we celebrate and 
value this diversity.  fostering a spirit of international awareness and understanding.
Amina B. Plummer is the Education Director of the Owl’s Nest International School. She was born and educated in the UK 
and started her career as a Nursery Teacher in the North West of England in the mid 70’s. With over 25 years working for 
education departments in Greater Manchester and experience of working with children and young people in the UK, Amina 
acquired further qualifications in the fields of Education and Social Work. She worked at the University of Salford in the 
department of Health Sciences and Social Care, specialising in Social Work Studies, for the biggest social work course in the 
UK. Amina lectured in Child Development, Child Psychology, Counselling, Child Care Law and Child Protection. She was also 
the module leader for the Social Inequalities and Human Rights aspect of the course. Amina relocated to Ghana in 1999. In 
2000, Amina took the opportunity of working in the United Arab Emirates, as an Education Director for a member of the 
Ruling family in the UAE before returning to Ghana in 2005. Throughout her career, she has been committed to providing 
excellent quality education and fostering the spirit of international awareness and understanding, which aims to equip 
children for the challenges of being global citizens. In 2007, Amina founded the Owl’s Nest International School in Accra 
to provide British education in Ghana and to deliver modern elements of education for Nursery and Primary age children. 
Since its inception, the school has grown to become one of the top 20 elite schools in Ghana (source https://omgvoice.
com/lifestyle/elite-schools-ghana}, creating a learning environment which blends traditional and contemporary ideas about 
educating children in the 21st century. 
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   hanspaul autoMechs ltD                            
   
   satbir singh hanspaul, Group CEO
   P.O. Box 613, Njiro Industrial Area - Arusha, Tanzania
   phone: +255 763 000556
   e-mail: aouto@hanspaul.co.tz 
   www.hanspaul.co.tz 

   Hanspaul Group has vast expertise stretching back to 40 years in various manufacturing fields. The 
group built Steel Structure Buildings/Pre–Engineering Structures; handled Construction Projects; has expertise in manufacturing 
Paper Corrugated carton boxes and in fabrication of customized safari vehicle bodies for tourism industry as well as other special 
purpose vehicles for local markets in Tanzania. Export of these vehicles are throughout Africa and Europe. With our motto to 
produce quality products at affordable prices we invested heavily in state-of-the-art plants, machinery, and infrastructure. We 
cater to the growing markets in Tanzania and Africa. We train our staff on regular basis and our modern computerized plants and 
machineries are operated by skilful Tanzanian employees. Our skill up-gradation is a continuous process and training sessions 
are held by foreign experts who visit the factory from time to time. We are committed to "Advanced Technology" and towards 
this effort we import latest technology to keep pace with changing times. Hanspaul Group comprises of four companies: Dharam 
Singh Hanspaul & Sons Limited (founded 1965); Hanspaul Automechs Limited (2007), Hanspaul Industries Limited (1996) and 
Yellow Logistics Limited (2016). Hanspaul Group has expertise stretching back to 40 years in various manufacturing fields. The 
group built Steel Structure Buildings/Pre-Engineering Structures; handled Construction Projects; has expertise in manufacturing 
Paper Corrugated carton boxes and in fabrication of customized safari vehicle bodies for tourism industry as well as other special 
purpose vehicles for local markets in Tanzania. Export of these vehicles are throughout Africa and Europe.With our motto to 
produce quality products at affordable prices we invested heavily in state-of-the-art plants, machinery, and infrastructure. We 
cater to the growing markets in Tanzania and Africa. We train our staff on regular basis and our modern computerized plants and 
machineries are operated by skilful Tanzanian employees. Our skill up-gradation is a continuous process and training sessions are 
held by foreign experts who visit the factory from time to time. We are committed to "Advanced Technology" and towards this effort 
we import latest technology to keep pace with changing times. We created employment opportunities for over 100 Tanzanians in 
2014, 125 in 2015 and 250 in 2016. In 2017, we hope to increase this number dramatically.
our vision: Customer retention is our business philosophy, not a programme. We believe earning customer loyalty and trust by 
providing improved and innovated products and services
our Mission: At Hanspaul we believe in enhancing dignity and self-worth of all those who are part of our group. We are committed 
to be transparent in all our customer dealings. Improving relationships at all levels of contact is our resolve.
our values: 

• Quality a priority not option
• Winning customer trust 
• Continuous improvement of products and services 
• Working with passion
• Teamwork to forge ahead!
• Transparency in company-client relationship 
• Commitment to accountability 
• CSR for social wellbeing 

   hotel BoutiQue hacienDa ucaZanaZtacua                            
   
   rafael pereznares garcía, General Director
   Carretera Sanabria -Tzintzuntzan km 10.5 
   Ucazanaztacua municipio de Tzintzuntzan Michoacan, 58440, Mexico
   phone: +52 443325 2898
   e-mail: contacto@haciendaucazanaztacua.com 
   www.haciendaucazanaztacua.com 

Enjoy an unforgettable experience in ‘The Old House’ of Hacienda Ucazanaztacua, located by the Patzcuaro Lake. Due to our 
decoration and architecture, our hacienda is one of the most traditional places in Michoacan. Our suites have a unique ambiance 
and comfort that will make you feel like a king or queen. Our furniture that makes the place so beautiful is handmade with 
natural fibers that come from the lake. We do weddings, romantic dinners, wedding proposals, honeymoons, anniversaries and 
any sort of celebration that comes to mind. We have an infinity pool with a magical view to the lake and we offer spa service in 
the suite with a regional Purhepechan style.  In our hotel we have 9 Royal Suites, Infinite pool, Relaxing & curative massages, 
Walking tours in royal roads, 3 hour boat rides and guided tours with the best artisans. The design of this Hacienda was inspired 
by the owner’s admiration of existing buildings of the region of the XVI century; as well as the materials of the region like soil, 
water, natural fibers from the lake, new wood and old wood (which dates from three centuries ago) were used to build the 
hotel. The owner was able to recover around 10 cabins and one of them is the one used as ‘Troje del Lago’ for guests to stay and 
have a wonderful experience; the one on top for events ‘Garden Troje’ that holds up to 150 guests; the kitchen storage and the 
bar with a unique look.  Our hotel has several target markets like: couples that want to get married (we have a great setting for 
proposals); national and international couples; couples and families celebrating x years of marriage, weddings, honeymoons, 
birthdays and people looking for a place to relax.
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   institute of cheMistry of aDDitives 
   naMeD after acaDeMician a.M.guliyev of anas                            
   
   farzaliyev  vagif Mejid oglu, Director
   2062 block, Beyukshor shosse, Baku, AZ1029, Azerbaijan Recpublic
   phone: +994 12 5149612 
   mobile: +994 50 3222896
   e-mail: aki05@mail.ru 
Since Azerbaijan historically was the birthplace of oil production, processing on an industrial scale and the production of lubricating 
oils, the development and production of additives in the former Soviet Union were carried out for the first time in our republic.
The first additives in the former USSR improving the quality of lubricating oils were developed thanks to fruitful team work of 
specialized laboratory during many years, established in 1945 in Azerbaijan Scientific Research Institute named after Kuibyshev, 
headed by academician A.M.Guliyev.
international ties. Regular measures are being taken to expand international scientific ties. The Institute has international 
scientific relations with the Institute of Chemical Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Ukrainian Science and Technology 
Center, the Institute of Chemistry of New Materials of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, the Institute of Physical and 
Organic Chemistry of the Georgian Academy of Sciences, the Technical University of Orta-Dogu (Ankara), the Istanbul Technical 
University, Ataturk University (Erzurum), Hacettepe University (Ankara), Hessen University (Germany), Schulke & Mayr GmbH, 
Special Additives International (Germany). In the same year, a Memorandum of Cooperation was signed between the ICA and 
the Aachen Technical University of Germany. According to this Memorandum, there are conducted studies on biomarkers of 
Azerbaijani oils.There are also joint research with the Hessen University in Germany in the field of study of the effect of Persistent 
Organic Pollutants (POPs) on the waters of the Azerbaijani rivers. On December 4-11, 2016 director of the Institute academician 
Vagif Farzaliyev and deputy director Elman Zulfugarov were on a business trip to Izmir, Turkey. During the trip they discussed the 
scientific relations between the ICA and the Ege University (Izmir, Turkey).  During the meetings, information on the activities of 
the institute was provided, the scientific areas of interests of both sides were discussed and an agreement on signing cooperation 
memorandum was reached. The Institute continues to cooperate with 5 universities of Turkey.

 institute of rhythMology of evDokia luchesarnova                            
   
 57/1, office 252, Gilyarovskyi str., Moscow, Russian Federation
 phone: +7 (985) 3382552, +7 (499) 703 36 09
 e-mail: spb@irlem.ru 
 www.irlem.ru  
 Our main goal is to show a person how to live in time and how to use time.

 european institute for sustainaBle huManity                            
   
 15-54, Subaciaus str., Vilnius, Lithuania
 phone: + (370) 672 32 424, + (370) 52474396
 e-mail: info@edzi 
 Skype: edzi_admin
 Facebook account: www.facebook.com/europosdarnauszmogausinstitutas 

   institution el yakaDa                            
   
   abdelouahed chiadmi, General Director
   Avenue Abdelkrim El Khatib, Bab Lamrissa, Sale Morocco
   phone: +212 537 88 47 42, +212 537 88 47 45, +212 661 87 73 55
   fax: +212 537 88 47 49
   e-mail: contact@elyakada.com 
   www.elyakada.com 

Since its inception in 1971, El yakada Institution has always opted for a global education that goes beyond mere focus on knowledge 
transfer to the development of human and universal values.
This vision enabled us to obtain the highest success rates in certification examinations, to be top-listed nationally, and secure its 
place among the best International Educational Institutions.
To realize its strategic vision and further enhance its performance, our institution has adopted in 2012 the Middle Years Program 
(MYP) – one of the four IB programs offered by the International Baccalaureate Organization. This has allowed our students to 
evolve in an enabling educational environment, become more tolerant, open minded citizens, and concerned about the problems 
of our planet, besides the acquisition of adequate professional skills in a world of dynamic change.
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   interpress shyMkent, international language centre                            
   
   ardakzhan Zhakenova, CEO
   27, Beket Batyr Str, Shymkent 160012 Kazakhstan
   phone: +7 725 230 06 00
   e-mail: interpress_shym@mail.ru 
   www.interpress.kz 

   First English language courses in South Kazakhstan Region (since 1996)! More than 30 thousand 
people have been educated in InterPress since then. Head of the school - Honored Teacher of Kazakhstan and head of South 
Kazakhstan’s Business Women Association.
InterPressShym is:

1) English for all levels (from Beginner to Advanced): classes - 3 times a week 90 minutes each, one level lasts 4 months.
2) Major distributor of Oxford University Press textbooks in South Kazakhstan Region
3) English Club with native speakers - free of charge.
4) Preparation for exams IELTS, TOEFL, SAT, GMAT, GRE, ACT.
5) Preparation for the professional accreditation of TESOL / TEFL
6) ‘Study Abroad’ programs
7) Services of professional interpreters.

   institution De prevoyance sociale – 
   caisse generale De retraite Des agents De l’etat (ips-cgrae)                            
   
   abdrahamane tiemoko Berte, Directeur General
   Plateau, Rue Du Commerce, Abidjan, Cote D’ivoire, Bp V 164 Abidjan
   phone: +225 20 25 12 12 
   fax: +225 20 25 11 00
   e-mail: infos@cgrae.ci 
   www.cgrae.ci 
Créée par le décret n°2012-367 du 18 avril 2012, l’Institution de Prévoyance Sociale dénommée « Caisse Générale de Retraite des 
Agents de l’Etat », en abrégé IPS-CGRAE, est dotée de la personnalité morale de droit privé de type particulier et de l’autonomie 
financière. Elle est investie d’une mission de service public à vocation sociale. 
oBJet et Missions 
l’ips-cgrae a pour objet:

• la gestion au profit des fonctionnaires et agents de l’Etat, des régimes obligatoires de pensions tels qu’arrêtés par l’ordonnance 
n° 2012-303 du 04 avril 2012 portant organisation des régimes de pensions gérés par la Caisse Générale de Retraite des 
Agents de l’Etat,

• la gestion au profit des bénéficiaires, des régimes complémentaires ou spéciaux, obligatoires ou volontaires de pensions, qui 
peuvent être créés par décret

• le recouvrement des cotisations et le service des prestations afférentes à ces différents régimes,
• la gestion des fonds collectés au titre des différents régimes.

A cet effet, l’IPS-CGRAE gère plusieurs régimes, à savoir:
• Le régime des pensions civiles;
• Le régime des pensions militaires;
• Le régime des pensions des anciens membres du Conseil Economique et Social;
• Le régime des hautes Personnalités de l’Etat (Anciens membres du Gouvernement, Ambassadeurs, Magistrats etc.). 

instances De gouvernance. L’IPS-CGRAE est administrée par un Conseil d’Administration de douze (12) membres, chargé de 
définir la politique générale de l’Institution, d’assurer la bonne gouvernance des régimes de pensions et la maîtrise des dépenses 
de fonctionnement. A ce titre, il exerce son autorité et son contrôle sur les activités de l’Institution. La gestion quotidienne est assur 
par le Directeur Général de l’IPS-CGRAE.
organisation fonctionnelle. Afin d’optimiser les performances de l’Institution, l’approche processus, dans le pilotage des 
activités, a été retenue dans le cadre de la mise en œuvre du Système de Management de la Qualité (SMQ).Ainsi,les activités de 
l’IPS-CGRAE ont été structurées en 14 processus, eux-mêmes regroupés en 3 pavés, comme ci-après:

• les processus Management: Management général (PM1) et Gestion du système de management de la qualité (PM2);
• les Processus Opérationnels: Gestion de l’accueil et des réclamations (PO1), Liquidation des dossiers de prestations civiles 

(PO2), Liquidation des dossiers de prestations militaires (PO3), Liquidation des dossiers des Hautes Personnalités (PO4), 
Gestion des prestations non contributives (PO5), Gestion du paiement des prestations (PO6) et Recouvrement des cotisations 
et gestion du contrôle d’exploitation (PO7);

• les processus Supports: Gestion du système d’information (PS1), Gestion des ressources humaines (PS2), Gestion des achats 
et approvisionnements (PS3), Gestion des activités financières et comptables (PS4) et Gestion de la communication (PS5).

Chaque processus est animé par une équipe processus conduite par un pilote avec des tenues de réunions mensuelles.Ce Système de 
Management a abouti à la certification de ensemble des activités de l’Institution selon la norme Internationale ISO 9001 version 2008.
financeMent. Les régimes de retraite gérés par l’IPS-CGRAE sont des régimes dits par répartition. Le principe de ces régimes, c’est 
le financement des pensions directement par les cotisations sociales (part patronale et part employé) versées par les actifs.Le taux 
de cotisation est de 25% réparti comme suit: 16,67% (2/3) à la charge de l’employeur et 8,33% (1/3) à la charge du fonctionnaire.
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   JanDel ltD                            
   
   Afi Amoro, CEO
   No 265/3 Ring Road Central, Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 261 240 074
   e-mail: jandel.limited@yahoo.com 
   www.jandellimited.com 

   Jandel Limited is a wholly owned Ghanaian company with an excellent trade record in the business 
of Total Event Management, Interior and Exterior decoration, Landscaping and Horticulture, Renovations, Export and Import of 
general goods and services. Duly registered under the Ghana Company Code 1963 Act 179 and have been in operation since 1996.
Mission stateMent. Our Mission is to maintain our lead in the creative industry, improve our performance and market share 
in all areas of our core businesses.
our vision. Our Vision is to be number one in every aspect of our businesses, while protecting the environment and humanity at 
large within the West Africa sub Region and beyond.
our core values: TENACITY OF SPIRIT, LOYALTY, INTERGRITY, HARD WORK, CREATIVITY.
With a wealth of experience in Total Event Management, Logistics  and Interior Designing spanning over twenty-two (22) years, 
Jandel serves across different customer categories including corporate and public organizations, individuals and governments. 
Our trained and competent staff has enormous experiences and own every project to ensure brilliant execution for positive 
customer experiences. This is evidential  and testified by our numerous customers on our social media platforms and awards. 
Our fleet of trucks and large warehouse  has the state-of-the-art facilities  that enables  a smooth and agile value chain process.Our 
creative department is dedicated to handling all creative activities and ad hoc services relatively to events and celebrations. Our air-
conditioned tents are available for rental. It has a very spacious garden than can also be used for functions including wedding and 
other ceremonies. We also have movable tents in different sizes that accommodates approximately 80 to 1000 guests. Hampers 
& wrapping services, Corporate gift, Interior Decoration are other services we offer. Our SUPER WOMAN celebrated on Mothers’ 
day,  is dedicated to all women and recognizes all hard working women especially who have impacted society , nurtured young 
women, created jobs and influenced other people’s lives.  The goal is to encourage and empower women to be self-sufficient and to 
have financial freedom. Other Women empowerment programs in our portfolio include the sponsorship of the PINK BALL which 
creates awareness on breast cancer and early treatment. The Autistic Children Program is another social responsibility activity 
done by us.
afi aMoro – ceo, JanDel group
An Astute Entrepreneur in the total event management business. Affable and result oriented with dynamic business and human 
development skills. An Agile leader delivering business development programs and humanitarian activities that empower women 
and girls for economic freedom within the Africa diaspora.

   JosepDaM port services nig. ltD                            
   
   simon travers, Managing Director 
   Terminal A, Tincan Island 2nd Gate, Apapa, Lagos, Nigeria
   phone: +234 8172385020
   e-mail: enquiries@jps.ng/sales@jps.ng 
   www.jps.ng  

   JPS is one leading terminals in Nigeria, with three berths totaling 484 metres in length.  Josepdam Port 
Services is the terminal operator of Tincan terminal A, that was successful in 2006 to gain the concession agreement with Nigerian 
Ports Authority.  JPS has put in a new investment development plan that will see more than USD $50 million injected into the 
terminal to improve the services delivered.  The company is located on the South Eastern edge of Tincan Island Located 6* 25’ 
North and 3* 21.3’ East.  The terminal is a common user/multipurpose terminal.  Our primary business is wet – dry bulk/ general 
cargo/project cargo and break bulk. JPS is equipped with a closed shed warehouse of up to 8,774 metres square and an open area 
of 17,000 metres square for stacking general cargo. 
our terminal details:
Operational berth length of 484mtrs, berths draft 13.5mtrs, total area of terminal – 5.6hectares, 23 CCTV cameras covering the 
entire terminal, upgraded accounts systems to IFRS standard, fully ISPS compliant, engaging 42 security officers (24/7) and armed 
officers.
Our mission is to attain and maintain a position of conglomerate from concept and planning to execution.  We will achieve this with 
a highly skilled professional team working together using common sense and practical experience.  We will seek to enhance our 
competitive position through the formation of strategic alliances with all the relevant stakeholders. JPS has a vision of being the 
leading independent conglomerate with a diversified portfolio of business interests and the preferred energy value chain partner 
in the West Africa sub region. Actively manage our core business to extract value as well as build capabilities and recruit talent to 
develop a pool of leaders to actualize the Company’s aspirations. Our clients include Honeywell Flour Mills Plc, Crown Flour Mills, 
BUA Group, Royal Salt, Olam, PIL, Eagle Flour, SIL, Hull Blyth, APS, EuroAfrica, Comet Shipping Agencies Nig. Ltd, Ocean Glory 
Commodities Ltd, Aruo Maritime, NSL, etc. JPS has won several awards: European quality Award, African quality achievement 
award, etc.
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   JaJ Bhuiyan group                            
   
   Mohammad fayazur rahman Bhuiyan, Chairman 
   Gawsia Kashem Centre (7th & 8th floor)
   10/2, Arambag, Motijheel, Dhaka 1000, Bangladesh
   phone: +(88) 02 7195441-7, +(88) 09613220223-4
   fax: +(88) 02 7195439
   e-mail: hq@jajbhuiyan.com 
   www.jajbhuiyan.com 
JAJ BHUIYAN GROUP is one of the most successful textile manufacturers in Bangladesh; a country with great potential in the field of 
spinning, weaving, knitting, embroidering, fabrics dyeing, fabrics printing, yarn dyeing, fashion wear and garment-manufacturing. 
In addition JAJ BHUIYAN GROUP is engaged in import of raw cotton and sells to the local buyers. Other business of JAJ BHUIYAN 
GROUP is Automobiles (Car Import), Packaging, Fisheries, Real Estate and Shoes. Up-Coming project of JAJ BHUIYAN GROUP is JB 
LP GAS, Satellite Television, Air Lines, Auto Bricks, Power, Steel, Ceramics, Telecom, Information Technology, Agro Industry and 
Paper mill. The group has acquired a versatile production chain to cater flexible orders in shorter lead-time. Being an industry-
standard certificate holder, the group assures the perfect blend of quality and efficiency.

   JorDan acaDeMy for MaritiMe stuDies (JaMs), 
   MaritiMe eDucation anD training                             
   
   Mustafa amin Massad, President
   Al-Sa’ada Nighborhood, Al- Dia’a street, Amman, Jordan, 11937
   phone: 00962 6 524 010 2
   fax: 00962 6 524 010 7
   e-mail: president@jams.edu.jo 
   www.jams.edu.jo 

Jordan Academy for Maritime Studies (JAMS) was established to satisfy the increasing demand for qualified seagoing navigating 
officers and marine engineers at reasonable costs.
The academy was successful to achieve its targets at a remarkably short time, whereas during this short period Jordan has entered 
the IMO white list of countries complying with the STCW convention 1978  as amended. 
Furthermore, the EU has recognized the maritime education and training system in Jordan in 2012.  Additionally, Jordan has signed 
bilateral agreements with various countries.
About 500 students are now enrolled in the Academy from more than 34 countries. JAMS is very proud to have upgraded its 
Quality Management System (QMS) to comply with ISO 9001:2015 requirements.

   catoca Mining coMpany ltD.                            
   
   sergei amelin, General Director
   Av. de Talatona, S/N - Talatona - Luanda, C.P: 10257, Angola
   phone: +244 222 624 700 / 1, fax: +244 222 006 141
   e-mail: geral@catoca.com; rui.marques@catoca.com 
   www.catoca.com

   The Mining Society of Catoca, is a private limited company, incorporated in 1993 with four major 
shareholders (-32.8% Endiama, Alrosa - 32.8%; LEV Leviev - 18.4%; ODEBRECHT - 16.4%), with a mission, a vision and values 
perfectly defined. Its only customer is one of the largest shareholders: Endiama. In the case of a mining company is regulated under 
the Mining Code defined in Angola. Heavily influenced by the workers’ union of the actions of the metals and with great social 
responsibility in the community where it operates. The technology of the plants is considered the latest technology and production 
levels are set by the shareholders at the beginning of each year. The entire production planning is accomplished to meet these 
goals. To this end, it is of prime importance to mining and exploration geology.Economically, the production of the Catoca directly 
influences the national economy of Angola. Contributed to the increase in gross domestic product, the largest diamond producer 
in Angola (about 75-80%). Socially, the Catoca has the most important role in the communities where it operates and in the capital 
of Lunda Sul province (Saurimo), and implements various social responsibility initiatives for the benefit of all its stakeholders. 
The programs range from the improvement of social facilities of villages, sports development, provision of meals, teachers, health 
services and compliant material support needs. To celebrate its 20 years of existence, the Catoca issued a book ‘20 years investing 
in people’ featuring this context.
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   kaZakh aBlai khan university of international relations 
   anD WorlD languages                            
   
   salima s. kunanbaeva, Rector 
   Almaty, st. Muratbayeva 200, Kazakhstan
   fax: +7 (727) 292 44 63
   e-mail: kazumo@ablaikhan.kz 

Salima S. Kunanbaeva  - Rector of Kazakh Ablai khan University of International Relations 
and World Languages, Doctor of Philology, Academician of the National Academy of Sciences 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
Salima S. Kunanbayeva is the largest scientist-linguist and methodologist. She has prepared and published more than 180 scientific 
papers, including 9 monographs, 9 textbooks on topical problems of modern philology and methods of foreign language teaching. 
S.S. Kunanbayeva created textbooks and teaching aids in English for students of language universities: with her active participation 
and under her leadership, all state higher education standards in language professions were prepared and successfully used in all 
universities of the Republic of Kazakhstan, as well as Model curricula in foreign languages. S.S. Kunanbaeva was awarded several 
prestigious international and state awards. Fundamental research of Salima S. Kunanbaeva are: monographs "Modern foreign 
language education: methodology and theory" (2005); "Competence modeling of professional foreign language education" (2011), 
" Strategic guidelines of higher foreign language education" (2015), "Verbal communication in the intercultural context" (textbook, 
2016) "Conceptual foundations of cognitive linguistics in the development of a multilingual personality" ( 2017).Academician 
Salima S. Kunanbayeva, as a person devoted to her profession, faithful to her civic and human duty, continues to work fruitfully 
and make every effort to enrich her followers with new scientific achievements, as well as to raise talented students who would 
confidently raise the quality of foreign language education to new heights.

   kaZakhstan innovative university                            
   
   apsalyamov nadirbek, President and Founder
   Baiseitova, 5 Semey 071400, Kazakhstan
   phone: 8(7222)56-58-13
   e-mail: info@kiu.kz 
   www.kiu.kz 

   Apsalyamov Nadirbek is the president and founder of Kazakhstan Innovation University in Semey city,  
the doctor of economics, professor, academic of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan, academic of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Mr Apsolyamov has been presented many the state ans public awards 
for his service, such as ' Excellent worker in Education of the USSR’, ‘Excellent worker in Education of the KazSSR’, Honored worker 
of Education of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the medal ‘ Veteran of Labour’, the order ‘Kurmet’, a thank-you-letter from the president 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nazarbayev N., the medal "20th anniversary of Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the 
medal "550th anniversary of the Kazakh Khanate", the medal "25th anniversary of Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan", 
silver medal named A.Baitursynov, an international award - the Order of the name of Socrates, the medal "Leader of education. His 
professional activity has been begun since 1958 with a working career, he worked various in various positions at management in 
different times. He has been working over 50 years in the field of higher education, I started from as the assistant of the department 
to the rector of a large state university of the region. Mr Apsalyamov is the author of over 200 scientific papers which published 
in Kazakhstan and abroad. Over the years, he has trained thousands of highly-qualified specialists. He leads over 40 candidates 
who defended scientific theses or dissertations and received academic degrees, such as doctors of sciences, doctors of philosophy 
(PhD), and successfully work in leading positions in all sectors of the economy. Mr Apsalyamov has been supporting charities, 
helping students' families in with low-income and contributing for the improvement of the wellbeing of large families in the region.
Mr Apsalyamov has a status of the Honorary citizenship of the Eastern Kazakhstan region, the president of the Equestrian Sports 
fund in the region and the president of the Kabanbai Batyr fund.

   ta'aWuniya insurance co. ltD.                            
   
   Mohammad ibrahim adam Babikir, General Manager
   Said Abdalrahman Avenue, Khartoum, Sudan
   phone: +249183778720
   e-mail: info@taawuniya.com.sd 
   www.taawuniya.com.sd 
   The company is legally authorized to transact and secure covers for all classes of insurance business 
inSudan and Sudanese interests abroad. To provide pioneer and unique Takaful Insurance service coupled with commitment 
and continuous professional development for new insurance products. We seek to achieve our vision by providing unique and 
modern insurance services by the best techniques towards achieving the highest return and benefits for both shareholders and 
policyholders. The insurance and takaful service will be offered to customers through competitive prices and high professionalism 
to please them and to provide the best quality security standards and to stand by their side in need.
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   koans BuilDing solutions ltD.                            
   
   Kofi Anokye, CEO
   A.C.P. Road, Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 540 205 953
   e-mail: koansestate@yahoo.com 
   www.koansestates.com 

   Koans Building Solutions was established in 1999 and begun as an enterprise engaged in the 
manufacturing of concrete products such as sand crate blocks, pavement blocks, as well as the design and construction of houses 
for individuals and organizations. The company has seen tremendous growth since its inception and continues to scale its heights. 
Today, Koans Estates is a leading real estate company specialized in the provision of quality yet affordable houses. Our homes 
cater for the residential needs of young families and professional individuals. With almost twenty (20) years of experience in the 
building industry, we have built close to a thousand houses for individuals and institutions such as Bank of Ghana, Agricultural 
Development Bank (ADB), Stanbic Bank, SSNIT, Barclays Bank, Ghana Revenue Authority etc. Koans Estate is a registered member 
of Ghana Real Estate Developers Association (GREDA) and affiliated to mortgage companies such as the Ghana Home Loans, 
HFC Bank, Fidelity Bank and other banking and insurance companies. We have a rich experience in the building industry. The 
company is credited with the introduction of bamboo as good enough a substitute for iron rods or a complementary use of both for 
reinforcement in building.
vision. To become the household name in the real estate industry.
Mission. To provide quality and affordable houses for the people of Ghana.

KOANS ESTATES

   issues pty ltD      
   
   Ms.Mpho kuaho, Director 
   Plot No 61128 Tupe C4 Block 8 Industrial, 
   Gabarone, Botswana
   phone: 03-80823416
   e-mail: mkuaho@yahoo.co.uk

   issues pty ltD is a clothing/apparel manufacturing company, formed and directed by the Pan  
   African Fashion Business Entrepreneur Dr Mpho Kuaho. This company started from the humble  
   beginning at the back of my house, like all the other fashion houses in the region  fourteen  years ago.
After two years of operating from the house, the company moved to  one of Gaborone’s up market mall called River Walk and 
started operating  within a very established fabric store in River Walk called  Timba Trading for at least 3years before Issues 
PTY LTD could go on its own and operate from its own  premises at  an up market mall( River Walk)  in 2006 the company 
had the capacity to stand on its own , and occupied about 60sm  and operated both production and retail within that space 
successfully for eleven years. In 2011 Issues PTY LTD expanded its operations and occupied 500sm Factory shell with full 
intensions to grow the company and its capacity.ie,  To   increase production capacity and the revenue from small scale to 
medium scale. River Walk space was changed into a fully retail store and all the production moved to the factory date. Today 
Issues Pty Ltd and its founder Dr Mpho Kuaho  are both highly recognised Internationally as we have won  The Best Enterprise 
of the year 2017,The best Manager of the year and The best Europe Quality Awards .The director  now Dr Mpho Kuaho was 
nominated honored with a Doctorate Degree by London Graduate School together with Common Wealth University in 2016. 
This is a true example of passion that turned into a very lucrative Fashion enterprise that inspires and motivates many 
around the World. I stand to represent and pave way for many entrepreneurs in the arts/crafts and  manufacturing business 
industry. By supporting this, initiative you will not just be supporting me and my enterprise but the industry as a whole, and 
this will motivate many other small business owners to work hard and develop their establishments and create employment 
and contribute to the economy for this country positively.
Mpho  kuaho is an award winning entrepreneur who is well vested in the fashion/apparel manufacturing industry and 
other areas of business with fourteen years experience head spearing her own establishment Issues Pty Ltd .An award 
winning  company which is now international and highly recognized by Europe Business Assembly  as an honored  VIP 
member. Issues Pty Ltd has done extremely well and recognized as one of the best in the world with its unique techniques 
and model of operation as it was recently awarded Best Enterprise of the year 2017 and Europe best Quality Award 2017. 
The director of Issues Pty Ltd was recognized as the Best Manager of the year 2017 by Europe Business Assembly. Issues 
Pty Ltd has done extremely and is one of the best as it was recently awarded best enterprise of the year 2017 and European 
best quality award 2017.The director of the company recognised as the best manager of the year by the Europe Business 
Assembly from humble begins. Issues Pty Ltd started fourteen years ago as a small company and when it started it was 
operating from the backyard and developed over the years .It is now operating from 500 ms manufacturing factory and it has 
done a lot in terms of changing the landscape of business and the lives of people economic wise and skills wise especially in 
the youth, women and men of the country.The establishment is all about serving and changing the lives of people passively 
and of course generating income and contributing to the economy of Botswana and always striving for excellence and global 
competitiveness. Mpho  Kuaho   has  B A Honors Degree in fashion design ,Studied clothing production and has acquired a lot 
of knowledge through  other platforms like attending International Textile fares ,fashion  shows, workshops  and networking 
skims. A founder of Colour In The Dessert Fashion Week which advocates for the development of manufacturing industry 
through net working  ,skills development, cultural exchange and exposure. This platform has made a lot of positive change 
amongst the youth and the within the creative industry.
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   national Defense university naMeD after the first presiDent 
   of the repuBlic of kaZakhstan - elBasy                            
   
   askhat nauryzbayevich ryspayev, Head 
   Turan st.72, Astana, 010000, Kazakhstan
   phone: 8 (717) 265-30-19
   e-mail: nuokz.ndu.ico@gmail.com 
   www.nuo.kz 

Major-General Askhat Nauryzbayevich Ryspayev is the Head of the National Defense University named after the First President 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan – Elbasy, PhD, candidate of military sciences, associated professor, Corresponding Member of 
the Kazakhstan Academy of Military Sciences. Major-General Ryspayev A. presented to numerous state and public awards. By 
Presidential decree he was awarded the Order of ‘Glory’ 2nd degree and state medal ‘For military valour’, also various awards and 
medals for a meritorious service in Kazakhstan Armed Forces. In 1982 graduated with a high special military education from the 
Almaty Higher Inter-Service Command College named after Soviet Union Marshall Konyev I. Started his professional career in the 
ranks of Armed Forces at command positions. Kazakhstan Armed Forces’ Military Academy graduate with honours and awarding 
‘Gold medal’ in 2000.  Prior to appointment as the Head of National Defense University, he held a number of positions in the 
Ministry of Defense, headed several departments, including Department of Military Education and Science. By decree of President 
– Commander -in-Chief of Kazakhstan Armed Forces, he was appointed the Head of the National Defense University named after 
the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan – Elbasy in April 2012. Occupying numerous leadership positions in the Ministry 
of Defense, Major General Ryspayev A. made important contributions to formation and development of Independent Kazakhstan’s 
Armed Forces. Particularly, contributed to improvement of military training system, modernization of management system in 
military educational institutions. Under his leadership carries out active work on realization of military scientific-experimental 
researches and projects. Major General Ryspayev A. is the author of more than 100 scientific papers, issued in republic as well as in 
foreign publications. He is a thesis advisor for a large number of candidates, defended master’s theses and PhD dissertations. Now 
that candidates hold leadership positions in Kazakhstan Armed Forces, other troops and military formations. In December 2015, 
he became a full-fledged member of Oxford Academic Union and therefore increased an image and status of National Defense 
University. It is necessary to emphasize, that the University had been the only military educational institution becoming a member 
of the international educational organization. Today, under the guidance of Major General Ryspayev A., National Defense University 
is the leading military educational institution of Central Asian region rightfully considered the flagship of Kazakhstan military 
education and science system.

   Matanat a                            
   
   elkhan Bashirov, President
   13,5 km Baku-Sumgayit Highway Baku AZ0123, Azerbaijan
   phone: +99 412 342 99 33
   e-mail: info@matanata.com 
   www.matanata.com 

   'Matanat A' company was established in 2000 and in this short period it has achieved enormous 
successes and strong position in the Azerbaijanian market and in our region.The company is engaged in 3 systems and 22 product 
categories including more than200 brands and more than 1000 product assortments. 
The products the company manufacture include:

• BUILDING SYSTEMS (Tile adhesives; Joint fillers and Grouts; Repair and anchoring mortars; Waterproofing materials; 
Insulation materials; Gypsum-based materials; Cement-based plasters; Limestone based materials; Lime-based materials; 
PVA adhesives; Mineral - based decorative façade coatings;Paints;Primers; Masonry materials; Foams and mastics; Surface 
protection and cleaning materials;

• FLOORING SYSTEMS: Cement-based industrial flooring systems; Epoxy-polyurethane based industrial flooring systems; 
Self-leveling flooring materials; ADMIXTURE SYSTEMS: Concrete admixtures; Mortar admixtures; Supporting materials for 
concrete; Supporting materials for grinding; Supporting materials for underground construction.

The company has more than 800 employees, several patented technologies,approx. 10 large-volume factories, several sister 
companies in Kazakhstan, Georgia, Ukraine, Russia etc. The company was awarded several times by different local and international 
organizations: ISO 9001:2000international quality standard for the first time in its sector in Azerbaijan, ‘Diploma and Decree for 
Quality of Products’in 2001in Moscow, Century International Quality Award», which is given to our company at International 
Conference for Quality, held on 05.04.2004 in city Geneva of Switzerland.
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   national Water & seWerage corporation                              
   
   silver Mugisha
   Plot 39 Jinja Road, ZIP 7053, Kampala , Uganda  
   phone: +256-0313 315 100
   e-mail: info@nwsc.co.ug 
   www.nwsc.co.ug 

   The National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC) Uganda is a Public Utility Company, 100% 
owned by the governement of Uganda. The Corporation was establsihed in 1972 and its madate, as defined in the NWSC Act, is 
to operate and provide water and sewerage services in areas entrusted to it on a sound commercial and viable basis. The NWSC 
operations have expanded from 3 towns (Kampala, Jinja and Entebbe) in 1972 to 97 major urban centres across the country (with 
a total population of over 6 million people) in 2015.  The Vision of NWSC is ‘ To be the leading customer centred water utility 
in the world.’  and its mission is ‘To sustainably and equitably provide cost effective quality water and sewerage services to the 
delight of all stakeholders while conserving the environment.’ The NWSC went through a period of infrastructure development 
during the 1990’s stemming from the run down of infrastructure during the period of political turmoil  prior to 1986. During the 
later part of the 90’s it was noted that the commercial orientation of the Corporation was lacking as the Corporation was plagued 
by a number of operational challenges including high water losses and low productivity. In order to improve performance, the 
Corporation  within the overall framework of the Corporate Plan and the Performance Contract with Government, implemented a 
series of high impact short-term performance improvement initiatives that positively impacted on its performance.  In November 
2013, under the leadership of the Board and new management team, the Corporation changed its strategic focus and launched 
a Five Year Strategic Direction that provides the Corporation’s outlook and key strategic interventions taking into account the 
wider stakeholder expectations, policy directions and competitive environment. The Strategic Direction came at a time when the 
Corporation was at cross roads with a good historical performance record, but increasing demand for services across the urban 
divide in Uganda. The Strategic Direction therefore aimed at gearing the Corporation for transformational changes in its operational 
and geographical mandate and highlighting the Corporation’s contribution towards the National Vision of transforming Uganda 
from a Peasantry to a self-sustaining economy.  Over the last two years, the Corporation has implemented a series of pragmatic and 
innovative interventions aimed at accelerating the achievement of the Strategic Direction Goals. These include, among others;

(i) Systematic and aggressive expansion of the geographical coverage of the Corporation across the country; 
(ii) Systematic rehabilitation, upgrade and expansion of infrastructure through bi-annual Infrastructure Service Delivery 

Plans (ISDP) and annual Water Stabilization Plan (WSP) to improve supply reliability and service coverage; 
(iii) Pro-active community-based illegal use reduction through the WALOPU (Water Loss Prevention Unit) where the 

Corporation partnered with the police and community to fight illegal water use and reduce NRW; 
(iv) Improved engagement of local authorities and communities through Water Community Communication (WACOCO) 

Clubs, and Water Baraza to minimize the challenges of - inadequate physical planning, catchment protection and customer 
service; 

(v) Development of in-house innovations to enhance customer services and these included: (a) E-Water Payment System – 
where NWSC has partnered with banks and the telecom companies to enhance the customer convenience when settling 
water bills; (b) New billing system developed in-house, which in addition to saving the Corporation licensing fees (about 
$800,000 per year), is more interactive and with improved interfacing functionalities and allows on-line new connection 
applications and customer complaints handling. 

(vi) Systematic increase in the number of pre-paid public water points in a bid to improve services for the urban poor 
communities. A total of 1,600 prepaid public water points and 200 public sanitation facilities have been installed. The 
success has been due to the high community involvement from project conception, implementation and operation. 

(vii) School Water and Sanitation (SWAS) clubs, were introduced as a novel initiative through which NWSC creates awareness 
about water and sanitation in the country through sensitization and empowerment of school children. The SWAS clubs 
have been rolled out in over 100 schools across the country and each school holds water and sanitation day with activities 
including; Poems, games, debates, essays, quizzes, drama, green campaign (tree planting), and WASH tech innovations. 

NWSC efforts in improving access to clean water, sanitation services and water management have led to immediate and long-
term economic, social and environmental benefits that have made a difference to many lives and progressively contributed to 
the country’s economic and social transformation. Moving forward, the Corporation intends to maintain the momentum of the 
strategic activities and achievements attained so far and also aim to expand its mandate to cover all major urban centers within 
Uganda in a bid to ensure accelerated service and 100% coverage for water symbols).
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   tan Quang Minh Manufacture anD traDing co., ltD                            
   
   hien nguyen Dang, General Director
   Lot C21/I, 2F Street, Vinh Loc Industrial Park, 
   Binh Chanh Dist. Hochiminh City 0084 Vietnam
   phone: +84 283 765 25 67
   fax: +84 283 765 29 79
   e-mail: bidrico@bidrico.com.vn 
   www.bidrico.com.vn 

Bidrico was founded in 2001. With continuous effort and innovation, Bidrico otherwise known as Bidrico brand, has affirmed its 
position in nationwide market with different products. Bidrico is a manufacturer and exporter of beverage products. Beside the 
domestic market, we are exporting to 20 other countries around the world. Our main products include fruit juice drink, energy 
drink, carbonated soft drink, bird's nest drink, winter melon tea, yoghurt, fruit jelly, aloe vera drink, pure water. 
The company's products are produced on many world-class modern and closed chains from France, Germany, Sweden,etc with 
automatic extraction and pouring technology, UHT aseptic technology, fruit drink extraction technology, etc so manufacturing 
products with hight quality, large output, the labor savings. Besides that, bidrico is researching and creating new products that are 
suitable with new consumer trens. Currently, Bidrico has more than 400 distributors and thousands of agents across the country 
and also exported to some countries in Asia, in Middle East, Africa, American. Bidrico is affirmed its position on the beverage 
market of Vietnam and reaching out of the world.

   oMnipro inDustries (pvt) ltD.                            
   
   arosh sandeepa Wijesinghe, Chairman/CEO
   No. 376/C, Maya Avenue, Makumbura, Pannipitiya 10230 Sri Lanka
   phone: +94 11 2 891 485/ +94 11 2 891 666
   fax: +94 11 2 891 499
   e-mail: info@omnipro.lk 
   www.omnipro.lk 

Omnipro Industries (Pvt) Ltd was incepted in Sri Lanka in March 2011, to manufacture high quality precision molded products for 
the electrical industry. From the inception, Omnipro Industries (Pvt) Ltd has seen a clear growth while expanding the production 
capacity to meet the customer demands and competition in the market.
our vision. is to become the "True Sri Lankan Pride" in Electrical Industry.
our Mission. We strive to create and produce the ultimate quality products for the total electrical industry and to the power 
sector, at no compromise to the environment.
certification. Omnipro Industries was awarded ISO 9001:2015 certification for its Quality Management System (QMS) by the 
Sri Lanka Standard Institution (SLSI) due to continuously improving its quality standards. Omnipro Sri Lanka has provided young 
professionals in Engineering, Business Management, Information Technology and for skilled employees in injection molding while 
also creating indirect employment for related Sri Lankan industries.
our people. We are a team of Engineers,Technicians, Machine Operators special¬ized in injection molding, tooling and designing. 
Quality Assurance Department consists of QA Specialists who are experienced in ISO Standards and lean manufacturing. Our team 
is around 80 people. We are the second largest engineering plastic molding facility in Sri Lanka, having State of The Art Automated 
Injection Molding Machines.
our proDucts. Measuring & Protection Equipment (Meter Enclosure)
The Measuring and Protection Equipment Enclosure was initially introduced to public sector to minimize tampering to the 
measuring and protection equipments by public and to increase the reliability and durability of the measuring and protection 
equipments. Our enclosure is designed and produced for outdoor use as well as indoor. The enclosure will protect the equipments 
from rain, dust, and pest as well as tampering and steeling mainly electricity.
Out of 5million households in Sri Lanka almost 1.3 million house holds are fixed with our enclosure to protect the energy meter 
for the past six years.
• Plastic Single Phase Meter Enclosure Box
• Specifications Material - Polycarbonate
• Juntion Box (Our unique junction box design is in high strength and quality. It has 1 inch and % inch provisions for each pipe 

joint and easy fixing capability).
• Multi Socket Adapter (Presently Omnipro is the only manufacturer in Sri Lanka who produce Multi Socket Adapters with USB. 

We produce non USB Multi sockets as well. Our range is 5A and 13A with fused safety. All metal components are in high quality 
standards and sockets with safety openings.)

• Holders (Our range of Holders made out of polycarbonate materials. Durability and Quality of the product cannot be compared 
with any other.) 

• Sunk boxes (Single and Double). (Our Sunk boxes are with interlocking railing for interconnections where it can be used for 3 
or 4 applications, which ever the way you want.)
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   acaDeMic hospital                            
   
   Prof MD Zehra Neşe Kavak, Chair of the Board
   Nuh Kuyusu Cad No 94 34664 Baglarbasi, Uskudar, Istanbul, Turkey
   phone: +902164440353
   fax: +9002165549808
   e-mail: info@academichospital.com.tr 
   www.academichospital.com.tr 

Academic Hospital is centrally located in the heart of Istanbul and continues to rise in the healthcare industry with its strong, 
professional, unchanging academic team that makes a difference. As the family of Academic Hospital offering healthcare services 
at global standards, we strive to offer the cutting-edge diagnosis and treatment capabilities to our patients in all areas with our 
professional and scientific team, our modern equipment and infrastructure.
A ‘first’ in Turkey: Partnership of the Foundation and Doctors.
Founded under The Foundation of Marmara University Faculty of Medicine (MUTFV), Academic Hospital has operated continuously 
since 1997. Our hospital has more than 60 valuable professors in various main and sub-departments. Besides that, we have 29 
attending physicians with proven success and 300 staff, most of whom have been working in our organization for more than a decade.
Cooperation of Academic Hospital and Harvard Faculty of Medicine
Our hospital signed a cooperation agreement with Harvard Faculty of Medicine in February 2012. With this agreement our patients, 
by means of our attending physicians, can get professional support in their diagnosis and treatment process from Partners Health 
Care, which is an operator of large hospital systems under the Harvard Faculty of Medicine in the US.
Integrated Quality Management System
Our hospital embraces the principle of offering modern, scientific, current, ethical and legal healthcare services with a dynamic 
management approach that supports continuous education. We always show ultimate attention to use state of the art medical 
instruments and technology to our patients. 
Today, we become more powerful with our new additional building opened in the presence of President of the Republic of Turkey 
and the Minister of Health. We now take care of our patients in the additional building that has 20.000 m2 area.

   reasonaBle Way, center of positive psychology                           
   
   alexander sviyash , Founder and Scientific Director
   Moscow, Russia 
   e-mail: as@sviyash.ru 
   www.sviyash.com 

   Alexander Sviyash – writer, life-coach, business-coach, Ph.D, current member of the Academy of  
   discoverers and inventors. Co-chairman of the Association of professionals for the development of 
personality. Founder and scientific director of the Center of positive psychology ‘Reasonable way’ since 1998, Moscow. Trainer and 
supervisor of numerous trainings and seminars taking place in many towns and countries throughout the world. 
Author of 16 books with a circulation of over 10 million. The most well-known and popular are: ‘A reasonable l world. How to live 
without superfluous emotions’, ‘The subconscious uncovered: how to influence yourself and others’, ‘Start life anew. 4 steps to a 
new reality’, ‘How reasonable people create an unreasonable world’ and other. The books have been translated and published in 
many countries. All books develop author's Technology оf Self-Regulation, Personal Effectiveness "Reasonable Path".
It is based on an original model that describes the decision-making processes in the human psyche. Within the framework of this 
model, two independent  bodies, the New Brain and the Reptilian Brain, participate in decision making at all times and in different 
degrees of activity. In this case, each brain solves its personal problems and acts according to its logic. Based on this model, the 
reasons for making erroneous decisions have been identified and tools have been developed that allow people to make more 
conscious and effective decisions in any sphere of life.
A technique for discovering the necessary personal qualities and liberation from unnecessary or harmful personal qualities 
(development of supercompetencies) is developed. The technology of personal performance management "Reasonable Path" is 
aimed at self-use by people to improve their success at work, in business and in their personal lives. There is a huge amount of 
evidence of the successful application of the proposed technology.
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   stanDarD insurance consultants liMiteD                            
   
   ahmed olaniyi salawudeen, President/CEO
   Standard Group House, 33, Victoria Arobieke Street
                   Off Admiralty Way, Lekki Phase I, Lagos, Nigeria
   phone: +234 807 589 4000, +234 807 589 4030
   e-mail: info@standardinsgroup.com, ahmedniyi@standardinsgroup.com 
   www.sicl.standardinsgroup.com 

Standard Insurance Consultants Limited is an Insurance/Reinsurance Solutions Provider since 1980. We are one of the top  
5 Insurance Brokers in the Country providing Professional Insurance Consultancy Services in various areas of Insurance Disciplines 
ranging from Construction & Engineering, Manufacturing, Special Risks (Kidnapping & Ransom), Oil & Gas and other ancillary 
Insurances including but not limited to arranging Elaborate International Reinsurance Programmes for Reputable Insurance 
Companies in the Country. As a Financial Outfit, we are regulated by the National Insurance Commission and have been licensed 
as Insurance & Reinsurance Broker for over 35 years and our License has always been renewed as at when due. We are a Member 
of many Professional Bodies in the Country particularly the Nigerian Corporation of Registered Insurance Brokers (NCRIB) and 
Chartered Insurance Institute of Nigeria (CIIN). As a matter of interest, Our Group President/CEO – Dr. Ahmed Salawudeen, a 
Chartered Insurance Practitioner, is a Fellow of these Professional Bodies.
We have a Team of Qualified Insurance Professionals who are competent in providing Comprehensive, Elaborate and Tailor-Made 
Insurance Programmes to our Clients at Competitive rate of Premium within and outside Nigeria. The Acid test of any Insurance 
Outfit is ‘SETTLEMENT OF LEGITIMATE CLAIMS AS AT WHEN DUE’. At SICL, our focus is ‘SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS WHETHER 
SMALL OR LARGE’; We are prompt and unique in Claims Processing and Settlement and this is where we have an edge over our 
Competitors. The secret is, we place the Insurance requirements of our Clients with Reputable, Secured and Solvent Risk Carriers 
who will not deflect in case of an insured event. We are proud to be globally represented by formidable Insurance Technical 
Partners who over the last 100 years have been practicing Insurance Broking Business particularly at Lloyds in London.

   suryakant kakaDe anD associates                            
   
   suryakant Dattatraya kakade, Chairman
   67/68, Sanmitra Bungalow, Abhinav School Lane, Nal Stop, 
   Karve Road, Erandwane, Pune – 411004, Maharashtra, India.
   phone: +9120 25451525 / 25462244 / 25451525
   e-mail: suryakantkakade@yahoo.co.in 
   www.suryakantkakadegroup.com 

Every growing organization always looks forward to new thoughts that create new paths. The Group 
now looks at Mr. Jay Kakade as the new ray of hope to infuse new path-breaking thoughts. Young Mr. Jay 
Kakade has a perfect Civil Engineering background to wear the mantle of upcoming leadership through 
strong impetus on the growing infrastructure division. Mr. Jay Kakade was one of the  Business Delegate 
to accompany the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India Shri. Narendraji Modi at the 9th Summit of BRICS 
Business Forum 2017, which was hosted by BRICS. BRICS is an association of 5 major emerging national 
economies – Brazil, Russia, India, China & South Africa . Also, he was one of the few lucky members 
who had the privilege of being a part of the Business delegation accompanying the then President of 
India, Hon’ble Pranab Mukherjee, during his visit to Sweden in 2015 for strengthening India’s economic 
relations with Sweden. 

   The Suryakant Kakade Group is now entering into an era of effective implementation and looks 
forward to the son of horizon, Mr. Vijay Kakade taking the mantle of Group’s Administration & Finance who also has  pursued 
Civil Engineering. Mr. Vijay is empowered with a perfect finance background to understand the new finance trends applied at the 
corporate level & use his talent to ensure better financial management & also smoothen the current admin work flow. Mr. Vijay 
Kakade also got the privilege to accompany the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India Shri. Narendraji Modi at the 9th Summit of BRICS 
Business Forum 2017 . With his cheerful nature and active participation in the day-to-day operations has already started to give 
results to take the group into a new era while bringing new changes in the working style of the group.
vision & Mission. The resounding success of Suryakant Kakade Group is the result of diligence, teamwork & sheer back- breaking 
hard work & when it comes to business, Mr. Suryakant Kakade’s enthusiasm is unparallel & contagious. With the company’s 
goodwill over the years, the two rising directors will influence the upcoming projects under the compliance of RERA. The group 
has big upcoming projects one in Kothrud and the other being a shopping mall, ‘JVA MALL’  in Kothrud Main comprising of 3,25,000 
sq. ft.  By their hard work & dedication and by implementing the operations using the new technology, the young directors will take 
over the reins and company’s success to the next level.

Jay kakade - Director

vijay kakade - Director
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   universal services coMpany.sa                            
   
   adou Mouah felix Junior sally, CEO
   Rue Marconi, Abidjan 26BP516 Cote d'Ivoire
   phone: +225 079 803 50
   fax: +225 21 24 18 72
   e-mail: f.sally@usc-sa.org 
   www.usc-sa.org 

USC LOGISTICS.SA (Universal Services Company Logistics S.A) is an Ivorian company located in Wester Africa and affiliated to 
USC.sa (Universal Services Company) which is an international office. An accredited shipping forwarding, stevedoring company, 
being integrated into the maritime, air and shipping industry. We are representative of frabemar SRL(ltaly), Swift Freight 
international(Dubai, United Arab Emirates), working partnership with Ogefrem (Republic of Congo), CNC Angola and Dimotrans 
Group. We provide a comprehensive range of transport solutions in Africa and all over the world. USC LOGISTICS.SA is well 
organized and managed by efficient, reliable shipping staff and experienced team of consultants who are qualified to handle all 
aspects of shipping activities. Our scope of operations is very large as far as handling goods and vessels in the port is concerned. We 
are certified by ministry of equipment, transport and communication to provide goods and services. With our professional staff, 
we do ensure the utmost care for a speedy service and accurate dispatch.
Main activities:

• Shipping agent 
• Stevedoring 
• Shore handling 
• Customs and clearance 
• Freight forwarder 
• Warehousing and storage 
• Airfreight

Mission. USC LOGISTICS.SA is one of the leading shipping forwarding agenfs in Wesf Africa. We seek to provide cost-effective 
and innovate solutions for time, space and distance. Our aim is to generate growth and profitability by means of value, quality 
and perseverance. We commit ourselves to excellence for our customers through continuous improvement of our services. USC 
LOGISTICS.SA is a global company integrating marine shipping and logistics in a truly borderless transportation network that 
brings goods to market ail over the world, meeting the needs of custumers.

1. As a multi-modal transport company, USC LOGISTICS.SA will actively seize opportunities that contribute to global economic 
growth and development by meeting and responding to our costumers needs.

2. We will strive to maximize corporate value by always being creative, continually pursuing higher operating efficiency and 
promoting an open visible management style that is guided by the highest ethical and social standards.

3. We will promote and protect our environment by maintaining strict, safe operation and navigation standards.
general ship suppliers. We are able to handle vessels requirements through our ship handling department for provisions to be 
used for engine stores and in addition, we cater for maintenance services.

• Sea freight
• Packaging and removal 
• Crew change 
• Offshore and onshore 
• Assistance, consultancy, advising 
• Mining and oil low 
• Greet and meet

   s.c.coral iMpeX s.r.l.                            
   
   alexandru Badea, General Manager
   8th, 151C, Penes Curcanul Street, Ploiesti, 100511, Romania
   phone: 0040244517610
   fax: 0040244517610
   e-mail: coralimpex@coralimpex.ro 
   www.coralimpex.ro 

CORAL IMPEX, specialized in providing pest control services, was founded in 1993 in Ploiesti by Mr. Alexandru Badea. The 
considerable experience of its founder, his passion and desire to revolutionize the way these services are performed in Romania, 
led the company to a continual and steadfast development. Given the Romanian market opening to foreign investors, many 
international renowned companies have opened plants into our country. Given that such investors need competent and serious 
partners for pest control activities, since the first years of operation, the company invested heavily in the acquisition of modern 
technical means and thorough training of its employees, with special emphasis on the quality of work performed. The style focuses 
on both our professionalism and efficiency and on meeting the rising expectations of our customers. We are a company that always 
keeps its promises. We do what we promise to do and we behave according to our code of ethics. Since its establishment, our 
company was marked by high quality activity performa nce, by discipline, diligence and promptness, attracting many beneficiaries 
across the country. This has led each year to obtaining numerous awards both at county and national level, (situated in the top of 
the Small and Medium Enterprises in Romania).
There are three key words that characterize how we relate to our customers: reliability, professionalism, competence. The emphasis 
we place on the training of over 300 employees of our company, the national coverage offered to our customers, and the possession 
of modern technical facilities entitles us to say that we are number 1in Romania in the pest control field. In order to be closer to our 
clients situated within the largest urban communities we have established 13 branches, all over Romania: Cluj¬ Napoca, Brasov, 
Targu-Mures, Ploiesti, Pitesti, Mioveni, Slatina, Bucuresti, Alba lulia, Zalau, Oradea, Deva and Tulcea.
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   utip – uniDaDe tÉcnica para o investiMento privaDo                             
   
   ernesto Manuel norberto garcia, Director
   Luanda, Angola
   phone: +24496876914
   e-mail: norbergar@gmail.com, geral@utip.gov.ao 
   www.utip.gov.ao  

   Ernesto Manuel Norberto Garcia, 49 years old, born August 8, 1967, born in Wako Kungo - Kwanza 
Sul, Angola, holds a degree in Law from Agostinho Neto University, Graduate in Alternative Methods of Conflict Resolution by the 
Brazilian and Of Harvard, Master in Law in the political juridical area by the Agostinho Neto University in cooperation with the New 
University of Lisbon. Training in commercial management, marketing and advertising, training in political and electoral marketing.
Currently holds the position of Secretary of State, Director of Private Investment of the Civil House of the President of the Republic, 
having as professional qualifications Lawyer with the professional certificate nº 646, Manager of Companies, Legal and Corporate 
Consultant, Communicator - Lecturer on political, economic topics And Social Sciences in Public and Private Universities, 
Commentator on National and International Politics and Economics.
The Technical Unit for Private Investment (UTIP) is a specialized technical service, of permanent support to the holder of the 
Executive Power, in charge of the preparation, conduction, evaluation and negotiation of Private Investment projects whose 
approval under the Private Investment Law and respective Of the Executive Branch.
The UTIP is responsible for receiving and analyzing investment proposals of more than the counterpart in Kwanzas (AOA) 
equivalent to USD 10 million.

   legacy capital savings anD loans coMpany ltD                             
   
   Mark opoku, CEO
   House #359/1- 3rd Kuku Hill Crescent- Osu, Accra, Ghana
   phone: +0249456007
   e-mail: info@legacycapital.com.gh 
   www.legacycapital.com.gh 

   Legacy Capital Savings and Loans Company Ltd (LCSL) was incorporated in March 2010 as a Microfinance 
Company and commenced business in December the same year. It successfully obtained a licence from Bank of Ghana to operate 
as a fully-fledged Savings and Loans Company on 17th August, 2016.  It currently has a paid up capital of Gh₵ 15,000,000.00 and 
is 100% Ghanaian owned. It has its head office located at Kuku hill, Osu. Currently, it has seven branches located at Osu, Lapaz, 
Nungua, Kasoa, Adenta, Dome (all in Greater Accra Region) and Konongo in the Ashanti Region, with a total staff strength of 123.
LCSL has made inroads in the financial sector due to its attractive products in the form of deposit and lending. Among the deposit 
products are savings and fixed deposits (term deposits) with competitive interest rates. The lending products are available to 
microfinance sector, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), importers, workers, fuel dealers and many more. As part of its 
continued growth strategy, Legacy Capital is focused on developing sustainable business practices into its operations. We are 
striving to develop good product and services for sustainable economic growth that is profitable, responsible and socially relevant.
Our mission is to reach out to the economic active people in Ghana and offer best financial services at minimum cost and at the 
same time give decent returns to their investments with us. Legacy Capital Savings and Loans is a registered Savings and Loans 
(S&L) Company with operating license from Bank of Ghana. At Legacy Capital, we provide a wide range of innovative products and 
services with excellence, passion, professionalism and unmatched service delivery. We are dedicated to really understanding your 
business and building a trusted relationship with you that would respond to the needs of cherished customers and society as a 
whole. Our various fixed deposits and Savings products attract competitive interest rates above Treasury bill rate. We say, sit in the 
comfort of your homes or offices and let you money work for you.
It is easier to do business with Legacy Capital because we offer:

• Products and services that meet the economic active people in the society
• Prompt payment of interest accrued on your fixed deposit and savings products
• We have very flexible payment term in servicing your loan with us.
• Wide range of pricing with our products and services
• And a wonderful team ready to understand your business needs.
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   university of MpuMalanga                            
   
   Madoda David Mabunda, Chairperson of Council
   Cnr R40 and D725 Roads, Mbombela 1200 
   phone: +03195900590
   e-mail: nozuko.ngcukana@ump.ac.za 
   www.ump.ac.za
   As one of the first public universities to be established in South Africa since 1994, the 
University of Mpumalanga (UMP) stands as a symbol of the ambitions of the new South African society.
In a region thirsty for learning, UMP assumes a leadership role in providing the province and the country with 
academic avenues for advancement. The university endows its presence with the promise and potential of the 
region to confirm its rightful place in the knowledge economy of our country and continent. 
With unique programmes designed to match the features and character of the Mpumalanga Province, UMP’s goal is 
to attract students and academics from across the country and continent, offering specialized niche areas of study 
that will provide an academic environment of the highest standard, inspiring both students and staff, cementing 
UMP’s place among the country’s institutions of higher learning.

 roMe Beauty salon anD spa                            
   
 emebet gezahegn, CEO 
 Yeka sub city, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
 phone: +251911404917
 e-mail: leul.abiy@yahoo.com 
 www.romebeautysalon.com

 Industry sector - health and beauty 
 Opening day - 2016 September 
 Working force - 80 personnel 
 Facilities - massage, spa, male barber shop, pedicure, manicure, Morocco bath, sauna, steam bath, bridal  
 and groom services etc... 

   JorDanian Duty free shop coMpany                            
   
   haitham al-Majali, CEO
   P.O.Box 941601, Amman 11194 Jordan
   phone:  +962 6 520 6666
   fax: +962 6 520 6672
   e-mail: info@jdfshops.com
   www.jdfshops.com

Jordan Duty Free was founded in 1997, with the opening of the first shop in Jordan’s capital of Amman. Evolving 
from a locally focused outlet into one of Jordan’s top public shareholding companies, JDF grew to operate sixteen 
duty free shops in Jordan. JDF shops are strategically located at the kingdom’s land and sea borders, to serve both 
arriving and departing travelers; focused on meeting customers’ retail shopping needs.
From a modest beginning, Jordan Duty Free acquired immaculate growth momentum through strategic planning 
and development. Now, JDF offers a comprehensive and exciting range of products including the best in fragrances, 
cosmetics, accessories, confectionary, liquors, cigarettes and tobacco. Committed to provide an extensive shopping 
experience, Jordan Duty Free serves diplomats, non-residential foreigners, and passengers ranging from tourists, 
businessmen to pilgrims.
After stepping on the Jordanian land, JDF welcomes you with a smile to explore a multitude of destinations. With the 
significant growth and business position JDF achieved, the Jordanian government supportively contributed strategic 
spaces for JDF shops at all borders. Consequently, JDF has built a prominent and respectable reputation and name 
for itself in the market and among its loyal customers.
Located at the heart of the Middle East, Jordan is in the center of the communication roads between five countries 
and four continents. With the advantage of political and economic stability, Jordan made its mark as a favored tourist 
and investment hub; ultimately presenting JDF with the tremendous opportunity for trade and development. Over 
the years, JDF has observed an increase in footfall with 14,423,329 visitors in 2009 leading to a total of $57,389,290 
in sales revenue. With a perfect balance of inviting deals, remarkable product offerings and quality service JDF is 
determined to set a new benchmark of performance.
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   aZercell telecoM llc                             
   
   valid Mursaliyev, CEO
   149, Tbilisi ave., Baku, AZ1122, Azerbaijan
   phone: +994502310054
   e-mail: office@azercell.com 
   www.azercell.com 

   Azercell Telecom LLC, Azerbaijani leading mobile operator, with all its activities draws the attention 
of local and international organizations and the company was granted various local and international awards last and this year. 
‘Azercell Telecom’ was benchmarked against the requirements of ‘Investors in People’ (IIP) standard and awarded GOLD Level 
of Standard as a mark of strong leadership, sustainable corporate culture and continuous development of people management 
practices. Notably, Azercell is the only company in Azerbaijan and the only telecom company in CIS with this level of recognition.
This award is a great achievement of the company. Azercell applied the best international practices in people management from 
the beginning of its activity. All processes followed by the company and current system accord with the international practices. 
Azercell met all the requirements set forth to achieve the certificate for the first time in 2004 and was awarded Silver Certificate 
in 2011 and 2014. The company has demonstrated high performance during the certification process conducted in January 2018, 
passed a rigorous audit to obtain IIP certificate. ‘Investors in People’ audited the company against 9 performance indicators. 
During the Gold level IIP accreditation process, the assessor took into account the results of on-line employee survey, sight visit 
to Azercell and one to one interviews conducted with representatives of Azercell, as well as audit of human resources practices. 
This certificate is the indicator of company’s development in human resources management practices. It should be mentioned that 
the company has invested 23.338.153, 45 USD on the development of its human resources through the period from 1996 to 2017, 
which is quite a significant amount.
It should be noted that Azercell Telecom is the largest taxpayer and the biggest investor of the non-oil sector of Azerbaijan. With 
48% share of Azerbaijan’s mobile telecom market Azercell’s network covers 80% of the territory (excluding 20% of the occupied 
territories) and 99, 8% of population of the country. Currently, 4, 5 million subscribers choose Azercell services. Azercell has 
pioneered an important number of innovations in Azerbaijan, including GSM technology, advance payment system, mobile internet 
services, Metro coverage, 24/7 call center service, 7 day/week Front Office service, M2M services, one-stop-shopping approach 
Azercell Express offices, Online Customer Care and Social Media Customer Care services, Mobile Customer Care office, 4G services, 
mobile e-signature service etc. Azercell deployed first 4G – LTE services in Azerbaijan in 2012. 
Focused on customer experience and always trying to deliver excellent customer services the company has the highest Customer 
Loyalty Index in local mobile telco market (64%) by surpassing all of its competitors. In fact, Azercell became the first company 
in Azerbaijan that started to measure the Customer Loyalty Index – NPS in 2014. This index measures the commitment of the 
consumer to a product or company (willingness-to-recommend index). By applying this unique assessment, Azercell proved its 
leadership in customer services which is a clear example of successful experience in the country. The application of this innovative 
model of customer loyalty assessment enables Azercell to further understand the needs of customers and align its future activities 
with their demands. In 2017 Azercell also improved its technical base to maintain and increase customer satisfaction, and worked 
on further training of the personnel. 
Azercell, is the first presenter of 4G services in the country. Aiming to provide all regions of Azerbaijan with high speed mobile 
internet, the company has installed new 4G stations in 2017. As a result, Azercell became the first mobile operator to bring LTE 
service to the regions. In 2017 the total number of Radio Base Stations of Azercell reached 5506, of which 4957 are 2G & 3G 
stations, and 549 are 4G stations. The number of LTE users in Azercell network - the largest in the country, increased three-fold in 
2017, while data consumption have increased by 50%, year on year. Azercell, which has carried out a number of Corporate Social 
Responsibility projects over past 21 years, spent over 1 million USD on improvement of social life, as well as the development of 
entrepreneurship and human resources in 2017. The total spending on this area has made 18 million 718 thousand 649, 12 USD 
over 1996-2017.
Drawing a special attention to Cybersecurity and especially protection of children on internet Azercell Telecom LLC introducing a 
number of innovative solutions in this field has launched a new project. It has been several months that the Company has started 
public trainings on ‘Internet security and digital citizenship’ for pupils, teachers and parents in secondary schools. 
While underlining the fact that today we cannot escape the technology, the program covered possible cyber risks for children, 
schools and families amid this reality and discussed the ways to prevent and eliminate possible problems. The program also 
provided practical tips for safe internet usage, touched upon the ways to notice the threats outside the school and important 
issues as to how to fight them back. In general, it covered all topics that were of great significance for school children, teachers and 
parents. It should be mentioned that starting from 2018, similar events will be held in the regional schools of the country, as well.  
Notably, two years ago Azercell presented ‘Azercell Plus Security’ program in the frames of the long-term Corporate Social 
Responsibility project ‘Live Safe Internet with Azercell!’, which included the launch of ‘Universal Protection’, ‘Protection for Android’ 
and ‘Parental Control’ services. The user security products to be downloaded via Azercell ensures safe Internet for both children 
and adults and aimed to draw a special attention to the protection from cyber treats.  
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   airlanD cargo Movers inc.                            
   
   haide castre canete, President
   Door# 315 & 317 N&N Cortes Arcade A.C. Cortes Ave., 
   Mandaue City, Cebu, Philippines
   phone: +6332 344 6447
   fax: +6332 238 2877
   e-mail: hcc@airlandcargo.com.ph 
   www.airlandcargo.com.ph

In our thrust to become a major player in Philippine Market for International and Domestic Freight Forwarding, we have formally 
established a corporation on February 14, 2007. We believe that as a budding corporation, we are backed by our more than 20 
years of experience in this industry that enabled us to capture a good addition to our already existing clientele base: with the 
best composite of major accounts which are strongholds in Cebu and Manila as corporations of excellent standing. With a team 
of very competent customer-oriented office personnel and able-bodied back-up staff, it is our aim to provide an outstanding 
transport service that goes over and beyond our customer’s expectations. We pride ourselves in rendering personalized service 
extending after the normal run-about business hours. We are always ready to go that extra mile as a service company. With our 
office personnel handling customer service, documentation and operations supervision for air and sea freight export and import 
activities and the back-up team to execute the onsite service including household removal, packing, crating, warehousing, hauling, 
project cargo, door to door distribution, courier and other logistics movement. We guarantee that we are substantially equipped 
to cover our embodiment of the AIRLAND CARGO MOVERS INC. objective seal of Integrity and Commitment towards Quality and 
Dedicated Service.

   al raWaBi Dairy coMpany, l.l.c, 
   Dairy & Juice Manufacturing                            
   
   ahmed eltigani a rahim, Elmansouri, CEO
   Al Khawaneej,  P.O. BOX 50368, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
   phone: +971 4 704 3 000
   fax: +971 4 289 2 494 
   e-mail: marketing@alrawabi.ae  
   www.alrawabidairy.com 

Al Rawabi Dairy Company is the largest local based dairy in the UAE, both in production capacity and herd size.  
Al Rawabi started out with 500 imported cows from Holland in 1989, and today proudly holds a herd of 13,000 cows, out of which 
8,000 are milking cows. The farm is located in Dubai, UAE and it is equipped with a showering and cooling system for the cows, a 
high edge environmental system that was awarded with many local and international recognitions.
The company produces 250,000 litres of dairy products every single day and 150,000 litres of juices.  At peak times and 100% 
capacity, the production can reach half a million litre of dairy and juice products per a day.  
Al Rawabi Dairy Company daily deliveries fresh products to over 13,000 stores.  In its’ portfolio has fresh dairy, juice, functional 
products and long life portofollio of cheese, butter, juice and iced coffee.  
Innovation is at the core of the company thinking – Al Rawabi first introduced the plastic bottles in 1991 in GCC, first introduced 
pasteurized juices, and is the first company to launch functional products - such as Nutree Boost, Super Milk and Vitamin D milk. 
All of the products have been developed to address burning health issues of the GCC region, particularly the overall presence of 
Vitamin D deficiency. 
The company today is awarded with ISO 9001, ISO 14003, ISO 22000, HACCP certifications and has received many local and 
international recognitions, such as being award  two times by Agra Me Awards for Farm Innovations, Best Environmental Practices, 
European Award for Quality and Commercial Prestige, as well as being  listed two time among the top companies in the Arab World 
by the  Forbes Magazine. 
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   BloeM Water                            
   
   limakatso Moorosi, CEO
   2, Mzuzu Street Perllisier, Bloemfontein 9322 South Africa
   phone: +27 51 403 08 00
   fax: +27 51 442 53 33
   e-mail: siphiwen@bloemwater.co.za 
   www.bloemwater.co.za

Bloem Water was established as ‘Bloem Area Water’ by the then Department of Water Affairs in 1991 to operate the Caledon/ 
Bloemfontein Government Water Scheme and supply water to the Municipal areas of Bloemfontein, Bainsvlei, Bloemspruit, 
Botshabelo and Dewetsdorp. The name was officially gazetted and changed to Bloem Water. Bloem Water operates and accounts 
for its activities in accordance with the Water Services Act, Act 108 of 1997, and the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA), 
Act No. 1 of 1999, as amended. The entity is listed as a Schedule 3B National Government Business Enterprise that reports to 
the Minister of Water and Sanitation as the Executive Authority, through the Board as the Accounting Authority. In 1995, areas of 
service were extended to include towns in the Southern Free State: Bethulie and Philippolis followed by Thaba ‘Nchu district, a 
former homeland with 42 rural villages, located 65 km east of Bloemfontein and lastly Excelsior, located in the Eastern Free State. 
vision. Assuring sustainable provision of water services, for life. 
Mission. To create a leading, value-driven, effective and responsive Institution using adaptive best practice methods in anticipating 
tomorrow’s challenges today.
values. Bloem Water commits itself to the following values that guide and direct all interactions with internal and external 
stakeholders:

• Corporate Social Responsibility
• Governance
• Equality
• Responsiveness

Strategic Goals and Objectives 
• Develop, operate and maintain infrastructure to ensure sustainable water service delivery.
• Manage financial affairs to meet current and future obligations.
• Securing the supply and quality of raw water resources.
• Achieving an aligned and efficient institution through optimization of all business processes and systems.
• Engaging in strategic partnerships with all relevant stakeholders.

services. The primary service of Bloem Water, as declared in section 29 of the Water Services Act, is to provide bulk water services 
to other water services institutions in its service area. In addition, section 30 of the Act, makes provision for Bloem Water to 
perform other activities (secondary), and provided these services do not negatively impact the entity’s ability to perform its 
primary activities. 
areas of service. Bloem Water has been in existence for more than two decades and having celebrated its 26th anniversary 
it continues to service a population in excess of 1.2 million. It operates in areas spanning three Water Service Authorities 
(Municipalities): Mangaung Metropolitan Municipality, Mantsopa Local Municipality, and Kopanong Local Municipality. The 
Organisation operates in three Regions, named after their source as follows: Modder River, Caledon River and Orange River, with a 
total of seven water treatment works. The head office is located in Bloemfontein; Brandkop in the Caledon River Region houses the 
biggest reservoir of all its operations.
Dr Moorosi is currently a Chief Executive Officer of Board of Bloem Water. Her experience ranges from extensive Management, 
Governance and leadership skills in Public Administration. She has been a Board member of Bloemwater for four years as well as 
Sedibeng Water for almost three years.
Before she joined her current portfolio, she is been a Head of Department (HOD) at the Free State Departments of both Rural 
Development and Agriculture for four years.
She was a Chief Operating Officer (COO) at Free State Department of Agriculture for a very short period, also a COO at Matjhabeng 
Local Municipality for two years.
She served as Provincial Director: VeterinaryServices and Co-ordinator (DeputyDirector) for Veterinary Services at the Free State 
Department of Agriculture for five years.
She is a past Lecturer at the Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Animal Science at the University of the Free State(UFS), the 
portfolio she served for five years, during this time she published few papers related to developing Agricultural communities and 
Animal health.
Dr Moorosi served as a member of Presidential Moderation Committee on Management Performance Assessment Tool (MPAT). 
She also served as a member of Production of Academics technical task team (HRCSA).She is currently a member of Council of 
Motheo FET College. She served for a short period as a Counsel or for Free State Nursing Council.
Dr Moorosi served as a member of the South African Veterinary Council (SAVC) for two terms, where she was the Chairpers on of 
both Registration and Authorization as well as Education Committees (SAVC).
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   Buy happy Marketing llp                            
   
   radha krishnan c, Chairman
   Prince Info Park,Tower B 2nd Floor,No 81B 2nd Main Road,
   Ambattur Indl Estate, Chennai, India, 600058
   phone: +044-46080999
   e-mail: buyhappyrk@gmail.com 
   www.viphaircolourshampoo.com

Buy happy Marketing LLP is an Online telemarketing and FMCG company which sells an E-Commerce product like Health, Life 
Style and Home appliances.Buy Happy Marketing LLP is having a good Call center set up with 300+ seats.Our Vision is to serve the 
customers with 100% satisfaction. We have a strong research and development team to get new innovative herbal products which 
satisfy the customer needs. It is classified as Non govt Company and is registered at Registrar of Companies, Chennai.

   conteMpo property holDings inc                            
   
   Beverly Morales Dayanan, President/CEO
   14th Floor, Ayala Life-FGU Center, 
   Cebu Business Park Cebu City 6000 Philippines
   phone: +63 32 231 00 01 / +63 32 231 00 02
   e-mail: beverly_dayanan@yahoo.com 
   www.contempoproperties.com

Contempo Property Holdings Inc., a brainchild of its Founder, CEO and President Beverly M. Dayanan, is a multibillion pesos real 
estate development company headquartered in Cebu City, Philippines that is engaged in building comfortable living and working 
spaces for Filipinos. It was registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission in 2012.
Mission and vision. ‘At Contempo, our mission and vision is to provide every Filipino their own home. I once grew up having 
no home and I know the value of home to an individual and   to the family in general,’ remarked Beverly. She introduced projects 
that would allow Filipinos to start owning homes easily. She developed home packages in tandem with government and banking 
entities to roll out home offers that would make it affordable for anyone to own homes of their dreams.
financial overvieW. Contempo Property Holdings Inc. was created with a focus in  offering  the public affordable vertical 
projects while addressing the mid-end market gap in Cebu’s growing housing industry. Contempo was registered with SEC in 
February 2012 with a paid up capital of Php 400million. The authorized capital stock is pegged at Php 500million .
In 2015, the Philippine housing agency HUDCC declared that it is currently experiencing a gap of providing 5.5million homes to 
Filipinos. This is one area where Contempo Property Holdings Inc. see itself working closely with the government housing body 
to help address this shortage. This move allowed Beverly Dayanan to strengthen the entry of Contempo Property Holdings Inc. to 
address the housing demand for the middle income condominium and economic housing sector. The vision to cater to the fertile 
economic to middle range residential projects that Cebu needs, Beverly  steered Contempo to that direction where the needs of the 
core middle range segment will be looked after, and it paid off.
value propositon. Contempo Property Holdings Inc. is driven by the dreams and aspirations of the mid-income families to 
own in easy purchase options an ideal home in an accessible location that provides security and facilities for leisure, recreation, 
wellness and social interaction among good neighbors. To ensure sustainability, Contempo Property shall provide guidance and 
expertise to the homeowners association through programs that aim to generate resources and motivation in running an ideal 
community in partnership with professional property managers.
innovation & green practices
Contempo Property Holdings Inc. is dedicated to providing quality developments to the community where it belongs. The 
developments they deliver follows international standards and ensures that every infrastructure is created and designed to be:

• Environmentally responsible
• Profitable home investment
• Healthy place to live and work

All projects delivered by Contempo Property Holdings Inc. follows the principle of building it GREEN. Our Green Practices from 
construction to maintenance allowed Contempo Property to contribute in making the environment more protected. Contempo 
Property Holdings Inc. pioneered many innovations, including community concept, the integration of green edible garden  
landscaping  where community grows its own food, and a total ‘No-Smoking’ policy, providing residents with a haven for health 
and wellness. Residents will also enjoy an integration of utility services where they can move in to their units easily without the 
hassle and worry about water, electricity, telephone, cable and internet Wi-Fi connections as these utilities are already integrated 
in one billing system provided for by the developer.
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   eaya consulting srl                            
   
   roberto a. alvarez, CEO
   Antonio Malaver 1450 Florida 1429 Argentina
   phone: +54 11 4837 2700
   e-mail: eaya@eaya.com.ar 
   eaya.com.ar

   EAYA Consulting is specialized in the maximization of the businesses’ processes and the efficiency of 
the operations. It has the goal of providing solutions to its partners in order that they can meet their objectives. It is constantly 
developing innovative strategies for the penetration of services in the market. EAYA offers marketing services and/or customer 
service through multiple channels, such us auditing, home management, collection management, adhesion to trade, staff selection, 
staffing, training (face to face programs and E-learning) and has its own Contact Center. Our staff is comprised of highly qualified 
professionals in order to carry out a successful business and services development. Our collaborators develop, coordinate and 
execute ideas with the purpose of guaranteeing an excellent team work and a gratifying service to our partners. 
EAYA Consulting has over a thousand employees distributed in face to face Customer Service and telemarketers in the Contact 
Center. It has one of the lowest rotations in the market thanks to the containment and training it provides to its professional team. 
The company achieved what it so longed for: the ISO 9001 certification in marketing and in all its operational processes. EAYA has 
recently won two awards: The International Arch of Europe Award (IAE) in the gold category which recognizes the contribution 
made in terms of quality, leadership and innovation, and The BIZZ Awards, one of the most important awards for international 
business development.

   escort security services                            
   
   Johnson tord, President
   Plot No. 56 Airport West, Dzorwulu. Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 (0) 302787936 
   fax: +233 (0) 302797981 
   e-mail: info@escortsecurity.com.gh 
   www.escortsecurity.com.gh

Escort Security Services Ltd (ESSL) offers a wider range of security and safety services across Ghana, with operations in Takoradi, 
Kumasi, Ho, Tamale, Wassa Akropong, Sunyani and the headquarters at Airport West Area in Accra. The company, a subsidiary 
of Escort Group of Companies was established in October, 2014. ESSL has the expertise and capacity to implement effective 
security solutions in partnership with individuals, communities, businesses, public service and other stakeholders to provide 
integrated solutions to security challenges and also provide answers to complete security threats. The company products are 
very comprehensive, with a logical flow through the security value chain. ESSL understanding of clients’ needs is imperative for a 
security and safety solution. Though, the company still focuses more on preventive approaches and places emphasis on controlling 
and protecting human inhabited institutions such as corporate and domestic facilities. 
Mission statement. Escort as a Security service provider have a mission to provide flawless, critical, and excellent service to our 
clients. We achieve this by the quality of men we provide to our clients, the kind of logistics we put at their disposal and also the 
training we offer. We also achieve this by keeping an open door policy, and a hearing ear, with our valued clients. 
vision statement. Our vision is to be vanguard of safety in serving humanity and to be either the best or with the best indigenous 
security service providers in Ghana. We have set very high standards for ourselves and seek to attain to the levels of internationally 
acclaimed service providers. We continually appraise ourselves to find out where we fall short, and were our weaknesses exist and 
seek to eliminate them while highlighting our strengths constantly. 

   integrateD coMputer & coMMunications ltD                            
   
   engr. s M shahjahan Mamun, Founder & Managing Director
   60, Dilkusha C/A (Level-04) Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh
   phone: +88 02 9564261,9578847, Mobile: +88 01819239474
   fax: +88 02 9575314
   e-mail: info@icclbd.net 
   www.icclbd.net 

Integrated Computer & Communications Ltd. is one of the leading organizations of Computer & Network system solutions in 
Bangladesh. We have strong & experienced technical personnel to support all sorts of Computer Hardware, Software and Network 
incompetence with a minimum cost.
ICCL maintaining its operation since January 1999 almost 16 years of achievement in the frame of business mind to compete with 
the market both National and International level. The journey was beyond our expectations to attain the target place and we are 
right way to take control more and more. The total phenomenon is true part of life that creates state of the art in the commercial 
sense. Threading, perfect and acute paradigm of ICCL is wonder to why we are most dedicated and concerned. The roots of our 
business said it records almost one decade plus to merchandize its executions. 
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   gaBcon Joint venture                            
   
   Lesedi Moakofhi, Managing Director
   Plot 14415, Maakgadigau Road, G-West, Gaborone, Botswana
   phone: +267 316 43 23
   fax: +267 391 94 92
   e-mail: sales.marketing@gabcon.co.bw 
   www.gabcon.co.bw

Gaborone Container Terminal (PTY) LTD (GABCON) is an internationally recognised Dry port/Container terminal operating in 
Gaborone. As a dry port, GABCON is an extension of the Sea port and therefore receives/handles all containerised cargo destined 
to Botswana and the SADC region via Sea and Rail, which is the most economic/cost effective, safe and environmentally friendly 
way to transport goods. GABCON uses the services of both Botswana Railways and Transnet Freight Rail to facilitate the movement 
of containers via rail to and from South African Sea and Dry Ports linking the rest of the world’s international ports (which means 
Containerised cargo can be shipped on a Through Bill of Lading to Gaborone, Palapye and Francistown. 
services: We operate Dry Port/Container Terminals in the following Cities/Town in Botswana: 

• Gaborone:  as GABCON
• Palapye:  as PALCON 
• Francistown:  as FRANCON 

Services provided by the Dry ports includes but not limited to the following: Cartage; Equipment Hire; Local Overnight Freight 
Service; Storage; Handling Of Containers; Rental Of Containers; Grounding; Relocation Of Containers; Sale Of Second Hand 
Containers; Weigh Services - Weighbridge.
our vision. We will be the leading integrated logistics provider and container hub in the region
our values. Integrity, Honesty, Ownership, Teamwork, Professionalism, Respect, Botho
our Mission. GABCON sole purpose is to establish an efficient, well managed, safe and profitable container business
Why use the gaBcon:

• Rail is very cheap over long distance as compared to road.
• We are the ONLY ones with best container handling equipment in the county as we can handle the 3 meters, 6 meters and the 

12 meter containers, from the Train into the trucks for easy and fast terminal to door delivery service.
• GABCON facility is a Customs bonded area (allows containers to be manifested directly from point of origin to GABCON on a 

through Bill of Lading).
• High safety of containers on transit (less risk of hijackings, theft etc).
• GABCON has the capability to store up to 1800teus.
• We have the most advanced Container side lifting equipment in the country for transport and placing a container on the 

ground for easy loading/offloading.
• We have dynamic, young and experienced team

gaBcon footprints. This shows how GABCON in Botswana, is strategically placed to service the rest of Southern Africa from 
the various Seaports especially the South African ones which are directly linked to Botswana via rail.
Managing Director leseDi Moakofhi. The Board of Directors-GABCON have appointed Ms. Lesedi Moakofhi as the new 
GABCON Managing Director with effect from 1st December 2016.Moakofhi’s industry experience spurns in  Telecommunications 
(fixed and mobile), Financial (Pension fund) and Transport & Logistics (Railways, Ports ) Industries. Her area of focus is Marketing, 
Business Development and Customer services and Investment Management. Moakofhi has held Executive Management 
positions of Head of Customer Services at B.T.C and Director Commercial (Sales and Marketing) at the multinational Orange 
Botswana. She later served as a General Manager - Marketing and Communications and held the fort for Chief Executive Officer 
at Botswana Public Officers Pension Fund. She currently serves as the Managing Director for Gabcon. Ms. Moakofhi has served 
as a Director of Board at several Institutions i.e. South African Institute of Marketing (IMM), Botswana Railways including up 
to Vice Chairperson, Mascom Wireless, and DECI. She has also served as a Chairperson at Botswana Pension Society and BR 
Properties (PTY) Ltd Boards and Botswana Railways Human Resources Committee. Moakofhi holds a Bachelor of Commerce 
Degree, Master of Business Administration Degree (MBA) both from the University of Botswana. She has also graduated with 
a Post Graduate Programme in Customer Services from Kalmar in Sweden and is a Chartered Marketer (IMM) with a Degree in 
Strategic Marketing from IMM South Africa. She is a certified Financial Advisor and possesses a COP (Certificate of Proficiency) 
and has advised Financial Services Institutions i.e. Insurance and Banks. She has attended Leadership Development programs 
in Stellenbosch, South Africa and the United Kingdom.

 raDisson Blu hotel, Dakar sea plaZa                            
   
 Jorgen Jorgensen, General Manager
 Route de la Corniche Ouest, Fann Residence Dakar 16868 Senegal
 phone: +221 33 869 33 33
 e-mail: marketing.dakar@radissonblu.com 
 www.radissonblu.com/hotel-dakar
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   institution De prevoyance sociale – 
   caisse generale De retraite Des agents De l’etat (ips-cgrae)                            
   
   abdrahamane tiemoko Berte, CEO
   Plateau, Rue Du Commerce, Abidjan, Cote D’ivoire, Bp V 164 Abidjan
   phone: +225 20 25 12 12 
   fax: +225 20 25 11 00
   e-mail: infos@cgrae.ci
   www.cgrae.ci 
Created by Decree No. 2012-367 of April 18, 2012, the Social Welfare Institution called ‘General State Pension Fund’, abbreviated 
as IPS-CGRAE, is endowed with the legal personality of private law of particular type and financial autonomy. It is invested with a 
mission of public service with social vocation.
oBJect anD Missions
The purpose of IPS-CGRAE is: management for the benefit of civil servants and state employees of compulsory pension schemes 
as laid down by Ordinance No. 2012-303 of 4 April 2012 on the organization of pension schemes managed by the General Pension 
Fund of the Agents of State,

- the management for the benefit of beneficiaries, supplementary or special, compulsory or voluntary pension schemes, which 
may be created by decree

- the recovery of the contributions and the service of the benefits related to these various schemes,
- the management of the funds collected under the various schemes.

For this purpose, the IPS-CGRAE manages several schemes, namely:
- The civil pension scheme;
- The military pensions system;
- The pension scheme for former members of the Economic and Social Council;
- The regime of the high personalities of the State (former members of the Government, Ambassadors, Magistrates etc.).

governance BoDies
The IPS-CGRAE is administered by a Board of Directors of twelve (12) members, in charge of defining the general policy of the 
Institution, to ensure the good governance of the pension schemes and the control of the operating expenses. As such, he exercises 
his authority and control over the activities of the Institution. Day-to-day management is provided by the CEO of IPS-CGRAE.
functional organiZation
In order to optimize the performance of the Institution, the process approach, in the management of activities, has been retained 
as part of the implementation of the Quality Management System (QMS). Thus, the activities of the IPS-CGRAE were structured in 
14 processes, themselves grouped in 3 blocks, as below:

•  Management: General Management (PM1) and Quality Management System Management (PM2) processes;
•  Operational Processes: Reception and Claims Management (PO1), Liquidation of Civilian Benefit Files (PO2), Liquidation of 

Military Benefit Files (PO3), Liquidation of High Personalities Files (PO4), Management of Benefits non-contributory (PO5), 
Management of payment of benefits (PO6) and Collection of contributions and management of operational control (PO7);

•  Support processes: Information System Management (PS1), Human Resources Management (PS2), Procurement and Supply 
Management (PS3), Management of Financial and Accounting Activities (PS4) and Communication Management (PS5).

Each process is facilitated by a pilot-driven process team with monthly meeting outfits. This Management System has resulted in 
the overall certification of the Institution’s activities according to the International Standard ISO 9001 version 2008.
funDing
Pension plans managed by IPS-CGRAE are called pay-as-you-go schemes. The principle of these schemes is the financing of 
pensions directly by the social contributions (employer’s share and employee’s share) paid by the assets. The contribution rate is 
25% distributed as follows: 16.67% (2/3) at the expense of the employer and 8.33% (1/3) at the expense of the employee.
key figures for the year 2017

- 313 agents;
- 11 main agencies and representations,
- 175 affiliated organizations,
- 251 833 contributors,
- 78,384 beneficiaries,
- 219, 3 billion social contributions,
- 147.5 billion social benefits

 grupo seaplan                            
   
 carlos alberto garsia, President
 Avenida Jose Silva de Azevedo Neto, Barra da Tijuca Brazil
 phone: +55 21 965 949 409
 e-mail: seaplanengenharia@gmail.com
 www.gruposeaplan.com.br
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   institut superieur D’inforMatiQue, 
   prograMMation et analyse (i.s.i.p.a.)                            
   
   Martin ekanda onyangunga, CEO
   7518, Avenue Shaumba (ex Prince de Liege), Gombe Kinshasa, 
   Democratic Republic of  Congo 
   phone: +243 89 89 48 919
   e-mail: contact@isipa.cd 
   www.isipa.cd

The engineer Martin EKANDA ONYANGUNGA had already understood that any organized country in this world must be interested 
in better controlling the fields of information processing as a modern method of managing business in a company. The idea came 
to him since 1969 when he was still a student in Polytechnic at the University of Kinshasa, ex. LOVANIUM before completing his 
studies at the UniversitéLibre de Bruxelles (ULB), and a complete training in Computer Science at IBM (Belgium Center Education). 
After his studies, he took the personal initiative of founding the INSTITUT SUPERIEUR D’INFORMATIQUE, PROGRAMMING AND 
ANALYSIS, ‘ISIPA’ in acronym, dated November 15, 1975, with headquarters on Quartier KUNDA No. 53/1D - Bis, in the Municipality 
of MATETE. That’s why the Engineer Martin EKANDA has arrived at establishing an organic structure followed by the attributions 
of each department or directorate of the I.S.I.P.A adapted to the realities of the environment to meet the needs of his staff and the 
proper functioning of his institute. 
The I.S.I.P.A. operates in two provinces:

• I.S.I.P.A. - Kinshasa with four sites: Av. Kitega n ° 238 and Av. Kikwit n ° 216 in Lingwala commune, Av. Shaumba (former Prince 
of Liège) in Gombe commune, Quartier KUNDA No 53/1D - Bis Commune Matete; 

• ISIPA - Matadi (Central Kongo Province): Av. Martin Ekanda No. 4, behind Kinkanda General Hospital. 
ISIPA was approved definitively by Presidential Decree No. 06/0106 of June 12, 2006 by the Ministry of Higher Education, 
University and Scientific Research and by Order No. ESU/CABM/N/0229/91 of 29 September 1991, authorizing the operation of 
ISIPA to finally approve it by Order No.ESU/CABMIN/0400/93 of 28 September 1993, so that the diplomas issued by ISIPA enjoy 
the same benefits than those granted by Universities and Higher Institutes of the public sector.
the organized courses. The courses organized are drawn from official programs as defined in the framework of PADEM 
but with an enrichment compared to the evolution. ISIPA works with two major sections, each of which organizes a graduate 
and a license, namely: 

• Section Computer Science and Digital Communication 
• Commercial and Financial Sciences Section. 

Web campus. Since March 2012, the I.S.I.P.A. developed the Virtual Campus at its facilities in Kinshasa and Matadi. This tool is the 
entry point for the ISIPA academic community to access the course website as well as resources for online teaching and learning. 
In case, each student or teacher learns the code of conduct for use, active online courses and the auditor and has for this purpose, 
a login, a password and an address. 
ISIPA has an administrative, academic and scientific structure in accordance with the legal provisions in force in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. The diplomas awarded are ratified by the Homologation Committee and signed by his Excellency the Minister of 
Higher and University Education in his/her attributions, thus giving right to the privileges granted to holders of diplomas granted 
by universities and institutes of the public sector. 
ISIPA has a:

• Council of the Institute having the attributions of the board of directors. It is the body of conception and orientation of the 
policy of the Institute. It is chaired by the President and CEO, Promoter of the school. 

• Management Committee, composed of the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Executive Officer, the Academic Secretary General, 
the Administrative Secretary General, the Legal Advisor and the Budget Administrator. The management committee ensures 
the day-to-day management of the institution under the direction of the Chief Executive Officer. 

• Section Council, supervised by the Head of Section, which consists of this one and some professors. It deliberates on all 
questions concerning the section and the training of the students. In fine, it formulates and presents to the Management 
Committee opinions and considerations on the problems relating to the smooth running of the sections. 

As part of the cooperation, ISIPA has been working for some time in partnership with several African, European and American 
Universities, to allow academic exchanges in order to improve the quality of the training for its students day by day.   ISIPA counts 
more than 13 different nationalities and more than 100 Computer Experts, Technicians, Financiers, Accountants, Customs and 
Speakers of the Universities Notre Dame of peace of Namur and catholic of Louvain (Belgium), RIT (USA), University Mohamed 
V, ...For the future of the world, ISIPA realizes meetings of civilizations in a common or scientific framework, shares ideas with 
respect and tolerance, assumes the scientific responsibilities, in his country, contributes to find the social peace between the State 
and society, thus playing an important role in the formation of dialogue or exchange between cultures to establish cooperation 
and progress in computer science. In this context, it establishes new relations, forms a joint cooperation with other local or 
foreign institutions. The collaboration of I.S.I.P.A. through other local or foreign institutions helps to facilitate scientific interaction, 
announces developments at I.S.I.P.A. to public opinion by positively influencing the process of cooperation. In addition, ISIPA 
welcomes students from foreign countries such as: Congo Brazza, Angola, Mali, Gabon, Togo.
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   isotech liMiteD                            
   
   navin Bissoon, Managing Director
   29A Harmony Hall, Gasparillo, Trinidad & Tobago
   phone: +1868 703 2383, +1868 271 1982
   e-mail: info@isotechltd.com; nbissoon@isotechltd.com 
   www.isotechltd.com

   ISOTECH Limited (formerly known as CARBER Trinidad) provides specialized services to a wide range 
of customers in the Trinidad Energy Sector. The company was established in June 2013 by Mr. Navin Bissoon and his vision for the 
company is to reduce risk to people while improving plant and equipment reliability in a cost effective manner. Our core services 
include the provision of an innovative hydrostatic testing process and hydrostatic / hydrodynamic isolation systems.
ISOTECH holds the licensed patent rights from CARBER to a number of products which offer a variety of benefits to the end user 
such as cost savings, efficiency, time savings, improved safety, reduced environmental impact. ISOTECH Limited’s strength are in its 
Employee’s and Director’s commitment to projects with specialist solutions and ideas. We provide and contribute to the business 
years of experience, knowledge and skill. ISOTECH provides trained and experiences Trinidadians to effectively deliver our core 
professional services which are driven by our core values.
THE ISOTECH SYSTEM: Cold Cutting, Beveling, Isolating & Hydro testing: We provide an onsite machine cold cutting and beveling 
service using a clamshell machine, much like a portable lathe. This technology allows for fast, accurate and precise machined cuts 
and bevels without a spark or a flame. It cuts and bevels at the same time. This cutting system avoids potential ignition sources that 
may be of a concern when contents of the pipe are not known to be below explosive limits. 
ISOTECH provides an Isolation technology that replaces plumber’s plug and other inferior plugging devices. Our superior technology 
is the only isolation tool in the world of its kind. The technology provides the unique combined ability to monitor the seal of the tool 
and to monitor upstream pressure while venting to a safe location. The tool can be used to perform a hydrodynamic isolation, allowing 
one to maintain isolation on a line while high temperature procedures such as stress relief or bake-out are performed. 
ISOTECH provides a hydrostatic testing technology that enables a weld to be isolated and tested, rather than using the customary 
blind and hydro test method (which requires one to fill and pressurized an entire line in order to test the weld). This technology 
uses only ounces of water to complete a weld test. Our testing technologies eliminate extensive blinding, scaffold building, and full 
line-filled hydros. Because we use such small volume of liquid, alternate medium may be used (peanut oil, glycol, etc…).
Our other services include: Nozzle Testing, hydrostatic leak testing of the nozzle to shell weld using a patented testing system 
which eliminates the need to fill the vessel while avoiding the need to weld a cap to the inside of the vessel; Controlled Bolting: 
hydraulic torque and tensioning of bolted connections to ensure joint integrity; Field Machining: milling, flange re-facing, line 
boring, exchanger work, stud extraction, nut splitting, drilling & tapping; Hot Taps & Line Stops: hot taps to 36’ and line stops to 
20’ as well as sales of custom built equipment; Conventional Hydro testing: pipes pools, modules and entire installed systems 
including our patented technologies for sealing plain end pipe; and General Sub-Contracting Services: Welding /Fabricating, Sand 
blasting, Hydro-Blasting, Painting services, Specialized coatings, Composite wraps, Ceramic/Epoxy Coatings, Chemical coatings, 
Insulation Work, Building Maintenance, Refractory work, Transportation Services and Rental of Lighting Towers and compressors. 

   holDing corporation krusik aD                            
   
   Mladen Petković, General Manager
   59 Vladike Nikolaja , Valjevo, 14000 Republic of Serbia
   phone: +381 14 221 593
   fax: +381 14 220 516
   e-mail: krusikdirektor@ptt.rs 
   www.krusik.rs

Krusik is state-owned company and is an important part of the Military Industry of the Republic of Serbia. It is recognized worldwide 
mainly due to safety and quality of the products. The company is certified by ISO and OHSAS standards. It has exported more than 
13 million of different units in more than 70 countries worldwide with no claim. It manufactures the items intended for the use in 
Armed Forces, including Ground troops, Air Defense and Navy. Production range includes rockets, missiles, hand grenades, mines, 
mortar shells, air bombs. The factory also performs control-technical inspection, overhaul and transfer of technologies.
The Holding Corporation Krusik AD was founded in 1939. The period between 1948 and 1970 was significant for development 
of inherited products and the introduction of new programs. The period between 1975 and 1985 was a decade of investments 
and business expansion and as such called the Golden Age of Krusik. Global changes, the collapse of Yugoslavia, introduction of 
sanctions against our country as well as NATO bombing in 1999, caused recession of business dealing. The last period, ongoing to 
the day, is the period of widening product assortments, modernizing the existing products in accordance with the world market 
requerements, increasing the number of customers and employees so as production efficiency, maintaining permanent quality and 
introduction of new technologies.
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   keitt eXporters ltD.                            
   
   asif amin, CEO
   Old Mombasa Road, Nairobi 254 Kenya
   phone: +254 20 233 8176
   e-mail: info@keitt.co.ke 
   www.keitt.co.ke

   Keitt Exporters Limited is a leading grower and exporter of fruits and vegetables to Europe, the Middle  
East and the Far East for over a decade now. We deal in a wide range of products which includes but is not limited to Mangoes, 
Avocados, Custard Apple, Passion Fruit, Extra Fine beans, Snow Peas, Sugarsnaps, Chillies and assorted herbs.  Our specialty is 
supply of high quality and safe products delivered with seamless logistics and excellent customer service. We are keen on ensuring 
that the product freshness is maintained throughout the supply chain as it is a critical aspect in the fresh fruits and vegetables 
industry. We have a strong technical team that ensures all growers operate on the Good Agricultural Practice code(GAP) and all 
our products are produced in a safe way. Our farms are Global Gap certified and we have high level traceability systems which 
enable us to monitor the product right from the seed to the consumer level.  Our aim is to build a lasting partnerships based on 
consistent supply of reasonably priced quality products and our committment to quality and consistency in supply has helped us 
grow exponentially over the years. We have strong relationships with our farmers who are based in diverse geographical locations 
and they are able to maintain us year round supply for most of the products. This makes us a strong partner for any business that is 
looking for a reliable and consistent supply for fresh fruits and vegetables. We have invested in a state of the art packhouse with a 
capacity of processing 100tons per week both for retail, wholesale and supermarkets. Our products are sourced ethically with 70% 
from farmers and 30% from our own farms and orchards. Our vision is to be a world class supplier of fresh fruits and vegetables 
that meet and exceed the customers expectations.
Mission. Our mission is to:

• To be a leading supplier of a diverse range of fresh fruits and vegetables 
• To maintain the highest quality standards for our fresh fruits and vegetables. 
• To provide the best customer service possible and seamless logistics.
• To promote an inclusive workplace.
• To help the community through our Corporate Social Responsibility Policies.  

services. We also have our inhouse logistics company, United Freight Logistics (UFL) whose core service is to offer logistics 
solutions for our fresh products. They ensure that we partner with airlines, shipping lines and logistics solutions providers to 
ensure that our products reach our clients efficiently, cost effectively and in good condition. 
clientele. We have a wide based clientele based in Europe, Middle East and the Far East. Our clients directly supply to retailers 
and to supermarkets for instance Aldi, Lidl and Edeka. 

   lister hospital anD fertility centre                            
   
   edem kojo hiadzi, CEO
   No 1 Finali Drive, Airport Hills Estate, Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 0303 409 040
   e-mail: info@listerhospital.com.gh 
   www.listerhospital.com.gh

   Lister Medical Services Limited started the operation of Lister Hospital and Fertility Centre at Airport 
Hills, Accra, Ghana on July 1, 2004. Since then the hospital and its reputation has grown steadily, attracting clients from neighboring 
African countries and beyond. Lister Hospital runs 24 hour General Practice and Specialist clinics as well as inpatient care inclusive 
of 24 hour Laboratory, Pharmacy, Radiology and Emergency Services. 
State-of-the-art equipment and highly skilled staff are continually procured and employed to help fulfill our mission of ‘Providing 
the highest quality of healthcare services tailored to individual needs.’ Following the successful implementation of Phase I of the 
Lister Hospital Vision, the company sought to take advantage of the gap that existed in the health sector by providing a more 
comprehensive range of medical services which clients would normally go abroad to access. This is currently underway with the 
implementation of the Phase II Expansion Project for which the hospital is currently sourcing additional funding to complete. 
The Phase II Project is in essence a brand new hospital with over 100 beds and equipped to the highest international standards, 
resulting in a flag ship healthcare project that Ghana can be proud of. It will include a modern, purpose-designed accident and 
emergency department, an advanced imaging department and eventually, a catheterization laboratory for the diagnosis and 
treatment of patients with cardiac and vascular problems. In addition, a new Outpatient Department with 10 consulting rooms 
is in progress to accommodate a much wider range of clinical specialties supported by an intensive care unit (ICU), and high 
dependency unit. In summary, our objective is to provide the ultimate in quality healthcare in our sub-region and we believe we 
are doing just that.
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   north east MeDical college hospital                            
   
   shahriar hussain chowdhury, Managing Director
   South Surma, Sylhet-3100, Bangladesh
   phone: (0821) +88 0821 (724441-3,728587
   fax: 0821 728600
   e-mail: nemc1998@gmail.com, info@nemc.edu.bd
   www.nemc.edu.bd
For a long time the people of Greater Sylhet realized the Professional education and better health care services for community 
development. During the British period the community leaders were striving hard to establish a medical college in Sylhet with 
a view to develop the existing health care system. The government of Assam agreed to establish a Medical College in Sylhet 
and construction work of the college and the hostel building started in 1934, despite that due to the influence of some evil high 
official adviser the project was shifted to Gouhati. Then Assam government while under pressure announced an official gazette 
that a medical school would be established in Sylhet instead of college. After some time the proposed building was converted to 
hospital in 1936 which was later upgraded to cater for British and allied troops of the Burma front in the world war II . In the 
year 1948 the hospital was further upgraded and converted into a Medical School with appropriate teaching staff and residential 
accommodation in order to produce Licentiate Medical Faculty doctors (LMF) which then turned into a Medical College Hospital 
called ‘Sylhet M.A.G Osmani Medical College Hospital’ in 1962. Over the past years there has been increasing dissatisfaction about 
the hospital based health care services. This is due to inadequate health budget, the insufficient number of hospital beds, and an 
inappropriate staffing pattern. Taking the opportunity of such inadequate health coverage, private medical organizations began 
to develop which delivered health services with a very high cost. A major part of the society restricted ability to avail these costly 
health services. The community realized the urgent need for an easily approachable health care system within the economic reach 
of society. Considering the health situation of the region a group of doctors took an initiative to establish a Medical College and 
Hospital to provide modern health to the public at a reasonable cost which would also promote medical education and research. 
The Company decided to establish College & Hospital by the name of North East Medical College Hospital as Sylhet is located in 
northeastern region of Bangladesh. Our Medical College and Hospital is located in South Surma, on the southern fringes of Sylhet. 
North East Medical College is a Private Medical College in Bangladesh, established on 1st of August 1998 approved by the ministry 
of health & Family welfare, also affiliated with Shahjalal University of Science & Technology, Sylhet, Bangladesh under the School of 
Medical Sciences on 20th of October 1998. The hospital was established in 1996.  Our study programme for MBBS course duration 
is for five years which has been approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council in 2000.We are also recognized by Bangladesh 
College of Physician and Surgeons (BCPS) in 2004. North East Medical College is enlisted by WHO to the World Directory of Medical 
School since 2003. It has also been enlisted in foundation for advancement in medical education and research (FAIMER) in 2010 
and also is recognized by General Medical Council, UK (in 2015). Our medical college is accredited by HLACT international and 
International Accreditation Organization (IAO) which has helped a large number of education providers, students, professionals 
and corporations around the world with its international accreditation services. It’s a 600 bedded Hospital, holding 120 seat 
capacity for local and foreign MBBS students and 25seat capacity for BDS students.
Our associated institutes are : 

1. North East Medical College Dental Unit - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council. Affiliated with Shahjalal 
University of Science & Technology, established in 2014.

2. North East Cancer Hospital - Established in 2014.
3. North East Nursing Institute - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council, established in 2007.
4. North East Nursing College - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council, established in 2009.
5. North East Institute of Health Technology - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council, established in 2014. 

Our Hospital is a friendly, multi specialty tertiary care Teaching Hospital. A team of skilled and experienced healthcare professionals 
provide education and patient centered care under the keen supervision of renowned specialists. The continuous progress and 
development of the hospital has made the hospital stand out today by rank classifying it as a top class medical college and hospital 
in sylhet, Bangladesh. NEMCH is managed by a team of excellent professionals whose expertise and experience has enriched the 
teaching research and healthcare system. 
Our Cancer Hospital is well equipped with modern cancer surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and oncology facility. In addition 
to blood bank we have voluntary blood donation center run by medical student and doctor called ‘JIBON’ they provide free blood 
donor to poor patients. We have also community hospital at FULSHAIND in Golapgonj,Sylhet where 3rd year,4th year medical 
students and intern doctors are placed for community exposure and do survey of health status of rural people. 
In order to improve healthcare services we have to maintain a strong hospital management policy which will lead us to our aim 
in the future. We started our HR department last year and the infrastructure of the organization has been improving since then.
We are glad to be a part of EBA (European Business Assembly) and we received the EMA (European Medical Association) award 
‘Rose of Paracelsus’ for maintaining the standard of patient safety healthcare by providing quality care and also received ‘Best 
Medical Practice’ award in November 2017. Our mission is to promote good health and reduce illness, deliver quality medical 
education and healthcare by creating institutes of excellence in integrated medical care, teaching and research. Our vision is to 
build a medical city with integrated and quality care by providing value to the patients, empower and educate the public about 
medical science. We want to ensure the Bangladeshis that we will be able to improve the health of our people and provide quality 
medical care here in Bangladesh by strengthening, expanding the healthcare sector.
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   post assurance Brokers ltD                            
   
   olalekan ajisfe, Managing Director
   16, Ajasa Street, Onikan, Lagos, Nigeria
   phone: +234-802-340-8418
   e-mail: info@postassurancebrokers.com 
   www.postassurancebrokers.com

   Post Assurance Brokers, a leading insurance brokerage firm in Nigeria. It was founded in 1999. Post 
Assurance Brokers Ltd is an integrated insurance company, that provides high quality insurance services and consultancy for 
government and private organisations that value the best. To be a leading service provider and to be able to serve our client/
customer best insurance services. In ten years from now we want to be known globally.

   Xiphias softWare technologies pvt ltD                            
   
   rohit kumar, CEO & CMD
   8th Floor, BMTC/TTMC Building, Koramangala Bangalore 560095 India
   phone: +91 944 88 11 893
   e-mail: rohit@xiphiastec.com 
   www.xiphiastec.com

   rohit kumar, Entrepreneur & Visionary Leader. Academic Background: HARVARD BUSINESS 
SCHOOL Executive Education 2014; UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD Associate Degree on Management and Business Skills 2014; VTU 
UNIVERSITY Bachelor of Technology (IT) 2001-2005. Areas of expertise: Strategy & Business Plan development; Business 
Performance Management; Revenue & Growth planning; Sales and Marketing Planning; Business valuation & Funding Support; 
Transaction advisory; Organization Design & Restructuring; Take management  initiatives; People performance management; 
Project planning and Bank Finance; Implementation of financial processes. Technical Experience: Strategic system architecture 
plans; Worked on Government Department Technical Automation; Web Application  Development  using JavaScript, VB Script 
and HTML; Well versed in Front-end application connectivity w ith Databases using ODBC,ADO.NET ASP.NET; System and 
Network Creation & Development; Proficient in Writing Server side Programming-using ASP, ASP.NET; Analytical, Conceptual 
and Troubleshooting abilities; Prioritizing and Executing Tasks when under extreme pressure.
Xiphias software technologies pvt. ltd. is a leading Touch Screen Kiosk manufacturing company in India that provides a 
turnkey solution to its users, including hardware and software as an embedded solution. The expertise in software development 
and hardware engineering is the most unique feature of XIPHIAS that differentiates from its competitors. We manufacture the 
widest range of Kiosks for different verticals and offer a sophisticated range of customized kiosks within industry standards 
and specifications as per requirements. XIPHIAS manufacturers Any Time Payment (ATP) machine also known as Bill Payment 
Kiosk is a One-Stop-Solution that provides freedom from long queues to people to pay their bills. For bill payment, XIPHIAS ATP is 
successfully deployed in many Government Departments including Jharkhand Bijli Vitran Nigam Limited (JBVNL). By harnessing 
the power of the Technology, the ubiquity of the Internet of Things, and adapting the Latest Development Solutions, XIPHIAS 
is into Website Designing, and Development, Android and iOS mobile application Development and on-job Training Program. 
XIPHIAS has successfully worked on over 5000 websites which reflect our expertise in creating a winning corporate presence 
on the internet. With different kinds of requirements, we are successfully answering the real business challenges for its clients in 
every vertical by providing innovative digital solutions with its deep industry knowledge. XIPHIAS also develops ERP and CRM 
software solutions for various industry verticals like education, government, healthcare, energy, retail, rural development etc. Our 
latest product offering is a state-of- art school automation system A.T.S.I. - Any Time Student Information, engineered to be the best 
ERP solution for handling student information. With more than a decade dedicated, XIPHIAS has the knowledge, expertise, team 
and passion to provide digitally simplified Products. 
top features of atsi: 

a. Cashless Academics: Following the government initiatives, all operations across educational institutions are enabled with ATSI 
software that drives no cash in operation. 

b. Paperless Academics: To keep the environment green, we are going paperless via our software system. 
c. Powering Innovation: Our software system drives intelligent innovations and enabling of research content and study that  

boosts the new inventions to keep the country stride. 
d. Automated Features: The fully automated features encourage people to opt for smart Digital Life and simplified features. 
e. Boost Productivity: The overall productivity of an institution boosts up with ATSI 
f.  Highly Secure: Our System is integrated with RFID & Smart Card Technology with benefits like SMS alerts, Mobile friendly and 

highly secure. 
g. User-friendly: The user-friendly features and easy to understand content makes the processes smooth. 

Awards and Recognition: • India 500 Most Promising IT Company- 2018; • PARIS STAR QUALITY AWARDS - 2017; • Quality Control 
Award - 2017; • National Education Excellence Award - 2017; • Right Choice Awards - 2017; • Asia Brand Excellence Awards - 2017 
• 20 Most Promising Education Software Solution Provider - 2016;• Best Upcoming IT Services Company in Bangalore by ABS - 
2016; • Business Excellence in Innovation - 2016; • Entrepreneur of the Year - 2015; • 20 Fastest Growing IT Services Company 
- 2015; • SME Excellence Award in Technology Implementation & Deliverables - 2015; • India’s 5000 Best MSME Award - 2015. 
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   sWiss DiaMonD hotel prishtina                            
   
   selim pacolli, CEO
   Mother Teresa N.N, Prishtina 10000 Kosovo
   phone: +38 338 220 000
   e-mail: info@sdhprishtina.com 
   www.sdhprishtina.com

   Swiss Diamond Hotel is a large business; it employs 250 local people, a number that continuously 
increased since the opening. The hotel has a total capacity of 23 thousand square meters and its architectural style represents 
a harmony of classic and modern imperial art. Swiss Diamond Hotel is structured to the final details, offering elegance and 
sophisticated luxury. Located in the heart of the city’s bustling financial and performing art district, and just steps away from the 
Government Hall and Main EU Commission Office, the 5-star Swiss Diamond Hotel Pristina, creates a welcoming environment 
where the guests can feel at home. All of 141 rooms with a view of the city’s center are designed to offer comfort, space, and a 5-star 
quality service. The staff is qualified and very careful to fulfill every requirement and need of the guests at any time with maximal 
dedication. Every room and suite is equipped with Wi-Fi, intelligent heating system, work desk, HD TV, minibar, beds with feathered 
mattresses and pillows, anti-allergic pillows, high quality sheets. The Hotel Gallery, decorated in Imperial style, with the best Italian 
marble, Sicilian-style columns, crystal chandeliers, create a refined and welcoming environment. While tasting your special cocktail 
you can find the best gift for your loved one, your friend or family member, among the selection of the luxury items exposed on the 
Gallery windows.  The hotel offers a great culinary experience. Iliria Restaurant serves a rich cuisine with Mediterranean dishes. 
During the whole year the hotel provides a spacious terrace where you can dine and enjoy the menu.  Furthermore, the Lounge 
Bar of the hotel offers the perfect environment to spend moments with friends or business partners. Swiss Diamond Hotel is the 
ideal place for hosting business events. Its six meeting halls of various capacities, equipped with the latest tech equipment, voice 
system, translation services, teleconference, lightning system and highly qualified staff are highly recommended by all partners 
and businesses, all of whom have had memorable and remarkable experiences at Swiss Diamond Pristina.  Swiss Diamond Hotel 
is internationally awarded with the 5 Stars Diamond Award from the American Academy of Hospitality Sciences for its luxurious 
ambiance and services. It was awarded as ‘’Best Hotel in Kosovo 2013-2016‘’by Business Destination, while Trip Advisor for six 
consecutive years has awarded Swiss Diamond as ‘’Best Hotel of the Year 2012-2017’’ giving it the Certificate of Excellence based 
on costumer impressions. Swiss Diamond Hotel is also the winner of ‘’World Luxury Spa Awards 2015-2016‘’, ‘’International 
Quality Crown Award 2015‘’, ‘’World Luxury Restaurant Awards 2016‘’ and winner of ‘’World Luxury Hotel Awards 2015 - 2017‘’. 
The Swiss Diamond booking rate is 9.3 and lately from ‘’World Travel Awards 2017‘’ has been awarded as the Best Luxury Business 
Hotel, Best Luxury Spa Hotel and the Best Luxury Hotel in Kosovo. Swiss Diamond Hotel so far was the host of many globally 
acknowledged figures, from presidents to diplomats, business, sports and other notable personalities. It has become a premiere 
site for holding important events, bilateral meetings, international conferences, film festivals and family events. 
recent DevelopMents: Venus Wellness Health & Spa center, located in the ground floor of the hotel with an area of 1200 
square meters, offers a wide range of possibilities to relax and enjoy. Inspired in the Roman baths, Venus Wellness Health & Spa is 
an oasis of calmness and care for your mind and body.  This truly unique Spa offers an extensive menu of rejuvenating and restoring 
body and skin treatments including massages, facials, manicures, pedicures, hydrotherapy, fang therapy, body scrubs, wraps, soaks 
and hot stone treatments. The Fitness Center will truly inspire you to take care of your physical health; the Fitness Center offers the 
latest training equipment and personal training services. Hotel guests have full access to theVenus Wellness Health & Spa center 
which offers: An Indoor thermal pool, Jacuzzi, five kinds of Saunas, Steam Bath, Salt Room, Ice Cave, Turkish Bath are just some 
of the existing SPA environments.The service and the possibilities are truly unique inside this luxurious hotel, as they also have a 
Swiss Medical & Health Center dedicated to dermatology, nutritionists and check-ups.
Things you didn’t know about Swiss Diamond Hotel:

1. The Venus Wellness Health & Spa Center has a Salt Room made out of bricks of salt from the Himalaya, inhaling inside the room 
can bring benefits for people with: Allergies, Asthma,Bronchitis,Colds, Flu, Snoring problems, Stress etc.

2. Swiss Diamond Hotel has one of the best dermatology facilities in Kosovo and beyond in the region, with some of the most 
effective equipment out there.

3. The hotel is a 7 floor building, the Presidential Suite stands on the 6th floor so when an actual president is a guest at this hotel, 
in addition to the floor containing the president’s suite, agents will also cordon off the floors above and below his room. No one, 
except those in the president’s detail, will be able to stay in those rooms.

The Hotels highest floor, the 7th floor, is paved in marble unlike the other floors, because of the exclusive Penthouse Suites.
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   scissors salon pvt ltD                            
   
   Mohamed selabdeen Mohamed afthab, Chairman
   300, Havelock Road Colombo 05 Sri Lanka
   phone: +94 11 434 69 26
   e-mail: scissorssalon12@gmail.com 
   www.scissorslk.com

   At a glance scissors is one of the leading unisex salons in Sri Lanka. Providing a professional level 
service to its’ customers Scissors takes pride of being the only International standard QC100, ISO 9001 / 2008 certified salon 
in the country. Scissors focuses more about the quality and the standards of the service, not only to satisfy their customers but 
to impress them with their desires. To maintain the quality up to the international standards Scissors team makes sure only 
to use the internationally recognized branded products. These products guarantee the scissors clientele that they receive best 
quality service with no after effects or side effects. Scissors salon provides hair care, skin care, hair styling and makeovers. To 
complete the package scissors offers a spa service with Manicure, pedicure, foot massage and head and shoulder massage by 
professionally trained therapists.

   sanatorio finochietto                            
   
   Miguel angel silva, CEO
   Buenos Aires, Argentina
   phone: +54 92324538484
   e-mail: msilva@sanatoriofinochietto.com 
   www.sanatoriofinochietto.com

   High complexity care center, oriented to maternity care and prevalent clinical and surgical pathologies. 
It has cutting edge medical technology, eco-sustainable infrastructure and a staff of professionals with recognized care and 
academic careers. Located in the City of Buenos Aires, Argentina. With 18,000 square meters, 180 beds, 10 operating rooms, 2 
delivery rooms, 2 pre-delivery rooms, 2 obstetrics operating rooms, 20 neonatal beds, 32 UTI / UCO beds, 12,000 surgeries and 
1300 deliveries per year. We serve 62000 queries per guard and 135000 scheduled. Aligned to its values, mission and vision, 
its main strategic lines are Patient Safety, Person Centered Care, Humanization and we work on emotions achieving a different 
experience and culture.

   aci cluJ sa, general contractor                            
   
   eng. ioan aschilean phd., President
   70, Calea Dorobantilor Street, Cluj-Napoca, Cluj, Romania
   phone: +40 0264-405202
   fax: +40 0264-412412
   e-mail: aci@acicluj.com 
   www.acicluj.com 

ACI CLUJ SA is a Romanian general contracting company, located in Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania. ACI CLUJ SA executes turnkey civil 
engineering, industrial, hydro-technical, rehabilitation and restoration, installations and infrastructure works, both nationally and 
internationally, in countries like Germany or Iraq. The company’s aria of activity also covers industrial production. The ACI CLUJ 
SA production base, located in Cluj-Napoca, comprises of a metallic confections factory, a precast concrete elements factory and 
a reinforcements molding workshop, a metallic confections workshop, 2 concrete production plants and a construction testing 
laboratory. Moreover, the company detains a gravel plant, which is located in Bata, Bistrita-Nasaud.
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   aBsolute Wellness coMpany liMiteD                        
   
   chatchai sribundit, M.D., CEO
   Absolute Health Regenerative Clinic
   Urbis Building 3rd Floor, 53 Soi Ruamrudee, Ploenchit Road, 
   Lumpini, Patumwan, Bangkok, 10330 Thailand
   phone: +66(2) 651 5988
   fax: +66(2) 651 5155
   e-mail: info@absolute-health.org 
   www.absolute-health.org 

Absolute Health Regenerative Clinic, We are professional consultants & expertise, providing the full medical services especially in 
regenerative, rejuvenate medicine and Anti-Aging with the new medical technology. 
The integration of all conventional medicines, alternative medicines and advanced medicines approach to increase the highest 
effective treatment and outcome.  By modifying the life habit & attitude to reach quality of health care and emphasize on personal 
health.  Realize on health promotion & prevention which consequence of health crisis conditions that may be occur in the future.  
The factor of diseases and comprehensive screening for primary disorders will be analyzed individually then provide the best 
effective treatment.
Absolute Health brings together dedicated doctors and care givers who all share a passionate belief in providing regenerative care 
through an integrative approach.  Our perspective puts the individual at the centre of what we do. This ensures  patients benefit 
from a wide variety of modern rejuvenating therapies, and from our personalized approach to medicine.
Over 14 years experience, we have been taking care of our patients like our family members. We have developed comprehensive 
screening programs by using integrative approach method to assess predisposition to various Degenerative Diseases. Moreover, 
we have been the leader in innovative medicine since 2004. We have launched 6 branches in the main city of Thailand.
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   MegatrenD university                            
   
   Mića Jovanović, Rector 
   Blvd. Maršala Tolbuhina 8, Belgrade, Serbia, 11000
   phone: +381 11 220 30 30
   e-mail: rektorat@megatrend.edu.rs 
   www.megatrend.edu.rs 

   Megatrend University has nearly three decades of tradition and it is a leading private university in 
Central and Southeast Europe. University is established in December 1989, as a pioneer in the region in terms of the development 
of education in the field of management, organizational behaviour, intercultural management and related disciplines. Megatrend 
University is accredited in Serbia, and through ENQA - in Europe as well. University diplomas are, recognized all over the world, 
which is confirmed by the graduates who successfully find jobs in the US, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Malta, Scandinavia, etc.
Faculties at Megatrend University are:  Faculty of Business Studies (Belgrade), Faculty of Culture and Media (Belgrade), Faculty 
of Law (Belgrade), Faculty of Computer Sciences (Belgrade), Faculty of Geo Economics (Belgrade), Faculty of Arts and Design 
(Belgrade), Faculty of Civil Aviation (Belgrade), Faculty of Biofarming (Bačka Topola), Faculty of Management (Zaječar), Faculty of 
Business Studies (Vršac), Faculty of Business Economics (Veljevo), Faculty of Business Studies (Požarevac).
Based on the years of experience and great knowledge, the University applies a study method which guarantees high quality of 
classes. Studying consists of a large number of different teaching methods, that are interactive and with modern teaching tools.
Prof. dr Mića Jovanović, Rector of the Megatrend University. Jovanović was born in Knjaževac, Eastern Serbia, in 1953. He completed 
high school in Bor (1972) and graduated from the Graduate School of Political Sciences in Belgrade (1976). He got his Master 
Degree in the fields of Sociology of Work from the same school (1979). Jovanović gained his PhD degree at the University of Maribor 
(Slovenia) in 1991 in the field of Organizational Sciences. Jovanović started his university career immediately upon graduation in 
1976, and became university professor in 1996.From 1976 and 1991, he worked at the University of Belgrade, and from 1991 
at Megatrend Business School, he became a university professor there in 1996. Between 1997 and 1999, he was the Dean of 
the Faculty of Management in Zaječar. In 1999, he became Rector of Megatrend University of Belgrade. From 1983 until 1989, 
Jovanović gave lectures on self-management and work motivation at various foreign universities: London School of Economics 
(1983), Bradford University (1983), Portsmouth Polytechnics (1983), Freie Universität Berlin (1987), Okayama University, Japan 
(1989), University of Tokyo (1991), École supérieure de commerce, Grenoble (1997), Seoul National University (1998). Between 
1983 and 1989 he was a member of the research team of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in the project called ‘The 
Future of Work in the Automotive Industry with a View to an Impact of Robotization to the Labour’.
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   aesthetic Dentistry of the priMe-class ‘32 karata’                            
   
   Baglan shansharov, Founder and Director
   Auezova Str. 37, Almaty, The Republic of Kazakhstan
   phone: +7 (727) 375–08–88, +7–702–059–58–10
   e-mail: Baglan-9@mail.ru 
   www 32karata.kz 

   When the Clinic ‘32 Karata’ was created in 2014, many people did not even hear about veneers and 
aesthetic dentistry. As pioneers, we started creating Hollywood smiles and giving people beautiful, healthy teeth. Constant 
development of medical staff and the desire for knowledge – all this was and is for the sake of improving skills, because the most 
important for us is patients! Today we do not try to keep up with the times, we want to get ahead of it, to give you all the best!
Congresses and master classes in Germany, Russia, the United States, Italy, the United Arab Emirates allowed adopt and improve 
modern methods of creating snow-white smiles. This is evidenced by thousands of satisfied patients, the trust of pop stars, 
numerous certificates of both republican and international level. Why do we focus on aesthetic beauty? We appreciate time! For us, 
the feedback of patients is very important; having communicated with each of you it became clear that nobody wants to wait years 
and months to find a smile of a dream. And our clinic is ready to help you gain confidence in the shortest possible time, because at 
our disposal are experienced professional dentists, the most advanced equipment and the desire to create!
Veneers, lumineers, own dental laboratory – all this considerably shortens time of waiting. 4 years ago, many people considered 
a Hollywood smile an impossible dream, and today the team of the Clinic ‘32 Karata’ helps to have it, taking into account the 
peculiarities of each patient!

   aMpang Jaya Municipal council (MpaJ)                            
   
   abd. hamid hussain, President 
   Menara Mpaj, Jalan Pandan Utama,  Pandan Indah, Selangor,  5100,  Malaysia
   phone: +603 4296 8180
   e-mail: hotline@mpaj.gov.my 
   www.mpaj.gov.my 

   The 143.5 km² MPAJ’s administrative area is bordered by Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL), Selayang 
Municipal Council (MPS) and Kajang Municipal Council (MPKj). MPAJ was established on 1 July 1992, located in two districts that 
are Hulu Langat (Mukim Ampang) and Gombak (Mukim Hulu Kelang and part of Mukim Setapak). MPAJ is known as ‘Bandar 
Bunga Tanjung’ starting from 16 August 1993. It is believed that were many ‘Bunga Tanjung’ plant is Ampang area when it was 
found. The scientific name for ‘Bunga Tanjung’ is Mimusops Elengi.
Total population throughout MPAJ’s administration area are 800,000  which covers 12.7% of the total population in the state of 
Selangor. MPAJ has three  divisions of Parliament that are the Ampang Parliament, Pandan Parliament and Gombak Parliament. At 
the administrative level of Selangor State Government, MPAJ has five (5) State Legislative Assemblies that are Hulu Klang, Bukit 
Antarabangsa, Teratai, Pandan Indah and Lembah Jaya. 
MPAJ’s objective is to provide municipal services to communities under its administration which covers:

• Town Development Control;
• Business Activities and Economy Growth Control;
• Assessment Management;
• Development and Maintenance of Infrastructure and Public Utilities;
• Solid Waste and Urban Cleanliness Management; 
• Community Programs.

MPAJ’s Vision is Making Ampang Jaya’s Town Prosperous and Harmony By The Year 2020 while its mission is to Provide Efficient 
and Quality Municipal Service to Ensure Ampang Jaya’s  Residents Enjoy Comfortable and Prosperous Life. MPAJ Customer 
Management Mission is ‘MPAJ ALWAYS STRIVE AND COMMITTED IN PROVIDING FRIENDLY, HIGH QUALITY AND THE BEST 
SERVICES TO ITS CUSTOMERS.’
MPAJ is very active in innovation projects with various recognition at national and international level. As the third layer 
government in Malaysia, MPAJ has create a strong relationship with all level of community through sports and recreation program, 
green initiatives program, Local Agenda 21 program and even community education initiatives. MPAJ is committed in making 
Ampang Jaya a SMART CITY by the year 2025 align with Smart Selangor 2025. Smart GIS integration with revenue systems, Smart 
Parking Apps, Intelligent Community Apps equip with Smart Payment Gateway and Cashless Society via eWallet are some of our 
implemented project in the current year of 2018.
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   ankaWa group of coMpanies                            
   
   solaka poulus yousif al-kaje, President
   Ankawa, Erbil,  Kurdistan, Iraq
   phone: 00964 7504609048
   e-mail: ankawagroup@gmail.com 
   www.ankawagroup.com 

   Our Companies are mostly Family Companies. The beginning was in 1977as Ankawa Engineering 
Bureau .Then we established Ankawa Company for Concrete Products Limited in 1984. In 1993 we established Al-Nibras Transport 
Co.Ltd. in 1994  we established Al-Bunat Co. for General Contracts Ltd. In 2003 we established  Ankawa Reconstruction Co. Ltd . for 
General Contracts. In 2009 we established Boosters Co. ltd. for Comunications and Smart Buildings. Since the year 1977  till now we 
executed  successfully hundreds of projects and works for Government Departments, Private Sector ,Foreign Companies and U.N.  
Organisations , as Main Contractors and Subcontractors. Here  I mention some of them.; Irrigation Pumping Stations (Turnkey Job), 
Cow Houses  , Poultry Houses, Housing, Roads, Farms, Electrical Works (Low Tention and High Tention), Errection and Operation 
of Busses Bodies Factory , Concrete Products Factory, Carpantry Workshop, Laundry Supply and Operation. Furniture Supply, 
Manpower and Staffs Supply , Smart Systems for Palaces, Villas, and Factories  and many others. All our Projects where executed 
successfully within our Contract Period.  

   aQuashielD oil anD Marine services liMiteD                             
   
   nasir M saulawa, CEO
   Tombia Extension, GRA Phase II, Port Harcourt, Rivers State, Nigeria
   phone: +234 805 799 6666
   e-mail: info@aquashield-ng.com  
   www.aquashield-ng.com 

Aquashield Oil & Marine Services Limited (AQS) is a wholly-owned Nigerian Company in the business of Maritime Security and 
Support Services (Vessel Lessing), Offshore Construction, Fabrication and Installation Services and Dredging Services to the Marine, 
oil and gas industry. Its fleet comprises of Fast Intervention Security Vessels (FISVs), Platform Supply Vessels (PSVs) with DP1&2 
capabilities, Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessels (AHTSVs), Offshore Construction Vessels and Barges and Dredgers. Aquashield 
Oil & Marine Services Limited (AQS) is one of the few private maritime security services companies that have a collaborative 
relationship with the Nigerian Navy for the use of armed naval personnel.We are dedicated to responding promptly to our clients. 
We strive to provide cost effective solution to their needs and continuously improve practices, services and performance to serve 
our clients better. We provide a work environment conducive to achieving personal and professional goals by encouraging our staff 
to achieve high professional standards.
OUR VISION. To be the premier maritime services provider and offshore construction company focused on all upstream activities 
of the oil and gas sector. We seek to produce healthy financial rewards to investors as we provide growth opportunities and 
enrichment to our employees, business partners and communities we operate while striving for honesty, fairness and integrity.
CERTIFICATES AND LICENSES. The company has certifications and accreditations from various regulatory institutions on maritime 
safety, local content and cabotage such as Nigerian Navy, Department of Petroleum Resources, Nigerian Ports Authority, Nigerian 
Petroleum Exchange, (NipeXs) British Safety Council Nigerian Content and Development and monitoring Board, and Nigerian 
Maritime Administration and Safety Agency.

   BeiJing kafuring MeDical & Beauty hospital co., ltD                             
   
   li Xingdong, Chairman
   3rd Floor, No. 23 Suzhou Street, Haidian District, Beijing 100089, China
   phone: +86 18500551147
   e-mail: zhangxiaoqing@kefayuan.com 
   www.kafuringtrans.com 

   Kafuring in Chinese means ‘the source of hair growing in a scientific way’ and it is a global hair 
transplantation chain hospital founded by doctors. Since the establishment of the hospital, Dr. Li Xingdong has introduced 
internationally advanced hair transplant technology such as autologous hair follicle transplantation technology and FUE seamless 
transplantation technology from the United States, and upgraded the Chinese hair transplant technology to the world. Kafuring 
solved the problem of hair loss. From China to the United States, from Beijing to Chicago, 13 hours, 11,223 kilometers, the first 
American branch of Kafuring was born, and the exchange of Chinese and Western technology and culture began. Since then, there 
has been no distance between China and the United States.
Kafuring led the hair transplant industry for 21 years. Based on solid patented technology, Kafuring gradually completed the 
investment operations of medical institutions in 30 domestic cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Hangzhou, 
Changsha, Chengdu, Tianjin, Nanchang, Harbin and Xi’an and so on.In 2018, overseas US flagship institutes will invest and operate, 
and in the future, Kafuring will launch global layouts in Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia and other countries.
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   Brittania-u nigeria liMiteD                             
   
   uju c. ifejika, Chairman / Ceo
   14, Saka Tinubu Street, Off Akin Adesola Street, 
   Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria
   phone: +234-1-4627746/7
   fax: +234-1-4627745
   e-mail: operations@brittania-u.com 
   www.brittania-u.com 
Brittania-U started from a humble beginning in Nigeria in 1995, but began full operation in 2007. Since then, we have made giant 
strides in the energy industry in Africa. Our growth has been meteoric and today those humble beginnings have led to numerous 
offshoots in the energy industry. Over the years, we have metamorphosed into a home-grown integrated Oil & Gas company with 
strong presence in Upstream, Midstream and Downstream operations. The company has established affiliate entities that belong to 
either the hydrocarbon exploration chain or provide services to the businesses in the petroleum sector. Our presence is prevalent 
in the oil and gas chain; from sub-surface engineering (Data Appraisal Nigeria Ltd.) to drilling services (Brittania-U Drilling and Oil 
Services Ltd), Shipping and down- stream trading (Nexttee Oil & Gas, Trading company Nigeria Limited). Throughout the spectrum, 
we have retained our spirit, grit, innovation, perseverance, and most of all, our fundamental purpose: to be a profitable and fully 
integrated Nigerian Oil and Gas Company of first choice, in all aspects. 2004 - Brittania-U entered into a Farm-out agreement (FOA) 
dated 18th March 2004, with the leaseholders of OML 90 –i.e Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) and Chevron 
Nigeria Limited (CNL) on the one part as ‘Farmer’ and Brittania-U as the ‘Farmee’ on the other part.
2006 - Brittania-U in February 2006 negotiated and executed a Participating Agreement (PA) with Syntroleum Inc., who at that 
time was into Gas to liquid (GTL) operation, divested interests all their assets in Nigeria to Equity Energy Resources (EER). 
2007 - The company started full upstream operations. The JV Partners separately sourced funding totalling about US $120 Million 
to embark on the first phase of the Ajapa marginal field development, comprising two side tracks and one appraisal. 
2008 - After technical reviews, planning and programming and obtaining regulatory Approvals, the JV carried out its phase I drilling 
campaign using the Noble Drilling Inc. rig ‘Don Walker’ farmed-in from a Shell/ Nobel Drilling contract. The company drilled 
two sidetracks; one of which was successful and the other drilled off-structure. Fabricated/commissioned a Floating Production 
Storage and Offloading – FPSO), in Houma, Louisiana, USA in August 2008 which was completed in a record time of 7½ months 
(August – March 16, 2009).
2009 – Brittania-U bought back its 40% participating equity interest from Syntroleum to enable it to move the company forward. 
2010 - Successfully installed flow line and the FPSO fully commissioned, the Department of petroleum Resources (DPR) monitored 
the Well hook-ups; and with its approval, we commenced production on January 20th, 2010 with 6 weeks well testing.
2011 - Brittania-u Nigeria Limited in November 2011 through a loan of &48million dollars obtain from First Bank Nigeria Plc, 
bought back its 40% equity it assigned to syntroleum in February of 2006 with the buyback of BUNL 40% interest on the field, 
Brittania-U now has 100% equity interest in Ajapa Field at OML 90. The operatorship of the field is and has been with Brittania-U 
Nigeria Limited from the inception of the partnership to date.
2012 - The company commenced its 2nd drilling campaign which was successful in the sense that the drilling identified two 
zone F1 which was new and G3, with a total cumulative production discovery of about 120ft oil down. Brittania-U Drilling and Oil 
services Company Nig. Ltd was incorporated in June 2012, to provide Rigs and drilling services to the parent company – Brittania-U 
Nigeria limited, and Rig-on-hire and bundle services to would-be interested company. 

   centar Za estetsku kirurgiJu Dr. ZgalJarDic                            
   
   Zoran Zgaljardic, Director/Chief Surgeon 
   Nova cesta 46b, Opatija, 51410, Croatia
   phone: 0038598258095
   e-mail: zoran@zgaljardic.surgery 
   www.zgaljardic.net 
   Centar for aesthetic surgery dr.Zgaljardic is providing highest standard with two Day surgery clinics  
located in Croatia, Opatija and Zagreb. Owner assist.prof.Zoran Zgaljardic is cheaf surgeon who has been nominated between 
100 Top surgeon of the World in 2008, Columbia- IACS . Ivonne Zgaljardic ,daughter is also surgeon in the same clinic. It is family 
buissines. Our goal is individual approach to clients , including postoperative care in Villa Elite Opatija after the COSMETIC SURGERY 
operations .
Private aesthetic surgery under ass.prof Z.Zgaljardic this year has been celebrating 20 years of private practes. 2018 Clinic was 
awarded in Brussel as Best medical practises in Golden category, and by WMO awarded with GOLDEN MEDAL for quality and 
service. In 2017 by EBA, and BIZZ was also awarded for high quality of service .
Dr.Zgaljardic is also visiting consultant surgeon in Dubai, offering also to clients- travelling - medical tourism in Croatia. Clinic was 
leader in implementing new , safe, minimal invasive technology like laser liposuction, and noninvasive body shaping . Present 
as invited speaker around the world in field of aesthetic surgery, showing a results of clinic, and in the same tie teaching a new 
technique in our clinic. our goal is to satisfy patients. 
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   chc hotels - chnaris hotel ManageMent
   Development & consulting s.a                            
   
   Zacharias a. chnaris, CEO Founder & President
   El. Venizelou & Bouboulinas 1 Gazi, Heraklion 71414 
   phone: +30 2810 263664
   fax: +30 2810 261254 
   e-mail: chnarisz@hotelconsulting.gr  
   www.chc.gr, www.hotelconsulting.gr 
‘Chnaris Hotel Management, Development & Consulting S.A.’ is a management – Hotel Consulting Company, which started its 
operation on the 10th of February 2006, having as its main goal the Hotels’ Management & the Rent of Tourist Facilities, as well 
as the provision of Hotel Management integrated services. The innovation is that these services are also available separately, 
always according to the demands and needs of its partners – hotel owners. The general Director and Founder of ‘Chnaris Hotel 
Management, Development & Consulting’, Zacharias A. Chnaris, as well as the Administrative Team of the company are executives, 
who have possession of mastery and lots of experience in the Tourism Industry. Their multiannual experience in the application 
of the most modern methods of organization and administration constitutes guarantee only for positively-desirable results. our 
goal. We are a Hotel Management & Consulting Company, which pledges quality, complete customer satisfaction, increased 
revenue and higher profit for the Hoteliers. 

   conteMpo property holDings inc                            
   
   Beverly Morales Dayanan, President/CEO
   14th Floor, Ayala Life-FGU Center, 
   Cebu Business Park Cebu City 6000 Philippines
   phone: +63 32 231 00 01 / +63 32 231 00 02
   e-mail: beverly_dayanan@yahoo.com 
   www.contempoproperties.com

Contempo Property Holdings Inc., a brainchild of its Founder, CEO and President Beverly M. Dayanan, is a multibillion pesos real 
estate development company headquartered in Cebu City, Philippines that is engaged in building comfortable living and working 
spaces for Filipinos. It was registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission in 2012.
Mission and vision. ‘At Contempo, our mission and vision is to provide every Filipino their own home. I once grew up having 
no home and I know the value of home to an individual and   to the family in general,’ remarked Beverly. She introduced projects 
that would allow Filipinos to start owning homes easily. She developed home packages in tandem with government and banking 
entities to roll out home offers that would make it affordable for anyone to own homes of their dreams.
financial overvieW. Contempo Property Holdings Inc. was created with a focus in  offering  the public affordable vertical 
projects while addressing the mid-end market gap in Cebu’s growing housing industry. Contempo was registered with SEC in 
February 2012 with a paid up capital of Php 400million. The authorized capital stock is pegged at Php 500million .
In 2015, the Philippine housing agency HUDCC declared that it is currently experiencing a gap of providing 5.5million homes to 
Filipinos. This is one area where Contempo Property Holdings Inc. see itself working closely with the government housing body 
to help address this shortage. This move allowed Beverly Dayanan to strengthen the entry of Contempo Property Holdings Inc. to 
address the housing demand for the middle income condominium and economic housing sector. The vision to cater to the fertile 
economic to middle range residential projects that Cebu needs, Beverly  steered Contempo to that direction where the needs of the 
core middle range segment will be looked after, and it paid off.
value propositon. Contempo Property Holdings Inc. is driven by the dreams and aspirations of the mid-income families to 
own in easy purchase options an ideal home in an accessible location that provides security and facilities for leisure, recreation, 
wellness and social interaction among good neighbors. To ensure sustainability, Contempo Property shall provide guidance and 
expertise to the homeowners association through programs that aim to generate resources and motivation in running an ideal 
community in partnership with professional property managers.
innovation & green practices
Contempo Property Holdings Inc. is dedicated to providing quality developments to the community where it belongs. The 
developments they deliver follows international standards and ensures that every infrastructure is created and designed to be:

• Environmentally responsible
• Profitable home investment
• Healthy place to live and work

All projects delivered by Contempo Property Holdings Inc. follows the principle of building it GREEN. Our Green Practices from 
construction to maintenance allowed Contempo Property to contribute in making the environment more protected. Contempo 
Property Holdings Inc. pioneered many innovations, including community concept, the integration of green edible garden  
landscaping  where community grows its own food, and a total ‘No-Smoking’ policy, providing residents with a haven for health 
and wellness. Residents will also enjoy an integration of utility services where they can move in to their units easily without the 
hassle and worry about water, electricity, telephone, cable and internet Wi-Fi connections as these utilities are already integrated 
in one billing system provided for by the developer.
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   Dar al aMal university hospital                            
   
   ali allam, General Manager
   Doris, Baalbek, Lebanon
   phone: +9618340620
   e-mail: info@dar-alamal.com 
   www.dar-alamal.com 
   Al-Amal University Hospital is a Lebanese academic healthcare facility for all people in Bekaa, a Lebanese  
   region (refugees included). It targets to be the most important healthcare center in Levant – MENA 
region: a nursing school has been settled up to provide hospital with a trained, experienced and resilient nursing staff. Dar Al-Amal 
University Hospital includes 220 beds, 33 permanent physicians with 120 independent physicians and more than 600 workers 
provide services 24 hours per day and 7 days per weeks. On april 10 2016, ‘Dr Rakan Alam medical center’ was established. With 
its 6 floors, It supplies many out- patient services, esthetic center, physiology therapy department, sport –fitness club… As part of 
its development, several partnerships were concluded with universities and hospitals from Lebanon and abroad, as cooperation 
and twinning with the Federation of Hospitals of the South Switzerland. Dar Al-Amal University Hospital is accredited 5 times by 
national and international accreditation bodies. It’s in compliance withy national and French standards. It has recently accredited 
by France Accreditation Int. (Mai 2018). 26 years in providing excellent services. Dar Al-Amal University Hospital has enveloped 
various spectrums of developed and modern technologies and clinical services (as palliative care, oncology, hemodialysis, esthetic 
and cardiac surgery…). Its aim is to lead in health services and over satisfy the needs of Its patients.

   Dental DreaM                            
   
   paula ahing, CEO
   Avenue Mao Tse Tung no.911 r/c, Maputo 011, Mozambique
   phone: +258 82 4831010
   e-mail: dentaldream@tvcabo.co.mz  

   Dental Dream is a modern dental clinic, which was launched in the national market for approximately  
   5 years, with the aim to meet the needs of our patients to the highest standards possible. Made up of 
a high quality team of professionals, with more than 10 years of experience in the dental field, with main objective of pain relief 
and consequent restoring and full rebuilding in all levels, namely: masticatory and functional, phonatory as well as the aesthetic! 
We supply services in the field of Dentistry, Endodontics, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Oral Radiology, Implantology, Dental 
Aesthetics: facets, Fixed Prosthesis: crowns and bridges, Periodontology, among others.We have an oral hygienist available 
to which the patient has the first contact. Equipped with the highest level of technology, which enables the patient and the 
professional to have the necessary comfort, to get the most accurate diagnosis, enabling the professional to make the ideal 
treatment plan and to achieve the best result. Our clinic differentiates by its appealing environment which provides the highest 
level of comfort, very cosy, modern and sophisticated décor, offering standard booking services with the necessary follow up 
reminders aterts, making sure that the patient does not miss its appointment. We carry a friendly and caring service totally 
focused on our patients needs and complete satisfaction. We also offer private parking right in front of the main entrance, 
enable the patients to easily access our premises at easy pace. Our patients are our main priority therefore we make sure that 
they are promptly helped with the necessary professionalism and total availability in time.We invite all to come and meet our 
facilities and our services, making sure that we leave up to our promises by meeting needs and expectations.

 fiBra uno                            
   
 andré el-Mann, CEO
 Antonio Dovali Jaime 70, Torre A, Piso 11. Santa Fe, 
 CDMX, Alvaro Obregon, Mexico
 phone: 5255 4161 4464; 5255 4170 7070
 e-mail: edives@fibrauno.mx 
 www.funo.mx 

FUNO is the first and largest real estate investment trust in Mexico. Since 2011, our business philosophy has been on having 
an extensive and deep knowledge, focused 100% in real estate. Our business consists on acquiring, managing, operating and 
developing real estate in key locations, with high economic dynamism and favorable growth projection in Mexico. We have more 
than 500 properties and we are present throughout the Mexican Republic, with a gross leasing area of more than 8 million square 
meters. We operate a broad and diversified portfolio, intended for leasing, mainly in three segments: retail, industrial and office 
developments, which makes us the best real estate solution in Mexico. Our shopping centers have strategic and privileged locations 
in the segment. We own the largest industrial parks in Latin America, located in areas with the highest economic boost in the country, 
and first class tenants. We have the most iconic and emblematic office buildings, located in the most prestigious corporate districts 
in Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey. Our strategy is executed through a highly experienced and specialized administrative 
team. We are the only REIT with investment grade qualifications and international acknowledgements.
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    eaya consulting srl                            
   
    roberto a. alvarez, CEO
    Maria elena galeano, CEO
    Antonio Malaver 1450 Florida 1429 Argentina
    phone: +54 11 4837 2700
    e-mail: eaya@eaya.com.ar  
    www.eaya.com.ar 

We all have a mission in life.  With the passing of the years we have learned to value our goals, 
to clarify them, especially when it comes to helping others. Because one thing is clear, we were 
born to find solutions tailored to your needs. We are EAYA Consulting, an Argentinian company 
which provides integral solutions to many businesses. We specialize in the maximization of 
corporate processes and the efficiency of operations. 

We are constantly developing innovative strategies for the penetration of services in the market and for our partners to achieve 
their goals with the best quality standards. We currently provide integral solutions to the main national and international credit 
cards (such as VISA and MasterCard); to first-line banks (such as Citi Bank and BBVA); to large telephone organizations (such 
as Telefónica-Movistar); to satellite television companies (such as DirecTV); to insurance companies such as MAPFRE, CHUBB, 
Prudential, CARDIF from the BNP Parivas group. We also work with companies such as Dia, Cencosud and Unicef for the optimization 
of their processes, among others. We collaborate with diverse partners, which made us grow deeply in our daily work. To the 
point that we achieved the ISO 9001: 2008 certification in marketing, which encouraged us to continue exploring new local and 
international markets. We have recently won two awards: The International Arch of Europe Award (IAE) in the Gold category that 
recognizes the contribution made in terms of quality, leadership and innovation, and The BIZZ Awards, one of the most important 
awards for international business development. Our 22 years of experience have allowed us to face challenges. We were able to 
grow nationally, regionally and internationally through our professionalism, passion, commitment and the love we put into our 
work every day. We anticipate the needs of our clients before they become a necessity.We are at the vanguard, providing solutions.
What kind of solutions do we offer?

• SALES MANAGEMENT: we have an operation model that involves quality management with first-rate human and technological 
resources to generate value in business processes.

• CONSULTING OF ALL OUR SERVICES: we have the seniority to put into operation any of our processes managed by our partner. 
That is, we sell our know-how, implement it and then carry out the follow-up and control so that the process is carried out 
correctly.

• CUSTOMER SERVICE: We have a specialized and omnichannel model to know and characterize the client by analyzing their 
interactions in order to identify and deliver a better service.

• COLLECTIONS: we generate campaigns that adjust to the needs of each client considering all types of arrears. We carry out 
telephone and face-to-face management for payment agreements.

• AUDITING: we carry out face-to-face supervision, quality monitoring through our Contact Center, Mystery Shopper, online 
reporting and we have a geolocation platform.

• HOME MANAGEMENT: we have an integral management of customer visits for banking campaigns, number portability and 
collections. The actions are carried out with advanced technology and geolocation platforms.

• ADHESION TO TRADE: A solution focused on leading companies in the market of electronic and face-to-face payments, 
responsible for the accreditation, capture, transmission, processing and settlement of transactions.

• SELECTION OF PERSONNEL: we can select people to be part of your company according to your goals.
• TRAINING: we do face-to-face and virtual courses for people to acquire more tools to improve themselves in work and in their 

lives.
• STAFFING: we provide an optimization in the form of management and the adequate human resources, we facilitate the 

achievement of the objectives, aligned with the strategy of the company.
Our challenge is to empower each other together in the achievement of your goals. EAYA Consulting, your solution.

   ica hoMes ltD                            
   
   christian arinze, CEO
   3 Rock Drive Ikate Elegushi Lekki Lagos Island, Nigeria
   phone: 2349077777006
   e-mail: support@ica-homes.com 
   www.ica-homes.com 

   ICA Homes Ltd is a real estate company our area of specialty are design, develops, construction, 
   valuation, facility management and sales.
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   gecotrans sarl                            
   
   Dieudonne kasembo nyembo, Chairman
   51, Avenue de Livre, Kinshasa/Gombe 00243 DR of the Congo
   phone: +243 015 128 428
   e-mail: infos@gecotrans.com 
   www.gecotrans.com 

   gecotrans is a company under congolese law with Congolese capital specialized in transit, customs 
clearance, shipping and ship chartering. In 25 years, GECOTRANS has been able to position itself and become one of the leading 
companies in its sector of activity. With its 20 branches across the Democratic Republic of Congo and its 213 agents, Gecotrans 
provides to everyone a dedicated service.
Marine officer / shipping. We are legal representation of many shipowners at the ports of Matadi, Boma and Banana. We 
provide for the maritime transhipment of goods through chartered vessels serving the ports of Pointe-Noire, Matadi. Provides 
commercial management of vessels in DR Congo.
freight. We provides the transportation of goods by air, sea or multimodal from a given country to the DRC and vice versa via a 
global network of partners. The relocation of personal effects from the packaging until their delivery in the country of destination.
custoM coMissioner. Merely taking care on behalf of our customer, formalities required to enable entries and/or exit of goods
according to the Congolese legislation. 2933 customers since its creation /20 branches across the country / 213 employees / 25 
years of experience. The quality policy of GECOTRANS is articulated on 3 strategic axes that’s means 3 objectives «quality» that is 
reflected in all its internal processes:

• To provide services that meet market requirements also legal and regulatory requirements
• To develop a formal client-listening strategy oriented towards customer satisfaction
• To reinforce a healthy and favorable environment for the development and the efficiency of the collaborators

The values GECOTRANS is declined in the acronym «SERVIR» french for TO SERVE, which deploys on 6 principles. 
savoir-knoWleDge: Through motivation, competence, our staff is a strength for our organization.
esprit D’eQuipe-teaM spirit:The focus is placed on collaborating, improving communication between staff in order to 
achieve the common goals of the company.
rigueur et responsaBilite-stringency anD responsiBility: Being consistent, conscientious in the work and the 
decision-making is further enlightened by rational facts.
vision-vision: through strong and innovative leadership:we work into making a longterm commitment.
integrite-integrity: to the rules outlined in our Code of Business Conduct, and to GECOTRANS Anti-Corruption Policy leading 
to relationships based on trust
respect Des engageMents-coMpliance to coMMitMents: reflects of a mutual and professional trust and allows us to 
build constructive relationships. Of its creation the GECOTRANS has for mission to answer the needs of the economic operators, 
Being the solution to the development of the DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO. This is the meaning of two question marks, one 
of which is reversed. These question marks are placed in a hexagon reminiscent of the cornerstone, necessary to complete the 
edifice oriented towards two increasing perpendicular lines, symbol of our ambitions. Certification to the ISO 9001 version 2015 
standard brings to GECOTRANS an added value for its stakeholders: its customers, its partners and its employees. GECOTRANS 
focuses its efforts on setting up a quality management system, improving its processes and customer satisfaction. Since 2016,  
GECOTRANS has been honored with several quality awards in recognition of high quality services rendered.

   institut Jantung negara (national heart institute)                            
   
    Dato’ seri Dr Mohd azhari yakub, CEO
   145 Jalan Tun Razak, 50400 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
   phone: +603 2600 6316
   e-mail: ainajamil@ijn.com.my  
   www.ijn.com.my 

   Institut Jantung Negara is an award winning facility, with an outstanding reputation for clinical and 
service excellence. We believe in being transparent and we are amongst a few hospitals in the world to share our clinical excellence 
on our website. A recipient of the prestigious Joint Commission International (JCI) and other international awards, IJN is committed 
to clinical excellence and improving the well-being of those we serve.
Our success is due largely to the unwavering commitment of our employees and affiliated medical staff. IJN’s dedicated team 
of cardiologist and surgeons, nurses and allied health personnel work to provide our patients with the best quality care in an 
atmosphere of compassion and spirituality.
We envision a future marked by growth, fulfilling our mission to provide the best and most comprehensive health care for our 
community. From our state-of-the-art facilities and advanced technology to our educational programs and community service, 
Institut Jantung Negara has a commitment to your health.
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   hair transplant clinic                            
   
   ioannis papangelopoulos, 
   CEO and Head of Hair Transplant Department HygeiaHospital
   120 Vassilisis Sofias Avenue, 11526, Athens, Greece
   phone: +30 210 77 57 700, +30 210 96 20 300
   e-mail: papaggelopoulos@yahoo.gr   
   www.hairtransplant.gr 

The HAIR TRANSPLANT CLINIC is the first specialized Medical Center for hair transplant and restoration in Athens. Our clinic is 
dedicated to the diagnosis and treatment of hair loss and the reconstructive surgery in both men and women. With the evolution 
of science and the year-long experience, Dr. Ioannis Papangelopoulos and the HAIRTRANSPLANT team can guarantee not only the 
best aesthetic result, but also the best personalized treatment. The main characteristics that distinguish our medical center from 
others are our expertise in surgical hair restoration, the sincere way in which we address the problems of our patients with all 
possible options, and the strong aesthetic judgment we have as professionals when we perform hair transplants. The experience of 
many years in hair transplants and the thousands of operations that we have carried out in Greece, Cyprus and Malta over the past 
few years have classified us into one of the best centers for hair transplant in Europe. The medical center for transplant and hair 
restoration in Athens is perhaps the only one in which the transplant is carried out by specialist surgeons and the only in which 
all the specific doctors (dermatologic surgeon, plastic-surgeon, anaesthetist, nurses) which are needed in such a difficult technical 
procedure are present in order to have a painless and successful operation. Dr. Ioannis Papangelopoulos, who is also the head of 
hair transplant department Hygeia Hospital, and HAIRTRANSPLANT team have been following the most modern and innovative 
hair transplant techniques (STRIP, MICRO-STRIP, FUE) for years, carefully following all the safety protocols and European rules 
and regulations governed by the European Union Law. That is why the facilities in both Athens and other countries (Cyprus, 
Malta), where HAIRTRANSPLANT clinics operate, meet all the necessary specifications and are specially engineered to make hair 
transplants. They have the newest technology medical equipment, so that the result of the services provided is not just the best, 
but to approach perfection in all respects. The surgery of hair transplantation is performed using the innovative techniques of 
transplantation of the follicular unit of the hair by the dermatologist – dermatosurgeon Dr. Ioannis Papangelopoulos and his team. 
One of the techniques is Micro-strip Hair Transplantation. This technique is an evolution of the strip method and it was first applied 
by Dr. Ioannis Papangelopoulos’s medical team in 2007. The micro-strip method is applied to candidates for hair transplantation 
who can not get grafts through the classic strip method, due to lack of elasticity of the donor area, but also in cases of a very small 
donor area. The advantages of the micro-strip method:

• the short duration of the hair transplantation surgery
• a quick return to the routine activities
• the growth of new hair is the same as in the strip method

Trust Dr. Ioannis Papangelopoulos and HAIRTRANSPLANT team. The success story of the clinic for hair transplantation is 
«specialization, expertise, reliability» in order to offer high quality, effective and permanent solutions against hair loss.

   klang Municipal council                            
   
   Dato` Mahamad yasid, President 
   Bangunan Sultan Alam Shah, Jalan Perbandaran, 41675 Klang, Malaysia
   phone: +60122303781
   e-mail: helmey.rashid@mpklang.gov.my 
   ww.mpklang.gov.my 

Background. Prior to its establishment in May 1890 to administer Klang town, Klang Local Authority was known as Klang Health 
Board. Its official boundary was set in 1895, which was later combined with Port Swettenham in December 1945 to form Klang 
Municipal Board. Further change in the administration came when Klang Town Council was established in 1954. With this new 
administrative system, Klang developed rapidly until 1971 when Port Klang, Kapar and Meru were incorporated to form Klang 
District Council. With the enforcement of the Local Government Act 1976 (Act 171) and the reorganisation of all local authorities, 
Klang District Council was upgraded to Klang Municipal Council on January 1st 1977. Klang has a population of 891,200 with the 
573.8km² surface area. Population density is recorded with 1,553 people/ km² while the population growth is 1.40%. The city of 
Klang has been around for more than a hundred years and is now the centre of development in Selangor.
Mission: To plan, develop and provide quality city services through excellent governance for the Klang community.
vision: Klang as an internationally sustainable municipality with a holistic plan in 2020.
Motto: ‘Unity is the pillar of strength’
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   hyDra arc (pty) ltD                            
   
   Jan Mhlaba Maswanganyi, Chief Executive Officer
   124 Danie Theron Street, Secunda Mpumalanga, South Africa, 2302 
   phone: +27 17 620 3403
   fax: 027 17 631 5542
   e-mail: jan.maswanganyi@hydra-arc.com
   www.hydra-arc.com 

Hydra-Arc founded by Jose Maciel in 1987 to source and supply artisans to the petrochemical industry in the Secunda, South Africa 
area to satisfy the project and shutdown needs of local plants, Hydra-Arc has its roots in identifying and training skilled people 
from all over the country. This work continues today, with recruitment and training of artisans for placement within the Group and 
on client sites for the duration of project or maintenance contracts. 
Hydra-Arc’s vision includes remaining a global leader in the steel construction and fabrication industries, while ensuring 
sustainability and the inclusion of all our people in our success.
The Hydra Arc Group of companies consists of associated companies which operate primarily in the petro-chemical, construction, 
mining, power generation and, water supply industries. 
the group of companies specialise in:

• Pressure Vessel & Piping Fabrication
• Construction – Mechanical, Piping, Electrical and Instrumentation
• Refinery Maintenance – Mechanical & Piping
• Supply of Specialised Labour & Training
• Specialised Industrial Tooling & Equipment Supply
• Water supply: Tanks and Vessel fabrication

the advantages of the hydra arc group include 
• excellent, dedicated and highly experienced personnel,
• sustainable strategy for business dealing principles, 
• utilization of flexible approach for optimization of results, 
• excellent and well equipped fabrication facilities 
• quick mobilization of work forces as per project requirements, 
• optimization and flexibility with the utilization of large fabrication floor facilities under the roof (75 000 m²) as per project requirements 
• biggest machining facilities on the continent.

Hydra-Arc, now having celebrated its 30th year of existence, has grown into an award winning group of companies, which has gone 
from an original base of specialised labour in the petrochemical maintenance field, to a world class fabricator, training facility, and 
a dominant force in the petrochemical maintenance arena. 

   Montanne parfuMs                             
   
   rozane Montana, CEO
   Manoel Leopoldino, 120, Araes, 
   Postal Code: 78005-550, Cuiabá, MT, Brazil 
   phone: +55 65 3624-0808
   fax: +55 65 8158-7545
   e-mail: rozane@montanne.com.br 
   www.montanne.com.br 
Mont’Anne Parfums is a brand of imported perfumes that was launched in the national market in Brazil in July 2012. With a detailed 
market research, planning and innovation, the brand was conquering its space, surpassing the expectations of sales already in its 
1st semester of existence in Brazil.
The Mont’Anne Parfums brand, attributes this success to strategic and marketing planning, and of course, factors such as product 
quality and presentation, innovative packaging and competitive prices. This has led to great recognition and great customer 
satisfaction. In this constant evolution, the brand knows the power of a fragrance, so it creates unforgettable aromas that make us 
remember a special moment. But the power of perfumes goes beyond the scent it exudes.
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   institution De prevoyance sociale 
   caisse generale De retraite Des agents De l’etat (ips-cgrae)                            
   
   aBDrahaMane tieMoko Berte, DIRECTEUR GENERAL
   PLATEAU, RUE DU COMMERCE, ABIDJAN, COTE D’IVOIRE, BP V 164 ABIDJAN
   phone: +225 20 25 12 12 
   fax: +225 20 25 11 00
   e-mail: infos@cgrae.ci 
   www.cgrae.ci 

Créée par le décret n°2012-367 du 18 avril 2012, l’Institution de Prévoyance Sociale dénommée « Caisse Générale de Retraite des 
Agents de l’Etat », en abrégé IPS-CGRAE, est dotée de la personnalité morale de droit privé de type particulier et de l’autonomie 
financière. Elle est investie d’une mission de service public à vocation sociale. 
oBJet et Missions . L’IPS-CGRAE a pour objet:

• la gestion au profit des fonctionnaires et agents de l’Etat, des régimes obligatoires de pensions tels qu’arrêtés par l’ordonnance 
n° 2012-303 du 04 avril 2012 portant organisation des régimes de pensions gérés par la Caisse Générale de Retraite des 
Agents de l’Etat,

• la gestion au profit des bénéficiaires, des régimes complémentaires ou spéciaux, obligatoires ou volontaires de pensions, qui 
peuvent être créés par décret

• le recouvrement des cotisations et le service des prestations afférentes à ces différents régimes,
• la gestion des fonds collectés au titre des différents régimes.

A cet effet, l’IPS-CGRAE gère plusieurs régimes, à savoir:
• Le régime des pensions civiles;
• Le régime des pensions militaires;
• Le régime des pensions des anciens membres du Conseil Economique et Social;
• Le régime des hautes Personnalités de l’Etat (Anciens membres du Gouvernement, Ambassadeurs, Magistrats etc.). 

organisation fonctionnelle. Afin d’optimiser les performances de l’Institution, l’approche processus, dans le pilotage des 
activités, a été retenue dans le cadre de la mise en œuvre du Système de Management de la Qualité (SMQ).
Ainsi,les activités de l’IPS-CGRAE ont été structurées en 14 processus, eux-mêmes regroupés en 3 pavés, comme ci-après :

• les processus Management: Management général (PM1) et Gestion du système de management de la qualité (PM2);
• les Processus Opérationnels: Gestion de l’accueil et des réclamations (PO1), Liquidation des dossiers de prestations civiles 

(PO2), Liquidation des dossiers de prestations militaires (PO3), Liquidation des dossiers des Hautes Personnalités (PO4), 
Gestion des prestations non contributives (PO5), Gestion du paiement des prestations (PO6) et Recouvrement des cotisations 
et gestion du contrôle d’exploitation (PO7);

• les processus Supports: Gestion du système d’information (PS1), Gestion des ressources humaines (PS2), Gestion des achats 
et approvisionnements (PS3), Gestion des activités financières et comptables (PS4) et Gestion de la communication (PS5).

Chaque processus est animé par une équipe processus conduite par un pilote avec des tenues de réunions mensuelles.
Ce Système de Management a abouti à la certification de ensemble des activités de l’Institution selon la norme Internationale ISO 
9001 version 2008.

   tlaJoMulco De ZÚÑiga Municipality                            
   
   enrique carlos trejo orozco, President 
   Higuera # 70, Tlajomulco De Zúñiga, 45640, Mexico
   phone: +52 3334410414
   e-mail: auribe@tlajomulco.gob.mx 
   www.tlajomulco.gob.mx 

Population size: 549,442 (2015). Surface Area: 682 Km2. 49.1 percent of population are men and 50.9 percent arewomen. The 
municipality has a coverage of 14.5% of forest, 60.5% of land for agriculture and rest 25% is used for housing and industrial 
zones. 92.81% of households in municipality have availability of water inside the house and 95.02% have drainage connected to 
the public network, septic tank or other. In 5 years Tlajomulco de Zúñiga passed from a relatively calm agricultural village on the 
outskirts of Guadalajara city to became the bedroom city of the second biggest metropolitan area in Mexico. Population increased 
by 31.9 percent in five years. The rapid and not planned urban growth has saturated most public and private capacities to provide 
services like transportation, security, drinkable water, sewage, education, social services, job creation and recreational options. 
One of the main problems of Tlajomulco like in all Mexico, is unequality among people, in Tlajomulco de Zúñiga, 32.0 percent 
of the population is in situation of poverty. Likewise 25.5 percent (153,646 people) of the population is vulnerable due to social 
lacks and 11.5 percent is vulnerable by income. About it is important to add that in 2010 the 5.7 percent of Tlajomulco de Zúñiga 
presented poverty extreme but for 2015 decreased to 2.1 percent. According to the information of the national statistical directory 
of economic units (DENUE) of INEGI, the municipality has 13,639 economic units at November 2017 and its distribution by sectors 
reveals a predominance of economic units dedicated to the commerce, being these 50.4% of the total of the companies in the 
municipality. The three main economic activities in local economy of Tlajomulco de Zúñiga are food industry 16.4%, chemicals 
14% and manufacturing of computers 11%. About the government , municipality occupies the first national place in compliance of 
transparency obligations, the World Bank recognized the municipality as the best local public finance of Mexico, more than 60% of 
its budget comes from its own resources. And public debt equals 8% of its budget for the year 2018.
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   knoWleDge integration services (singapore) pte ltD                            
   
   Mr raghunath k.r., CEO
   30, Cecil Street, Singapore, Singapore, 049712
   phone: +6597981554
   e-mail: contact@kisgroup.net 
   www. kisgroup.net 

   KIS Group is renowned as world leading & Asia’s Most AWARDED Company in providing Sustainable 
Clean Technologies for BIO CNG, Biogas, Waste Water & Water.  Agricultural & Industrial waste water is converted into profitable 
and green energy resource. We are market leader in Asia and emerging global leader with presence in 4 continents. Biogas Power 
Plants and BIO CNG projects: Our Biogas Projects involve our proven technologies ZPHB® (Zero Pond, Zero Pollution & Higher 
Biogas) & Biopower®. We have 20 Biogas Projects operating and 12 being constructed. All our biogas projects are generating 
Bio power to the tune 50 MW. OUR first of its kind commercial Large Scale BIO CNG projects in Palm Oil Mill is replacing diesel in 
trucks and gensets thus saving fossil fuels and generating profits to palm oil mill owners. We are the only one technology provider 
in South East Asia providing complete solutions with CDM for Palm Oil Mill Effluents & other Industrial wastewater. WTP & ETP: 
Our WTP projects involve RO, UF, DM, UV, Ozonation, Chlorination & combination of these. Under ETP we have Zero Discharge™, 
Zero Pond™, MBBR, MBR, ASP & SBR Technologies. . We are providing complete turnkey projects on Joint Venture, BOT and BOOT 
basis. Our Innovative advanced ZCT® (Zero Chemical Treatment) technology such as ZCT® -OH (Hydroxyl Radical) system and 
ZCT® -E (Electro Contaminant Removal) System is best for treating highly inorganic/organic wastewater using Zero Chemicals.
Global Reputed Clients and Global presence: We have provided Solutions/ Technologies to our prestigious clients like UCPL, 
Unilever, Sinarmas, Cargill, SIPEF, Astra & many others across world for water and wastewater treatment. We have our own offices 
in Singapore, India, Malaysia, Indonesia, UAE, Brazil & Colombia.Environmental care: All our projects are CDM-POA Registered 
projects with total CO2 reduction emissions to the tune of 11,73,049 t/year and replacing diesel upto 23262 litres/day in gensets 
and trucks, thus having a GREEN IMAGE TO THE INDUSTRIES.
Brief history of our company
KIS WAS INCORPORATED IN 2006 AS KIS (Singapore) Pvt Ltd ‘Everything we do contributes to the Environment’. We are renowned 
as World’s Fast Growing & ASIA’S MOST AWARDED Company in providing Sustainable Clean Technologies for BIOCNG, Biogas, 
Water & Agricultural & Industrial Waste Water. Every project we have done is innovative & unique in nature. We tried to do all 
things which were never attempted and/or which had failures in the fast.

   sharJah investMent anD DevelopMent authority – (shurooQ)                            
   
   Marwan al sarkal, Chairman 
   Al Khan street, Sharjah, P. O. Box 867, United Arab Emirates
   phone: +971 6 556 0777
   www.shurooq.gov.ae 

   The Sharjah Investment and Development Authority (Shurooq), is the driving force behind the  
   transformation of Sharjah. Guided by the heritage and traditions of Sharjah and inspired by innovation, 
(Shurooq) is committed to enhancing Sharjah’s appeal as an investment, tourism, and business destination. Shurooq’s aim is to 
achieve social, cultural, environmental and economic development on the basis of Sharjah’s distinct Arab and Islamic identity, to 
create new investment opportunities within the Emirate, and to encourage investment by adopting the best standards in providing 
world-class services to attract investors. 
The Authority’s key mission is to evaluate and follow up on investment related infrastructure projects, as well as to overcome 
obstacles facing investment related activities in the emirate of Sharjah, and to provide all the possible facilities and incentives to 
help attract more investors to the Emirate. As an independent government entity, Shurooq has been empowered to work with 
investors across different sectors to develop tailor-made investment and development opportunities that are aligned with the 
strategic objectives of Sharjah and that further diversify the Emirate’s economy.
Shurooq is responsible for establishing new infrastructure projects, developing investment-related infrastructure projects, 
modernising already existing projects, and setting up special investment zones. The Authority’s mandate furthermore includes 
suggesting and drawing up investment-related legislation, investing in investment projects, and signing and concluding 
partnership agreements and memoranda of understanding that help increase the investment rates and economic activities 
within the Emirate with investment bodies and leading organisations, both within and outside the Emirate, while focusing on 
building Sharjah’s economic structure within the framework of sustainable development and environmental friendliness, in 
line with international standards.
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   Museo MaritiMo y Del presiDio De ushuaia                            
   
   carlos pedro vairo, Director
   Yaganes y Gobernador Paz. (Ex Presidio), 9410 Ushuaia- 
   Tierra del Fuego. 02901-437481 , Argentina
   phone: +54911 4423 8166
   e-mail: director@museomaritimo.com 
   www.museomaritimo.com 
The Maritime and Prison Museum of Ushuaia is not a business venture. We can say the Museum is a Cultural Organization. 
Nowadays, this kind of organizations are run as Cultural Businesses. We offer Regional History (Maritime), Antarctic, Prison, and 
Art exhibits. Our activities also include multiple workshops (photo, music, chess, etc.) and Research. Our visitors include foreign 
tourists, Ushuaia being the main entrance gate to Antarctica. They come from all over the world and they are mainly over 40 years 
old. We also have family groups from the MERCOSUR as visitors, especially from Brazil. Local visitors range from 5 year-old children 
to elderly people, the largest group being school-age children. We offer customized activities and materials to attend each age 
group. The Art Gallery and the temporary exhibit halls show the works of very many artists, both local and international. In order 
to assure our visitors’ satisfaction, the Museum Management adopted a Quality Management System in 2006. Thus, the Maritime 
and Prison Museum got its ISO 9001:2000 certification (Certificate # QS-0241 SA). We were the first South American museum to 
obtain it. Nowadays, the Maritime and Prison Museum of Ushuaia is one of the leading cultural and tourist organizations in the 
province of Tierra del Fuego. We worked at all levels of the Museum Complex and its activities to encourage a deeper awareness of 
visitors’ needs and to assure ongoing improvement of services with a focus on continued innovation regarding communication and 
exhibition. On September 2008, the National Tourist Authority certified and awarded the Museum with the plate Placa N (Tourist 
Quality International Standards) for our tourist, educational, and cultural activities aimed at visitors in general and our community. 
In 2009, we renewed the standard ISO 9001:2008. In June 2012, the National Tourist Authority and the provincial tourist authority 
(In.Fue.Tur.) certified our Museum in the program Accessibility Guidelines for Lodgings and Tourist Services of the Tourist Quality 
Argentine System. TRIPADVISOR, one of the world leading web sites on traveling has awarded us every year (2013 - 2018) the 
CERITIFICATE  OF EXCELLENCE for our high quality service and consistent high scores by travelers. In May 2018, our Museum was 
awarded the Business Initiative Directions (BID) Quality Award, Gold category, during the 32nd International BID convention that 
took place in New York, USA, for our ongoing Quality and Innovation.

   poWerWin energy solutions pvt ltD                            
   
   salunke shitalkumar tikaram, Managing Director
   Powerwin House, El-51, J-Block, Midc Bhosari,
   Pune, Maharashtra State, India-411 026
   phone: +91-20-27130444/0555
   fax: +91-20-27130222
   e-mail: sksalunke@powerwingroup.com / pwinfra@gmail.com 
   www.powerwingroup.com 
Power-win Energy Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is one of the pioneer companies in the area of Energy Conservation, started operation way 
in 2006 to provide Education, Awareness and Consultation programme in Energy Conservation & Solar System. We have invented 
technology in the field of Energy Conservation which unique technology product which save Energy/Power/Electricity Bills up to 
25% was launched in the year 2006 to cater requirement of Power saving for Domestic/ market. We have received Patent from IP 
department of India in the year of 2016.
Powerwin Energy Solutions Pvt. Ltd was established primarily for research in ways and means of energy conservation, non-fossil 
fuel based energy systems, solar energy, and water management and conservation.
The company has created concepts, inventions and products dedicated to Renewable & Non-renewable Energy and Water 
Purification field, either through extensive research and engineering inventions, or technology venturing with the best possible 
technologies across the world. Our focus has been hassle free management of the respective systems/equipment, resulting in 
massive Energy & Water conservation and cost effective management of the available resources.
Our efforts, concepts and inventions have been recognized internationally, and the Government of India has honored us with PATENT 
(Patent No. 273064) under rule 74 of patent rules, for our invention of an on-line Electrical Power Saver.
We have directly been able to reduce power demands by up to 25%, directly in KVA terms, leading not only in immense savings by our 
clients without affecting their operations or performance, but also contributed to conservation of electricity to that extent.
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   nungua Warehouse group of coMpanies                            
   
   collins okley otoo, CEO
   3158/6 Nungua Barrier, Accra Ghana
   P. O. Box NG 561, Nungua, Accra, Ghana. 
   Location: Community 18 Junction, Spintex Road, Accra Ghana
   phone: +233 244 365 665
   e-mail: otooterrance664@yahoo.com 
   www.nunguawarehouse.com 
Nungua Warehouse Ghana Ltd (NWGL) a subsidiary of C & O Enterprise isprivately owned international trading and distribution 
company registered under the Companies Code 1963 (Act 179) of Ghana as a limited liability Company. The company which 
started operations in 1989 wasincorporated on 30th August, 2006 and issued with the certificate to commence business on 
4th September, 2006. NWGL has since developed to become a leading service-oriented,supply chain management company 
and manufacturers’ preferred wholesale distributor of ethanol and industrial chemicals in Ghana. Headquartered in Accra, and 
operating amultipurpose bonded warehouse facility at community 18 junction on the Accra Spintex road, NWGL has branches in 
the Tema Harbour, Kumasi, Kpong, Techiman, Togo, Benin and Ivory Coast.
coMpany Mission. NWGL aspires to be market leaders in the provision of high quality just-in time supply chain management 
services in the ethanol and industrial chemicals sector.
corporate philosophy. 1. Total customer experience. 2. Just-in time and reliable service delivery. 3. Passion for excellence.  
4. Competitiveness. 5. Integrity. 6. Team work
ManageMent teaM. Nungua Warehouse Ghana Ltd is owned and managed by Mr. Collins Otoo Okley. Other minority 
shareholders are Wendell Otoo and Yolanda Otoo.
proDucts anD services. Nungua Warehouse is hundred percent indigenously owned company that delivers service to its 
clients in the most efficient and cost effective manner, targeting the specific segments of the markets mentioned above with the 
following products and services:

• Importation and distribution of Ethanol and other industrial chemicals.
• Bonded warehousing. This is available to clients who seek to manage their cash flow through themanagement and timing 

of payment of their customs and import duties to coincide with actualusage and merchandise imported, thus also making 
available to the customers warehousing andinventory control service at highly competitive rates. Presently, Dangote Cement 
relies on Nungua Warehouse Ghana Limited’s warehouse facilities for the storage of its cement in Ghana.

• Sourcing and procuring materials, machinery and equipment for clients.
The company’s esteemed clients are in the following sectors of the Ghanaian economy: • Manufacturing, Engineering, Mining, Real 
estate, Telecommunication

   rat sokhorn incorporation co. ltD.                            
   
   h.e. oknha rat sokhorn, Chairman
   2AEo, St.Sothearours, Sangkat Chey Chumneas, Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia  
   phone: + (213) 820-7999
   e-mail: ace@hollywoodifa.com 
   www.hollywoodifa.com 

   Rat Sokhorn Incorporation Co. Ltd, is a multi-functioning company in mining, rubber manufacturing, 
athletic training in Vovinam martial arts, table tennis and filmmaking courses in Hollywood. High Excellency Oknha Rat Sokhorn is a 
high ranking Royal Official in the Kingdom of Cambodia.  He is also a very strong businessman with companies all over South East Asia.

   iMpriMerie lyonnaise                            
   
   etienne kouya, President Directeur General
   Yopoungon Rue Princesse, Abidjan, 225, Cote D`Ivoire
   phone: 0022505814736
   e-mail: imprimerie_lyonnaise@yahoo.fr 
   www.imprimerielyonnaise.com 

   Imprimerie Lyonnaise was created on 05 May 2000. It specializes in the printing of communication 
media and has some of the staff from major schools and another part formed on the job. Its workforce is 25 employees. On a 
competitive level, its major asset is based on the organization of the work, the respect of the delivery time, a communication and 
on its young staff with a creative spirit. His production equipment allows him to face the competition. For the last 14 years, she has 
held the Best Printer of Invoices award by the Côte d’Ivoire Chamber of Commerce and Industry. He is elected National President 
of the Group of Printers of Côte d’Ivoire. Its Chairman and CEO has been awarded as Best Promoter of Printing in Ivory Coast 2017 
and Best Promoter of Printing in Africa in Casablanca (Morocco) and then awarded in Geneva (Switzerland) by Business Initiative 
Directions (BID) for Quality and Innovation. 
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   s.n.t.g.n. transgaZ s.a.                            
   
   ion sterian, Director General
   1, C.I. Motas sq., Medias, 551130, Romania
   phone: +40 269 80 3333
   fax: +40 269 83 9029
   e-mail: cabinet@transgaz.ro 
   www.transgaz.ro 
The National Gas Transmission Company, ‘TRANSGAZ’ S.A., established based on Governmental Decision no. 334/28 April 2000, is 
the Romanian legal person operating as a trading joint-stock company, under the Romanian legislation and its By-laws. 
‘TRANSGAZ’S.A. aims at the achievement of the national strategy on:

• transmission
• international transit
• natural gas dispatching
• Research-design in the field of natural gas transmission by performing, under the Romanian legislation, commercial deeds 

proper to its object of activity agreed in its By-laws.
For the support of the main object of activity ‘TRANSGAZ’ S.A. may complementary perform other related activities, in compliance 
with the legislation in effect and with its own By-laws, except for the purchasing and trading of natural gas from domestic production 
or import. ‘TRANSGAZ’ S.A. is the technical operator of the national gas transmission system and it is responsible for its operation 
under quality, safety, efficiency and environmental conditions.

   vafa collection corporation                            
   
   vafa Muradzade, General Director
   53, Binaqadi Ave, Baku AZ1000 Azerbaijan
   phone: +994 502 186 018
   e-mail: ceo@vefacollection.az 
   www.vefacollection.az 

   proDucts. Curtain Accessories / Curtain Frames / Blinds/ Fonluqlar, tulles/ Bed coverings/ 
Accessories / Floor mats / Bathroom sets / Slippers / Sauna robes / Bathrobes / Bathroom family sets / Towels (all sizes) / Table 
Cloths / Blankets / Cushions / Bed Sets.
our goal. To increase the exports of our manufactured products in the near future, to further expand the range of our products, 
to create showrooms in our country’s regions as well as a variety of other countries and to promote to the utmost that our products 
are Azerbaijani. The domestic production under my name has been operating since 2006. In the past 10 years, the only reason of 
the success of our production has been starting stitching with high quality, putting thought onto the pricing of products, valuing 
our customers, the thought of not only seeing providing a product for our customers but ourselves as well requires responsibility 
and correct timing.  We have created an Azerbaijani brand and we have proved that it is possible to create an Azerbaijani brand. 
Being able to serve our local people our local production brings us happiness, which increases the motivation to aim for new 
achievements everyday.  The economic growth that our great leader has started and is being continued by our President and both 
the financial and the moral help given to entrepreneurs in this path, the high standard of care provided for Azeri business women 
has helped me continue my path in a comfortable and smooth journey.

   oak hoMes liMiteD                            
   
   olukayode olusanya, CEO
   11A, Jubril Aminu street, Parkview Estate, Ikoyi , Lagos, Nigeria
   phone: +23416325739 
   e-mail: info@oakhomeslimited.com  
   www.oakhomeslimited.com 

   Oak Homes Limited is a renowned luxury real estate development company incorporated in Nigeria  
   and located in Ikoyi, Lagos. Within a short period, we have made a remarkable impact in the luxury 
real estate sector with our range of luxury and state of the art developments cutting across prime locations including Ikoyi, 
Victoria island and Victoria Island annex (Oniru). With our dedicated and experienced team of professionals, we strive to create 
rare masterpieces of real estate portfolio. We also understand that real estate offers investors a passive strategy to building 
wealth with its track record of appreciation and the potential for consistent income generation. This is why at Oak Homes 
Limited, we don’t just build luxury real estate; we build Value as we have an unparalleled and unrivaled approach to meeting 
every real estate need whilst ensuring that our luxury developments have guaranteed potential for appreciation and income 
generation over the years. We have taken profound measures to ensure we have at least a piece of artistic and well crafted 
housing unit to suit every real estate need ranging from luxury flat apartments, Penthouses, Villa apartments, Detached, Semi-
detached and Terrace duplexes. Exceptional quality and Integrity are our watch word at Oak Homes and we are committed to 
delivering only the absolute best in Luxury real estate across Nigeria.
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   the thal inDustries corporation liMiteD                            
   
   Muhammad shamim khan, Chairman/CEO 
   2-D-1 gulberg 3, lahore, punjab, pakistan, 54660
   phone: +92 42 35771066-71
   fax: +92 42 35756687
   e-mail: shamim.khan@nbcpepsi.com 
   www.thalindustries.com

The Thal Industries Corporation Limited (TICL) has entered the seventh decade since the time of its incorporation. We at TICL 
produce several grades of quality sugar along with co-generated electricity exporting the surplus to national grid. The company 
has following two sugar manufacturing units:
Unit-1: Layyah Sugar Mills at Layyah (Crushing Capacity = 15,000 TCD)
Unit-2: Safina Sugar Mills at Lalian, Chiniot (Crushing Capacity = 10,000 TCD)
Thanks to the advanced technologies, TICL plants produce high quality sugar catering the needs of the various national & 
multinational clients. From cane feeding to packaging, TICL is equipped with automated milling tandems going through all the 
process at PANs, Mill Houses etc. Based on innovative research, the French designed ‘Millmax’ has enhanced the already existing 
cane crushing capabilities. International standards and procedures are followed for juice purification and clarification at plant with 
the selection of best food grade chemicals and processes confirming to the Halal standards. This shows our special care & attention 
in the manufacturing process. The state of the art sugar packing enable smooth and consistent filling, stitching and conveying of 
the packed sugar to the warehouses. 
Our procurement of the cane has some standard prerequisites at mills sites regarding quality and variety. A modern technology i.e 
‘Core Sampler’, integrated with a latest cane testing lab has been installed which helps in testing every single cane vehicle before 
reaching the cane carrier.
Recently, the company has commissioned a new high pressure boiler at Layyah plant with a capacity of 135 Tons/Hour. This 
new boiler will add another 12MW electricity to the existing output. TICL believe in minimizing efficiency losses by installing 
efficient equipment. Therefore, the company is committed to keep investing in the technologies related to energy conservation 
and efficiency maximization.

   uniteD Doctors hospital                            
   
   ali al subaie, General Manager
   P.O.Box: 33692 Jeddah 21458, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
   phone: 012 6533333
   fax: 012 6520478
   e-mail: info@udh.med.sa 
   www.udh.med.sa 

United Doctors Hospital is a general hospital that provides a secondary Healthcare Services to all patients of all ages in a systematic 
and organized process. Patient care services are designed, coordinated, granted and managed by specialized of high caliber 
healthcare providers. Our standards of patient care are unique to each patient according to his/her needs that include the detection 
and treatment of disease and patient education and support. We are committed to adopting new innovations and strategies to be 
equally competitive in the healthcare world and to satisfy the demand of our stakeholders. If you in UDH that’s mean new services 
always will be developed, programs will be upgraded, and partnerships will be nurtured, each with the intent of maximizing client 
access to health care. In addition, new ideas and emerging trends will be explored to reinforce a culture that values innovation and 
initiative and is dedicated to addressing the determinants of health and reducing inequities in the health system. 
achievements: 
UDH has been accredited by the Australian Council on Healthcare Standard International (ACHSI) since 2010 till now.
UDH was accredited by SAI for SA8000:2008 in March 2016 and the first hospital in the Kingdom who get the accreditation.
Web Content Arabization in Healthcare Excellence Award was given to UDH in recognition of the UDH outstanding achievement 
towards Web Content Arabization Excellence at the Middle East Portals and Web Content Arabization Excellence Award
UDH received an award and recognition and winning the 1st place on Smart Application during the Central Agency of Information 
Technology (CAIT) Smart Government Competition 2016.

With us working together as a team, we were able to recognize the need from all aspect and to ensure  
that we are the first choice in the healthcare industry in the community we are in.
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 eMpire energy liMiteD                            
   
 Benneth korie, CEO
 Yoma Place. No.5, O.p. Fingesi Street, Behind Chida Hotel, Utako District, Fct- Abuja, Nigeria 
 phone: +2347081216272
 e-mail: empireenergyltd@yahoo.com 
 www.empireenergyltd.com 

EMPIRE ENERGY LIMITED is a Limited liability Company, wholly Nigerian owned, and fully registered at the corporate Affairs 
Commission Abuja, in 2007, as a Petroleum Exploration, Refining, Haulage, Distribution and Marketing Company. By dint of hard 
work, as well as hard earned credibility and reputation for Unadulterated products, the company has expanded its branch network 
from its previous head office in Jos to cover the prime Commercial cities of Lagos, Port Harcourt, Owerri, Warri and Jos while its 
head office is situated in the Federal Capital Territory, Abuja, where the company is quickly earning a reputation for being the 
most efficient and competitive source of unadulterated petroleum products: LPFO, AGO (Diesel), PMS (Petrol), LPG (Cooking Gas) 
and DPK (Kerosene). The Company is registered with the Directorate of Petroleum Resources (DPR), Nigeria National Petroleum 
Corporation (NNPC) & Pipelines and Products Marketing Company (PPMC). Thus, we have the advantage of obtaining our products 
from their refineries as well as NNPC depots nationwide. We have valid DPR –Depot licence and DPR-licence for all our filling 
stations. We have developed partnerships with Societe Nigerienne Des Produits Petroliers (Niger Republic) and Petroholland 
Refining Inc. (Nederland/Singapore) to import products from these countries. Our diverse wealth of experience in the downstream 
sector of Oil and Gas spans over (23) Twenty Three years and we guarantee quality products and constant availability. Our state 
of the art Petroleum depot is situated along Suleja-Kaduna road and its ambience and serene environment is very neat and stress 
free. Our depot has the capacity of storing about ten (10) million litres of Petroleum products and as such there is constant supply 
and availability of products all year round. The best price by quality and quantity (Q &Q) is offered to our esteemed customers. 
We offer competitive prices for all our products with zero tolerance for depletion and lag which is consistent with the appropriate 
flashpoint and densities that will prevent tear and wear of heavy duty equipment and promotes their longevity thereby reducing 
unnecessary costs associated with breakdown due to the use of adulterated products.

   siaM Benin sarl                            
   
   Jean-Baptiste gnonhoue, General Manager
   Fidjrosse Cotonou Carre 1791 Cotonou 00229 Benin
   phone: +229 213 06146
   e-mail: siambenin@yahoo.fr 
   siambenin.net 

   SIAM-BENIN Sarl est une usine implantée dans la localité d’Akassato, commune d’Abomey-Calavi sur 
une vaste superficie de plus de 3500 m2. Elle est spécialisée dans la soudure industrielle, la construction métallique, la tuyauterie, 
le traitement de surface, le sablage, la chaudronnerie, le montage et la maintenance d’usine. Equipé de plusieurs machines de 
pointe facilitant la réalisation des travaux avec finesse et dans de brefs délais, il compte plus d’une vingtaine de main d’œuvre 
jeune, dynamique et qualifiée prête à offrir des prestations de jour comme de nuit et dans tous les conditions, on shore et offshore. 
Né le 27 Juin 1960 à Agonlin Houégbo, Monsieur Jean-Baptiste GNONHOUE, marié et père de 05 enfants, ex employé de la SAGA 
PETROLEUM, dernière société au sein de laquelle il a fait valoir ses compétences a jugé utile pour le développement de son pays le 
BENIN, d’implanter une usine spécialisée en Soudure Industrielle, Tuyauterie, Construction Métallique, Chaudronnerie, Montage 
et Maintenance d’usine.
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   university of pristina ‘hasan prishtina’               
   
   faton Berisha, Vice-rector for research
   31 George Bush str., Pristina, Kosovo, 10000
   phone: +383 44 198 670
   e-mail: faton.berisha@uni-pr.edu 
   www.uni-pr.edu 

   University of Pristina ‘Hasan Prishtina’ is the leading and the largest higher education institution 
in Kosovo. It is a public university established in 1969. The establishment of the university was of a historical importance for 
the Kosovar nation. Since then it has developed into a heterogeneous university consisting of 13 academic units. Excellence in 
teaching and research are priorities of the University mission. The University aspires to be a leading education and research 
center in Southeast Europe.
Prof. dr. Faton Berisha was born in 1969 in Pristina, Kosovo. He finished his undergraduate studies of theoretical mathematics 
in 1991 and graduated with a PhD on approximation theory at the University of Pristina in 1998. As of 2004 he has been 
appointed a full professor at the University of Pristina. Actually, he serves as a Vice-rector for research there.
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   palMers green international liMiteD

   henry Jones awuku aboagye, CEO/Founder   
   P.O. Box 3689, Accra, Ghana
   phone: +233 (0)302 22 44 84 or +233 (0) 302 22 05 29
   e-mail: info@palmersgreeninternational.com 
   www.palmersgreeninternational.com 

   Palmers Green International Limited (PGIL) is a privately owned organization established in 1995 by Henry 
Jones Awuku Aboagye. It is registered under the laws of the Republic of Ghana and has its Head Quarters located in Accra, Ghana.  By dint 
of hard work Henry Jones Awuku Aboagye established other companies which PGIL works closely with. These companies are:

• PALMERS GREEN  ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COMPANY  LTD  
• DOP TRANSPORT LIMITED   
• GEODOMI LIMITED    
• POLYMERS INDUSTRIES LIMITED  

PGIL together with its associate companies have a staff strength of about 630 employees. PGIL specializes in the supply of electrical 
equipment and accessories and provides installation and commissioning services to both private and government owned organizations 
in Ghana and West Africa. We build long term relationships with our clients and focus on strategic partnership with business minded 
organizations that are predominantly into civil and electrification works. We also work with organizations which require assistance in 
various capacities. The rapport that exists between us and our manufacturers combined with our hard working sales team and qualified 
engineers have resulted in a real success story and consistent customer satisfaction. Over the past 27 years the company has offered 
services to the Electricity Company of Ghana, Ministry of Energy, Ghana Armed Forces, Volta River Authority and Vodafone amongst 
others.  PGIL also acts as an agent in Ghana for a number of reputable electrical suppliers and manufacturers from overseas. A number of 
contracts and projects for these overseas principals have been successfully undertaken or executed here in Ghana by PGIL.
vision. To become a first class electrical equipment supplier in Ghana and Africa with the optimum goal of becoming the best service 
provider in the electrification project market.
Mission. To aid in the provision of electricity for socio-economic development in the countries we operate and lighting up our 
communities through the skills, knowledge and expertise of our cherished employees. 
proDuct & supply. We supply good quality electrical equipment and accessories as per customer specific requirements to create 
highest value to our customers. We also arrange factory visits for inspection prior to dispatch. Our product range includes:

• Street lights
• Base load power station to 100mv
• Standby generators-50KVA to 5000KVA
• Package substations
• Switchgear & circuit protection equipment
• Transformers, pole & ground mounted 
• Insulators
• Distribution pillars

installations. We undertake all electrical installation projects, including the testing and commissioning of electrical equipment. We 
also refurbish existing 33/11kv substations and undertake civil works. 
financial facilites. PGIL, backed by its principals in the UK, is also able and willing to offer short term credit facilities from periods 
of three (3) months up to two (2) years with moratorium. Credit facilities amount up to GBP50 million to be provided based on credit risk 
assessment and agreement. Payment guarantees may be required. We have provided financing facilities to many private and government 
institutions over the past year.
suppliers. Our main suppliers include the following:

• KEI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
• TUSCO TRAFO
• TAMCO
• CROMPTON GREAVES
• BRITISH ENGINEERING SERVICES, UK
• HAWKER SIDDLEY
• CHINT
• JINLONG CABLES
• JOHN REIDS

principals/agency
• LUTON ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED 
• LUCY SWITCHGEAR
• COOPER BUSSMAN, UK
• RIMAC
• PELSAN
• TAMCO SWITCHGEAR
• CAPITAN EUROPE

• Transmission line towers
• Wooden poles 
• Cables & conductors in copper & aluminum 
• Cable joint & terminations 
• Prepayment meter systems
• Telecom cables & materials
• Batteries & rectifiers

• GEODOMI CONCRETE PRODUCTS LIMITED 
• CHESHIRE QUARRY LIMITED 
• TRADE & SAVE LIMITED
• BRITISH POWER LIMITED

• CRESSAL RESISTORS
• T.M POWERLINE
• AL HABTOOR MOTORS
• HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS
• ARCANA CERAMICA
• RAHEAL VIDAL
• JUSTGREENS TECH
• ATLANTIC INTL HOLDING
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   asiapay                            
   
   Joseph chan, Founder and CEO
   Unit 1701-02, 17/F, K.Wah Centre, 191 Java Road, North Point, Hong Kong
   phone: 85231731988,  862164685556
   e-mail: Joseph.chan@asiapay.com 
   www.asiapay.com.hk 

   Founded in 2000, AsiaPay, a premier electronic payment solution and technology vendor and payment 
service provider, strives to bring advanced, secure, integrated and cost-effective electronic payment processing solutions and 
services to banks, corporate and e-Businesses in the worldwide market, covering international credit card, China UnionPay (CUP) 
card, debit card and other prepaid card payments. AsiaPay is an accredited payment processor and payment gateway solution 
vendor for banks, certified IPSP for merchants, certified international 3-D Secure vendor for Visa, MasterCard, American Express 
and JCB. AsiaPay offers its variety of award-winning payment solutions that are multi-currency, multi-lingual, multi-card and multi-
channel, together with its advanced fraud detection and management solutions. Headquartered in Hong Kong, AsiaPay offers its 
professional e-Payment solution consultancy and quality local service support across its other 16 offices in Asia including: Thailand, 
Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Mainland China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Indonesia, Australia, UK and India. For more information, 
please visit www.asiapay.com and www.paydollar.com.
Mr. Joseph Chan, Chief Executive Officer of AsiaPay, founded the company in Hong Kong in August 2000. He spearheaded the 
business, operation and product strategy and development of the company together with his management team, making it by far 
one of the most successful and comprehensive electronic payment service and technology company in Asia. It offers advanced, 
secure, integrated, multi-channel digital payment processing services and solutions to banks and merchants, across 12 markets 
in Asia, including Hong Kong, Macau, China, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Australia, Taiwan, Vietnam, India and 
Indonesia. Prior to founding AsiaPay, Joseph took various management positions at Barings, Citibank N.A., Bank of America and 
Dah Sing Bank. Through successive positions in banking and finance industries, Joseph consolidated his expertise and experience 
in strategic planning, product and project management, as well as implementation of various cutting-edge financial, electronic 
banking, Internet and mobile product services and systems in Asia to well serve the needs of the customers. The distinguishing 
factors throughout Joseph’s career have been his entrepreneurial spirit, his passion for the fintech industry, and his belief of how 
best leveraging fintech services and technologies could be used to enhance values and benefits for businesses and consumers. His 
love for innovation has always helped him set the vision of the company, build and lead this like-minded team across Asia to fulfill 
the objectives and create an environment of continual reinvention in the digital payment service and technology space. With the 
strong support of governments in Asia for digital economy and cashless society, and along the strong growth of digital payment 
adoption of consumers in Asia, he will continue ride the trend and seize the coming growth and expansion opportunities. He is 
widely recognized as an influencer in the fintech sector and has strong relationships with payment schemes, leading banks and 
payment brands, industry associations and corporate clients. Besides, he is also an active keynote speaker in many of the FinTech 
& e-Payment conferences across Asia and beyond. Joseph received his Bachelor of Science degree and Master of Economics degree 
in Monash University in Australia. He received the following awards: ‘Cards & Electronic Payments International (CEPI) Asia 
Disruptor 2016’, ‘2017 (Industry) Influential Leader’, and 2018 ‘The 50 Most Influential Payment Professionals Award’. 

   association supporting the DevelopMent of gynecology anD perinatology                            
   
   kurbanova Jamila fazil, President
   B Agayev Street 118, AZ 1065 Baku, Azerbaijan 
   phone: +994125100951  +994553536335
   e-mail: jkurbanova@hotmail.com  sadi_0105@mail.ru 
   www.egip-az.com 

   Professor Kurbanova Jamila Fazil was born on 16 September 1972 in Baku. She graduated from 
Azerbaijan Medical University in 1995 and continued education in postgraduate course of Azerbaijan Medical University and got 
specialization Obstetrics and Gynecology. In 1998-2000 years she defended PhD degree in Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy. In 
the same year she began postdoctoral research in Moscow Medical Academy and has got MD degree. She is professor in Obstetrics 
and Gynecology since 2012. In 2004-2012 years she worked as deputy director of Scientific Research Institute of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology and from 2013 till present time she is the director of this institution. In December 2012 she established the association 
‘Supporting the development of Gynecology and Perinatology’. This is non-government organization and the purpose of organizers 
was to promote the investigations in reproductive, gynecology and perinatology area, and also to help government in solving 
the problems of maternity and children health in Azerbaijan Republic. From the beginning to the present time by the organizers 
and members of the association have done the important steps in the following directions: organizing regional and international 
conferences; carrying out master class seminars for doctors and postgraduate students; publishing the scientific journal ‘Actual 
aspects of Gynecology and Perinatology’, organizing the meeting with the population of different regions for supplying the 
information about reproductive health; helping to health organizers in qualification of reproductive health specialists in different 
regions of country and etc. Since 2013 the association ‘Supporting the development of Gynecology and Perinatology’ is the member 
of Federation of International Gynecologists and Obstetricians. 
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   aXencia holDing ltD                            
   
   Mohamed Jihed hamdani, Chairman
   Unit 3d North Point House, North Point Business Park,
   New Mallow Road, Cork – Ireland
   e-mail: contact@axholding.ie  
   www.axholding.ie  

   AXENCIA Holding is an investment company recognized for its ability to solve complex issues. We 
consider that this specificity is an art form. No doubt because it requires as much know-how, method and rigor as talent, inspiration 
and creativity. We operate at the border of our customers’ knowledge, in critical and often complex spaces. The problems that are 
asked of us nevertheless require clear and simple solutions. Bringing light to light by examining the situation from a new angle 
- this challenge is at the heart of the job as AXENCIA Holding practices. Our method is based on two fundamental principles: 
analytical rigor and empirical validation. Our missions are marked by an uncompromising requirement of logical reasoning and 
a strong anchoring in the reality of the facts.Our missions begin with a questioning, Socratic, of the problematic posed ... and most 
often end with a contribution to the strategy which goes far beyond an ordinary recommendation. 
Who consults AXENCIA Holding? Companies, investment funds, large and small organizations of all kinds (private, public, 
parapublic, associative, ...) with strategic autonomy and aspiring to shape their future and improve their performance. When internal 
resources are not sufficient to devise solutions that allow them to meet the strategic challenges imposed by the environment. We 
intervene on the strategic subjects of substance: to identify relays of growth, to reverse a negative trend, to acquire or to sell assets, 
to configure the resources to apply a strategy.

   chetona MoDel acaDeMy (cMa)                            
   
   lt col g.r. Jahangir (retd), Principal
   House-2, Road-4, Block-B, Section-2, Mirpur, Dhaka-1216
   phone: +88-02-9015577
   e-mail: chetonamodelacademy2005@gmail.com 
   www.cma.edu.bd 

   introduction: Chetona Model Academy (CMA) started its journey in 2005 with the pride of the first 
English version academic institution in Mirpur area, Dhaka the capital city of Bangladesh with the purpose of spreading quality 
global education among the students. CMA has been expanded upto class X with the excellent performance of its students in 
the board exams of PSC, JSC and SSC. It follows international curriculum in the pre-school classes (from Early-I to Early-III). The 
academy plans to open Intermediate level from 2019 with the purpose of ensuring standard education of the students from Early-1 
to Intermediate level under the same roof. Here are more than one thousand students sizing the golden opportunity of learning 
hue with the excellent modern facilities for quality teachers who all are masters in different subjects with special training on. 
Management: Chetona Model Academy (CMA) is managed by a competent Governing Body (GB) of the Chetona Foundation. The 
Chairman and the members are devoted to the management of the CMA with the best of their dedication, commitment, wisdom 
and competence. The CMA is headed by Lt Col Md. G.R. Jahangir (retd), a well-known educationist and a veteran principal of 
English version school and college. He is a writer of eight books, some of which are taught as text books in different institutions. 
There is a set of well-trained administrative staff to assist the administration to run CMA smoothly. 
aims and objectives of cMa:

1. To ensure high quality teaching and learning culture and environment by utmost caring and supportive mode from early – 
I to XII levels. 

2. To imbue the students with the best character traits, leadership profile and humanitarian values. 
3. To inculcate among the students love and passion for learning and refined sense and sensibilities and the highest core value 

and norms of human life. 
4. To instill the sense of sound body, mind and spirit to face the challenges of life with courage and heroism.
5. To make the students well-prepared and confident to seek higher education in the most prominent national and international 

colleges/ universities with the best competitive spirit. 
6. To groom and embellish the students to get integrated with the competitive world leadership and global workforce with the 

best of their credits. 
Mission: CMA mission is to enable all its learners access to quality global education leading to  wisdom and character development 
in an inspiring and caring internationally recognized school culture and environment. 
vision: CMA vision is to become a premier educational institution of Early-1 to intermediate level recognized for its standard 
global education facilitating the learners to realize their potentials and reach their dreams.
Mottos: CMA mottos are excellent knowledge, wisdom and character. 
slogan : CMA is committed to excellence in knowledge, wisdom and character. 
academic excellence: CMA is an English version institution following national curriculum from 1 to SSC levels along with the 
international curriculum in the pre schooling classes i,e early-I to early-III. The institution can take pride of having an excellent set 
of well-educated, committed, well-trained, skilled and caring teachers. They remain constantly devoted in imparting global quality 
education to the students of CMA.   
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   cliDopa (angola) lDa                            
   
   ana costa, General Manager
   Av. Rainha Ginga No 98-106 Luanda 5306 Angola
   phone: +244 923 325 610 
   e-mail: clidopasaude1@hotmail.com 

   CLIDOPA (Clinic working to Oil Company, Diplomatic Representation and Financial Institutions) with  
   headquarters in Luanda centrally located in the street Rainha Ginga nº-98 – 106 with branch in Soyo 
(rendering medical attendance, hospitalization, medical check – ups (admission and routine), means of diagnose (Blood Tests and 
X-Ray). Clidopa is a private company, having begun our activity in January 1996 with high level personal and personalized service, 
from 01/04/05 Member of the International Foundation FEBP-Geneve, June 14th 2010 Member of Trade Leader´s Club – Madrid, 
July 2010 Member of OMCA – Otherways Management & Consulting Association – Paris, February 2011 Elite Member of the World 
Confederation of Business (Houston), May 2011 Member of BID – Business Initiative Directions (Madrid) and since May 2012 
Member of European Society Quality Research (ESQR). In total we have 27 Trophy´s and Certifications. We Have four Certifications 
for high Quality Performance & Best Customer Satisfaction. The First one in 2010, two in 2012 and the las on in June 2018.
services:

• Emergency with doctor in the clinic (up to work 24 hours)
• Emergency with specialist call doctor (up to work 24 hours)
• ‘Call Center’of Ambulances, working 24 hours including ambulance with ‘Advanced Life Support’, prepared for evacuations 

from the provinces and out of the Country, with aeroport access.
• Occupational Health 
• Medical Check UPS (routine and for admission).
• Work accidents follow up.
• Emergency Laboratory up to work 24 hours.
• Laboratory to Out Patients and Routine Analyses (Haematology, Biochemistry, Serology and Immunology).
• Emergency Nursery up to work 24 hours.
• Pharmacy.
• Sterilization Central.
• Ethylene Oxide
• Autoclave
• Medicinal Gas Central.

hospitaliZation:
• With 42 (forty two) beds, being twenty adults + fifteen paediatrics beds, four private rooms (3 adults + one paediatrics) (suites 

of the best quality) 
• Hospitalization in isolation regime. 
• Unit of Intensive Care: appropriately equipped with up-to-date technology with two beds.
• Assistance to the Childbirth and Neonatology
• Small Surgery
• Operation Theatre: with modern technology, equipped for Surgical Interventions (General Surgery, Reconstructive Surgery, 
• Orthopaedics, Gynaecology and Obstetrics, Ophthalmology, Maxilo – Facial, Urology, ORL and Neurosurgery)
• Blood Transfusions
• Morgue equipped with two drawers

coMpleMentary Means of Diagnosis
1 - Clinical analyses 
2 – Ear exams (Audiogram, Timpanogram)

conventional rX, norMal ultrasounD, heart ultrasounD, viDeogastroscopy, iMage intensifier, aXial 
toMography coMputariZeD (ct scan), contrasteD eXaMs
All contrasted exams

   cintya aguirre Brito                            
   
   ing, Msc, pMp, project coordinator for credit cards Department
   Bolivar And General Torres, Cuenca, Ecuador, Ec010101
   phone: +593 982431268
   e-mail: cintya.aguirre@gmail.com 
   www.coopjep.fin.ec 

   Master of Science in Software Engineering with a strong background in software development and IT 
architecture. Four years of experience developing as full stack developer and more than three years designing and implementing 
software as IT architect for the financial industry. PMP (Project Manager Professional) certified by Project Management Institute.
The Biggest Credit Union in Ecuador
One of the Biggest Credit Unions in Latin America.
One of the Biggest Financial Institutions In Ecuador.
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   craft properties pvt ltD                            
   
   kudakwashe taruberekera, Founder and CEO
   No. 7 Warwick Street Kadoma, Zimbabwe
   phone: +263 771 098 111
   e-mail: craftproperties@gmail.com 
   www.craftproperties.co.zw 

   Craft Properties (Pvt) Ltd is registered in terms of the Companies Act of Zimbabwe. The company was 
duly registered in 2008.  The company is currently undertaking two housing developmental projects in Kadoma, Zimbabwe worth 
over US$15 million. These projects are wholly owned by Craft   Properties (Pvt) Ltd and are being developed by Craft Properties 
(Pvt) Ltd.Craft Properties (Pvt) Ltd is also involved in philanthropic work in fulfillment of our social corporate responsibility. We 
have donated 10 residential stands to disabled and underprivileged members of our community. We also occasionally donate 
groceries to the disabled, old people’s homes, children’s homes etc. More importantly we have a programme starting in January 
2019 whereby we will pay school fees for 100 talented but disadvantaged children in rural schools in Zimbabwe.  

   Delta Motors - BMW serBia                            
   
   aleksandra Djurdjevic, CEO
   8, Radnicka Street, Belgrade 11000 Serbia
   phone: +38 111 353 99 99
   e-mail: office@bmw.rs 
   www.bmw.rs 

   Delta Motors is the exclusive representative for BMW and MINI vehicles in Serbia and Montenegro, 
and in some programs, it operates in Macedonia as well. It is a part of Delta Auto Group, which also represents Honda cars 
and motorcycles. Delta Motors is located in Belgrade and it’s one of the largest BMW and MINI sales and service centers in the 
Balkans. It was built in accordance with the strict BMW standards and equipped with the latest car industry technology. It was 
the first to introduce electric vehicles to the Serbian market – a separate BMW program, and therefore became the initiator of this 
global trend in Serbia. Delta Motors is also the representative for BMW Motorrad program, which includes BMW motorcycles and 
BMW Premium Selection - sales of the certified pre-owned BMW vehicles.
The company provides its customers with a new level of experience through the program ‘Future Retail’, which is the latest concept 
of BMW showroom lounges and includes complex sales service, complete digitalization, personalization and configuration of 
vehicles, premium client access in luxury ambience and the assistance of ‘BMW Genius’, an expert for BMW cars who helps clients 
choose the best model for themselves. BMW sales also relies on the ‘Virtual Reality’ futuristic concept. Serbia is the fourth market 
in the world where clients can get the experience that allows them clear and vivid presentation of their desired vehicle before the 
production process is finished. 
The mission of ‘Delta Motors’ is to become the leading car company that provides premium services in the region, a synonym 
for the exclusive quality, the ultimate design, luxury and safety. It aims to offer the best experience to its customers by providing 
premium experience and services. Delta Motors strives to be unique in the market by providing a wide range of goods and services, 
as well as the assistance of highly professional staff. A part of its mission is to bring constant innovations in procedures, services 
and other projects. At the same time, the important practice of Delta Motors is to adhere to corporate responsibility and act in 
accordance with all the laws and regulations that govern this line of work, and to abide by the in-company polices and international 
business partnerships while conducting its business.

   ecopaint corporation (Building Maintenance and eco products)                            
   
   rui Jorge tavares amorim, CEO
   Rua Serafim Cruz, 743 – 4475- 669 Castelo da Maia, Portugal
   phone: +351.229826029 / 351.937920553
   fax: +244.222026066
   e-mail: geral@ecopaint-angola.com  
   www.ecopaint- angola.com 

• Building maintenance
• Eco produts
• Modular sustainable construction
• Consulting (energy green, recycling, eco training)
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   Dr elias Warrak eye hospital- aDvanceD eye care                            
   
   elias Warrak, Founder ,CEO & Medical Director
   Naccache-Beirut -Lebanon
   phone: +9613310828
   fax: +9614444541
   e-mail: drwarrak@eyecare-lb.com 
   www.eyecare-lb.com 

Advanced Eye Care Hospital (AEC) is the only ambulatory hospital in Lebanon that has the JCI accreditation where excellence in 
medical expertise meets the most updated state of the art technology in the field of ocular diseases and anomalies. This facility was 
built in the spirit of offering our patients in Lebanon and the Middle East the most latest innovations in diagnosing and treating eye 
pathology. The AEC hospital was established in 2011 and it includes the following departments: 
1 - OPD department where the first encounter with the patient will take place. That division includes multiple exam lanes with the 
most sophisticated equipment for a complete eye exam 
2 - Diagnostics department where the cutting edge of technology is met in insuring the most updated equipment for diagnoses and 
management of ocular pathology
3 - Refractive surgery suite where the top technology for advanced vision rehabilitation is present. In this department, all types of 
refractive errors (distance and reading) are being adjusted using unique femto laser technology. 
4 - Operating room theater is where all surgical interventions are made using the advanced technology to correct all kind of 
surgical pathologies which include: cataract extraction using the femtophaco technology, corneal ring insertion as well partial and 
complete corneal transplant using the femtolaser technology, trabeculectomy, retinal detachment, strabismus and oculoplastic.
5 - Optical shop: This is where all contact lens fitting from simple refractive errors to the more complex irregular astigmatism as 
well as post surgical cases like post corneal ring implants or post corneal grafts.
6 - Conference room: It is equipped with the state of the art technology in teaching and learning
7 - Coffee Shop: It is a Beazbee franchise that in its professionalism fits quite well at AEC
8 - Pharmacy: All our patients leave the facility with their prescription fully delivered on their way out.

   e-terra technologies ltD                            
   
   ifeanyi ochonogor, CEO
   No. 2 Ibikunle Close, Off Herbert Macaulay Way Yaba, Lagos 100001 Nigeria
   phone: +234 706 055 50 42
   e-mail: ifeanyi.ochonogor@eterra.com.ng 
   www.eterra.com.ng 

   E-Terra Technologies Limited is Nigeria’s flagship electronic waste recycling company into the eco-
friendly management of electronic waste (e-waste) in Nigeria; pioneering data destruction (degaussing/shredding/disintegration) 
and e-waste recycling solutions in alignment with the global vision of a safer business environment and a greener planet. E-Terra 
is Nigeria and West Africa’s best defense against the worsening environmental, health and financial crisis caused as the result of 
improper e-waste storage and disposal. The company has a world class Material Recovery Facility (MRF) in Lagos State, Nigeria 
from where it delivers professional services in compliance with  certified  ISO  9001,  ISO 14001 and ISO 45001  international best  
practice  for e-waste management.  E-Terra has recorded the following modest achievements:

• Organized Nigeria’s first ever e-waste recycling exposition;
• Conducted e-waste crisis sensitization to over 200 business and government institutions, 10 communities with over 2,000 

informal beneficiaries in Lagos, Nigeria;
• Secured e-waste management business relationships with over 20 local and international companies operating within Nigeria;
• Honored several local and international interviews that has exposed Nigeria’s e-waste crisis and showcased what E-Terra is 

doing to address the e-waste crisis;
• Facilitated positive changes in e-waste disposal policy and culture within Nigerian companies in partnership with relevant 

regulatory agencies.
In recognition of the company’s contribution towards creating and maintaining an eco-friendly environment in Nigeria, it has 
received the following awards:

• Best E-waste Collection, Data Destruction and IT Asset De-commisioning Award 2018 (Institute of Oil & Gas Research and 
Hydrocarbon Studies, Nigeria);

• Green Era Award for Environmental Sustainability, 2018 - (Berlin, Germany);
• Lagos Green Award for Innovation, 2018 - (Lagos State Ministry of the Environment);
• Sustainability Award E-waste Category, 2018 - (Lagos State Environmental Protection Agency).
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   escola superior aBerta Do Brasil – esaB                            
   
   Jaime roy Doxsey, CEO 
   Avenida do Canal, 245, Centrol Empresarial Shopping, 
   Praia da Costa, Vila Velha, Espirito Santo, Brasil
   phone: +55 2721277706
   e-mail: nildo@esab.edu.br, doxseyjaime@gmail.com 
   www.esab.edu.br 

A Escola Superior Aberta do Brasil - ESAB - is a higher education institution in EaD regularly accredited and authorized by the 
Ministiy of Education (MEC). ESAB one of the precursors of the e-learning modality in Brazil.
Currently, the institution is a references in EaD, with its own methodology and technology, a software-based Campus online, 
registered at the INP (National Institute of Industrial Property), which guarantees the control and security of ESAB educational 
material and intellectual. Since 2004, through the offer of courses lato sensu in several areas of j knowledge, the institution began 
to promote the qualification of professionals who have reduced time for studies and/or who cannot relocate to training centers.
ESAB thinks of the future, produces knowledge and innovation and contributes to the formation of ethical human beings and 
is attuned with the technological advances of the present times. Consequently, ESAB promotes the growth, development and 
evolution of higher education in Brazil.

   euro Mega 2010                            
   
   hair shametaj, Administrator
   Street of Kavaja, Tirana 1000 Albania
   phone: +355 698 804 330
   e-mail: euromega2010@gmail.com 

   Established in 2010 EURO MEGA is dedicated production and marketing of cleaning products.Euro  
   Mega premier cleaning chemicals manufacturer of specialty cleaning chemicals, disinfectants and floor 
care products for facility maintenance, food service, industrial and institutional cleaning. Euro Mega 2019 manufactures cleaners, 
disinfectants, sanitizers and floor care chemicals. Eight years experience in formulating, packaging and private chemical branding 
has given us the insight necessary to successfully bring brands and product lines to market. The company was founded in 2010. 
In the beginning its business was focused on the production of soaps, and chemical products, but soon Euro Mega 2010 started 
its expansion, implementing new advanced technologies. In the 2013 the company decided to specialize in the production of 
detergents and cleaning agents, soon becaming a pioneer in releasing new, innovative products to the market.
vision. Our vision is to be a modem and innovative company, a synonym for cleanliness in all households, tourist facilities, hospitals, 
medical institutions, public institutions and industrial plants, offering consumers top quality local products, manufactured 
according to the highest environmental standards.
Mission. Our focus is on the continuous development and manufacture of top quality products and services, with the aim to earn 
and retain consumers’ trust while making their daily housekeeping and hygiene maintenance easier.
research and development. Our products are the result of the hard work and dedication of our team of experts, specialized in 
different fields, who constantly follow the newest trends in order to develop products able to meet customer’s needs. To make sure 
we keep our quality at the highest level, we have our own laboratory, responsible for monitoring each phase of the production 
process. The company’s head office is located in ALBANIA /FUSHE -PREZE TIRANE.
EURO MEGA 2010 is certified: ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001 :2015, ISO 18001:2007.
The company’s success is based on concepts and values of excellence such as product efficiency, high quality service, competitive 
prices, a strong approach and respect towards the environment, as well as an inexhaustible talent for rese- arch and innovation. 
Making life easier for people with safe, user-friendly, efficient products that are advanced and environmentally friendly.
floor Detergents. This innovative line of detergents is designed to clean and disinfect floors leaving them pleasantly 
perfumed. All bottles have easy-to-use dispensing features; a classic cap when pouring the product into a bucket, with a convenient 
spout to squirt the product directly onto the floor or the cloth, ideal for greater speed and efficiency. The product dries quickly. 
DISHWASHING. Our dishwashing products are innovative, gentle on the hands and come in attractive packaging. The glycerine-
enriched formula produces a degreasing foam that removes dirt from dishes and leaves hands soft and fragrant. All products come 
with a dispenser pump to facilitate use and optimize product by reducing waste and over-consumption.
spray proDucts. The company decided to complete this new line of spray detergents by taking special safety measures for 
children, the visually impaired and the disabled: Child Safe Sprays. Braille embossed labels: with the support of the Italian Society 
for the Blind and Visually Impaired, paying special attention to special needs.
Albanian National Laboratories has provided quality products and exceptional service. We manufacture a wide range of products 
including disinfectants, heavy duty detergents and cleaners custom to your business’ needs. Our products reach restaurants, food 
and beverage processing plants, educational facilities, and public spaces, among others.
We have 49 productes that we produce here in Albania and sell in our market.
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   first choice hair & Beauty                            
   
   faustina adofo adjagar, CEO
   1182w Baatsona Street, Spintex Road Greater Accra 00233 Ghana
   phone: +233 244 374 894
   e-mail: info@firstchoicehairnbeauty.com 
   www.firstchoicehairnbeauty.com 

   Mrs. Faustina Adofo Adjagar is the founder and CEO of First Choice Hair & Beauty and is also a highly 
revered beauty consultant. She has over 20 years’ experience in the beauty and cosmetology industry where her capacities 
and accomplishments are now legendary. While her area of specializations are in hair styling, hair cutting, hair coloring, and 
hair treatment - indeed everything that has got to do with the health of hairs of all types – she also acquired and nurtured, for 
First Choice Hair and Beauty, similar market leading expertise in virtually every other aspect beauty treatment as well. This 
is indeed why First Choice is now the largest and most capable one stop shop beauty service provider in Ghana, and, true to 
its name, the most preferred option for astute and enlightened women. Instructively, discerning men also use the grooming 
services designed and provided specifically for the male gender. Mrs. Adjagar has not only established and nurtured Ghana’s 
leading beauty salon which does the most astonishing total beauty make over’s ever accomplished in this part of the world – 
she has also put up an excellent health spa too, thus making First Choice Hair and Beauty the most complete one stop shop for 
face and full body care in Ghana. To be sure, her exemplary entrepreneurial and professional accomplishments are the result of 
outstanding talent, unwavering commitment and diligence and unflagging sheer hard work, added to both the entrepreneurial 
spirit and extraordinary management capacities with regards to both human and material resources. She began her career with 
training at Top Model Beauty Salon as an apprentice in the early 1990’s, after her secondary school education at Nkawkaw, 
in the Eastern Region of Ghana. After almost two years of working experience at Top Model Salon, she started her own salon 
she called First Choice Hair and Nail Designs, at Zongo Junction - off the Kaneshie Korle-Bu highway in Accra Ghana, in August 
1997. This is what she has, over the past two decades, transformed into Ghana’s truly world class beauty facility, First Choice 
Hair and Beauty. She deservedly has been conferred with several awards, the two most recent being the 2018 Most Outstanding 
Female Personality in Beauty and Makeover by the Business Executive Magazine, and the 2018 Ghana Fashion Honors Award 
by the National Commission on Culture. She is also Noble award winner, this conferred on her by the West African Noble’s 
Forum and a member of the Noble’s Club 100. She is also a member of the Professional Beauticians Association – PBA USA. Due 
to her passion for seeing other young individuals, especially women, get into gainful employment and living a self sufficient 
lives, she has trained and groomed about 500 beauticians over the past 20 years. Faustina’s desire for and value placed on 
continuous education has led her to further get herself trained in new techniques in the beauty and cosmetology industry. 
She has been trained in and learnt new techniques in maintaining good and healthy hair, hair cutting and styling techniques, 
hair coloring and treatment techniques and the likes in Germany, United Kingdom, Italy and the United States. She is a regular 
attendant of beauty trade shows, fair and summits such as the Bronner Bros International Beauty Show, Cosmoprof North 
America, IBS New York, Cosmoprof Worldwide Bologna etc. Mrs. Faustina Adofo Adjagar is happily married to Mr. Marcus 
Adjagar and has three children, adeptly combining her professional and domestic responsibilities. She is a Christian by faith 
and devoutly worships at the International Central Gospel Church, Christ Temple in Abbosey Okai – Accra, Ghana. First Choice 
Hair and Beauty is the leading name in the beauty and cosmetology industry in Ghana. Founded over 19 years ago, we have 
grown in expertise and experience providing you with cutting edge professional hair care, nail care, foot care and specialized 
body care solutions. Our professional stylists, therapists, barbers and beauty consultants are very well trained to give you an 
unforgettable experience. We consistently bring you the contemporary styles and ideas, by keeping up with the current trends 
and constantly educating ourselves about the best practices. We represent the trending new hair styles in Ghana and always 
strive to make your experience as unique and memorable as you are. We promise to pay close attention to the details of your 
service, maintain the highest standard in the cleanliness of our environment, exceed your expectations, and keep you coming 
back for more!
Mission. First Choice Hair and Beauty strives to provide the highest quality of products and services in the beauty and cosmetology 
industry in Ghana. 
values. We are guided by: 
1. SERVICE – We value each and every one of our client’s time spent with us hence, we continuously strive to provide the highest 
quality service to ensure you have a unique and memorable experience with us.
2. TEAMWORK – We believe that in unity lies strength and as such, teamwork plays a key role in our service delivery as a business.
3. CONTINUING EDUCATION & INNOVATION – We believe through constant learning we gain inspiration and excitement which 
promotes confidence and growth. Education keeps us moving forward to success. At First Choice Hair and Beauty, you are assured 
of high quality service with speed to yourutmost satisfaction. First Choice, your total beauty solutions.
services. 
1. Hair Care Services: a. Wash, Set, Relaxing & Styling, b. Hair Treatments (Protein, Anti-freeze, Moisturizer, etc.), c. Coloring, Dying, 
etc., d. Hair Extensions, etc.
2. Nail Care Services: a. Acrylic, Gel, Refil, b. Polish, Gel Polish, c. Design, French Tip, etc.
3. Spa Services: a. Manicure, b. Pedicure, c. Massage (Swedish, Hot stone, Neck and shoulder, etc.), d. Facials (Acne treatment, Anti-
ageing/wrinkle treatment, relaxation, etc.), e. Waxing (Eyebrows, Mustache, Armpits, Bikini, etc.), 
4. Men Grooming: a. Hair Cut (Adult Cuts, Kids Cuts, European Cuts, etc.), b. Manicure, c. Pedicure, d. Massage (Swedish, Hot stone, 
Neck and shoulder, etc.), e. Facials (Acne treatment, Anti-ageing/wrinkle treatment, relaxation, etc.)
Facebook: FirstChoiceSalon. Instagram: firstchoicesalon
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   gottsegen gyÖrgy hungarian institute of carDiology                            
   
   péter ofner, General Director
   29. Haller  str., H-1096 Budapest, Hungary
   phone: +36 1 299 8100
   fax: +36 1 215 7067
   e-mail: titkarsag@kardio.hu    

   Modern cardiology was born during the period of World War II, when the first heart operations were 
performed in the United States, Sweden and England and heart catheterization became a routine clinical procedure. There was 
only one specialist in Hungarian internal medicine, György Gottsegen, who recognized the advent of a new world in cardiology, 
realizing that without invasive diagnostics, modern cardiology ccould no longer exist. He was the founder of the Hungarian 
Institute of Cardiology in 1957 which was become the only centre in Hungary dedicated exclusively to cardiology. The clinical and 
scientific prestige of the Institute grew rapidly in Hungary and abroad necessitating a modern, more spacious building. In 1977, 
the Hungarian Institute of Cardiology moved to a modern new building which was already able to host the entire field of non-
invasive and invasive cardiology, adult and pediatric cardiology and heart surgery as the largest cardiology centre in Hungary. The 
Department of Adult Cardiology of the Institute became the Department of Cardiology of the Semmelweis University. In the next 
decade, pediatric cardiology in Hungary experienced a tremendous progress and could no longer function on the 3rd floor of the 
Hungarian Institute of Cardiology building. It could not meet the increased requirements, waiting lists for catheter therapy or heart 
surgery were very long. Setting up a modern pediatric cardiology centre of rather larger capacity became a justified necessity. In 
2000, the new state-of-the-art Pediatric Centre of the Hungarian Institute of Cardiology was opened. As an individual budgetary 
organization, the Hungarian Institute of Cardiology is functioning under the control of the Ministry of Health and covers the entire 
spectrum of pediatric and adult cardiology.
The Gottsegen Hungarian Institute of Cardiology was founded to be one of the leading cardiology centers in Hungary as the 
background institution of the Ministry of Health. It provides a first-class service in cardiology patient care, scientific research, 
medical education and medical data collection. It covers the entire field of pediatric and adult cardiology performing the most 
comprehensive and expensive treatment modalities in Hungary as the only centre, such as interventional pediatric cardiology, 
pediatric heart surgery, pediatric and adult heart transplantation and ventricular assist device therapy, adult non-coronary 
catheter interventions (closure of intracardiac communications and valvular interventions), adult congenital heart disease therapy. 
The faculty is young and dynamic, and was trained in the leading cardiology centers of Europe, North America and Australia. 
The Gottsegen Hungarian Institute of Cardiology is committed to providing excellence in multidisciplinary, comprehensive, and 
innovative cardiovascular care. A dedicated team of adult and pediatric cardiologists, cardiac surgeons, cardiac anesthesiologists, 
and cardiac nurses has been assembled to provide the very best in cardiology. The Gottsegen Hungarian Institute of Cardiology’s 
commitment to education is one of the dimensions that sets it apart from other major centers. Postdoctoral and allied training 
programs, seminars, symposia, conferences, publication of scientific and clinical findings, training materials, and public outreach 
are all part of the Institute’s educational thrust.

   international Metro association                            
   
   igor ermolenko, General Director
   2, Okruzhnoy proezd, Moscow 107553 Russian Federation
   phone: +7 495 688 02 89
   e-mail: asmetro-gvb@mail.ru 
   www.asmetro.ru 

   It has been almost a quarter of a century since metro systems, manufacturers and producers of technical 
equipment for the metro systems of Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan became 
members of the International Metro Association. In 2015, Czech Republic joined the Association too. Today, public transport plays 
a crucial role in the busy lives of the metropolitan cities. Metro is considered to be the most reliable means of transport not affected 
by external factors. The metro operators within the Metro Association carry around 16 million passengers per day and the joint 
yearly ridership amounts to 5 billion passengers. Thus, the metro systems play a fundamental role in ensuring stability in people’s 
social and business lives. Being a perfect platform for the joint work of metro specialists, the Association helps further develop the 
systems. The introduction of new technologies and equipment as well as the improvement of technological processes are among 
the central topics on the agenda of the International Metro Association.
The International Metro Association has a great reputation not only in Russia but also abroad. Being a member of the International 
Union of Public Transport (UITP), it participates in a number of meetings and seminars that bring together transport operators 
from all over the world. The Metro Association is managed by the Board of Directors that consists of metro top managers and 
manufacturers. The Board of Directors elects the Chairman of the Board.
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   institution De prevoyance sociale 
   caisse generale De retraite Des agents De l’etat (ips-cgrae)                            
   
   aBDrahaMane tieMoko Berte, DIRECTEUR GENERAL
   PLATEAU, RUE DU COMMERCE, ABIDJAN, COTE D’IVOIRE, BP V 164 ABIDJAN
   phone: +225 20 25 12 12 
   fax: +225 20 25 11 00
   e-mail: infos@cgrae.ci 
   www.cgrae.ci 

Créée par le décret n°2012-367 du 18 avril 2012, l’Institution de Prévoyance Sociale dénommée ‘ Caisse Générale de Retraite des 
Agents de l’Etat ‘, en abrégé IPS-CGRAE, est dotée de la personnalité morale de droit privé de type particulier et de l’autonomie 
financière. Elle est investie d’une mission de service public à vocation sociale. 
oBJet et Missions . L’IPS-CGRAE a pour objet:

• la gestion au profit des fonctionnaires et agents de l’Etat, des régimes obligatoires de pensions tels qu’arrêtés par l’ordonnance 
n° 2012-303 du 04 avril 2012 portant organisation des régimes de pensions gérés par la Caisse Générale de Retraite des 
Agents de l’Etat,

• la gestion au profit des bénéficiaires, des régimes complémentaires ou spéciaux, obligatoires ou volontaires de pensions, qui 
peuvent être créés par décret

• le recouvrement des cotisations et le service des prestations afférentes à ces différents régimes,
• la gestion des fonds collectés au titre des différents régimes.

A cet effet, l’IPS-CGRAE gère plusieurs régimes, à savoir:
• Le régime des pensions civiles;
• Le régime des pensions militaires;
• Le régime des pensions des anciens membres du Conseil Economique et Social;
• Le régime des hautes Personnalités de l’Etat (Anciens membres du Gouvernement, Ambassadeurs, Magistrats etc.). 

organisation fonctionnelle. Afin d’optimiser les performances de l’Institution, l’approche processus, dans le pilotage des 
activités, a été retenue dans le cadre de la mise en œuvre du Système de Management de la Qualité (SMQ).
Ainsi,les activités de l’IPS-CGRAE ont été structurées en 14 processus, eux-mêmes regroupés en 3 pavés, comme ci-après :

• les processus Management: Management général (PM1) et Gestion du système de management de la qualité (PM2);
• les Processus Opérationnels: Gestion de l’accueil et des réclamations (PO1), Liquidation des dossiers de prestations civiles 

(PO2), Liquidation des dossiers de prestations militaires (PO3), Liquidation des dossiers des Hautes Personnalités (PO4), 
Gestion des prestations non contributives (PO5), Gestion du paiement des prestations (PO6) et Recouvrement des cotisations 
et gestion du contrôle d’exploitation (PO7);

• les processus Supports: Gestion du système d’information (PS1), Gestion des ressources humaines (PS2), Gestion des achats 
et approvisionnements (PS3), Gestion des activités financières et comptables (PS4) et Gestion de la communication (PS5).

Chaque processus est animé par une équipe processus conduite par un pilote avec des tenues de réunions mensuelles.
Ce Système de Management a abouti à la certification de ensemble des activités de l’Institution selon la norme Internationale ISO 
9001 version 2008.

   istanBul kent university                            
   
   Zehra Neşe Kavak, President
   Cihangir Mahallesi Sıraselviler Caddesi No:71 34433 
   Beyoglu Istanbul,Turkey
   phone: +902126101010
   fax: +902122445368
   e-mail: info@kent.edu.tr 
   www.kent.edu.tr
Istanbul Kent University was founded to serve society in fields of health and culture to contribute to its development; to bring 
together modern, effective and efficient educational services with the youth to introduce them with high technology at international 
standards and current scientific development. It is a world university situated in the center of Istanbul, in perfect harmony within 
and with its surroundings in order to contribute to Turkey’s development. Istanbul Kent University aims to keep up with the 
changes in the developing world and closely monitor global developments in the fields of education, science, techniques and 
technology. It also aims to educate world citizens who embrace their national and cultural values and who are self-confident and 
skilled enough to compete in national and international area alike. 
In trying to achieve these goals, Istanbul Kent University has established the principle to provide all necessary support so its 
students do not have to face any physical or financial setbacks. It practices ‘Positive Discrimination’ by providing financial aid 
support and supplies its students with foreign language skills to ease their way while practicing their professions all around the 
world. Istanbul Kent University presents its students with all necessary equipment to raise individuals who are curious, inquisitive, 
cognitive, analytical and responsible as well as social, productive, understanding and empathic. With its modern and innovative 
academic staff, its student-centered educational approach and its attentive personnel; as well as its technological infrastructure, 
well-equipped laboratories and workshops and solution partners, each successful members of their own sector, Istanbul Kent 
University provides its students with job experience prior to graduation, thus preparing them for the future.
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   ipi solutions nigeria liMiteD                            
   
   adamu J. garba ii, Founder/CEO
   No. 9 Adebola Street, Off Adeniran Ogunsanya Street
   Surulere 101211 Nigeria
   phone: 23412950826
   e-mail: info@ipigroupng.com adamu.garba@ipigroupng.com 
   www.ipigroupng.com 

adamu J. garba ii was born 36 years ago in Luggere ward in Jimeta, Yola-North Local Govt of Adamawa State, Nigeria. He started 
elementary school at Jambutu Primary School as one of the pioneer students in 1990. At primary 4, he was transferred to Luggere 
Primary School where he continued till he finished his Secondary School Education at GDSS Doubeli in 2001. He then got admission 
into Kano University of Technology through a Pre-Degree Program to study Electrical Engineering. He opted for engineering 
because I needed something more hands-on, yet he ended up with a lot of calculations with no real industry application. I thought 
I was wasting my time and shifted focus to a more practical field and then joined NIIT in Kano to study Microsoft Systems and 
technology under their MCSE program. As at that time in 2005, he had never touched or used a computer. Considering its real-life 
applications, he fell in love with computers and became more inquisitive about it until he built a carrier in it, the result of which is 
what he is today.
ipi solutions as a Microsoft partner. Established in October 2008, the reality of a true business leader was born; IPI Solutions 
Nigeria Limited. A company driven by its vision to be the most valuable technology solution platform in Africa and its mission 
to keep shaping the future that works for all of us by putting people first and empowering them. IPI Solutions Nigeria Limited 
is a 1-Tier Microsoft CSP and Gold Partner specialized in delivering high-end Enterprise Level Solutions to Businesses aimed at 
reducing IT Infrastructure costs and enhancing company-wide productivity. We have six Gold Categories with Microsoft in About 
6 Different specializations Including Gold in Datacenter, Cloud Productivity, Applications Integration, Small and Mid-Market Cloud 
Solutions, Messaging and Cloud Platform competencies.
Microsoft products and services offered by ipi solutions. Microsot Office 365; Dynamics 365; Enterprise Mobility + Security; 
Microsoft Azure; SharePoint; Skype for Business are some of the products offered by the company. The company offers services 
ranging from Identity Management, Business Automation, Messaging, Exchange Email Solutions & Migration, Virtualization and 
Business Continuity Solutions and Electronic Document Management System (EDMS).
intellectual properties of ipi solutions. We have always wanted to develop Intellectual Properties that will foster economic 
growth and development of Nigeria and bridge worldwide gaps. The following are our IP which are ready to be rolled out to the 
market.
gloomme: built to bridge the gap between customers and service providers. A platform where businesses and independent 
professionals connect and collaborate remotely and physically eventually getting work done with flexibility and security.
Drocke: is a web based search engine which provides information on the history, people, government, economy, energy, geography, 
communications, transportation, military, security, politics and maps of major world regions, world and data statistics analysis on 
graphical view.
tucana: provides cloud-based solutions, including web hosting, domain name registration and related products and services, to 
businesses, individuals, non-profit organizations and others. As part of the Endurance family, we are able to provide a variety and 
range of products and services to help customers with their technology needs. The information that we collect in connection with 
the Services is hosted on servers located in the Microsoft Azure Data Centers and in Nigeria.
awards & recognitions. IPI Solutions Nigeria Limited has been recognized for several of its achievements by maintaining 
international standards and best practices in the IT Industry. IPI won the CIO Bulletin Award for the category of ‘10 Best Microsoft 
Solution Providers 2018’ in May 2018. In that same vein, Silicon Review recognized IPI Solutions for their quality service delivery 
as the winner of the award in the ‘10 Fastest Growing Microsoft Solution Providers 2018’ in August 2018.
IPI Solutions Nigeria Limited also won The Bizz Award in Houston, Texas from World Confederation of Businesses for being a 
leader who works in an innovative, knowledgeable and systematic manner.

   institution el yakaDa                            
   
   aBDelouaheD chiaDMi, GENERAL DIRECTOR 
   Route de Mehdia,  koutoubia 1, Salé  - Morocco 
   phone: (+212) 537-84-48-44
   fax: (+212) 537-84-48-46
   e-mail: contact@elyakada.com 
   www.elyakada.com 

Founded in 1971, Institution El Yakada is one of the leading schools in Morocco. It provides students with the best educational 
tools along with successful approaches to learning, with the main purpose to achieve higher levels of excellence. At EL YAKADA 
School, we have a mission to prepare students with transversal skills; rigorous and stimulating methods, critical and creative 
thinking; in order to become engaged citizens of tomorrow. We are also committed to provide students with motivation to learn 
throughout life, and last but not least cultivate in them international awareness.                 
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   institut superieur D’inforMatiQue, 
   prograMMation et analyse (i.s.i.p.a.)                            
   
   Martin ekanda onyangunga, CEO
   7518, Avenue Shaumba – Commune De La Gombe, 
   Kinshasa 1895 Democratic Republic of Congo
   phone: +243 89 89 48 919
   e-mail: contact@isipa.cd 
   www.isipa.cd 

The engineer Martin EKANDA ONYANGUNGA had already understood that any organized country in this world must be interested 
in better controlling the fields of information processing as a modern method of managing business in a company. The idea came 
to him since 1969 when he was still a student in Polytechnic at the University of Kinshasa, ex. LOVANIUM before completing his 
studies at the Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), and a complete training in Computer Science at IBM (Belgium Center Education). 
After his studies, he took the personal initiative of founding the INSTITUT SUPERIEUR D’INFORMATIQUE, PROGRAMMING AND 
ANALYSIS, ‘ISIPA’ in acronym, dated November 15, 1975, with headquarters on Quartier KUNDA No. 53/1D - Bis, in the Municipality 
of MATETE. That’s why the Engineer Martin EKANDA has arrived at establishing an organic structure followed by the attributions 
of each department or directorate of the I.S.I.P.A adapted to the realities of the environment to meet the needs of his staff and the 
proper functioning of his institute. 
the organized courses.
The courses organized are drawn from official programs as defined in the framework of PADEM but with an enrichment compared 
to the evolution. ISIPA works with two major sections, each of which organizes a graduate and a license, namely: 
• Section Computer Science and Digital Communication 
• Commercial and Financial Sciences Section. 
1. Section Computer Science and Digital Communication 

a. GRADUAT LEVEL 
The courses are organized in three years for the State Graduates with three orientations : 
• Management Informatics, 
• Maintenance Technique, 
• Digital Communication. 
b. LICENSE LEVEL 
The courses are organized in two years of study for graduates in computer science with four orientations : 
• Artificial intelligence, 
• Software engineering, 
• Telecommunications and Network Administration, 
• Information System and Administration of Databases. 

2. Commercial and Financial Sciences Section 
a. GRADUAT LEVEL 
The courses are organized in three years of study for State Degrees with two orientations : 
• Financial management 
• Customs and Excise Management. 
b. LICENSE LEVEL 3
The courses of the second cycle in Commercial Financial Sciences last two years with three orientations: 
• Trade 
• Financial management 
• Taxation. 

Web campus. Since March 2012, the I.S.I.P.A. developed the Virtual Campus at its facilities in Kinshasa and Matadi. This tool is the 
entry point for the ISIPA academic community to access the course website as well as resources for online teaching and learning. 
In case, each student or teacher learns the code of conduct for use, active online courses and the auditor and has for this purpose, 
a login, a password and an address. 
cooperation. As part of the cooperation, ISIPA has been working for some time in partnership with several African, European and 
American Universities, to allow academic exchanges in order to improve the quality of the training for its students day by day. ISIPA 
counts more than 13 different nationalities and more than 100 Computer Experts, Technicians, Financiers, Accountants, Customs 
and Speakers of the Universities Notre Dame of peace of Namur and catholic of Louvain (Belgium), RIT (USA), University Mohamed 
V, ... For the future of the world, ISIPA realizes meetings of civilizations in a common or scientific framework, shares ideas with 
respect and tolerance, assumes the scientific responsibilities, in his country, contributes to find the social peace between the State 
and society, thus playing an important role in the formation of dialogue or exchange between cultures to establish cooperation and 
progress in computer science.
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 kings Water, llc                     
   
 115054, Moscow, Dubininskaya street, house 61
 phone: +7 495 114 55-55
 fax: +7 495 114 55-55
 e-mail: info@kingswater.ru 
 www.kingswater.ru
Kings Water is a producer of high-quality artesian drinking water, which has been a leader in the Russian market since 1994. High 
production technologies, strict quality control and lean manufacturing, well-established logistics processes, flexible pricing policy and 
the recognizable Kings Water brand are the foundations of many years of customer confidence in the products manufactured by the 
company. The uniqueness of our products is due to its natural origin. The extraction of water is carried out from our own оун artesian 
wells with a depth of more than 200 metres. The company regularly passes the certification test and meets all high international 
standards. Taste qualities of water are noted by Russian and international nutrition specialists and balneology specialists as unique. 
Kings water produces a wide range of water in different formats under its own brands and under the brands of customers. (Private 
label). The company ‘Kings Water’ has been successfully developing in the Russian market for almost 25 years, positioning its products 
in the middle plus and premium segments сигментс, due to the high quality of products and competitive prices. Operators of the call 
center of the company ‘Kings Water’ daily accept эксепт more than 3000 orders, which are delivered to customers by our own 250 
cars, without days off. Our numerous customers are the largest state and commercial companies, HoReCa, Retail and private client’s. 
The ‘perfect order’ indicator is ‘99% complete’. The company ‘Kings water’ in the future plans to introduce new technologies, upgrade 
equipment and improve the management system, as well as enter the international market. Price-quality ratio is the key competitive 
advantage of the company. The sloganof our company is ‘In aqua veritas’.

   sharJah electricity & Water authority                            
   
   h.e. Dato’ rashid alleem, Chairman
   Al Khan, Sharjah 135 United Arab Emirates
   phone: +971 650 217 47
   e-mail: b.manai@sewa.gov.ae 
   www.gov.ae 

   A power plant was formed for the company in Al Jubail area.  Two more plants were added to the company and 
each plant worked on diesel, generating 250 kilowatts; and a third was added that generated 200 kilowatts and a fourth of 250 kilowatts. In 
1995 Zulal Water Factory as established to produce bottled drinking water that met international standards and advanced technology; Zulal 
Water Factory was later awarded 2008/9001 ISO certificate, Food Safety Quality Certificate (HACCP) and the Emirati Quality Certificate 
(ESMA). In March of 1999 Natural Gas was distributed to the residents and industrial areas of Sharjah and invested in two projects in the 
city of Kalba and Khorfakkan to provide them with Natural Gas.2005 H.H Sheikh Sultan bin Mohammed, Crown Prince of Sharjah, opened 
a supply station, in Halwan area, for SEWA’s cars to be provided with Natural Gas. Since its establishment, Sharjah Electricity and Water 
Authority has been though several changes.  The city of Sharjah, during the fifties and early sixties, got its electricity from private generators 
that were distributed around the area at that time.  In 1964, ‘Sharjah Electricity Company’ was established, and a power plant was formed 
for the company in Al Jubail area.  Two more plants were added to the company and each plant worked on diesel, generating 250 kilowatts; 
and a third was added that generated 200 kilowatts and a fourth of 250 kilowatts.  In 1968 an Amiri Decree was released stating the 
establishment of ‘The Department of Electrical Resources of Sharjah’; the ownership of the Company was handed over to the Government 
of Sharjah. With the changes and improvements in the Economic and Social Development in the Emirate of Sharjah, H.H Dr. Sheikh Sultan 
bin Mohammed Al Qassimi, member of the Supreme Council and Ruler of Sharjah, issued Amiri Decree # 1 for the formation of ‘Sharjah 
Electricity and Water Authority’ as it is known today.  SEWA became financially and administratively independent.  SEWA provided services 
in electricity, water and natural gas to all Sharjah Residents and was able to handle the demands that the consumers required. In 1995 Zulal 
Water Factory as established to produce bottled drinking water that met international standards and advanced technology; Zulal Water 
Factory was later awarded 2008/9001 ISO certificate, Food Safety Quality Certificate (HACCP) and the Emirati Quality Certificate (ESMA). 
In March of 1999 Natural Gas was distributed to the residents and industrial areas of Sharjah and invested in two projects in the city of Kalba 
and Khorfakkan to provide them with Natural Gas as well.  SEWA launched a project to transfer all its cars to use natural gas; so in 2005 
H.H Sheikh Sultan bin Mohammed, Crown Prince of Sharjah, opened a supply station, in Halwan area, for SEWA’s cars to be provided with 
Natural Gas. Dr. Rashid Alleem is ranked third among the 25 most influential CEOs in GCC and is considered one of the 100 most influential 
CEOs in the Middle East. He is a passionate writer; an environmentalist; a sought-after thought leader; the creator of  CRITRAL Thinking, 
a unique blend of ‘critical and lateral’ thinking; and an internationally respected transformational leader. Dr. Rashid Alleem is the founder 
and the CEO of Alleem Knowledge Center which organizes 5 conferences and forums in the fields of leadership, sustainability, marketing, 
corporate ID, project management, energy and water. Dr. Alleem is a dynamic leader who has worked with prestigious governmental, semi-
governmental, and nonprofit organizations and assumed senior leading position at these organizations including the Director General 
of Sharjah Seaports, Customs & Free Zones Authority, DG of Sharjah Charity Society and currently the Chairman of Sharjah Electricity & 
Water Authority. He is an entrepreneur par excellence with a flair for effective, strategic decision-making by means of innovative thinking. 
Dr. Alleem earned several high degrees and international certificates including Ph.D. from the University of Salford, in Manchester, UK. 
Being a ‘sustainovationalist,’ He has received five honorary doctorates from different universities: Atlantic International University 
(USA), in recognition of his achievements in the socioeconomic fields; Somalia University, for his humanitarian services; American Global 
International University (USA), for his global business contributions and numerous academic achievements; and Indian Peace University, 
from which he received a Doctorate in Philosophy for his exceptional contributions, dedication, and social services to society. In November, 
2018, H.E Dr. Rashid Alleem has been award with the Honorary Doctorate from the prestigious Amity University Dubai for his profound 
contribution to the progress in the field of sustainability, Environment and Humanity. 
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   JivaDhara institute of neuro DevelopMent anD research                            
   
   Dr sr. Mary easey, Managing Director
   Adivaram, Malayattoor, Kalady Angamaly 683587 India
   phone: +91 944 773 01 31
   e-mail: info@jivadhara.com 
   www.jivadhara.com 

   JIVADHARA – A new viable medical treatment method for Neurological, Genetical, progressive-regressive 
and Auto-immune diseases and disorders. When the dream was to provide a slice of humanity with quality health care, realizing 
that dream becomes a mission together with hard-work, dedication, and responsibility JIVADHARA’s mission started as a very 
small clinic in Maradu. Jivadhara Institute of Neuro Development and Research is registered under the Jivadhara Charitable Trust 
(Reg:369/IV/2010). Jivadhara is a Sanskrit term coined together from two separate Sanskrit words – JIVA and DHARA  which means 
‘Continuous flow of life’ When flow of life is steady and uninterrupted there is no illness. Jivadhara ensure the flow of life by removing 
all the blockages in the channels and impurity or vitiation in the blood and lymph. Definitely without the blessings and grace of the 
Almighty God, Dr. Sr. Mary Easey (MD (AM), MD (EH), MD (Ac), PhD) – the Founder of Jivadhara Institute of Neuro Development and 
Research wouldn’t have established the institution ‘JIVADHARA – Hope for the Hopeless’ for enabling rejuvenation of continuous flow 
of life which is sprouted from the unfailing Love of Almighty God to extend the capable healing hands to the unreached places which 
should further extend to the end of the universe. JIVADHARA is a new viable medical treatment combination of Acupuncture and 
Electro-Homeopathy innovated, researched, developed and now put into practice by Dr. Sr. Mary Easey MD (AM), MD (EH), MD (Ac), 
PhD, (Founder of Jivadhara). It is an effective treatment mainly for those incurable illnesses. 
Merits and Benefits of Jivadhara’s Treatment mode:

1. Jivadhara treatment is a natural form of treatment. So it doesn’t have any side-effect. 
2. It is the only one treatment in the world available for incurable diseases and disorders.
3. Jivadhara treatment is affordable when compared to other treatment methods available.
4. Jivadhara treatment makes increase in the immunity of human body.
5. Jivadhara treatment is the only treatment which helps in increasing the IQ Level.

The earlier the illness is diagnosed, ensure to bring the patient with immediate effect to JIVADHARA Institute which is a place of 
cent percent assurance for complete, safe and fastest recovery from the illness.
CORE OF JIVADHARA: What makes JIVADHARA unique from other Modes of Treatment?
As highlighted earlier JIVADHARA is a new medical viable treatment which is an unique blend of Electro Homeopathy and 
Acupuncture, which doesn’t have side-effects at all, the nature itself has its own Herbs for curing all kinds of illnesses without any 
doubt. Acupuncture and Electro homeopathy are based on the principle of polarity. Acupuncture treatment helps to create balance 
in the vital energy and Electro homeopathy to make purify the vital fluid. So both treatment together can sustain the human body 
in complete balance. The Combination of these two treatments helps the patients to enjoy a wholesome life. So JIVADHARA is the 
assurance to all patients that where Medical Science has failed with your cases, JIVADHARA is their at your doorstep ready to take 
the challenge to save your life without being reluctant. JIVADHARA now has pride of place for its own unique blend as one of the 
best medical treatment provider for those illnesses where Medical Science had failed permanently. JIVADHARA Mode of Treatment 
- exclusively designed for incurable diseases and disorders for Infants, Children and Adults. Following are the list of diseases and 
disorders which cannot be cured 99% by Ayuverda, Allopathy, Sidhdha, Unani…etc whereas Jivadhara’s Unique blend of treatment 
(Electrohomeopathy with Acupuncture) assures 99% cure for all kind of illnesses. Electro-Homeopathic medicines are given 
continuously during the treatment, and Acupuncture is given as one course of 12 continuous days with 15 days gap in between 
each course supported by Physiotherapy, Speech Therapy, Behaviour Therapy, Music Therapy…etc. This is the Core of JIVADHARA
Incurable illnesses list follows:

- Neurological Cases: Example: Cerebral Palsy, Autism, Mental Retardation, CVA…etc
- Genetic Disorders: Example: Down Syndrome, Pattue Syndrome, Joubert Syndrome…etc
- Progressive and Regressive: Example: Muscular Dystrophy, Spinal Muscle Atrophy, Brain Atrophy
- Auto immune diseases: Example:  Psoriasis, Rheumatism…etc

At Jivadhara, we guarantee personalized treatment, genuine concern and a sincere commitment to the overall well-being of society. 
We believe that Jivadhara’s unique blend of treatment is simply not about detecting, diagnosing, informing or treating an individual 
but it is about helping people to lead a wholesome and healthy life. We are committed to serving the communities where we 
do business and pledge to provide our customers with hope - A Hope for the Hopeless for a Healthy and Happy Life. Vision: 
Holistic Medical treatment systems are gaining momentum everywhere in the world. These systems treat man as a whole taking to 
consideration his physical, psychological, spiritual and social faculties enabling a complete cure. More over low cost of treatment, 
most of these treatments are from use natural ingredients for medicines most of them are free of side effects. To be an exemplary 
institution for excellence and innovation; continually enhancing the patient experience and quality of services.
Mission:  To serve our community by providing the highest healthcare standards in a state-of-the-art facility through partnering 
with world-class medical expertise.
In Year 2017 and 2018 we opened several branches in several parts of India
2017: The Year 2017 was a blooming year for us. We opened  four branches in India in the following respective dates
a) Dehradun: 24th January 2017
b) Bombay:  25th March 2017
c) Ranchi:   11th September 2017
d) Delhi:  05th October 2017
2018: We opened a new branch in Bangalore on 16th April 2018
We have lot of patients coming from all over the world, example: Nigeria, UK, USA, Gulf countries taking treatment and getting 
cured from this Institute.
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   JorDan acaDeMy for MaritiMe stuDies (JaMs), 
   MaritiMe eDucation anD training                             
   
   Mustafa amin Massad, President
   Al-Sa’ada Nighborhood, Al- Dia’a street, Amman, Jordan, 11937
   phone: 00962 6 524 010 2
   fax: 00962 6 524 010 7
   e-mail: president@jams.edu.jo 
   www.jams.edu.jo 

Jordan Academy for Maritime Studies (JAMS), is an educational institution specialized in Maritime Education and Training (MET). 
It was established in January 2004 with a view to provide national and international maritime markets with highly qualified 
navigating officers and marine engineers. JAMS is a quality focused maritime institution providing comprehensive services of 
(MET) while committed to customers, employees, owners and the maritime community in general.
JAMS is specialized in providing the following services:

• Maritime studies (officer in charge of a navigation watch (2nd Mate), Chief Mate, Master (F.G.), officer in charge of an 
engineering watch (3rd Engineer), 2nd Engineer, Chief Engineer, ETO)

• Maritime training (basic safety courses, ECDIS, GOC, BTM, ERM, ….)
• Training courses in different fields (Accounting, Marketing, Quality, Management, Logistics, Inventory, Maintenance, ….) as 

training courses related to the maritime studies
• Consultations (ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001, HR, Marketing, Inventories, ..)
• Researches & Studies

JAMS is a maritime educational institution accredited by Jordan Maritime Commission (Ministry of Transport) which is responsible 
for Maritime Education and Training in Jordan. Besides, Jordan is on the IMO white list of countries, which fulfil the provisions of 
STCW 1978 as amended. EU has also acknowledged the Jordanian Certificates of Competency following the audit of educational 
and training systems adopted by the Academy.
JAMS Quality Management System (QMS) complies with ISO 9001:2015 requirements. It holds the certificate from Lloyd’s Resister/
UK as the first Jordanian educational organization in Jordan that upgrades to the new standard, the scope of which comprises 
(MET) according to STCW 1978 as amended, in addition to managerial consultancy services.

   JosepDaM port services nig. ltD                            
   
   simon travers, Managing Director 
   Terminal A, Tincan Island 2nd Gate, Apapa, Lagos, Nigeria
   phone: +234 8172385020
   e-mail: enquiries@jps.ng/sales@jps.ng 
   www.jps.ng  

   Mr. Simon Travers is the Managing Director of Josepdam Port Services Nig. Ltd.  With over (34) thirty 
– four years cargo handling, RoRo, low/Low, break bulk, containers, Uncon, Bulk Terminals and estate management experience, 
Mr. Simon Travers is involved in the general management of the Company’s day – to- day activities and operations and has earned 
a reputation as a truly accomplished and highly respected professional within and outside Maritime industry. Prior to joining 
Josepdam Port Services Nig. Ltd, he worked with EnRoute Distribution Ltd in the UK as a Director.  He subsequently joined JPS 
as a General Manager then later earned his promotion as the Managing Director in 2012. Mr. Simon Travers possesses a deep 
understanding of the Nigerian Maritime having restructured the overall strategic management of JPS.  He also Initiated market 
opportunities, forestall business risks and maximized core strengths.  Mr. Travers worked with stakeholders to increase income 
by 42%; worked with stakeholders to increase net profit by 32%; introduces ISO 9001 – 2008 (QMS); increased workforce to 
strengthen the operation and Admin to mention but a few.
Mr. Simon Travers, because of his relentless and outstanding effort in seeing that the Company moves to an enviable height in the 
Maritime industry, earned the following awards:  

- CEO Award 2018
- BIZZ award 2018
- Summit of Leaders award of quality 2018
- African Quality Achievement Award 2017
- European Quality Award 2017
- Worldcom Business Confederation Leaders Award 2017
- Face of Ajegunle CSR Initiative Award 2017
- Awarded a Fellowship of Ports and Terminal Management Academy of Nigeria
- Awarded a Fellowship of Nigerian Institute of Shipping

He has further invested in the continual development of skills and knowledge required to meet the requirements of both Nigerian 
and European working time directive.  He holds a Masters Degree in Business Administration from South Hampton City College.  
He has earned himself professional awards like Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Shipping, Legendary Fellow, Chartered Institute of 
Maritime, Port and Terminal Management Professional, USA, to mention but a few. He is an active person who enjoys motor biking, 
DIY, Photography and playing golf.  
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   kuWait college of science anD technology                            
   
   khalid al-Begain, President
   Kuwait, Kuwait City - Al-Doha District (Al-Asima Governorate) Block 4
   phone: +965 24972880
   e-mail: president@kcst.edu.kw 
   www.kcst.edu.kw 

   Kuwait College of Science and Technology (KCST) is a private university that started operation in 2016 
after an extensive campus building project. KCST is specialised in providing cutting-edge technology education and research with 
clear vision to graduate engineers with leadership and managerial skills and capabilities. KCST currently offers three bachelor 
degree programmes in Electronics and Communication Engineering, Computer Engineering and Computer Science. The curricula 
of all programmes the been designed in collaboration with the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi, the world-leader in 
technology education, are designed with clear emphasis on the following:

-modern syllabus for courses
-embedded hands-on learning in all specialised courses
-significant management, leadership and entrepreneurial training throughout the engineering programme
-research active faculty members in topics relevant to the region
-vibrant student initiative through scientific and social clubs such as programming, robotics and innovation makerspace.

In less than 3 years of operation, KCST has achieved excellent reputation in Kuwait and the region for providing high quality 
engineering education and most significantly for securing the highest number of research grants and publishing the highest 
number of research outputs in the form of journal and conference papers, books and patents among all rivals. Kuwait College of 
Science and Technology (KCST) was licened by the Ministry of Higher Education of Kuwait in 2008 with Royal Dacree No.(106) of 
2008 in Kuwait. The building project of an impressive state-of-art campus started in 2011 and completed in 2015. The university 
received the approvals for recruiting students in November 2015. The firs full cohort started in September 2016 with 340 
students. In September 2018, the number of students have reached 750 students showing the fastest growth among all similar 
institution in Kuwait despite offering only three degree programmes. One very important achievement of KCST is that 60% of 
the student population is female. The university location and types of programmes have open an opportunity for large segment 
of student to study engineering and computer science in area where this not possible for cultural and social reasons. KCST is a 
very active participants in a number of social projects including organising awareness event for breast cancer, blood donation 
activities as well as opening the campus sports facilities to the community. The university`s current status is only Phase of a very 
ambitious academic and physical development project. In September 2019, the university will introduce 3 additional engineering 
programmes(Electrical, Mechanical and Civil Engineering) and establish the Faculty of Management, Accounting and Finance, 
Digital Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Energy Management. Additionally, the Faculty will offer a Master of Business 
Management (MBA) degree. On the other hand, the university will start building towards adding another 1000 student capacity to 
the current 1800 capacity with the vision to increase the capacity to 4600 in 2015.

   Metall proM group llp                            
   
   Dolkuntay abdulkhalil, Director General
   189, Tole Bi Str, Almaty 050050 Republic of Kazakhstan
   phone: +7 727 379 08 81 
   fax: +7 727 379 09 23
   e-mail: m.promgroup@mail.ru 

   Abdulhalil Dolkuntay (Abdulkhalil Dolkuntai) has already made a significant contribution to the 
development of the metallurgical sector of the economy and the improvement of the social infrastructure in a number of 
regions of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 19 years. Abdulhalil Dolkuntay was born on 12.06.1967, in the Kulja, CPR, married, 
has 13 children. He has been the General Director of Metall Prom Group LLP since 2009, with a total of 130 employees. The 
kind of activity: metal rolling. This is one of the few companies in Kazakhstan that in a short five-year period managed to 
achieve an annual turnover growth of more than 3 million US dollars. And in 2016 metal products were processed for 40 
thousand tons, and gross income amounted to 12.8 million US dollars, and in 2017 this year the company intends to process 
more than 70 thousand tons of metal products, or in total by almost 25 million US dollars. In the production process, the most 
modern methods and production technologies were used. I managed to organize non-waste production and practical with zero 
environmental impact. The company created all the conditions for employees, the main motto of the company ‘cadres decide 
everything’. He has already begun construction of a new plant for the production of rolled metal on an area of 14 hectares. in 
the industrial zone of the southern capital of the country (Almaty city), with the cost of the project in more than 24 million US 
dollars. For professional work, he was awarded the honorary badge ‘Kurmetti car jasausy’ (‘Honorary machine builder’). From 
the National Chamber of Industry (NCI) ‘Atameken’ medal of the third degree ‘EnbekeniUshin’ (‘For Labor Valor’). Certificates of 
honor from the City Hall of Almaty. The company headed by him is awarded the Badge of Honor ‘Leader of the National Economy 
of 2006’. In addition, only in recent years the company spent funds for education of dozens of young citizens of Kazakhstan, who 
received the specialties required by the country, for training (college and university). Suffice it to say that only in 2015 and 2016, 
charitable assistance was provided for more than 300 thousand US dollars. He was awarded the diploma of the competition on 
social responsibility of business, became the winner of the annual public national award ‘AltynZhurek’ (‘Golden Heart’), among 
more than 250 applicants from among philanthropists and patrons of the country.
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   lht holDings ltD                            
   
   yap Mui kee, May, Chairwomen, CEO and Managing Director
   27,Sungei Kadut Street 1 Singapore 729335
   phone: +6562697890
   fax: +6563674907
   e-mail: mayyap@lht.com.sg 
   www.ecrpallet.com 

Established in 1977, LHT Holdings is a Public-listed on SGX main broad. Leading manufacturer in Singapore that produces quality wooden 
pallets, boxes and crates, Technical Wood and flooring products for both local and overseas markets. As an added value for our customers, 
we also provide pallet leasing, industrial packing and supply chain services to customers worldwide.We are first started operations with 
handful of employees in a rented factory making wooden crates and boxes. Since then, LHT Holdings has come a long way. Recent additions 
to the LHT family include LHT Ecotech Resources (Tianjin) Co Ltd in China, LHT Gpac Technology (M) Sdn Bhd, Lian Hup Packaging 
Industries Sdn Bhd – In Malaysia and LHT ECR Packaging (Vietnam) Company Limited in Vietnam etc. AT LHT, we are always conscious of 
our role n the conservation of natural reserves. We are in constant pursuit of new ways to help protect the environment. LHT’s innovative 
processing of timber through recycling is one of the many efforts that reflect our commitment towards the betterment of the world we 
live in. For Year 1999 LHT established Singapore’s first wood waste recycling plant equipped with a highly automated German system to 
produce a series of Technical Wood products. The advanced technology allows products to be made with greater consistency in colour and 
texture and to a high density. These products undergo a strict process of treatment and drying to prevent wood cracking, mould and insect 
attack and are ideally suited to furniture, flooring, building material and heavy-duty industrial applications. The LHT Technical Wood is a 
brilliant outcome of waste wood recycling innovation. Wood waste is being crushed and mechanically shaped into a wide range of specially 
designed recycled wooden products. LHT Technical wood is not only environmentally friendly but also cost effective in addition, it is also 
chemical and pest resistant, fire retardant and is low in moisture content. LHT believes in investing for quality and efficiency and we have 
invested in highly efficient automated machines for our production lines. By ensuring more controlled and consistent assembly process, 
customers can be assured of precision and quality of every single product. Since inception when LHT focused solely on making traditional 
wooden pallets, the company has evolved to develop green technology pallets supporting future logistics, transportations and warehousing 
needs in the supply chain industry. In year 2004 produced a range of ‘Innovative Process Product Conversion’ Pallets that are made from 
waste wood. These recycled wood materials have undergone high temperature and high pressure treatment so that thereby be compliant 
with ISPM15 section 2 requirements. IPPC pallets are therefore suitable for export purposes. Depending on customers’ requirements, 
the IPPC pallets can contain between 50% and 100% of recycled wood waste.With our advanced technology involved, the products have 
the advantages of being consistent and very stable, thus by February 2005, LHT was the first to be awarded the Singapore Green Label 
by the Singapore Environment Council for using recycled materials in our green products and we also received the inaugural Singapore 
Manufacturing Business Model Innovation Award for our efforts to innovate and achieve sustainable growth.   As part of our ongoing 
efforts to enhance process efficiency and effectiveness, we have implemented many systems and clinch many awards. Companies like LHT 
Holdings have demonstrated it is necessary and possible to continually adapt to an evolving operating environment and different economic 
conditions, so that the business continues to grow and long term sustainability. 

   national teachers institute                            
   
   garba Dahuwa azare, Director General & CEO
   KM 5 Kaduna – Zaria Express Way, Rigachikun, PMB 2191 Kaduna, Nigeri
   phone: 234-(0)62-887873
   e-mail: info@nti.edu.ng 
   www.nti.edu.ng 
   The National Teachers’ Institute, Kaduna, is a single mode distance education institution dedicated to 
teacher training. It was established in 1976 by the Federal Government of Nigeria, primarily because of the pressing needs in the 
country for trained and qualified teaching staff at all levels of the educational system.The Institute’s enabling law charged it amongst 
other with the responsibility of providing courses of instruction leading to the development, upgrading and certification of teachers as 
specified in the relevant syllabus using Distance Education Techniques. The vision of the Institute is to enhance the professional skills 
of serving teachers for high quality education delivery at primary and secondary education levels with a view to uplifting the standard 
of the education system of the country.  The Mission of the Institute is to upgrade/update teachers knowledge and skills in curriculum 
implementation while instilling in them the virtues of dedication, loyalty, commitment, discipline and resourcefulness.

   syMphony style kuWait, a raDisson collection hotel                             
   
   peter schuler, General Manager 
   Symphony Complex, Arabian Gulf Street, P.O. Box 1113, 
   22012 Salmiya, Kuwait
   phone: +965 25770000
   fax: +965 25770001 
   e-mail: peter.schuler@symphonystylehotel.com  
   www.radissoncollection.com/symphony-style-hotel 
Symphony Style Hotel Kuwait is an exceptional and unique lifestyle hotel located in the vibrant area of Salmiya. The hotel is designed 
to provide all its guests with a remarkable experience with its magnetizing living elegant designs that are blended flawlessly with 
the authentic local warm culture and hospitality. The hotel is only 20 minutes from Kuwait International Airport and just a stone’s 
throw away from the gleaming shopping malls and the major attractions and landmarks of Kuwait.
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   ManDakh university                            
   
   nanjid gombojav, Professor
   Bayangol district, 16th khoroo, Amarsanaa street 18/1, 
   16040, Post box-88, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
   phone: +976 70185950
   fax: +97670001183
   e-mail: info@mandakh.edu.mn 
   www.mandakh.edu.mn 

In 1992, the first private universities were founded in Mongolia. Mandakh University has been effectively working on providing the 
academic facilities, building a team of skillful faculty in teaching, and upgrading the learning methodologies and curriculums to the 
equivalent standard level of universities in the high developed countries. Mandakh university was accredited by Mongolian National 
Educational Accreditation Council and the prestigious organization of Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs /
ACBSP/, We have implemented a quality management system ISO 9001-2015 also The Mandakh University offers professionally 
oriented bachelor, master, doctor programs in accounting, finance and banking management, engineering-economics, information 
technology and software engineering fields. Mandakh University collaborate with Japan, Thailand, Turkey, Switzerland, Russia, 
Korea, USA and other universities and organizations to exchange faculty and students, and to implement double degree programs 
for both bachelor and master students, and other activities such as achieving sustainability of the cooperation. Mandakh university 
achievement has been recognized by national and international awards including the best enterprises-2017 by Socrates Committee, 
Oxford, UK and the inspirational company-2018 by World confederation of businesses, Houston, USA.
Nanjid Gombojav obtained her an educational degree in accounting-economics from Mongolian State University in 1973. Since 
that time, she has been working as lecturer and Researchers for 45 years in the field of high education. She has been awarded the 
University honor professor from Mandakh University. In 1992, Mandakh University was established and she was one of founder 
of the university. Since that time she has appointed as vice-director and the president until now. Nanjid Gombojav is chairman 
of governing board of the Mandakh University. She also selected as member of governing board at Consortium of Mongolian 
Universities and Colleges and Mongolian national council for education accreditation. She has made important contributions in area 
of high education and accounting finance in Mongolia. Her achievement have been recognized by national and international awards 
including the leadership award from Consortium of Mongolian Universities and Colleges in 2012, ‘National best manager-2016’ 
from Mongolian management association and the prestigious award called ‘The manager of the year-2017’ from the Socrates 
Committee, Oxford, UK. Nanjid.G has awarded the polar star and the red banner of Labor by President of Mongolia.

   Megasoft liMiteD                            
   
   Matthew Man, President & CEO 
   Unit 301-302, 3/F Building 12W, No.12 Science Park West Avenue, 
   Hong Kong Science Park, Shatin, New Territories, Hong Kong
   phone: (+852) 3999 4389
   fax: (+852) 3999 4399
   e-mail: jannytsai@myndar.com 
   www.myndar.com 

Megasoft Limited has developed over 90 patented technologies that have been developed specifically for various industries, 
including the Jewelry & Watches, Critical Logistics and Healthcare markets. The company’s disruptive technologies have totally 
transformed traditional companies into IoT digitalised enterprises, enabling automation to be built into their processes, the usage 
of cloud based platforms for real-time interactions, and the analysis of big data to enable better decision making. Boasting a global 
presence, Megasoft is truly an international company with established offices all over the globe including offices in New York, 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, China, USA and Europe. The firm’s vision is to be a local innovator with a global market reach.
As Founder, President and CEO of Megasoft, Dr. Man has a variety of responsibilities, all of which are divided into four major 
areas; Sales & Marketing, Research & Development, Corporate Finance/Investment and Product Design and Manufacturing. Dr. 
Man explains more about his role as CEO as well as his leadership style.
Having alluded to the open and honest culture amongst staff, Dr. Man discusses which aspects of his business really impress clients. 
He is always monitoring trends and other situations, believing his company’s ability to differentiate itself from its competition and 
stay ahead of potential developments as key factors in its success. Dr. Man believes that strong leadership is vital to a successful 
company. In the eyes of Dr. Man, another of the major attributes which makes him a strong leader is his innovative nature. He 
believes that gaining a true understanding of the client’s requirements and expectations, and staff putting his ethos into practice 
has contributed to the success of both himself as CEO and Megasoft as a company. 
Innovation, openness and honesty are all characteristics of a CEO at the top of the industry. Dr. Man, however, is also willing to take 
risks if it means finding the best result and producing the best outcome. He acts instinctively, placing a focus on taking a chance 
rather than analysing and thinking and importantly he is never afraid of failure. The ability of Megasoft and Dr. Man to constantly 
innovate helps to make the competition become irrelevant, alongside the ethos of staff and management to never stop learning and 
never give up. With regard to people looking to make a successful career similar to his own, Dr. Man provides us with some advice 
that he would give to someone looking to be a leader in any industry. 
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   MoscoW state acaDeMy of veterinary MeDicine 
   anD Biotechnology – Mva naMeD after k.i. skryaBin
                            
   vasilevich fedor ivanovich, Rector
   Akademika Skryabina str, 23, Moscow 109472, Russia
   phone: 8 (495) 377-91-17, 8 (495) 377-49-39
   e-mail: rector@mgavm.ru 
   www.mgavm.ru 

Moscow State Academy of Veterinary Medicine and Biotechnology – MVA named after K.I. Skryabin was founded in 1919, as  
Moscow Veterinary Institute. In 1948, it  was reorganized into Moscow Veterinary Academy retaining  veterinary and zootechnical 
faculties. Then in 1973   Veterinary Academy was named after the academician K.I. Skryabin, famous scientist and founder of 
veterinary and medical parasitology.  In 1994, for harmonization with the international naming conventions in the veterinary 
science, the graduates’ profile, and the main research areas, Moscow  Veterinary Academy was renamed into Moscow state academy 
of veterinary medicine and biotechnology – MVA named after K.I. Skryabin. The Academy campus has an area of 26 ha, where 8 
teaching blocks, veterinary center, vivarium, 5 student residences, sports complex, canteens, and auxiliary buildings are located.  
Today, MGAVMB-MVA is a major agricultural university acting as the academic and methodological center for Russia’s veterinary 
and zootechnical institutions of higher education. The Academy has five faculties: 

• Faculty of veterinary medicine (15 departments); 
• Faculty of zootechnology and agribusiness (10 departments); 
• Veterinary and biological faculty (7 departments); 
• Faculty of merchandising and animal raw materials (4 departments); 
• Faculty of continuous education

The total number of teaching staff is 243, including 8 academicians and corresponding members of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences; 79 (32.5%) Doctors of Science and 131 (53.9%) PhD. There are 1356 students, 154 postgraduate students are learning 
in all faculties of Academy. 
Rector of Academy is Doctor of Veterinary Sciences, Professor, Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Head of the 
Department of Parasitology, Veterinary and Sanitary Examination Vasilevich Fedor Ivanovich:  ‘We are   aimed at organizing, 
developing cooperation with foreign partners in the field of education, research and culture, attracting foreign intellectual and 
material potential, enriching the Russian system with the experience of foreign universities, as well as promoting the Academy and 
strengthening its authority at the national and international level’.

   ortosar D.o.o. saraJevo                            
   
   Midhat kabahija, CEO/Owner
   Zmaja od Bosne 37, Sarajevo 71000 Bosnia and Herzegovina
   phone: +387 33 715 050
   e-mail: info@ortosar.ba 
   www.ortosar.ba 

   OrtoSar d.o.o Sarajevo is a company engaged in the production, trade and application of orthopaedic 
devices. After the company was founded, its mission was to alleviate the wartime and post-war problem of a large number of 
people with disabilities and prevent the departure of amputees out of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Due to a huge increase in the cost 
of services and treatment across Europe, our company’s mission was to develop a high quality staff that could provide services of 
the same quality of services offered outside of Bosnia and Herzegovina. At present, the company and its subsidiaries across Bosnia 
and Herzegovina offer these services to people who lost body parts during the war, as well as persons who needed amputations 
of different parts of their bodies due to various ailments. In addition to heavy prosthetics and orthotics, the company produces all 
types of special orthopaedic shoes for children and adults. The company employs 33 workers, of which 70% in production.
OrtoSar d.o.o. started with its successful work in the early 90s in Sarajevo and is closely tied with the 1992-1995 war period in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. With a group of distinguished enthusiasts from various fields, we started a project for the humanitarian 
care of disabled persons. Thanks to decades of experience and hard work of its professional staff, has become the largest and most 
destinguished company in the production of prosthetic and orthopedic devices and services in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The success of our mission was recognized by numerous acknowledgements awarded to us throughout Europe: the Golden Star 
for Quality (Geneva, 2005), Sixth of April Award (Sarajevo, 2006), Platinum Tulip for Quality (Paris, 2006), Diamond Award for 
Management and Leadership (Geneva, 2007 and New York, 2008), Diamond Tulip for Quality (Paris, 2009), Crystal Diamond 
for Technical Contribution to Medicine (Paris, 2009), Best European Manager (Sarajevo, 2010) and Golden Crown for Quality 
(London, 2011).
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   nagarJuna group of restaurants                            
   
   Mohan reddy, Chief Managing Partner
   44/1 Residency Road, Bangalore 560025 India
   phone: +91 990 282 22 88
   e-mail: nagarjunarestaurants@gmail.com 
   www.nagarjunarestaurants.com 

   Mr. Mohan Reddy is a self-taught passionate leader who heads Nagarjuna Group of Restaurants, a 34-
year old legendary restaurant chain in Bangalore, serving traditional food inspired by Coastal Andhra. Established in the Year 
1984, the story of Nagarjuna began over three decades ago, when Mr. Reddy moved to Bangalore along with his family, quit 
his education due to financial difficulties and started helping his father in setting up the restaurant at an early age of 21. Being 
from an agriculturalist family, Mr. Reddy mastered the art of utilising earthy flavours of Andhra spices and incorporating them 
into preparing great dishes that were immediately loved by the local Palate. His determination, strategic planning and ability to 
adapt to changing political, economic, social and technological dynamics has helped Nagarjuna withstand the test of time. He has 
donned the role of a cashier, supervisor, quality controller, store manager and a chef, which gives him a commanding edge over 
every aspect of the business. He believes the key to growth is exploring and learning new things. His willingness to take risks in 
incorporating state of the art technology is the main reason behind Nagarjuna’s operational efficiency across large production 
volumes. His systematic approach has made expansion sustainable despite heavy competition and new entries that have emerged 
in the market. He continues to be personally involved in the process of quality control. Every customer is important and every 
meal needs to be perfected which is why he carefully listens to customers and effectively incorporates constructive feedback from 
time to time. Mr Reddy strongly encourages team building, he believes that ‘No sustainable business can be a One-Man-Show, 
rather it needs to be a Team Effort’. His keen observation has helped identify strengths of his staff and thereby assigning them 
duties where their strengths are put to maximum use, which has been crucial to the sustenance of Nagarjuna. His ability to lead by 
example has inspired his team to push themselves to work harder. His approach is the right mix of being people and production 
centric. Mr. Reddy has spent long planned years in building a great team and retaining them where their efforts are aligned with 
the vision of Nagarjuna. His motto to run the business has not just been about generating money but about making an impact in the 
society. Today there are five outlets of Nagarjuna in leading localities of Bangalore, generating employment to over 500 employees, 
most of whom are unskilled and deprived of basic necessities. Staff are taken care of, trained and mentored developing them into 
individuals who can contribute to the economic development of the country.
Nagarjuna Group of Restaurants is a 34-year old legendary restaurant chain in Bangalore (India), serving traditional food inspired 
by Coastal Andhra. The story of Nagarjuna began over three decades ago, when an agriculturalist from Andhra, N Krishna Reddy 
took the rather bold step of bringing his native rustic foods to the swish city of Bangalore. Subsequently Mr. Mohan Reddy his son, 
quit his education due to financial difficulties and started helping his father in setting up the restaurant at an early age of 21. Till 
date, Nagarjuna continues to be a family owned entity in order to ensure that the motive of quality stays in tact, which was the 
main intention with which Nagarjuna was started in the first place, with the third generation family members joining in to keep 
the legacy growing. From the time the first Nagarjuna opened its doors on Residency Road, to today where it has evolved into an 
Andhra speciality restaurant chain with five outlets dotting the city, its name and fame has grown with customers coming back 
again and again. In fact, clients who visited the first branch in 1984 come even today (some from outstation come straight from 
the airport!) to relive the nostalgic tastes that have held true through the years, that’s what Nagarjuna aims to continue to achieve. 
The strong Andhra flavours were alien to the Bangalore palate. But once discovered, they were converted for life. From piping 
hot, plantain leaf Andhra meals, to signature biriyanis, to an array of chicken, mutton, fish and veg dishes, to light dinner combos 
and more, Nagarjuna is steeped in taste and Andhra tradition, with great value for money. The main aim is to provide simple food 
and quick service the old school way. 80% of the food menu has been the same since 1984, with very few additions made to suit 
the younger generations and changing palate of Bangaloreans. It’s a matter of profound dedication and passion that the original 
recipes are still followed down to the last ingredient with no deviations from the authentic spices and methodology of cooking. 
Today, there is a Nagarjuna in leading localities of Bangalore like Residency Road, Indiranagar, Koramangala, Bannerghatta road 
and Marathahalli. While the chain has grown, the food has remained the same. The original recipes are closely guarded and 
followed. With a team of exceptional staff both in production and service, Nagarjuna has been able to sustain in the market despite 
the entry of new comers. Customer centric approach has been the main reason behind Nagarjuna’s expansion. To understand 
customers tastes, demands and likings and accordingly modifying the existing SOPs has helped in meeting customers expectations 
from time to time. Change has been crucial in this journey. To be able to identify and adjust to the varying political, economic, social 
and technological changes is essential for any firm to survive in the long term. Obtaining the right balance between maintaining 
traditionality while incorporating modern technologies and systems in order to improve operational efficiencies has been the key 
to its success In order to ensure quality is maintained across all levels, audits and surprise checks are done frequently. It is a known 
fact that food quality is directly linked to quality of ingredients used. In order to ensure such quality is maintained, vendors are 
made to go through multiple tests to check the quality of the ingredients provided before signing contracts. Most vendors have 
been loyally supplying to Nagarjuna and have played a crucial role in its growth and expansion.
The motto of Nagarjuna has not just been about generating money but about making an impact on the society. Today there are 
five outlets of Nagarjuna in leading localities of Bangalore, generating employment to over 500 employees, most of whom are 
unskilled and deprived of basic necessities. Staff are taken care of, trained and mentored developing them into individuals who can 
contribute to the economic development of the country.
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   north east MeDical college hospital                            
   
   shahriar hussain chowdhury, Managing Director
   South Surma, Sylhet-3100, Bangladesh
   phone: (0821) +88 0821 (724441-3,728587
   fax: 0821 728600
   e-mail: nemc1998@gmail.com, info@nemc.edu.bd
   www.nemc.edu.bd
For a long time the people of Greater Sylhet realized the Professional education and better health care services for community 
development. During the British period the community leaders were striving hard to establish a medical college in Sylhet with 
a view to develop the existing health care system. The government of Assam agreed to establish a Medical College in Sylhet 
and construction work of the college and the hostel building started in 1934, despite that due to the influence of some evil high 
official adviser the project was shifted to Gouhati. Then Assam government while under pressure announced an official gazette 
that a medical school would be established in Sylhet instead of college. After some time the proposed building was converted to 
hospital in 1936 which was later upgraded to cater for British and allied troops of the Burma front in the world war II . In the 
year 1948 the hospital was further upgraded and converted into a Medical School with appropriate teaching staff and residential 
accommodation in order to produce Licentiate Medical Faculty doctors (LMF) which then turned into a Medical College Hospital 
called ‘Sylhet M.A.G Osmani Medical College Hospital’ in 1962. Over the past years there has been increasing dissatisfaction about 
the hospital based health care services. This is due to inadequate health budget, the insufficient number of hospital beds, and an 
inappropriate staffing pattern. Taking the opportunity of such inadequate health coverage, private medical organizations began 
to develop which delivered health services with a very high cost. A major part of the society restricted ability to avail these costly 
health services. The community realized the urgent need for an easily approachable health care system within the economic reach 
of society. Considering the health situation of the region a group of doctors took an initiative to establish a Medical College and 
Hospital to provide modern health to the public at a reasonable cost which would also promote medical education and research. 
The Company decided to establish College & Hospital by the name of North East Medical College Hospital as Sylhet is located in 
northeastern region of Bangladesh. Our Medical College and Hospital is located in South Surma, on the southern fringes of Sylhet. 
North East Medical College is a Private Medical College in Bangladesh, established on 1st of August 1998 approved by the ministry 
of health & Family welfare, also affiliated with Shahjalal University of Science & Technology, Sylhet, Bangladesh under the School of 
Medical Sciences on 20th of October 1998. The hospital was established in 1996.  Our study programme for MBBS course duration 
is for five years which has been approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council in 2000.We are also recognized by Bangladesh 
College of Physician and Surgeons (BCPS) in 2004. North East Medical College is enlisted by WHO to the World Directory of Medical 
School since 2003. It has also been enlisted in foundation for advancement in medical education and research (FAIMER) in 2010 
and also is recognized by General Medical Council, UK (in 2015). Our medical college is accredited by HLACT international and 
International Accreditation Organization (IAO) which has helped a large number of education providers, students, professionals 
and corporations around the world with its international accreditation services. It’s a 600 bedded Hospital, holding 120 seat 
capacity for local and foreign MBBS students and 25seat capacity for BDS students.
Our associated institutes are : 

1. North East Medical College Dental Unit - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council. Affiliated with Shahjalal 
University of Science & Technology, established in 2014.

2. North East Cancer Hospital - Established in 2014.
3. North East Nursing Institute - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council, established in 2007.
4. North East Nursing College - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council, established in 2009.
5. North East Institute of Health Technology - Approved by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council, established in 2014. 

Our Hospital is a friendly, multi specialty tertiary care Teaching Hospital. A team of skilled and experienced healthcare professionals 
provide education and patient centered care under the keen supervision of renowned specialists. The continuous progress and 
development of the hospital has made the hospital stand out today by rank classifying it as a top class medical college and hospital 
in sylhet, Bangladesh. NEMCH is managed by a team of excellent professionals whose expertise and experience has enriched the 
teaching research and healthcare system. 
Our Cancer Hospital is well equipped with modern cancer surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and oncology facility. In addition 
to blood bank we have voluntary blood donation center run by medical student and doctor called ‘JIBON’ they provide free blood 
donor to poor patients. We have also community hospital at FULSHAIND in Golapgonj,Sylhet where 3rd year,4th year medical 
students and intern doctors are placed for community exposure and do survey of health status of rural people. 
In order to improve healthcare services we have to maintain a strong hospital management policy which will lead us to our aim 
in the future. We started our HR department last year and the infrastructure of the organization has been improving since then.
We are glad to be a part of EBA (European Business Assembly) and we received the EMA (European Medical Association) award 
‘Rose of Paracelsus’ for maintaining the standard of patient safety healthcare by providing quality care and also received ‘Best 
Medical Practice’ award in November 2017. Our mission is to promote good health and reduce illness, deliver quality medical 
education and healthcare by creating institutes of excellence in integrated medical care, teaching and research. Our vision is to 
build a medical city with integrated and quality care by providing value to the patients, empower and educate the public about 
medical science. We want to ensure the Bangladeshis that we will be able to improve the health of our people and provide quality 
medical care here in Bangladesh by strengthening, expanding the healthcare sector.
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   the roManian  acaDeMy of MeDical sciences                             
   
   Dan Mircea enescu, Vice President
   I.C.Bratianu  no 1, Bucharest, Romania,030171
   phone: +40744355511 
   fax: +40213169364 
   e-mail: enescudanmircea@gmail.com  
   www.adsm.ro

• Founded in 1935 under the Law passed in the bicameral Parliament and promulgated by the King of Romania (3745/1.11.1937) 
- Prof. DANIEL DANIELOPOLU, MD,PhD (the 1 st general secretary).

• Closed in 1948 by the communist regime.
• Reestablished under the Law 264/2004 passed in the bicameral Parliament and promulgated by Presidential Decree.
• The institution has contributed to the development and progress in the field of Romanian medicine. 
• For eight decades, the Academy of Medical Sciences was an instance of academic excellence, of training, affirmation and 

promotion of personalities with a high intellectual and scientific level.
• Several main activities are carried out by the Academy of Medical Sciences in Romania: Health Politics, Medical Research, 

Medical Ethics and Medical Education.
• President:Prof. Irinel Popescu, MD,PhD
• Vice-Presidents: Prof. Dan Mircea Enescu, MD,PhD; Prof.Radu Deac,   
        MD,PhD; Prof. Virgil Paunescu, MD,PhD
• General Secretary : Acad. Prof.Mircea Ifrim, MD,PhD
• Tighter collaboration with Physicians College – first common publication ‘Modern Medicine’ (Stefan Heel, Noble Prize winner, 

President of Editorial Board).
•  ‘Journal of Translational Medicine and  Research’ – exclusive publication.
• Collaboration with ‘Brain Networking’ Foundation  (USA).
• Developing and boosting international relations (France, Malaysia, Moldavia, European Federation of Medical Academies, 

International Federation of Medical Academies.

   suDanese islaMic Bank                            
   
   abdalla fadl, CEO
   Gamaa street Intersct Salh Bash street, Khartoum, Sudan
   phone: +24983780852
   e-mail: gm.office@sib.sd, info@sib.sd 
   www.sib.sd 

   Sudanese Islamic Bank was established in March 1982 according to companies Law 1925. Authorized 
capital is 500.000.000 SDG. Paid up capital is 243.832.000 SDG. Purposes: The bank is carrying on all the Banking activities, 
commercial activities and investment, financing activities. The Bank participates in the following:
1. The agricultural, industrial projects and economic & social institutions through the suitable way according to Islamic Shari’ guidelines.
2. Supporting small producers, handy – craft and small investors aiming to raise their standard of living.
3. Activation of international trade in a way that keeps the required balancing in income inside and outside for the sake of Sudan Economy.
4. The Bank practices special consideration to mining, building and constructions projects beside the services projects and other 

economic projects.
5. The Bank encouraging starting of the money market in Sudan, beside supporting & providing the required climate for capital 

activity through attracting both local & foreign capital to investment projects for the sake of the country.
our vision: to be a pioneer in islamic banking and the best option for customers.
our mission: Providing the best services and Islamic banking products in accordance with the best and Latest standards and 
certified Methodologies (sharia rules, technology, administrative, and accounting).
our core values:*Ethics: We are committed to the principles of Islamic morals and manners; they represent our lifestyle and 
course of action. *Professionalism of work: We are committed to be precise in doing work and taking the right decision at the right 
time. *Team work: Our success depends on the concerted efforts of all the staff team spirit. *Transparency: We believe that the 
person who does the right things always works in the Light.
Branches: Sudanese Islamic Bank has 56 Branches, including 19 in Khartoum State, 33 in other States, 4 sub Branches.
subordinate companies: El Salama Insurance Co. Established in 1994 – Bank’s Share: 81.7%. EL Falah Advanced Business Co. 
Limited. Established in 2015 Bank’s Share: 85%.
sharia supervisory: The bank is subject in its activities to Sharia’a supervisory board which reports to the board of directors, and 
carrying on Sharia’a supervisory activities through its staff. Tax & zakat transaction: The bank is subject to tax view to Sudanese 
Tax Laws ( Business Income Tax ), and to Sudanese Chamber of Zakat matters.
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   shaMar eMpire group                            
   
   Jonathan pitroipa, CEO
   Rue Andre Aubaret Ouaga 2000, Ouagadougou 3554 Burkina Faso
   phone: +33 637 393 939
   e-mail: jpitroipa@shamarempire.com 
   www.shamarempire.com 

   Shamar Empire Group proposes services in the field of the global communication. She 
advises(recommends) her customers in all their communication, work as well in the advertising(publicity) as in the direct 
marketing. Except his activities of production (audio conception(design), video clip, artistic management, promotion and of 
communication, Shamar Empire Group also made in the event and the edition(publishing).
Offer of the Services(Departments)

- Music publishing
- Sound recording
- Media(audiovisual) production
- Musical and artistic services(performances)
- The communication
- Special event management
- Development of artist
- Live performance
-  Merchandising

   niro investMent group                            
   
   nicolae Dumitru, Chairman
   184-186 Traian Street, 2nd District, Bucharest, Romania
   phone: +4 031 403 93 70 
   e-mail: florin.suicescu@nirogroup.ro 
   www.nirogroup.ro 

   Niro Investment Group is a fully private Romanian-owned group of companies and acts as a fully 
integrated entity, covering all the stages of an investment project: Business concept developer, Investor, Real-estate developer, 
General entrepreneur, Asset Management. With over 450,00 sqm build and over 100,000,00 euro in taxes paid to the State Budget 
in its 25 years of activity, Niro Investment Group was classified as a Large Contributor to the State Budget by order of the Romanian 
Minister of Finence. The company has a long-standing partnership with Chinese business were built over last 25 years with 
continuous support from the entire Niro team for the companies and projects developed in Romania by our partners, sharing 
valuable market knowledge and expertise that helped them accommodate faster to the local landscape. Major projects, such as 
the Red Dragon Commercial Hub and the Central Residential Park, are designed as multicultural communities, strengthening the 
ties between Romanians and foreigners investing in Romania. The companies inside Niro Investment Group are certified by TUV 
Germany with ISO 9001:2000 standard for quality in the real estate management and development field, as well as OHSAS 18001 
for the system that ensures health and security of the workforce.

   instruMents Direct services liMiteD                            
   
   steve emery, Managing Director
   Address Unit 8 The Courtyard, Stenson Road, Coalville, LE67 4JP
   phone: +44 1530 832500
   e-mail: sales@inds.co.uk 
   www.inds.co.uk 

   Instruments Direct (Services) Ltd are an EdTech supply company specialising in data logging from Vernier 
Software and Technology. By using the very latest technology we can supply a range of equipment that works wirelessly with any device 
with up to date Bluetooth connectivity. Our product range is used extensively in schools and Universities where high-quality measurement 
and data logging is required. Backed up by a comprehensive 5-year warranty in most cases, the equipment is versatile and rugged enough 
to be used in most classroom and field environments. IDS can supply a range of Biology, Physics and Chemistry apparatus which includes 
the following highlights: - A Mini Gas Chromatograph for Chemistry allowing measurements in an apparatus approximately the size of 
a shoe box.  A range of Physics equipment is available which can be integrated into data logging to be viewed wirelessly on any device 
including a mobile phone.  Biology fieldwork can be made easier with a range of wireless sensors enabling the user to store data on any 
mobile device. 
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   synthesis Quatro, llc                            
   
   aleksandar osei-lartey, CEO
   Bulevar Mihajla Pupina 17, 21000 Novi Sad, Serbia
   phone: +381 64 266 0244
   e-mail: aleksandar@sq.rs 
   www.sq.rs 

   The strength of a team. A power of synthesis.
Synthesis Quatro (short SQ) was created by four young, talented,  ambitious and open-minded architects on June, 2005. When the 
company was registered, we started with interior design only, but very soon we started to extend out field of work to furniture 
design, exterior, interior, as well as reconstruction and design of private and public real estate objects. Today SQ has more than ten 
competent well-trained architects and interior designers in its team, committed to provide the best products and services in the 
marketplace. Since the launch of the company, its management has been guided by the vision of unique ideas, unique design with the 
ultimate goal to satisfy and address all customers’ needs and tastes on the market where we operate. In alignment with this vision, 
SQ has been continuously striving to establish cooperation with the most prominent interior and exterior design material suppliers 
in Europe, such as Arketipo, Tabu, Pietra Kaikos, Santarossa and Porcelanosa. Over the time, SQ became exclusive distributor in 
Serbia for most of these companies. In the next five years’ period SQ has been determined to further expand its activities on the 
foreign markets where its high-quality service, coupled with competitive pricing, can offer the high value to demanding clients.
coMpany’s Mission. A Good design melts down all concerns.
SQ provides its clients with professional service in all aspects of company’s operations, due to the on-going training and capacity 
development of its staff, by stimulating the creativity and team-work of employees, through exposure to the latest industry trends, 
and by nourishing cooperation with carefully selected pole of partners. In every step that company engages, commitment of SQ’s 
management and employees will assure that result of work done will completely fulfill and even exceed client’s expectations - by 
providing effective and efficient one-stop-shop solutions on the real estate construction and decoration market.

   ‘toWer’, organiZation for security                            
   
   alexander nasonov, President
   5th May Day, Ivanovo 153022 Russia
   phone: +7 493 232 64 13, +7 493 232 64 23
   e-mail: tower37@mail.ru 
   www.towersecurity.ru 

   Tower Security Group was established on 26 October 1996. The company unites three specialized 
enterprises which provide a comprehensive range of services in safeguarding customers’ security, and also design and install 
security and fire alarm systems. The use of advanced technologies and the implementation of new methods of work in the branch 
of security have made it possible for the company to become a participant of ‘Emergency Assistance’ programme (since May 
2008). The programme facilitates providing round-the-clock practical, consultative and information assistance in any problematic 
situation, like legal assistance and conflict solving, personal security protection, emergency help in case of a car crash, and other 
swift assistance from a group of immediate reaction in every area of the Russian Federation. 
The development strategy of the company - ‘Don’t stop on what you’ve achieved! Strive to be the best!’ - is successfully put into 
practice in all the professional activities. For instance, the carefully thought-out policy on human resources and the thorough 
training of the qualified personnel make it possible to ensure high quality of the provided services. That is why the number of 
customers is steadily raising while the long-term customers have been loyal to the company for many years: the company deserves 
the trust and respect of its customers. Since 2011 Tower Security Group is annually awarded with BID Awards for Quality.

   traDelink oil anD gas liMiteD                            
   
   ofuokwu ngozi augustina, Managing Director/CEO
   Plot 1676 Oladele Olashore Street Of Sanusi Fafunwa 
   Victoria Island Lagos Nigeria ZIP 101241
   phone: +234016326743, +2348035754212
   e-mail: tnrapu@gmail.com, tnrapu@tradelinkoilandgas.com 
   www.tradelinkoilandgas.com 

Tradelink is registered as a limited liability company ion nigeria with a strong devotion to local content and human resources 
development. We are an indigenous company with an effective workforce. Our trade products are commodities with emphasis 
on petroleum products for a number of local and international clients. Trade is the mainstay of our business concern’s coupled 
with logistics and consultancy services for the energy market. Our trading services involve the sourcing, storage and distribution 
of products. At Tradelink, we welcome you to a world of service possibilities and market opportunities for a wide range of 
commodities and business support tools.
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   unesc - universiDaDe Do eXtreMo sul catarinense                            
   
   luciane Bisognin ceretta, Dean 
   Av. Universitária, 1105 - Bairro Universitário
   C.P. 3167 | CEP: 88806-000, Criciúma / Santa Catarina, Brazil
   phone: +55 48 3431-2500
   fax: 55 48 3431-2750 
   e-mail: reitoria@unesc.net 
   www.unesc.net 

The University of Extremo Sul Catarinense - Unesc - is located in Criciúma, a city located in the state of Santa Catarina, southern 
region of Brazil. In 2018 celebrated its 50 years of activities. There are five decades of activity, closely linked to the development of 
the southern region of Santa Catarina. 
Unesc adds up the formation of 30 thousand graduated professionals, 763 masters, 97 doctors and 5,530 postgraduate students. 
Its academic community consists of more than 13,000 students, 1,500 teachers and staff. The University offers 42 Undergraduate 
courses in the areas of Health, Science, Engineering and Technology, Administration and Education. It offers 48 Specialization 
courses and MBA, seven Masters and three Doctorates. 
As a community university with strong regional performance, it plays a fundamental role in meeting the demands of the 
municipalities of the region, acting as a partner in education, research and extension actions that reach a population of more than 
400,000 people. 
The more than 30 thousand graduated, certainly, represent a differential in the competitiveness of a region, according to several 
published studies. Unesc is among the 20 largest private and public higher education institutions in the country. According to the 
ranking of the newspaper Folha de São Paulo, one of the leading journals in the country, Unesc is the seventh private university 
in the research area and also stands out in the area of internationalization. Its regional presence has provided a new regional 
development agenda, with activities in education, health, environment, culture, sports, business, technology and innovation.

   Wafa iMMoBilier                            
   
   nour eddine charkani el hassani, Chairman, 
   Chairman of The executive management board 
   112 Boulevard Abdelmoumen, Casablanca, Morocco, 20100
   phone: +212 6 46 800852
   e-mail: a.alaoui@wafaimmobilier.co.ma 
   www.wafaimmobilier.com 

Created in 1991 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Attijariwa bank group, Wafa Immobilier stands as the mortgage company 
specialist in Morocco by delivering outstanding mortgages for home buyers and other financing solutions for many years. As the 
leaders in the mortgage industry we have a long, distinguished history of providing prompt, professional lending solutions that 
homeowners and buyers count on. At Wafa Immobilier we believe that trust is earned, our mortgage experts have worked side by 
side with thousands of families to help make their dreams of home ownership a reality. 
In addition to serving the customers of our parent company Attijariwafa bank, we provide home loans for our direct clients 
through 54 own branches that are located in the main cities of Morocco, as well as customers of other banks within the scope of 
management mandates for their mortgage loan business activity. At Wafa Immobilier, we consistently deliver a level of customer 
dedication in order to offer exactly the right loan for his needs plus a smooth home buying experience. Thus our company was the 
first financial institution in Morocco to be certified ISO 9001 in 2015 version for its quality management system which ensures that 
we get things done right throughout the entire process. 

   asfalt-kachestvo ltD                            
   
   albert Melkumian, Founder 
   Zelenodolskaya Street 36, Moscow, Russian Federation
   phone: +79151544089
   fax: +74957775513
   e-mail: info@asfalt-kachestvo.ru 
   www.asfalt-kachestvo.ru 

The company is positioning itself as a premium quality road-construction organization. In 2018, ASFALT-KACHESTVO Ltd, was 
awarded in Russia for the best reputation among road-building companies of the country. The goal of our company is to provide 
the most quality construction services to clients. As a result, most of the company’s clients (among them are embassies of western 
states and transnational corporations) express  satisfaction with the quality of work and services by presenting official letters of 
appreciation. «ASFALT-KACHESTVO» Ltd, works to a greater extent in the B2B market. Clients of the company are: large construction 
companies, developers, industrial enterprises, warehouse complexes, international corporations.  The range of services includes: 
construction of new roads, repair of asphalt pavement, landscaping, a full range of earthworks.
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   university of the Western cape                            
   
   tyrone pretorius, Rector and Vice-Chancellor
   University of the Western Cape, Private Bag x17, Bellville, 7535
   phone: +27 21 959 2101
   fax: +27 21 959 2973
   e-mail: rector@uwc.ac.za 
   www.uwc.ac.za 

an engaged university. The University of the Western Cape  (UWC) was established in 1959. Under the guidance of legendary 
figures like former Chancellor Archbishop Desmond Tutu and former Vice-Chancellor Professor Jakes Gerwel, and with the advent 
of democracy in 1994, the University  has continued to be at the forefront of intellectual debate and transition, producing new 
generations of leaders at all levels. 
location. The University’s 106 hectare Main Campus lies like an oasis in the centre of the Cape. Town Metropolitan area – just 
27km from central Cape Town and the V&A Waterfront, and 7km from the airport. The on-campus Cape Flats Nature Reserve 
functions as a base for environmental education, research and public enjoyment. UWC  has two other campuses: one for Dentistry 
at Tygerberg Hospital Complex and a state-of-the-art Oral Health Centre in the nearby area of Mitchell’s Plain.
engaging with change. UWC positions itself as an engaged university - a nexus of research, teaching and learning that responds 
to the needs of a society in transition in critical and creative ways. 
We are committed to being:

• A research-led and learning-focused university – where holistic and flexible learning and research takes place inside and 
outside the classroom;

• An anchor institution in the region, connecting communities, industries and academics;
• A hub in the research and innovation landscape, focusing on the strategic international development of key academic alliances; 
• A place with a sense of community, where collective leadership matters and we are  inspired by the exceptional people 

surrounding us.
Drawing on its legacy of involvement in the liberation struggle, the University is committed to contributing towards an equal, 
informed and dynamic society.
academic excellence. The University’s academic excellence is reflected in its courses and Faculties. It has the following Faculties:

• Natural Sciences 
• Arts 
• Law 
• Community Health Sciences 
• Dentistry 
• Education Economic & Management Sciences

some international partnerships: Africa: Namibia, Uganda, Mozambique, Tanzania, Kenya and Ethiopia; Austria; Belgium; China; 
Finland; France; Germany; India; Iceland; Japan; Lithuania; Norway; Romania; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; The Netherlands; USA.
graduating citizens of the World. UWC takes pride in preparing people who can adapt to, engage with and think deeply about 
the opportunities and challenges of a rapidly-changing land - we’re graduating citizens of the world. From humble origins, 
the University has grown to establish itself as one of the top tier of South African institutions, producing world-class research 
into everything from anthropology to zoology, and creative students and staff who’ve developed brilliant apps, built successful 
businesses or written bestselling novels, to name just a few. At the same time, the University has stayed true to the institution’s 
commitment to access, creating opportunities for learners from disadvantaged backgrounds who struggle to gain access to higher 
education. UWC graduates are people who have both sufficient depth in their discipline and extensive breadth in deploying the 
range of skills that 21st century society demands. ‘The greatest use of life is to spend it on something that will outlast us,’ UWC 
Vice-Chancellor Prof Tyrone Pretorius reminds us. ‘Society has entrusted us with a special university, and it is our duty to future 
generations to pass on the gift we have received – and to build on it as well.’ 

   ‘croWn princes ostrog’, charitaBle founDation                            
   
   roBertas gaBulas, Неad of fund  
   Ukraine, 08132,Vyshneve, Kievska str. 29 ‘A’
   phone: +380672095890
   e-mail: gabulas.r@gmail.com 
   www.ostrogski.сom 

   I am one of the sponsors of the construction of the temple  in honour of the iconof God Mother ‘Seeking of 
the lost’ and an advisor in the construction.  Anintegral part of my active position is the participation in the work of the International 
Human Rights Committee as deputy chairman, commissioner of the second rank. Work is being carried out to protect the rights 
and freedoms of citizens in Ukraine and the Baltic States. I was awarded the title Honorary Ambassador of Ukraine by the first 
President of Ukraine L.Kravchuk  for my active public activity in Ukraine. As a Head the Charitable Foundation I closely cooperate 
with the Kyiv-Pechersk Reserve to restoring the monument of Prince Konstantin Ostrozky.
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   Wasiyyah shoppe BerharD                            
   
   Ariffin Sabirin, Founder/Executive Director
   A-G-07, Dataran Cascades, No. 13A, Jalan PJU 5/1,
   Kota Damansara PJU 5,47810 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
   phone: +603-7625 1123
   e-mail: telewasiyyah@wasiyyahshoppe.com.my 
   www.wasiyyahshoppe.com.my 

vision. To become a leading Islamic trustee organization specializing in Islamic trust, estate planning and administration servicing 
global muslim market via innovative Syariah compliance services.
Mission. To become a leading Islamic trustee organization specializing in Islamic trust, estate planning and administration 
servicing global muslim market via innovative Syariah compliance services To become a leading syariah compliance Islamic 
Trustee in Malaysia and global market. Educating Muslim market segment on the importance of Islamic estate planning and 
administration. To offer comprehensive Islamic estate planning and administration services. To assist beneficiaries in estate 
administration process. Established on 5th of May 2004
experties: Paidup capital RM1,700,000. Turnover of RM10,000,000 per annum. Served than 50,000 clients since 2004. Total 
assets of clients to be managed is estimated at RM15 billion. A registered Trustee Company under the Malaysian Trustee Act 
1949.Consultation and stategizing of Islamic estate planning. Drafting and execution of Islamic estate planning documents, 
Hibah (Islamic gift inter vivos), Islamic Will, Islamic Trust. Estate administration processs at Civil and Islamic (Syariah) Court.
Islamic business succession planning. Islamic Trust asset investment, management and distribution. Paidup capital RM1,700,000. 
Turnover of RM10,000,000 per annum. Served than 50,000 clients since 2004. Total assets of clients to be managed is estimated at 
RM15 billion. A registered Trustee Company under the Malaysian Trustee Act 1949.

   BBv engineering services                            
   
   Bruhan nassur, Director
   Plot 18martyrs lane – Ntinda Kampala, Uganda
   phone: +256392905789
   e-mail: bnassur@gmail.com 
   www.bbv.co.ug 

   BBV Engineering Services is a professional project Management Company established by Ugandan’s 
aiming to offer effective private sector services towards better and efficient planning and delivery of engineering and construction 
projects in the Eastern Africa region. The Directors bring together diverse experience ranging from 25 to 35 years in international 
banking and finance, business development and management of large scale transport infrastructure projects both in the public 
and private sector. They have worked for large international companies investing in Eastern Africa and in public transport 
infrastructure Agencies. They have experience working with international and multilateral financing institutions such as the World 
Bank, African Development Bank, Japanese International Corporation Agency (JICA); European Union Development Fund (EDF); 
and national governments.Established in 2015, BBV has started with promoting entry of Turkish construction companies into 
the Eastern African market. Turkish contractors have an international acclaim for being effective and efficient in project delivery. 
They also have the financial resources which suits the African environment with shortage of investment capital.  BBV is presently 
working on long term business promotion agreements with at least five top Turkish contractors who are in the Engineering 
National Report (ENR) list of top 250 international contractors. Following the recently concluded Africa – US trade summit in 
Addis Ababa, BBV is also working on business development with United States companies interested in Africa. The major market 
areas are derived from the Common African Position (CAP) on the Post 2015 Development Agenda of the African Union, which has 
been developed with the international community taking into account the lessons learned from the experience of implementing 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  The CAP Development Agenda will be guiding the planning of economic activities within 
the AU and will be the basis of the support by the international community and agencies. CAP has six pillars and focuses on the next 
15 years commencing in 2016. Under Pillar One, CAP focuses on transport infrastructure, energy, agriculture development and 
processing, and ICT.  These are expected to be the priority sectors in economic planning of African governments. This is the context 
of establishment of BBV and its promotion of top Turkish construction companies. BBV is also promoting Turkish companies to 
participate in tender processes for agriculture development (irrigation schemes); port expansion schemes; telecommunication 
towers, etc.; which fall under other pillars of CAP. So far BBV has coordinated tender processes of four Turkish companies on at 
least four tenders for road and bridge construction projects on major corridors in Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania. These 
projects are in various stages on tendering and are variously financed by World Bank, JICA, AfDB, EU, and national budgets.
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   international psy-acaDeMy                             
   
   kulikova alla Dmitrievna, President
   Caslav, district Kutna Hora, Czech Republic 
   phone: +420 734 249 416
   e-mail: ruzena.van@seznam.cz, op_evseeva@yahoo.com 
   www.galacticheal.com 

   International Psy-Academy is working in medicine and psychology for 30 years in Czech rep., Slovakia, 
Russia, Ukraine and other countries, its main target is to enlarge awareness. Kulikova Alla Dmitrievna is an Academician in 
Traditional Medicine, PhD in Medicine, Professor, Entrepreneur and President of International Psy-Academy, Co-Founder of 
International Medical Professional Association of Traditional Medicine, Psychologists and Healers. She is a Master of 4 Ancient 
Traditions and has full Egyptian dedication. Founder of the Association of Traditional Medicine in Ukraine and Russia. She has 
taught in the University during 25 years. She developed author’s courses in radiobiology,  radio-biochemistry and endocrinology 
for students of the biology faculty. She has published 2 books of poems. She is a member of the world association of scientists of 
XXI century, member of the Writers’ Union of Europe and the International Union of the Red Cross. She is a winner of the Exhibition 
of Economic Achievements, Laureate of the contest ‘The Best Healer of the 3rd Millennium’. She has been awarded many times for 
outstanding achievements in the field of healing. She founded a Spiritual school in Ukraine more than 25 years ago and brought 
up many followers and trainees. The main idea of her work is the awareness of oneself and one’s functional responsibilities for 
personal development. 20 years ago she created the Academy of Thought which was later transformed into the Rescue Fund. 
Kulikova Alla is the only entrepreneur of such created structures. She took part in more than 70 international Congresses in Brazil, 
Egypt, Australia, USA, Canada, Germany, France, Tunisia and Switzerland. As a result of cooperation of staff and followers of her 
school, 4 Congresses were held to unite the branches of official and traditional medicine with the participation of representatives 
from more than 20 countries. 
   alireZa pahlevanZaDe                            
   
   Director of Research and Methodological Center of International programs 
   at the International Humanitarian University (Odessa)
   Fountain Road Str., 33 Odessa, Ukraine, 65009
   e-mail: alireza2@ukr.net

   Alireza Pahlevanzade, prorector for international communications, director of Research and  
   Methodological Center of International programs at the International Humanitarian University, a leading 
private university in Odessa. Combines management and professional activity. A president of the company ‘International-Ivan’ (Great 
Britain). A member of Academic Union, Oxford, Great Britain. A member of Association of professionals of higher education sphere of 
Odessa. A member of Association on development of trade of London (Great Britain) and Athens (Greece). Also Dr. Pahlevanzade is a 
health professional. Doctor of medical Science, professor, with a specialization in surgery, orthopedics and traumatology.

   egyptian association in ukraine                            
   
   Doctor Walid kamal atia, Head and one of the founders 
   of the Egyptian association in Ukraine 
   Fountain Road Str., 33 Odessa, Ukraine, 65009
   e-mail: Walid3010@yahoo.com
   The head and one of the founders of the Egyptian association in Ukraine. Born in 1970, in 1994 he  
   graduated from the Crimean Medical University. PhD in Medical Sciences (1999). Master of Management  
   in 2014 and of International Law in 2016 (Odessa International Humanitarian University). Professor of  
   the Obstetrics and Gynecology department in Odessa International Humanitarian University.

   eDucational institution astrological acaDeMy                            
   
   sergey shestopalov, Rector 
   Saint-Petersburg, 10 Linia V.O. 45-23, Russian Federation, 199178
   e-mail: astroacademy-spb@mail.ru 

   Ph.D. Sergey Shestopalov is the rector of the Saint-Petersburg’s Astrological Academy (SPbAA), which  
   he founded in 1989. SPbAA has international accreditation at Europaische Akademie der  
   Naturwissenschaften (Hannover), Oxford Educational Network, International University of  
   Fundamental Studies, Interdisciplinary Academic Organization for Security and Information, as well 
as in the International Astrological Society (Montreal) and American Federaition of Astrologers. Ph.D. Sergey Shestopalov is a 
member of Europaische Akademie der Naturwissenschaften (Hannover), author of the concept of ‘Formula of events’, educational 
programs on astrology, computer astrological programs and author of 10 books: ‘Basis of Astrology’,  ‘Astropsychology’, ‘Aspectology’, 
‘Astrology of Relationships’, ‘Analysis of Horoscope’, ‘Predictive Astrology’, ‘Astrology of Events’, ‘Karmic Astrology’, ‘Astrology of 
Professions’, ‘Business Astrology’. He developed a method of compatibility of persons, formulas of events, formulas of illnesses and 
the formula of professions that make it possible to determine the features of the destiny of each person and his interaction with the 
nearest environment.
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   san nevroZ                            
   

Director General of ‘San Education’ (Odessa), graduated from Universita per Stranieri di Perugia (Italia), 
Odessa National Polytechnic University and Odessa State University. Candidate of Philological Sciences.
44 Grecheskaya Str., office 304. Odessa, Ukraine
phone: +380 93 576 1763.

   tetiana kivalova                            
   

First vice-president of the International Humanitarian University (Odessa), 
Professor of the Department of Civil Law of the National University ‘Odessa Law 
Academy’. Director General of ‘TSK’ law firm. 
For the first time in domestic jurisprudence, she carried out a comprehensive 
study of category of obligations of harm compensation and in 2008 she defended 
her doctoral dissertation on the topic ‘Obligations of harm compensation under 
the civil legislation of Ukraine: theoretical problems’.

   The scientific research of T.S. Kivalova is related to the obligation of harm compensation in the civil  
legislation of Ukraine and international private law, violation of intellectual property rights. Author of more than 100 publications, 
including three monographs and 50 articles, published in leading professional journals. A member of special-purpose academic 
councils for the defense of doctoral dissertations at the National University ‘Odessa Law Academy’ and the International 
Humanitarian University. A member of the qualifications commission of judges of administrative courts of Ukraine. Honored 
Lawyer of Ukraine. Mrs. Kivalova was presented with numerous international and national awards. 
Fountain Road Str., 33, Odessa, Ukraine
phone: +380503163061
e-mail: sevenocean@ukr.net

   valentyn feDorov                            
   

Candidate of Juridical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of General-
Purpose Law. Head of the Presidential Administration of the National University 
‘Odessa Law Academy’, chairman of the Primary Trade Union Organization of 
National University ‘Odessa Law Academy’. 

   Honorary member of the Union of Lawyers of Ukraine, Association of Workers of  
                    Ukraine, Lawyer of the Odessa Region, Scientist of the Year - 2017, Outstanding 
   Scientist, the World Congress of Ukrainian Lawyers presented him with the title ‘Prominent Lawyer’, 
Prominent Lawyer of Ukraine, Honors Worker in the field of Ukrainian education. Member of the Union of Lawyers of Ukraine, 
Association of Workers of Ukraine, National Union of Journalists of Ukraine, Sociological Association of Ukraine, Honorary 
Member of Odessa Regional Council of Peace. He published more than 100 scientific and educational editions, work programs, 
methodical editions, books, journalistic materials, including 8 monographs. Participated in the development of analytical and 
statistical materials in cooperation with the Department of Analytics, Statistics and Generalization of the Court Practice of the 
Odessa Commercial Court of Appeal, which are of great importance for the development of Ukrainian judicial system, as well as 
organization and conduction of more than 200 international, all-Ukrainian scientific and practical conferences, roundtables and 
seminars, which are of great importance for the development of Ukrainian science and practice.
Fountain Road Str., 23, Odessa, Ukraine
phone: +380939627624
e-mail: pom.president@gmail.com

   konstiantyn hroMovenko                            
   

Director of the Institute of Law, Economics and International Relations of the 
International Humanitarian University.Associate professor of the Department of 
International Law and Comparative Law, Candidate of Juridical Sciences. He was 
presented with the following distinctions: ‘Lawyer of the Year’ (2017), ‘Scientist of 
the Year’ (2018) of the Union of Lawyers of Ukraine, Honor Badge and other awards.
Fountain Road Str., 33, Odessa, Ukraine
e-mail: mgu2002@mail.ru, mgu@ukr.net 
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   aBkhaZian state university                            
   
   aleko alekseyevich gvaramia, Rector 
   1 Universitetskaya Str., Sukhum, the Republic of Abkhazia
   Admission Committee: +7 (840) 223-10-17
   Administrative Office: +7 (840) 223-10-19
   e-mail: absu1@mail.ru 
   www.agu.site 

The Abkhazian State University was established on the basis of Sukhum State Pedagogical Institute, opened in 1932. The entire 
history of the university is inseparable from the life of the country and the transformations carried out in it. The Abkhazian State 
University is the intellectual core of the country, the center of science, culture and education, which actively participates in the 
creation of strategy for the development of Abkhazian society. It helps to cultivate love of studying, knowledge, citizenship and 
patriotism in modern youth.Today the Abkhazian State University includes 8 departments, a faculty of arts and 42 specialized 
departments, where a level system of training of specialists in various areas of baccalaureate, specialist’s program, Master’s degree 
programme and postgraduate study is implemented; over 3000 students, including foreign ones; several Dissertations Boards; 
priority areas of research are the following: mathematics, biology, ecology, a number of disciplines of Abkhazian studies, archeology, 
pedagogy; Dmitry Gulia scientific library; Republican Center of Competence and Further Training; Educational and Scientific 
Center of Nart Sagas Studies and Field Folklore Studies; Data Processing Center and Media Center; International Department; 
newspaper ‘Abkhazian University’. 
Aleko Alekseyevich Gvaramia, the rector of ASU, Professor, Dr. Sci. in Physics and Mathematics, Academician of the Academy 
of Sciences of Abkhazia, Academy of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences, Adyghe International Academy of Sciences. 
Mathematician of international fame, whose fundamental works in the field of modern algebra became world-famous. Winner of 
the International Prize in Scientific Research ‘The Name in Science’ with entry of the rector’s name in the register of best scientists 
of the world. Honorary Professor.

   M. aBDur rahiM MeDical college, DinaJpur                            
   
   kanta roy rimi, Principal & Head of the Department of Anatomy
   Dinajpur, Bangladesh
   phone: +88053164787, mobile: +8801716631420
   fax: +88053163820
   e-mail: kanta.rimi@yahoo.com , dinajmc@ac.dghs.gov.bd 
   www.marmcd.edu.bd 

M Abdur Rahim Medical College Dinajpur former Dinajpur Medical College was established 16th August 1992 in Dinajpur district 
of Bangladesh. It has 20 faculty including Anatomy, physiology, Medicine, surgery, Gynaecology. It was attached with 500 bedded 
hospital. Since it’s journey now 28th batch is studying. Upto 22 batch completed their MBBS degree. In 2018 total 734 students 
are studying including many foreign students from India, Nepal. Total 5 post graduate courses also running from this academic 
institute. It has a beautiful campus with a fabulous library having about 221279 books and about 1864 journal. Last year this 
hospital awarded 2nd position regarding academic and health care facilities of the country among the govt. medicals in Bangladesh. 
Prof. Dr. Kanta was born in 7 december 1969 at Dinajpur town of Bangladesh in a respected Hindu family.Her parents name is  
Dr. Kailash Chandra Roy & Hira Rani Roy.Her father was also a physician. She passed her SSC from Dinajpur Govt. Girls’ High 
School in 1984 & HSC from Dinajpur Govt. College In 1986.After that she got admitted into Rajshahi Medical College, one of 
the oldest medical college Of Bangladesh,in 1987 & got her MBBS degree in 1993.Then she worked in a hospital named LAMB 
HOSPITAL(Lutheran Aids to Medicine, Bangladesh) under World Mission Prayer League in Parbatipur,Dinajpur till 2000.After that 
she joined Government service in 2000 under Ministry Of Health & Family Welfare & was posted as a lecturer of anatomy. During 
her service, she was awarded M.PHIL in Anatomy in 2005 from Dhaka University. She was promoted as Assistant Professor in 2006 
& Associate Professor in 2009 & as Professor in 2014.She worked as vice principal & head of the dept. Of Anatomy in M.ABDUR 
RAHIM MEDICAL COLLEGE for about 7 years before promoted to her present position as a principal. She joined as a principal in 
5 th December 2017 while continuing working as head of the dept. of Anatomy & presently working here. Prof. Kanta published 
about 14 articles in different national journals. Prof. Dr. Kanta is blessed with two children Brinto & Rinti who are studying at 
Engineering Universities In Bangladesh.Her husband Dr. B. K. Bose presently working as Director Of Institute Of Nuclear Medicine 
& Allied Sciences, Dinajpur, Bangladesh.
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   ois - oeiras international school asfl                            
   
   chari empis, Principal 
   Quinta N. Sra. Da Conceição, Rua Antero de Quental 7, 
   2730-013 Barcarena, Lisbon - Portugal
   phone: +351 21 1935330
   fax: +351 21 1952460
   e-mail: chariempis@oeirasinternationalschool.com 
   www.oeirasinternationalschool.com  

Oeiras International School is committed to promoting a respectful community of independent and passionate lifelong learners 
who are aware of their roles and responsibilities in an ever-changing world. To this end, we offer a variety of learning experiences 
within a supportive and challenging environment of rigorous academic programmes. The School’s strategic plan is annually revised 
having in mind quality education throughout the school with a special focus on the development of the Sciences, the Technologies, 
Engineering, the Arts and the Mathematics (STEAM) as well as the well-being of the OIS Community. This involves all students, 
teachers and staff, parents, founders and friends. We offer through the medium of English the 4 IB programmes:  IB–Primary Years 
Programme (PYP), IB-Middle Years Programme (MYP), IB-Diploma Programme (DP) and IB-Careers Programme (CP).
Maria do Rosário (Chari) Empis – CES. Principal/Headmistress and Mathematics teacher in the DP. Chari’s deep belief in the 
philosophy of the IB made her responsible for the implementation of the first 3-programme IB school in Portugal. An experienced 
IB principal, university mathematics professor, IB mathematics teacher and IB, ECIS and CIS school visitor, she envisaged renewing 
the IB values and this was the motivation to engage in this exciting project of a new IB world school.

   MeDical university of silesia in katoWice                            
   
   Przemysław Jałowiecki, Rector
   ul. Poniatowskiego, 15 40-055 Katowice, Poland
   phone: +48 32 208 3600
   fax: +48 32 208 35 61
   e-mail: rektor@sum.edu.pl 
   smk.sum.edu.pl 

Medical University of Silesia was established in 1948. It is located in Upper Silesia Area in Poland. The University consists of five 
schools:  School of Medicine in Katowice, School of Medicine with the Division of Dentistry in Zabrze, School of Health Sciences in 
Katowice, School of Public Health in Bytom, School of Pharmacy with the Division of Laboratory Medicine in Sosnowiec. The current 
position of the University results from the research achievements of its scholars and the high level of training in medical and related 
professions. The Medical University of Silesia in Katowice has been actively participating in the development of science through the 
preparation and dissemination of modern diagnostic and therapeutic technologies, the promotion of innovative medical solutions. 
The University’s development is based on modern research and didactic facilities, a wide variety of study areas and scientific 
research projects conducted  in the  medical, health and pharmaceutical sciences, as well as highly specialized academic staff. 
Process of education is provided in 26 fields of studies focused on preparing specialists for work in various communities in the 
health care system. Now Medical University of Silesia provides education to over 10 000 undergraduate, PhD and postgraduate 
students. The University also conducts classes in English (English Program) for students from all over the world.
Prof. Przemysław Jałowiecki, MD PhD. graduated with honours from the Silesian Academy of Medicine in 1979. Specializing in 
anaesthesiology, intensive therapy and emergency medicine, he shows extensive and long-standing organisational experience. 
During the terms 2012-2016 and 2016-2020 he has been holding the office of the Rector of the Medical University of Silesia, 
heading also the Chair of Anaesthesiology, Intensive Medical Care and Emergency Medicine. Chairman of the Conference of Rectors 
of Academic Medical Schools in Poland and the Regional Conference of Rectors of Academic Schools in the term 2016-2020.  His 
achievements include more than 100 original contributions published in reviewed Polish and international journals. His major 
scientific interests focus on epidemiology in anaesthesiology, critical incidents and complications in anaesthesia, improving 
methods and techniques of anaesthesia, intensive therapies in multiple injuries and craniocerebral traumas, use of the state-of-
the-art monitoring solutions in anaesthesiology and intensive therapies and cardiopulmonary cerebral resuscitation. A member 
of Polish and international scientific associations, he participates in works of multiple editorial boards. Earlier held executive 
positions in Polish Society of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Therapy and was the Regional Consultant for anaesthesiology and 
intensive medical care. Awarded the Silver Cross of Merit and the Medal of the Commission of National Education.
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